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Summary
Nuclear receptor mediated steroid signaling is involved in many processes in metazoan
development, such as puberty in vertebrates, molting in insects and entry into infective
stage in some parasitic nematodes. Understanding those phenomena is important regard-
ing public health, agronomical and conservation biology issues. This necessitates to
know and to explore the interactions between the evolution of steroid-binding receptors
and steroid-synthesizing pathways. My work was articulated around three major parts.

First, using the historical expertise of the laboratory, I updated the relationships
between nuclear receptors that are involved in steroid binding, but also from all those
that are involved in steroidogenesis regulation, in order to elucidate when and in which
context this machinery has arisen.

Second, using a classical comparative genomic approach, I showed that the steroidoge-
netic enzymes have appeared independently by duplication from xenobiotic-metabolizing
enzyme with a wider range of substrate specificity.

Third, I explored the relationships between metabolic pathways using tools from
comparative anatomy. This has confirmed and completed the previous results, showing
that steroidogenetic pathways have evolved with the pattern of cholesterol degradation
pathways.

The synthesis of all these results has led to an evolutionary model where hormonal
signaling in bilaterian animals has been inherited from the detoxification of dietary
sterols. This model may explain the coupling between nutrient accumulation and sexual
maturation, and also the link between metabolic disorders and endocrine disruption due
to environmental chemicals or drugs.
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Titre en français
Evolution de la signalisation stéroı̈dienne chez les métazoaires

Résumé
La signalisation stéroı̈dienne médiée par des récepteurs nucléaires est impliquée dans
de nombreux processus ayant trait au développement des animaux, tels que la puberté
chez les vertébrés, la mue chez les insectes et l’entrée en stade infestant chez certains
nématodes parasites. La compréhension de ces phénomènes est importante pour répondre
à des questions de santé publique, d’agronomie ou de biologie de la conservation. Ceci
nécessite de connaı̂tre et de mettre en relation l’évolution des récepteurs qui fixent ces
stéroı̈des et des voies de synthèse qui produisent les stéroı̈des. Mon travail s’est articulé
autour de trois grands axes.

Le premier a consisté, en utilisant l’expertise historique du laboratoire d’accueil,
à mettre à jour les relations de parenté entre les récepteurs nucléaires impliqués dans
la fixation des stéroı̈des, mais aussi de ceux qui sont impliqués dans la régulation de
la stéroı̈dogenèse, pour comprendre quand et dans quel contexte cette machinerie est
apparue.

Le second axe, utilisant une approche de génomique comparative, a permis de montrer
que les enzymes impliquées dans la stéroı̈dogenèse étaient apparues indépendamment par
recrutement d’enzymes à spécificité de substrat plus large impliquées dans la détoxication
des xénobiotiques.

Le troisième axe, consistant à explorer les relations de parenté entre des voies
métaboliques à l’aide d’outils d’analyse issus de l’anatomie comparée, a complété les
conclusions précédentes en montrant que les voies de la stéroı̈dogenèse avaient évolué
suivant des modalités correspondant à une voie de dégradation du cholestérol.

La mise en cohérence de tous ces résultats aboutit à un modèle d’évolution dans
lequel la signalisation hormonale des animaux à symétrie bilatérale serait l’héritière de
voies de détoxication de molécules stéroı̈diennes contenues dans leur alimentation. Ce
modèle expliquerait le couplage entre l’accumulation de nutriments et la maturation
sexuelle, ainsi que les nombreux dérèglements touchant à la fois le métabolisme et la
reproduction dus aux perturbateurs endocriniens ou à certaines molécules thérapeutiques.

Mots-clés
Evolution, Stéroı̈des, Métazoaires, Récepteurs Nucléaires, CYP450, Hormones

Blasonnement de la couverture (résumé graphique):
D’or à une ecdysone de sable en chef et à un tribolium castané au naturel en pointe
posés entre les branches d’un séparateur aussi de sable à dextre et d’un connecteur du
même à senestre et, brochant sur son noeud, un dimère de récepteurs nucléaires d’azur
et de sinople.
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Chapter 1

Foreword: in defense of molecular
zoology

What is the common point between pubertal transformation in teenagers, insect molting
and the entry of parasitic nematodes into an infestation stage? All these processes are
animal life history transitions that are regulated by steroid signaling through nuclear
receptors.

The chemical term ”steroid” refers to a type of organic compound that contains a
specific arrangement of four cycloalkane rings that are joined to each other. Nuclear
receptors are metazoan transcription factors activated by small lipophilic ligands, such
as steroid hormones, thyroid hormones, retinoids or fatty acids. The availability of the
ligand controls, in time and space, the transcriptional activity of nuclear receptors

Understanding the molecular basis of such processes by elucidating the relationships
between steroids and their receptors has major health and agronomical implications. But,
on a more fundamental viewpoint, this is also a beautiful model to link the evolution of
molecules to the evolution of organisms. This implies to put the molecular diversification,
not only from gene products, but also from lipidic molecules, in a temporal an zoological
framework, mapping the new steroids and receptors that were acquired on various
nodes of the metazoan tree. This structural description also necessitates a functional
recontextualisation, explaining what these steroids and receptor do, with the aim to
understand what could have been the functional significance of each new step (Morange,
2011). This does not mean that each acquisition of a new steroid or a new receptor should
be necessarily viewed as the acquisition of an adaptative advantage per se. But even for
an innovation that can be understood as an accidental recruitment of an ancient structure
to a new function, it is important to determinate why this has occurred at this precise
time in evolutionary history, considering both the physiological consequences of a given
innovation in terms of internal body changes, and its consequences on the abilities to
cope with the environment and to interact with other organisms living at that time.

We are fully aware that this proposed study scheme can appear as extremely ambitious
for a PhD thesis. Even in the very simplified framework that consists of metazoans
reduced to metazoan genomic models, there is a lot of steps regarding steroid evolution
to discuss. Therefore, we do not aim to analyze in full each of these steps, because for
some of them, there would be an obvious lack of precise information. But we think that it
is extremely important to put the question of steroid evolution in this general perspective,
even if it means, that at some steps, we will be forced to acknowledge that our hypotheses
are somewhat speculative or even that we do not have any data.

In this introduction, we will first briefly review some basic concepts on intercellular
signaling. Then, we will present the two most important partners at the molecular level

11



Part I 1.0

in the steroid signaling pathway, namely steroids and nuclear receptors. After a brief
survey of the relationships between the various animal groups that are discussed here, we
will pinpoint the anatomical, physiological and molecular innovations that are relevant
regarding steroid signaling. After that, we will conclude with a survey of the current
knowledge about the evolution of the ligand-binding ability of nuclear receptors, in order
to set the stage for the three main sub-questions that have been addressed in this work.
These questions are:

• when have nuclear receptor begun to bind steroids as ligands? What was the
zoological context at that time?

• when have appeared the enzymes that are responsible for steroid hormone synthe-
sis?

• when have appeared the pathways leading to the current steroids, and how have
these pathways evolved?
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Chapter 2

Steroid signaling

This chapter aims at presenting the central players in steroid signaling, that are steroids
and their receptors. But before that, we will set the stage with a brief reminder of some
basic principles in intercellular communication.

2.1 Basic principles in intercellular communication and
environmental sensing

2.1.1 The cell is the basic unit of life
All living beings consist of one or many cells (Schwann, 1839), and each cell originates
from another cell by division. A cell is characterised by its structure and its metabolism.
Both are highly variable, and these variations are modulated by intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters. Intrinsic parameters are the metabolic state of the cell, its internal architecture
and molecular composition. Extrinsic parameters are the cues from the environment.
Even in bacteria, cells are normally not living isolated, but they are closely interacting
with other cells from the same clonal population (Rosenberg, 2009) or from a different
genetical background. Additionally, all cells can respond to non-cellular stimuli, that
can be biophysical parameters, such as light or temperature, or chemical molecules that
are present in the environment. Such chemical molecules can be the direct or indirect
product of biological activity, or originate from ”purely” geological processes, such as
volcanic eruptions or chemical alteration of rocks.

2.1.2 Cells are able to maintain themselves in a changing environ-
ment

The intrinsic variability of any living medium thus raises the general problem of home-
ostasis, which is the conservation of an equilibrium in internal organism parameters
(Bernard, 1865), and also the problem of coordination of growth and cell division with
the environmental conditions. One of the best examples of this mechanism is the lac
operon, the first discovered case of gene regulation. Depending on the main available
carbon source, the eubacterium Escherichia coli is able to grow whether on lactose or
on glucose. In a glucose-rich medium, the lactose metabolizing pathway is shut down
because a repressor (lacI) blocks the the synthesis of the proteins that permits the uptake
of lactose and its breakdown into glucose and galactose. In presence of lactose, its
binding to the repressor induces a conformational transition that decreases its affinity

13



Part I 2.2

for the operator DNA of the lac operon, thus allowing the transcription of the genes that
allow the lactose metabolization (Jacob and Monod, 1961).

2.1.3 Metazoan cells have both an internal and external environ-
ment

In metazoans, that are multicellular organisms, a new level of interactions is added.
Whereas the cells located in the most external layer of epithelia are still in direct contact
with the environment, all other cells are in contact through the ”internal milieu”, an
internal body fluid whose composition differs from the external world (Bernard, 1865).
Except from direct communication between neighboring cells, all other intercellular
communications so occur through some small chemical molecules that are released in the
internal milieu. These molecules, that are produced by an endocrine cell are transported
in the internal milieu up to a receptor cell, which receives and interprets the signal. This
process is called signal transduction and it occurs through two main different systems,
that are not mutually exclusive.

2.1.4 Molecular mechanisms of signal transduction at the cellular
level

Signaling molecules can be bound at the cell surface by membrane receptors, that activate
some metabolic processes or activates gene transcription through a series of intermediates
(Fig 1., left part). Or, if they are lipophilic, they can go through the cell membrane and
bind directly to a nuclear receptor (NR), that will translocate into the nucleus after ligand
binding and thus directly trigger gene transcription (Fig. 1, right part).

The signaling molecules are released in response to a stimulus. The stimulus is
a detectable change in internal or external environment. Although this term is often
associated with neurosensory perception, it is worth to stress that a stimulus can be of all
kinds of nature, and is more generally the result of the integration, at the cellular level, of
various internal and external parameters. The results of this integration is the emission of
a signal, which can be a local variation of membrane potential, in the case of neuronal
communication, the synthesis of a membrane protein, in the case of cells that are in direct
physical contact one with each other, or the excretion of a signaling molecule, in case of
distant intercellular communication. Then occurs a step of transport from the emetting
cell to the recepting cell. This transport can be purely passive diffusion, or it can be
facilitated by a transporter. The reception implies the binding of the signaling molecule
and the transduction of the signal, which can be the activation of the transcription of
some target genes or direct changes in cell metabolism or in electron distribution around
the membrane. The extinction of the signal implies the degradation of the receptor and
the further metabolization of the hormone.

2.2 Steroids, an example of signaling molecules

2.2.1 Structure and biochemical properties
Steroids are one of the groups of signaling molecules between non-adjacent cells in
animals. Chemically, steroids are classically defined as organic molecules with four
cycloalkane rings that are joined one to each other (Fig. 2). Facultatively, it can also bear
a carbon side-chain branched on carbon 17. We insist on this, highlighting the side-chain
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Part I 2.2

Figure 1: Two main ways of signal transduction in metazoans. On the left, transduction
through a membrane receptor. On the right, transduction through a nuclear receptor.
Note that for both receptor types, the exact intracellular localisation can vary.

on the figure, because the difference between steroids with and without a side-chain will
be an important discussion point along the whole manuscript.

Just as for proteins (Markov et al., 2008a), steroid nomenclature is highly heteroge-
nous, resulting from a complex history, during which these objects were named in
different conceptual frameworks. The Fig. 2 gives an example of this diversity.

Cholesterol, the solid component in bile

Cholesterol, the first identified steroid, was firstly discovered in bile and gallstones by
François Poulletier de La Salle in 1765, which did not publish his observations (Feltgen,
1993), and then rediscovered in 1815 by Chevreul, who coined the term “cholesterine.”,
from the Greek chole- (bile) and stereos (solid) (Chevreul, 1815). Initially viewed only
as a morbid substance or a metabolic waste, it was later acknowledged as a molecule
playing important physiological roles, being a modulator of membrane fluidity and as
a precursor for bile acids, steroid hormones and vitamin D. Other eucaryotes have also
sterols, that are steroids with an hydroxyl group on carbon 3 of ring A. In yeast, this is
ergosterol, whereas in plants, there are phytosterols (Summons et al., 2006). In bacteria,
sterols are absent, but they role in cell membrane is performed by pentacyclic carbone
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Part I 2.2

Figure 2: Structure of the sterol ring, of cholesterol, and of the steroids of human,
Drosophila melanogaster and Caenorhabditis elegans. The sterol ring numbering is
indicated. Aldosterone, cortisone, estradiol, dihydrotestosterone and calcitriol are the
classical human steroid hormones. Oxysterols, such as 7α-hydroxycholesterol, and bile
acids, such as chenodeoxycholic acids, are not classically considered as hormones, but
they are, as the others, steroid ligands for nuclear receptors. 20-hydroxyecdysone is the
main steroid hormone in Drosophila melanogaster, whereas ∆7-dafachronic acid is one
of the two steroids that are involved in intercellular communication in Caenorhabditis
elegans.

molecules called hopanoids, that are classified with steroids for some authors (Fahy et al.,
2005).

Corticoids, or steroids from the adrenal gland

Cortisone was isolated in 1936 as an important hormonal product secreted by the cortex
of the adrenal gland. It was later found to affect glucose metabolism, hence the name
glucocorticoid. Another important glucorticoid is cortisol, that is also a sterol from a
chemical viewpoint. This is an example of overlap between the various steroid categories.

Aldosterone was initially identified in 1953 under the name ”electrocortin” as a
product of the mammalian adrenal gland that was able to affect sodium and potassium
transport in the nephrons of the kidney (Simpson et al., 1953). Together with other
molecules of similar structure that are able to modulate the ionary equilibrium, it is
a member of the mineralocorticoid family. In rodents, amphibians and birds, another
molecule, 11-Dehydrocorticosterone, seems to be the main physiological mineralocorti-
coid (Bury and Sturm, 2007).

Both glucocorticoids and mineralocorticoids are grouped under the general term
”corticoids” or ”adrenal steroids” in reference to their origin in the adrenal gland. In
vertebrate lacking an adrenal gland, such as teleosts, they are produced by the interrenal
tissue of the head kidney. The distinction between gluco- and mineralocorticoids is not
very clear, especially when one considers the diversity of situations in metazoans. For
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Part I 2.2

example, cortisol acts both as a mineralocorticoid and a glucocorticoid in teleosts (Bury
and Sturm, 2007).

Estrogens, androgens and progestagens: steroids involved in vertebrate reproduc-
tion

17β-estradiol and some other steroids with 17 carbons, called C17-steroids, such as
estriol and estrone, are grouped under the term ”estrogens”, referring to their ability
to generate sexual desire in mammals. The classical test to detect estrogenicity of a
molecule is the mesure of its ability to stimulate cornification in epidermal cells lining
the vagina of castrate female rats, which is a very restrictive definition. But more and
more, this test is replaced by in-cellulo tests in yeast system with transfected mammalian
estrogen receptor (Norris, 2007). Other molecules than steroids that are also able to
induce estrogenic effects are also termed”estrogens”, such as genistein, a component of
soy (Henley and Korach, 2006). So there has been a shift in the ”estrogenicity” concept
from the description of a physiological effect (induction of female reproductive traits)
to a molecular effect (binding to an estrogen receptor). It should also be stressed that
estrogens are also present in male and are known to have effects that are distinct from
feminization.

Dihydrotestosterone and other C18-steroids are androgens, i. e. compounds that
stimulate development of male characteristics. Here again there is cohabitation of two
concepts, one referring to the function (androgen) and one to the organ where the steroid
is produced (testosterone is the steroid from the testis). Even in females, testosterone is
synthesized, even if not in testis.

Progesterone and other C21-steroids are grouped under the name ”progestogen”,
referring to their ability to maintain pregnancy in mammals. However, progesterone
also exists in other vertebrates, that are not necessary life-bearers, with various and only
partially investigated functions in modulation of vitellogenesis and gamete proliferation
(Norris, 2007) . It should be noted that the ”C21-steroid” category is overlapping, because
corticoids, that are not sex steroids, are also C21-steroids (Fahy et al., 2005).

Progestagens, estrogens and androgens are sometimes grouped together under the
name ”sex steroids”, referring to what is inferred to be their main biological role in
vertebrates. There have been many claims for their presence in other animal groups too
(Lafont and Mathieu, 2007).

Oxysterols: a purely biochemical name for widespread molecules

7α-hydroxycholesterol is involved in cholesterol homeostasy. Here the name refers only
to the chemical structure: a cholesterol bearing an hydroxyl group. Oxysterols are also
widespread among animals (Lafont and Mathieu, 2007).

Bile acids: steroids that are present in the bile

Chenodeoxycholic acid was first isolated in goose - hence the prefix ”cheno” in its name,
and is one of the two most important bile acids in human, being involved in cholesterol
homeostasis as well as in facilitation of lipid digestion (Russell, 2009).

Secosteroids: steroids that lack the canonical steroid structure

Calcitriol is involved in calcium homeostasis. A lack of calcitriol leads to rickets, a
softening of the bones in children suffering from malnutrition, and osteomalacia and
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Part I 2.2

osteroporosis in adults (Holick, 2003). The importance of calcitriol in diet has led to its
naming as vitamin D3. It is worth to mention that calcitriol lacks the canonical four-ring
structure, as a consequence of the opening up of the B-ring. Hence the term ”secosteroid”
was coined as a synonymous to vitamin D to group all steroids that underwent this
opening. Here a temporal dimension is added in the definition of steroids, because
secosteroids have no more the four polyalkane rings but are formed from a molecule
that has it. Secosteroids can also be produced from ergosterol in fungi, and this leds to
vitamin D2.

Ecdysteroids: steroids that trigger arthropod ecdysis

20-hydroxyecdysone was isolated from a crayfish (Hampshire and Horn, 1966) and was
rapidly established as the main moulting hormone in all arthropods (Lafont et al., 2005).
20-hydroxyecdysone and similar compounds are grouped under the general name of
ecdysteroids. Since they have been also identified in plants, a further distinction is made
between ”zooecdysteroids” and ”phytoecdysteroids” (Lafont et al., 2005). A number of
steroids have also been isolated in sponges (Lafont and Mathieu, 2007).

Dafachronic acids: steroids that block dauer entry in nematodes

∆7-dafachronic acid was recently identified as a ligand for the nuclear receptor DAF-12
in the model nematode Caenorhabditis elegans. The name ”dafachronic” was coined
referring to its ability to block dauer formation (a nematode-specific diapause stage)
and to modulate other so-called ”heterochronic” developmental pathways (Motola et al.,
2006). A second molecule, ∆4-dafachronic acid, was identified at the same time and
was shown to have similar effects.

Additionally, there are many steroids with functions that are not related to intercellular
communication within one organism. They also play a role as intra- or interspecific
communication substances, being pheromones, alarm substances, feeding deterrent or
toxins (Lafont and Mathieu, 2007).

It must also be noted that outside animals, steroids are also implicated in cell signaling
through NR-independant mechanisms. In plants, brassinosteroı̈ds are growth-promoting
hormones that act through receptor kinases at the cell membrane (Kim and Wang, 2010).

May an evolutionary approach help in giving structure to such heterogenous clas-
sifications?

Seeing this diversity of steroid names, we can now try to list the main types of steroid
categories:

• steroid names referring to a chemical structure: sterols, secosteroids, oxysterols,
C17, C18 and C21 steroids. Concerning secosteroids, it is worth to mention that
the names refers not only to a structure, but also to a process, because ”seco”
means that the steroid has undergone a cleavage of its B-ring.

• steroid names referring to a localisation in the body: bile acids, cholesterol, testos-
terone.

• steroid names referring to an organism: ergosterol, phytosterols, zoosterols, chen-
odeoxycholic acid.
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• steroid names referring to a function: androgens, estrogens, progestagens, mineralo-
and glucocorticoids, ecdysteroids and dafachronic acids.

One important unifiying factor between these various categories is the temporal
dimension. This is obvious for secosteroids, where the name refers to a synthesis process
with successive steps. But this is also true concerning names related to a localisation,
that is mainly historical. Cholesterol is indeed present in bile, but it is also present in
all cells as a membrane component. In names referring to an organism, the temporal
dimension comes because these organisms have diverged during evolution.

Concerning functional names, we can observe that they refer to processes occurring
at different time scales. Some are unambiguously rooted in a developmental timeframe.
Androgens and estrogens mediate puberty, the transition from a juvenile to a sexually ma-
ture adult. Ecdysteroids triggers the molts that punctuate arthropod growth. Dafachronic
acids repress the entry into dauer stage. In some other cases, such as mineralo- and
glucocorticoids, the situation is more complicated. Corticoids are well known modulators
of amphibian development (Denver, 2009), and more generally, unexpected variations of
corticoids are well known as disruptors of reproduction in captive vertebrates (Norris,
2007). Bile acids are regulators of the digestive cycle, which is not considered as a
developmental process, because of its daily periodicity, but which is nevertheless a
periodic process.

From this we draw two major conclusions:

• these observations raise a question about the biological basis for the implication
of steroids in rhythmic processes. Is it purely fortuitous or is it the result of they
special properties? We will discuss that point a little in the Part II (nuclear receptors
in a zoological context) and more precisely in the discussion.

• the way steroids are made is important to classify them: we will esplore this more
precisely in the following subsection.

2.2.2 Steroid synthesis
Most of animal steroids are synthesized from cholesterol, which is itself synthesized from
acetate that is produced via glycolysis or fatty acid oxidation in the liver (Norris, 2007).
Hence, the term steroidogenesis refers to both the synthesis of cholesterol from acetate
and to the synthesis of other steroids from cholesterol. Here we will briefly present what
is known about the synthesis of the main steroids.

Synthesis of human sex and adrenal steroids

Vertebrate sex and adrenal steroids are synthesized by various organs, the main being
the gonads (for estrogens, androgens and progesterone), the placenta (for estrogens and
progesterone in eutherian mammals), the adrenal cortex (for corticoids and androgens)
and the brain (Norris, 2007).

The synthesis of steroid hormones is performed by enzymes belonging to four
different families (Payne and Hales, 2004), such as the cytochrome P450 (CYP), the
short-chain dehydrogenases-reductases (SDR), the 3β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenases
(HSD3B) and the 5α-reductases (SRD5A).

In the Fig. 3, we present the classical pathway in human and rodents. There are some
variations from one vertebrate to another (Bury and Sturm, 2007) in the terminal products.
For examples, teleosts can also synthesize 11ketotestosterone from testosterone, using
the CYP11B and HSD11B enzymes (Lokman et al., 2002).
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Figure 3: Synthesis of sex and adrenal steroids, showing all intermediates and enzymes.

Synthesis of human 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3

In presence of ultraviolet light in the skin, 7-Dehydrocholesterol is modified to vitamin
D3 (Holick, 2003). Then it is released into the blood from which it is removed by the
liver, and then converted to 25-hydroxyvitamin D3, and returned to the blood. The
final step is carried out in the kidney and leads to 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 that is
the active molecule (Fig. 4). So, synthesis of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 is the only
animal steroidogenic process that does not start from cholesterol and that includes an
non-enzymatic step, the cleavage of the B-ring by ultraviolet light. The other reactions
are carried out by members of the CYP family, but concerning the vitamin D3 25-
hydroxylation, almost two different paralogs, CYP2R1 or CYP27A1, may perform that
reaction in vivo (Gupta et al., 2007).

Figure 4: Synthesis of vitamin D3
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Synthesis of human bile acids

Synthesis of bile acids occurs in the liver (Russell, 2009). There are two major pathways
for bile acid synthesis. In the classical or neutral pathway (Fig. 5), the first reaction is
7α-hydroxylation, whereas in the alternative or acidic pathway, that was discovered later,
the first reaction is a 26-hydroxylation, leading to 3β,7α-dihydroxycholestenoic acid (Fig.
5). Chenodeoxycholic acid can also be synthesized starting from 25-hydroxycholesterol
or 24-hydroxycholesterol.

Figure 5: Synthesis of human bile acids, showing all intermediates and enzymes.

All the bile acids that are endogenously synthesized are called primary bile acids.
They can be further metabolized by gut bacteria, leading to secondary bile acids, some
of which, such as lithocholic acid, can be carcinogenic (Russell, 2009).

Synthesis of arthropod ecdysteroids

Ecdysone is synthesized from dietary sterols in the prothoracic gland of insects (Huang
et al., 2008) or in the Y organs of crustaceans (Lafont and Mathieu, 2007). The last four
steps of the synthesis are performed by enzymes from the CYP family (Fig. 6) and the
first one is performed by the rieske-domain oxygenase Neverland, but some reactions in
the middle, called the ”black box reactions”, are still misterious (Huang et al., 2008).
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Figure 6: Synthesis of arthropod ecdysteroids. The names of the known enzymes
performing the reactions are indicated on the arrows.

Synthesis of nematode dafachronic acids

Synthesis of nematode dafachronic acids involves the CYP enzyme CYP22 (Motola
et al., 2006), the rieske-like oxygenase DAF-36 (Rottiers et al., 2006) and the HSDB3
HSD-1 (Patel et al., 2008). But the enzymes that transform 7-dehydrocholesterol into
lathosterone are not yet kown (Fig. 7).

Figure 7: Synthesis of nematode dafachronic acids. The names of the known enzymes
performing the reactions are indicated on the arrows. Question marks indicate unknown
enzymes.

Regulation of steroid synthesis

Regulation of steroid synthesis occurs by different ways. The availability of steroidogenic
enzymes is controlled by various transcription factors, among which are some nuclear
receptors, that do not necessarily bind steroids themselves ((He et al., 2010); (Parvy et al.,
2005); (Horner et al., 2009))(Fig. 8).

2.2.3 Physiological roles of steroids, other than through NR-binding
Steroids bind to nuclear receptors, as we will detail in further section, but they are also
able to bind membrane receptors. For example, in mammals (Revankar et al., 2005)
and in some teleosts (Thomas et al., 2010), estradiol binds the receptor GPER (formerly
GPR30) that is located in the membrane of the endoplasmic reticulum. In mammals,
some bile acids also bind the transmembrane receptor TGR5 (Thomas et al., 2008).
Similary, in the butterfly Manduca sexta, ecdysone regulates the proliferation of neural
precursor cells through a nongenomic mechanism in the optic lobes (Champlin and
Truman, 2000).

The ability of steroids to act independently of nuclear receptors has two important
consequences. From a methodological viewpoint, this means that the identification of
a given steroid in an animal is not sufficient to draw conclusions on its physiological
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Figure 8: Control and regulation of steroid synthesis by steroidogenic enzymes and
transcription factors. A. Ecdysteroid synthesis in Drosophila melanogaster. B. Sex and
adrenal steroid synthesis in human. The colors of the nuclear receptors pictured here
refer to their phylogenetic relationships, as they are described in section 2.3.

role, and on the molecular pathway in which it could be involved (Lafont and Mathieu,
2007). From a fundamental viewpoint, this means that one important open question
regarding the evolution of steroid signaling is when and why they became ligands for
nuclear receptors. But before to discuss this, it is important to explain what nuclear
receptors are.

2.3 Nuclear receptors
Nuclear receptors are metazoan transcription factors activated by small lipophilic ligands,
such as steroid hormones, thyroid hormones, retinoids or fatty acids. The availability of
the ligand controls, in time and space, the transcriptional activity of nuclear receptors.
However, this general and traditional definition has to be put into perspective, since
natural ligands are still missing for several receptors in mammals and for most of
them in insects. Furthermore, it appears that some nuclear receptors are true orphans.
However, most members of this family are expected to be regulated by one or several
ligands. Testing this hypothesis has proven to be an arduous challenge, especially when
endocrinological knowledge is non-existent for a given receptor.
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2.3.1 Modular proteins with a conserved structure
Nuclear receptors are modular proteins with two well structured domains, the DNA-
binding domain (DBD) and the ligand-binding domain (LBD), that are separated by
an hinge region. Before the DBD in the N-term, there is a regulatory domain that is
highly variable in sequence. The C-term also ends with a variable region. The DBD
and LBD are highly conserved and their structures have been determined for several
receptors (Huang et al., 2010) (Fig. 9). Nuclear receptors bind to the regulatory regions
of target genes as homodimers (when two receptors of the same type bind together)
or heterodimers (when two receptors of different types bind together), more rarely as
monomers.

Figure 9: Structure of a nuclear receptor. (A) Primary structure, with the less conserved
domains in grey, the DBD in pink and the LBD in green. (B) Nuclear receptor dimer
on the promoter of a target gene, with the ligand-binding pocket shown in the LBD.
(C) Tridimensional structure of two DBDs on a DNA helix. The pink balls are the
zinc atomes. (D) Tridimensional structure of a dimer of two LBDs. In the EcR LBD,
the white balls represent the ecdysone ligand. The surface around it determines the
ligand-binding pocket. The names H1 to H12 refer to the twelve α-helixes that make
the LBD. Concerning the USP LBD, two of them are transformed into loops and are
therefore named L6 and L11 (Bonneton and Laudet, 2011)

2.3.2 A phylogenetic classification of nuclear receptors
The high degree of sequence conservation in the DBD and LBD of nuclear receptors
has made possible a phylogenetic classification of the family (Laudet et al., 1992). This
classification (Fig. 10) has provided a basis for the official nomenclature of the family
(Nuclear Receptors Nomenclature Committee, 1999), that divides classically into six
subfamilies (NR1, NR2, NR3, NR4, NR5 and NR6). Each family itself divides into
groups (NR1A, NR1B, NR1C...).

Among them, steroid-binding nuclear receptors are located both in the NR3 subfamily
(ER, GR, MR, PR, AR) and in the NR1 subfamily (EcR, LXR, FXR, VDR, DAF-12...).
We will discuss their relative binding- abilities more extensively in a following section
about evolution of ligand-binding ability.
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Figure 10: A classification of nuclear receptors based on their evolutionary relationships.
The main trivial names for nuclear receptors from human, Drosophila melanogaster and
Caenorhabditis elegans are indicated between brackets.

2.3.3 The DNA binding domain
The DNA binding domain (DBD) is made up of two non-equivalent zinc-finger structures
(C4-zinc fingers) with each zinc atom being necessary to retain stable domain structure
and function (Khorasanizadeh and Rastinejad, 2001). Recent genomic studies have
shown that the number of nuclear receptor binding sites range from several hundreds
(Gauhar et al., 2009) to several thousands (Cheung and Kraus, 2010). The canonical
hormone response element (HRE) has the core sequence RGGTCA (Umesono and
Evans, 1989). Mutations, extensions, duplications and distinct relative orientations of
repeats of this motif generate response elements that are selective for a given class of
receptor (Fig.11). Some receptors can bind to DNA as monomers through a single core
sequence. In this case, an A/T-rich region 5’ to the core element governs the binding
specificity (Laudet and Adelmant, 1995). All members of subfamily 2 are able to form
homodimers on direct repeat sequence. Steroid receptors (NR3) bind as homodimers
to HREs containing two core motifs separated by 1-3 nucleotides and organized as
palindromes. Most of the receptors of subfamilies 1 and 4 heterodimerize with RXR
(NR2B, homologous to the insect USP) and bind to direct repeats (DRs) of the core motif
(Brelivet et al., 2004). The spacing between the two halves of the DR dictates the type of
heterodimer that will bind. For example, a DR separated by five nucleotides (DR5) will
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usually be recognized by RXR:RAR and a DR4 by RXR:TR.

Figure 11: Various ways of DNA binding in nuclear receptors. The various receptor
domains are colored according to the Fig. 9B.

2.3.4 The ligand binding domain
The ligand binding domain (LBD) is composed of 10-12 α-helixes that form three
antiparallel helical layers that combine to make an α-helical sandwich (Fig. 12). The
LBD fulfils three main functions: ligand binding, dimerisation and recruitment of
coregulators. The ligand-binding pocket (LBP) of the receptor is located in the interior
of the structure and is formed by a subset of the surrounding helices. The core of the
dimerisation interface is mainly constituted by helices H9 and H10 (more than 75% of the
total surface), together with other residues from helices H7 and H11 as well as from loops
L8-9 and L9-10 (Huang et al., 2010). The heterodimeric arrangement closely resembles
that of a homodimer, except that the heterodimer interfaces are asymmetric (Folkertsma
et al., 2005). Many unliganded (apo) nuclear receptors are transcriptional silencers as a
result of interaction with corepressors. The LBD domain undergoes a conformational
change upon ligand binding (holo), allowing the interaction with coactivators and the
transactivation of target genes.

Different types of receptors are distinguished according to their various ligand-
binding abilities (Benoit et al., 2004).
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Figure 12: Allosteric transition in response to ligand activation in the human RXRα. The
fixation of oleic acid (in white) triggers a conformational change, where the most visible
effect is the move of the H12 helix (in red) that locks the ligand into the binding pocket.
(Bourguet et al., 2000).

Hormone receptors

Classical hormone receptors, such as the vertebrate estrogen receptor (NR3A) or the
insect ecdysone receptor (NR1H1) bind only to a few very specific molecules with
high specificity and high affinity, in the nanomolar range. Their ligands are generally
synthesized endogenously.

Nutritional sensors

Another more recently defined category, that comprises the oxysterol receptors (LXR/NR1H2-
3) and the bile acid receptors (FXR/NR1H4-5) are able to bound more loosely, with
affinity in the micromolar range, to a variety of molecules, that are often food derivatives.
Hence was coined the term ”nutritional sensor”, implying that these receptors are able to
sense the metabolic state of the cell and to regulate its balance (Benoit et al., 2004).

Constitutive activators

Constitutive activators are receptors that can activate transcription in transfected cells
even in the absence of an exogenously added ligand. Classical examples from this group
are the ERR (NR3B). It is possible that such receptors are really activated by a yet
unknown endogenous ligand (Benoit et al., 2004).

Receptors with ligands as structural cofactors

Receptors with structural cofactors are receptors that are constitutively active in ab-
sence of exogenous ligand, but that require an endogenous lipid molecule to take their
conformation. This is for example the case for RORα (NR1F), which is stabilized by
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the binding of cholesterol, and such a situation also appears with the USP (NR2B) in
dipterans (Clayton et al., 2001) and lepidopterans (Billas et al., 2001).

Receptors without a ligand-binding pocket

Receptors without a ligand-binding pocket are receptors where the space that is occupied
by the ligand in liganded receptors is filled by the amino-acids of the surrounding helixes.
The most salient examples are members from the NR4 family (Wang et al., 2003). They
are nevertheless regulated during signaling cascades, but this regulation goes through
post-translational modifications, such as phosphorylation (Rochette-Egly, 2003), as it is
the case for mainly unliganded transcription factors.

2.3.5 Variations in nuclear receptors mechanism of action
The canonical mechanism of action that is described here is not the only way nuclear
receptors play a role in cell signaling. They also can be cofactors modulating the
activity of another transcription factor. For example, the glucocorticoid receptor (GR) in
vertebrates is known to repress through direct interaction the activity of the transcription
factor NF-κB, a central transcription factor in the inflammatory response (Necela and
Cidlowski, 2004). More surprisingly, they are also involved in signal transduction in the
cytoplasm through non-genomic pathways, triggering kinase cascades (Ordóñez-Morán
and Muñoz, 2009).

2.3.6 Function at the organismal level
Nuclear receptors are involved in a considerable number of developmental and physio-
logical processes (Huang et al., 2010). In insects, their role has been well characterised
in embryo segmentation, development of the nervous system, moulting and metamor-
phosis (King-Jones and Thummel, 2005). In vertebrates, they are also involved in so
many various processes that it is difficult to propose a satisfactory classification of their
functional roles.

Classically, nuclear hormone receptors, such as steroid receptors or thyroid hormone
receptors, are associated with the functioning of the regulatory axes. Here we present the
case of the gonadal steroid axis (Fig. 13).

In such an axis, external or internal signals are integrated through the brain, in which
some neurons from the hypothalamus secrete a peptidic hormone that stimulates the
hypophysis. After that, hypophysal neurones secrete a second neurohormone that goes
into the general circulation and triggers the synthesis of steroids in the gonad. The
gonadal steroids that are produced by that way are also released into the blood, where
they trigger a variety of biological responses on various cell types, including some brain
cells. The retroaction of gonadal steroids on the brain is currently viewed as a feedback
retroaction (Norris, 2007).

However, this scheme cannot be universally valid for all nuclear receptors, especially
for those who are not ligand-activated. Some researchers have yet tried to propose a func-
tional classification of all the mammalian nuclear receptors, proposing that each of the
mammalian receptors fits in one of the following categories: reproduction, development,
central and basal metabolic functions, dietary-lipid metabolism, and energy homeostasis
(Bookout et al., 2006). This classification was based on the results of high-throughput
analysis of the target genes of all mouse nuclear receptors. However, such a classification
is somewhat arbitrary. For example, TRβ, that is involved in gut remodeling during
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Figure 13: A simplified version of the gonadal steroid signaling axis. Red arrows
indicate in which steps of the signaling cascade steroid hormone signaling through
nuclear receptors is involved.

weaning of mouse pups, is classified in the category ”dietary-lipid metabolism, and
energy homeostasis”, but could also well fit in the ”development” category. Here as for
many other questions, an evolutionary perspective could be instrumental to design a good
functional categorization. Again, this implies that we have to understand in which order
these various physiological processes appeared and how they interacted during evolution.
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Chapter 3

Diversity of metazoans regarding
intercellular communication

The physiological regulations that we have previously presented are occurring in animals
with a complicated internal organisation, that is not universal. To put steroid signaling
evolution in an appropriate framework, it is necessary to have a brief overview of
metazoan morpho-anatomical diversity and phylogeny.

Here we will provide a quick tour on metazoan diversity, focussing on structural
features that can play a role in intercellular communication.

3.1 Metazoan phylogeny
The necessity to class living beings according to their relative degrees of kinship was
already expressed in the first edition of The Origin of species (Darwin, 1859), but the
conceptual tools necessary to make this efficiently have been lacking during almost an
entire century.

Until the 1970’s, the classification of animals was an highly confuse and controversial
working area, with no consensus about the real relationships between the animal groups
(Jenner, 2000). This has spectacularly changed during the last decades due to two main
factors.

The first was the cladistic revolution, triggered by the publication of an english trans-
lation of Willi Hennig’s work about phylogenetic systematics ((Hennig, 1950), (Hennig,
1966)). Before that, animals were classified mainly on the basis of global similarity, and
the characters taken into account to define this similarity were highly arbitrary. Hennig
introduced a distinction between shared ancestral characters (symplesiomorphies) and
shared derived characters (synapomorphies), compared to an external reference, the
outgroup, that indicates the common ancestral state (Fig. 14).

Of course, characters are not always shared due to common descent, but can also arise
independently due to similiar functional constraints or selective pression. This process in
named convergence, or recruitement, at the molecular level. Homology, the hypothesis
about common ancestry of similar characters in two taxa, is always an hypothesis, that
has to be tested by phylogenetic reconstruction. When the test fails, characters that were
acquired convergently in different lineages are named homoplasies (Lankester, 1870).

The second major factor that drastically modified metazoan phylogeny was the
increasing abundance of molecular data, that made possible large-scale comparisons of
taxa that are very different morphologically, and that provided a very abundant source
of characters (Adoutte et al., 2000). This made possible for the first time to acquire a
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Figure 14: An example of phylogenetic classification established using cladistics. The
three possibilities regarding the relationships between Drosophila, Tribolium and Anophe-
les, compared to the outgroup Daphnia are represented by three possible trees (A, B and
C). In each case, the number of steps (changes in character state) necessary to explain
the character distribution pattern is indicated on the branches. With only six steps in
comparison to seven steps for trees A and eight steps for tree C, tree B is the most simple
way to explain the given character distribution. The character distribution on tree B
implies that the presence of imaginal discs in Drosophila and Tribolium is an homoplasy,
and that this structure appeared independently in both animals (Svácha, 1992).

consensus view about the relationships between metazoans.
The Fig. 15 gives the currently accepted consensus view about the relationships

between the discussed animal groups. Not all groups are presented, because we con-
centrated on those where there is consistent genomic knowledge, with at least one fully
sequenced genome. Some points, such as the monophyly of sponges or the exact position
of placozoans, are still debated, but we will not discuss this here.

3.2 Choanoflagellates, the sister group of metazoans
To understand what is a metazoan, it is necessary to know what is its closely-related
group, in order to identify which characters are really specific to metazoans. The sister
group of metazoans is choanoflagellates. These are small mainly unicellular organisms,
and about 120 species are currently known. A choanoflagellate cell has a collar made
from microvillosities, and in its center a flagellum beats, thus creating a water current that
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Figure 15: Current consensus about metazoan phylogeny. The size of the clades is
proportional to the number of described species.

attracts bacterias eaten by the cells (Fig. 16A). There can be benthic or planctonic, and
they live mainly in the sea, but also in freshwater environments, where there are able to
form cysts in response to overcrowding (Leadbeater and Karpov, 2000). Within the group,
the ability to synthesize an extracellular matrix (the lorica) and the presence of a colonial
stage during the life cycle are quite widespread, and may even be ancestral characters,
that were present in the last common ancestor of choanoflagellates and metazoans (Carr
et al., 2008). Observation of the transition from unicellular state to multicellularity by
cell division was observed in Salpingoeca rosetta, and the asynchronous division pattern
suggests that cell division is not coordinated between sister cells in a colony (Fairclough
et al., 2010). The sequencing of the genome of Monosiga brevicollis revealed that they
differ from animals by the absence of some protein families such has T-box and ETS
transcription factors and nuclear receptors (King et al., 2008). Preliminary studies on its
sterol profile reveal the ability to synthesize sterols with a structure that is intermediate
between this of fungi and this of metazoans (Kodner et al., 2008).

3.3 Sponges
Sponges are sessile metazoans that have water intake (the pores) and outake (the osculum)
openings connected by chambers lined with choanocytes, cells with whip-like flagella,
whose organisation is strikingly similar to choanoflagellates (Fig. 16B and C).

All known living sponges can remold their bodies, as most types of their cells can
move within their bodies and a few can change from one type to another. The existence
of complex intercellular coordination of cell movements and differenciation is well
established, in particular during asexual budding (Hammel et al., 2009), and for the
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Figure 16: Similarity in cellular organisation of choanoflagellates and sponge
choanocytes. (A) An isolated choanoflagellate cell, without lorica. (B) Transversal
section of a sponge, showing the circulatory current. (C) Focus on a portion of the
sponge body wall, showing the rows of choanocytes that are the feeding cells.

control of the opening of the osculum through contraction of myocytes. They have no
clearly delimited tissues and no internal body fluid with a strictly controlled composition.
Trophic exchanges between cells occur mainly through the amebocytes, which are mobile
and the most plastic cell type. Some species have huge sizes and complex structures,
so probably most of the intercellular communication occurs not through an ”internal
milieu”, but through releasing of signaling molecules in the cell neighborhood (exocrine
communication), and through intracytoplasmic communication.

Demosponges are able to produce a peculiar sterol 24-isopropylcholesterol, which
seems to be specific for them (Kodner et al., 2008), and they produce a huge variety
of oxysterols with anticancer properties. Proliferation can be modulated in a reversible
manner by retinoic acid, and the expression level of a nuclear receptor is known to be
activated by that (Wiens et al., 2003), which does not necessary imply that retinoic acid
is the physiological ligand of that receptor, or even that the activation is direct. No link
between steroid signaling and nuclear receptor was reported for the moment.

In Amphimedon queenslandica, two nuclear receptors were identified (Bridgham et al.,
2010). AqNR1 is expressed specifically in the ciliar cells of the external layer, which
transdifferenciate into choanocytes after metamorphosis, and also in cells associated
with the pigment ring, a ring of ciliated cell at the posterior part of the embryon, that
is involved in its locomotion (Larroux et al., 2006). AqNR1 is able to activate gene
transcription after binding of a wide range of bacterial free fatty acids (Bridgham et al.,
2010). AqNR2 is also able to bind fatty acids but not to activate the transcription
after ligand binding, and is expressed quite ubiquitousely during larval development
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(Bridgham et al., 2010).
Currently, only one sponge genome is sequenced, this of the demosponge Amphime-

don queenslandica (Srivastava et al., 2010), and it is not clear yet, whether sponges are
truly monophyletic or if other metazoans are nested in a peculiar sponge subgroup.

3.4 The enigmatic placozoans
The group ”placozoans” was coined for only one animal species, Trichoplax adhaerens.
Trichoplaxes are very flat animals around a millimeter in diameter, lacking any organs or
internal structures. They have three cellular layers: the top epitheloid layer is made of
ciliated ”cover cells” flattened toward the outside of the organism, and the bottom layer
is made up of cylinder cells which possess cilia used in locomotion and gland cells which
lack cilia. Between these layers is the fiber syncytium, a liquid-filled cavity strutted
open by star-like fibers (Schierwater, 2005). The digestion is made in a temporary cavity
formed by contraction of the ventral side around the feeding particle. The absence of a
basal lamina makes possible the direct entry of the particules into the body cavity.

Its life cycle and sexual reproduction are not known, but its genome is fully sequenced
(Srivastava et al., 2008), showing the presence of four different nuclear receptors (Baker,
2008), but there is currently no functional data about them. Nothing is known about
steroid metabolism. However, the presence of lipid-accumulating cells on the dorsal side
of the animal and the observation that placozoan may repel predators or even kill them
if ingested (Pearse and Voigt, 2007) suggest that may be able to synthesize a variety of
lipid molecules that can disrupt some metabolic pathways of potential predators.

3.5 Eumetazoans
Eumetazoans are animals whose body is divided into germ layers. They have true
epithelia delimited by a basement membrane. This has important consequences on
nutrition, because food particles can not go through the digestive epithelium, which so
determinates the formation of a gut, with extracellular digestion. A corollary is a more
strict division of labour between cell types, with much less plasticity in terms of cellular
differenciation ability, and with the appearance of true muscular and neuronal cells. With
the neuronal cells appears the possibility of long-distance intercellular communication
through nervous and neuroendocrine pathways.

The two major groups of eumetazoans are cnidarians and bilaterians.

3.6 Cnidarians
Cnidarians are animals that have peculiar urticant cells, the cnidocytes, that allow them
to catch their preys. They have no internal circulatory system, but they are highly
differentiated animals, with complex life cycles, and sometimes colonial structures. In
the colonial species, such as corals, trophic connections occur through the gut.

Cnidarians have quite important regeneration abilities, and are able to produce
steroids that are used as anticancer compounds. The application of exogenous steroids is
known to disrupt the reproductive physiology at least of anthozoans (Twan et al., 2003),
and it is known that cnidarians have some nuclear receptors, but no functional link is
known between those partners.
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3.7 Bilaterians
Bilaterians are animals where the body has a bilateral symmetry axis. They have an
internal body fluid, which composition is regulated by an excretory system, but with no
systematic division between an internal circulating fluid (the blood) and the intercellular
fluid (the lymph). They all have differentiated glands.

The two major groups of bilaterians are deuterostomes and protostomes.

3.8 Deuterostomes
Deuterostomes are animals where the blastopore forms the anus during gastrulation. A
debated synapomorphy is the presence of pharyngeal pouches (Fig. 17), from which
many glands derive, and from the endostyle or thyroid gland, that is a major partner in
crosstalks with steroid signaling at least in chordates. In tetrapods, the parathyroid glands
also derive from pharyngeal pouches. The parathyroid glands produce the parathyroid
hormones, that stimulate the last step of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 synthesis (Norris,
2007).

Figure 17: Comparison of the body structure of two deuterostomes, an enteropneust (A)
and an amphioxus (B). In both cases, the anterior part of the gut wall bears holes that are
called gill slits. In vertebrates, the thyroid gland develops from the pharynx wall between
the first and second pouches.

There are two major groups of deuterostomes: ambulacralians and chordates.
Ambulacralians comprise hemichordates and echinoderms. Hemichordates, which

comprise the enteropneust portrayed on Fig. 17A, are poorly studied, and almost nothing
is known about their physiology. We mention them here only because they are the only
living ambulacralians that have gill slits and an endostyle, whereas echinoderms are
supposed to have secondarily lost these characters (Ruppert, 2005).
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Echinoderms are highly derived animals with a pentaradial symmetry. They have
an open circulatory system, but its role in body fluid circulation seems to be greatly
diminished by the presence of a water vascular system, that is implicated in locomotion,
food and waste transportation, and respiration. This water system is connected to the
sea water (except for sea cucumbers), and so cannot be viewed as a true internal body
fluid, but could be an important vector of long-distance signaling molecules between
distant parts of the echinoderm body. They are various reports of vertebrate-type steroids
in these animals but no proof of endogenous synthesis (Lafont and Mathieu, 2007).

Chordates have a closed circulatory system, dividing the body fluid into blood
in the vessels and lymph in the rest of the body. Among them, vertebrates are the
best studied group, comprising many endocrinological models, where steroid binding
by nuclear receptors is well established, as we detailed previously. In urochordates
and cephalochordates (comprising the amphioxus portrayed above), the data are more
incomplete. A receptor that was able to bind estrogens was identified in the floridan
amphioxus (Bridgham et al., 2008), and there have been claims about a complete estrogen-
synthesizing pathway in this animal (Mizuta et al., 2008). We will discuss this in full at
various places of this manuscript, especially in results part III and IV.

3.9 Protostomes
Protostomes are animals where the blastopore forms the mouth during gastrulation. The
two major groups of protostomes are ecdysozoans and lophotrochozoans.

3.10 Ecdysozoans
Ecdysozoans are animals that have a discontinuous growing cycle, punctuated by molts
(Aguinaldo et al., 1997). The two ecdysozoan groups that are well known from a genomic
viewpoint are arthropods and nematodes.

Arthropods have an open circulatory system, where there is no blood compartment
with specific composition. The hemolymph that baths the organs is moved by the
contraction of the heart. In arthropods, the nuclear-receptor mediated steroid signaling
plays a central role, because molting is triggered by an ecdysone peak, and the ecdysone
binds to the nuclear receptor EcR (Koelle et al., 1991).

Nematodes have no circulatory system at all. Moves in the body fluid are further
limited by the absence of circular muscles in the body wall, that makes dorso-ventral
contractions not possible. In nematodes, the ortholog of the insect ecdysone receptor is
not universally conserved and molting seems to rely on a partially different regulatory
mechanism (Thummel, 2001). But nuclear receptor steroid signaling through dafachronic
acid is known to be at the core of regulation of dauer entry (Antebi et al., 1998) in various
clades and mouth polyphenism in the diplogastrid Pristionchus pacificus (Bento et al.,
2010). In some parasitic nematodes, the entry into the infestation L3 stage, that is
believed to be homologous to the dauer stage, is also regulated by dafachronic acid
signaling (Wang et al., 2009).

3.11 Lophotrochozoans
Lophotrochozoans are an highly heterogenous grouping of animals that was defined on a
molecular basis (Halanych et al., 1995). Currently it is difficult to have a unified view on
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the common specificities of all members of this group because many of them are poorly
known at both the anatomical and molecular level. The three mainly studied groups are
annelids, mollusks and flatworms.

Annelids have a closed circulatory system. Recently, a candidate ortholog of ver-
tebrate estrogen receptor was cloned and caracterised in two model annelids. It can
be activate by vertebrate estrogens (Keay and Thornton, 2009), but the physiological
meaning of such a finding is not yet clear. Reports on annelid estrogens are numerous but
evidence for de-novo synthesis of such molecules is still lacking (Lafont and Mathieu,
2007).

Mollusks have an open circulatory system, except from cephalopods where it is
closed. Many candidate orthologs of the vertebrate estrogen receptor were caracterised,
but none of them binds estrogens. As for annelids, the data on vertebrate-type steroids in
molluscs are not reinforced by data on their biosynthesis (Markov et al., 2008b).

Platyhelminths, or flatworms, have no circulatory system. Their digestive system is
very specific, with only one opening, and many secondary branchings that bring directly
the nutrients to various cell types. The body cavity is totally filled with mesenchymal
cells with no space for a circulating body fluid.
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Chapter 4

Evolution of ligand-binding ability for
nuclear receptors

4.1 Nuclear receptor phylogeny and the origin of the an-
cestral orphan hypothesis

The way of regarding the relationships between NRs and their ligands has been histor-
ically biased by the fact that the first identified ligands were mammalian steroid and
thyroid hormones, hence the name often given to the family: the steroid/thyroid hormone
receptor family (Evans, 1988). When EcR (NR1H1), the receptor for the insect hormone
ecdysone was identified in Drosophila, it was clear to everyone that NRs were high
affinity receptors (at the nanomolar range) for hormones in all animals (Koelle et al.,
1991). The question then arose of the origin of the ligand-binding ability. Based on the
observation that two kinds of major NR ligands, steroids and retinoids, are products of
terpenoid metabolism, the first hypothesis was that the ancestral receptor would have
been liganded by a terpenoid molecule (Moore, 1990). At that time, the only known
non-terpenoid NR ligands were thyroid hormones, and there were many candidate ligands
within terpenoid molecules with signaling roles in various eukaryotes, such as juvenile
hormone in insects or abscissic acid and gibberellins in plants. In this context, the first
orphan receptors that were cloned were mainly considered as receptors waiting for a yet
unknown high-affinity ligand (Giguère et al., 1988). When the possibility was raised that
orphans could be constitutively active, the hypothesis that ligands could be derived from
intracellular metabolism, was preferred (O’Malley, 1989).

With the first phylogenies of the family, it became clear that all NRs share a common
ancestor, and it became possible to speculate on the ancestral state of the first nuclear
receptor ((Amero et al., 1992), (Laudet et al., 1992)). This led to the proposal that the
evolution of the ligand binding specificity of NRs involved several independent gains
and losses of ligand-binding ability from an ancestral orphan (Fig. 18 , (Escriva et al.,
1997), reviewed in (Escriva et al., 2000), and (Baker, 2003)). This view was supported
by three types of arguments.

First, orthologs of classically liganded vertebrate receptors, such as TR (NR1A),
RAR (NR1B) and steroid receptors from the NR3 family (ER, GR, MR, PR, AR) were
not identified outside vertebrates, suggesting a late appearance of liganded receptors
during animal evolution. It was later shown that homologs of these receptors are present
in some mollusks and platyhelminths, but to date it remains true that they are not present
outside bilaterians. This means that the early steps of NR diversification, leading to
the common set of 25 bilaterian NRs (Bertrand et al., 2004) may have taken place in a
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context where classical hormone receptors did not exist, as animals living at that time did
not have an internal circulatory system linking differentiated organs. However, this does
not necessary imply that the first receptors were true orphans. Among the NRs that exist
in cnidarians, there are HNF4 (NR2A), which has a �structural ligand� in mammals,
that may mirror the ancestral situation ((Sladek, 2002); (Benoit et al., 2004); (Yuan et al.,
2009)), and also RXR (NR2B), which can be viewed as a sensor (discussed below) due
to the broad diversity of its ligands ((Mic et al., 2003); (Calléja et al., 2006)).

Second, the hypothesis that orphan receptors evolved early also raises the questions
of the mechanism that would allow them to be activated, and what structural constraints
allow for the ligand binding domain (LBD) to be conserved in orphan receptors. In
1997 came the first results of NR regulation through conformational changes in a ligand-
independant way, for example due to phosphorylation (Rochette-Egly, 2003), or other
types of post-translational modifications. This provided an explanatory mechanism for
the regulation of orphan receptors by something other than ligand binding, which could
explain the structural conservation of the LBD in absence of ligand binding. This fact
has gained increasing support: it is clear that the ligand is just one possible trigger for
the conformational change or more appropriately termed the allosteric transition (Faus
and Haendler, 2006).

The third argument was that there seemed to be nothing in common between the
synthesis pathways of diverse ligands such as thyroid hormones, retinoic acids and
steroids. This should be now reassessed in light of our more complete understanding
of the wide diversity of NR ligands (Fig. 18, and Sladek, 2011). For example, even if
some of these data still need to be confirmed, retinoids can apparently bind mammalian
receptors other than RAR (NR1B) and RXR (NR2B), with comparable affinity for
PPARβ/δ (NR1C2) and lower affinities for the two other mammalian PPARs (NR1C),
RORβ (NR1F2), or COUP-TFII (NR2F2) (Theodosiou et al., 2010). NR2B (RXR/USP)
is sensitive to a wide range of different molecules, not only retinoids but also fatty acids
and phospholipids, and, in fact, retinoid binding to RXR may have no relevance in vivo
((Mic et al., 2003); (Calléja et al., 2006)). PPARs bind fatty acids and their eicoisanoid
derivatives. Furthermore, there is evidence for crosstalk between retinoic acid and fatty
acid signalling based on alternate activation of RAR or PPARβ/δ depending on retinoic
acid concentration (Schug et al., 2007). It is worth noting that retinoids are transported
to cells as esters and that the dissociation of the ester produces not only retinoic acid,
but also releases a fatty acid. This raises the possibility that other unknown cross-talks
due to the sharing of one of many ligands may connect the different NR-signaling
pathways. Rev-erbs (NR1D1/2) and their ortholog in insects, E75 (NR1D3), were shown
to bind hemes, a very big molecule when compared to other ligands in mammals, as in
Drosophila (Burris, 2008). Recent data indicate that other NRs, such as RXRα (NR2B1)
in mammals (Gotoh et al., 2008) or HR51 (NR2E3) bind heme with micromolar affinity,
whereas HNF4 (NR2A) and HR83 (NR2E5) bind heme with lower affinity in Drosophila
(de Rosny et al., 2008). This suggests that heme could be a more widespread ligand than
previously expected. Even historical �hormone-receptors�, can be activated by a variety
of ligands. For example, the Vitamin D Receptor (NR1I1) is also activated by a bile
acid (Makishima et al., 2002), and 5α-androstane-3β,17β-diol appears to be a natural
agonist of the estrogen receptor ERβ (NR3A2) (Weihua et al. 2002). On the other hand,
many steroid hormones activate the �xenobiotic receptor� PXR (NR1I2) at a micromolar
range (Ekins et al., 2008). Therefore, generally there is no exclusive pairing between
ligands and receptors: one ligand can activate many receptors and one receptor can be
activated by many ligands. Furthermore, a receptor can be both a sensor or a liganded
receptor, depending on the context (Fig. 18).
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Figure 18: Phylogenetic distribution of NR ligands. A phylogeny of putative bilaterian
NRs, adapted from Bertrand et al., 2004. The presence of a ligand in front on the receptor
does not mean that all the orthologs bind it, but only that the binding was shown for
some of them. Boxed receptors are those for which at least one crystal 3D structure is
available. The binding ability for each type of ligand is indicated by the colour code.
Red: nanomolar affinity; yellow: micromolar affinity; green: binding without data on the
affinity, or affinity criterion not relevant (for pockets filled with amino-acid side-chains).
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Even if the various NR ligands are members of different chemical families from a
nomenclature viewpoint, they share common physical properties, such as hydrophobicity
and a volume between 250 and 550 Å3. Indeed, there are other proteins families that
interact with the NR ligands (Fig. 19), where different paralogs bind different ligands.
Retinoic acid, retinol, fatty acids, eicosanoids, heme and bile acids are all bound by
proteins of the FABP family (Zimmerman and Veerkamp, 2002), that are involved in
their intracellular transport, whereas the extracellular albumins bind all kinds of NR
ligands (Baker, 2002). Short-chain dehydrogenase reductases (SDR) are also known to
metabolize both retinoids and steroids (Baker, 2001). Proteins of the CYP family are
involved in the metabolism of retinoids, steroids, fatty acids, eicosanoids and xenobiotics.
Important substrate shifts between closely related paralogs are also well known (Brown
et al., 2008). For example, CYP8A1 and CYP8B1, which are the result of a vertebrate-
specific duplication, metabolize respectively, prostacyclin (an eicosanoid) and a bile-acid
precursor (Thomas, 2007). These shifts in substrates may indicate that these ligands
share some common properties allowing a rapid switch from one ligand to another on an
evolutionary timescale.

Figure 19: The interaction network between NRs and their ligands. The basic interaction
network in which NRs are involved comprises NR target genes, for which transcription is
activated or inhibited by NRs, cofactors, that bind to NRs during activation or repression,
other signalling pathways, that led to post-transcriptional modifications of NRs, and
ligands, whose presence is controlled by ligand-metabolising enzymes, and ligand
transport proteins, intracellular such as FABP or extracellular such as albumins. NRs
can also act on other signalling pathways through non-genomic mechanisms, that do not
involve their binding to DNA. Members of the estrogen receptor network are indicated
as an example.

Finally, the orphan hypothesis raises the question on how an unliganded transcription
factor shifts to a ligand binding receptor. This can only be addressed by focusing on
some precise case studies.
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4.2 Origins and evolution of the steroid receptors and
their implications on the ancestral NR

There are many well studied cases of variations on binding ability between similar
ligands ((Bridgham et al., 2006); (Escriva et al., 2006); (Paris et al., 2008); (Reschly
et al., 2008a)), and some cases of transition from a liganded receptor to an orphan
((Krylova et al., 2005); (Iwema et al., 2007)) or transition from an orphan to a receptor
with a structural ligand (Iwema et al., 2007), but these studies do not deal with the
transition from an orphan to a liganded receptor. This is partly due to the fact that, except
for insects and nematodes, functional data on non-vertebrate animals are still scarce, and
this is further complicated by the lack of data regarding the physiological significance
of some putative ligands, and by uncertainties regarding the topology of the NR trees
(see the numerous polytomies on Fig. 18). The only families where there is sufficient
genomic sampling and understanding of the physiological significance of the ligands
are the NR3 subfamily (Fig. 21) and the NR1H/I/J group (Fig. 22), that contain the
steroid receptors, making them the best proxies to address the question of ligand binding
acquisition.

4.2.1 Hypotheses on the binding ability of the ancestral steroid re-
ceptor in the NR3 subfamily

The NR3 family contains receptors for vertebrate sex and adrenal steroids, but also some
mollusk receptors that do not bind sex and adrenal steroids. However, a resurrected
ancestral estrogen receptor was found to be activated by estrogens, implying that estrogen
binding would have been secondarily lost in some mollusks (Thornton et al., 2003). This
was followed by the further characterization of mollusk constitutive activators in this
family (Keay et al., 2006), whereas secondary losses of ligand binding-ability was further
documented in the rodent LRH-1, a receptor from the NR5A2 group (Krylova et al.,
2005). Taken together, these data were interpreted as evidence against the ancestral
orphan receptor theory, and it was proposed that, on the contrary, constitutive activation
has evolved several times in parallel from a ligand-dependant nuclear receptor ancestor
(Keay et al., 2006).

Hypotheses about steroid binding in the NR3 subfamily are strongly dependent on
the understanding of the relationships between the various receptors (Fig. 20). The
NR3 subfamily diversified specifically in bilaterians (Baker, 2008). The first duplication
produced the common ancestor of bilaterian ERR (NR3B) and the common ancestor
of the bilaterian steroid receptor, AncSR1 ((Thornton, 2001); (Thornton et al., 2003)).
There is also clear evidence that vertebrate ER has an ortholog in amphioxus (Paris
et al., 2008), and that another amphioxus receptor, named SR (Bridgham et al., 2008), is
orthologous to the vertebrate ancestor gene that gave rise to the current GR (NR3C1),
MR (NR3C2), PR (NR3C3) and AR (NR3C4).
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Figure 20: Uncertainities in parsimony-based scenarios about the ligand-binding abilities
of the ancestral steroid receptor (AncSR1). (A) If there was a gene duplication of
AncSR1 leading to NR3A and NR3C in the common ancestor of all bilaterian animals,
six independent gene losses are necessary to explain the current gene distribution. These
losses are indicated by the purple stars at the end of dotted branches. (B) If NR3A
and NR3C are the products of a chordate-specific gene duplication, four gene losses
would be sufficient to explain the observed gene distribution. Thus, this scenario is more
parsimonious than (A), but would require the renaming of lophotrochozoan �ER� as
NR3D, to stress that they are not more related to vertebrate NR3A than to vertebrate
NR3C. (C) Under the tree topology presented in (B) and taking into account the fact
that ERR is a constitutive activator, acquisition of steroid binding in all bilaterians (on
left side) or convergent acquisition in chordates and annelids (on right side) are both
equiparsimonious scenarios. In both cases, constitutive repression in cephalochordate
ER (red box) and a shift in ligand specificity in vertebrate AR/PR/MR/GR (light blue
oval) would be acquired from a liganded receptor. On the contrary, the early acquisition
of estrogen-binding in AncSR1 (dark blue oval on left) would necessitate a reversion to
constitutive activity in mollusk NR3D.
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Things become more complicated when dealing with the recently cloned NR3 in
mollusks and annelids. The first analyses of mollusk sequences provided support for
their grouping with the chordate ER (NR3A), and they were also named NR3A in some
publications ((Thornton et al., 2003); (Paris et al., 2008). This topology is shown in
Fig. 9A. But the addition of two cloned annelid receptors decreased the support for this
grouping (Keay and Thornton, 2009). In this paper, the authors acknowledged that they
�cannot rule out the possibility that the protostome ERs could be equally orthologous to
the entire SR family �(topology shown in Fig. 9B).

Two additional lines of evidence may be worth taking into account to discriminate
between both scenarios. First, when one considers the minimal number of secondary
gene losses, it appears that there would have been at least six independent losses if
lophotrochozan �ERs� are orthologous to NR3A (Fig. 20A), whereas if it were orthol-
ogous to the chordate gene that gives rise to NR3A and NR3C after duplication, there
would have been only four losses (Fig. 20B). This second scenario is therefore more
parsimonious. The second line of evidence is that vertebrate NR3C has undergone an
acceleration of evolutionary rate, which has led to reconstruction artifacts at the base of
NR3 phylogeny. At that time, when only mammal sequences where available, NR3C
branched basally to a group containing NR3A and NR3B (Laudet, 1997). In fact, similar
artifacts are also present for other NR subfamilies, even when methods that diminish the
effect of long-branch attraction, such as maximum-likelihood, are used. For example,
a recent paper on the phylogeny of bilaterian RXR/USP (NR2B) showed nematode,
platyhelminth and mecopteridan insect sequences branching erroneously at the basis of
bilateria, and this was interpreted using the same reasoning that favours the topology in
Fig. 20B (Tzertzinis et al., 2010).

Whatever the true topology, this debate raises an important nomenclature issue.
In such ambiguous cases, it would be preferable to give the controversial sequence a
name that does not favour one or the other hypothesis. This is why we suggest that
mollusk and annelid sequences, that where up to now unofficially designated as �ER� or
�NR3A� should preferably be named �NR3D�, as we do in Fig. 20B and 20C, and as it
has already been done for other ambiguous cases, such as vertebrate VDR/PXR/CAR
(NR1I) and insect HR96 (NR1J) (NRNC, 1999; see also Fig. 21). This formal problem
should not be underestimated, given the fact that non-neutral names can significantly
bias further experimental research (Markov et al., 2008a). In spite of the mentioned
uncertainties, and maybe due to the nomenclature bias, the evolution of the steroid binding
ability in the NR3 family was, to date, only discussed based on the topology presented in
Fig. 20A. It was proposed that the early acquisition of estrogen-binding in bilaterians
was more parsimonious than the late convergent acquisition from a constitutive activator
occurring three times independently in vertebrates, cephalochordates and annelids ((Keay
and Thornton, 2009), (Eick and Thornton, 2011)). However, if we take into account
the topology proposed on Fig. 20B and the fact that ERR is a constitutive activator in
mammals and mollusks ((Giguère et al., 1988); (Bannister et al., 2007)), we find that the
early acquisition of estrogen binding in bilaterians (Fig. 20C, left) and the late acquisition
of estrogen binding in chordates (Fig. 20C, right) are equally parsimonious hypotheses.
In both cases, four evolutionary steps are required. Thus, additional data are required to
discriminate between the two possibilities.
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4.2.2 Acquisition of hormonal binding from a steroid sensing back-
ground in the NR1H/I/J group

Steroid-binding nuclear receptors are not restricted to the NR3 subfamily. In the NR1
subfamily (Fig. 21), there is a group of steroid-binding receptors containing the arthropod
ecdysone receptor EcR (NR1H1), the vertebrate oxysterol-binding LXR (NR1H2 and
NR1H3), the vertebrate bile acid receptor FXR (NR1H4) and the vertebrate bile alcohol
receptor FXRβ (NR1H5). The orthologs of LXR and FXR in the urochordate Ciona
intestinalis were recently shown to bind oxysterols and sulfated steroids ((Reschly
et al., 2008b), (Reschly et al., 2008a)). The NR1I/J group also contains the vertebrate
PXR (NR1I2) and VDR (NR1I1), which bind vitamin D, bile acids and other cholesterol
derivatives, the nematode DAF-12, which binds dafachronic acids (also a kind of steroids)
and the insect HR96 (NR1J1), which binds cholesterol (Horner et al., 2009). This group
also contains many not yet characterized receptors from amphioxus (Schubert et al.,
2008), sea urchin (Howard-Ashby et al., 2006) and various nematodes (Abad et al., 2008),
each with lineage-specific duplications. Thus, because most of the characterized receptors
from this group, either in chordates or in ecdysozoans, are able to bind cholesterol or
steroid derivatives, it is highly likely that the common ancestor of this group was also
able to do so.

Functional data allow us to be more precise at least for the NR1I/J group. Members
of this group regulate the xenobiotic response in vertebrates, Drosophila (HR96; (King-
Jones et al., 2006)) and nematodes (NHR-8; (Lindblom et al., 2001)), thus indicating
that the common ancestor of bilaterian NR1I/J may have had this ancestral function. If
this hypothesis is true, it would be necessary to explain how the nematode DAF-12 and
vertebrate VDR shifted from xenobiotic sensing, which implies the binding of many
different ligands at the micromolar range, to hormone binding, that implies a binding
of one specific molecule with high affinity. For nematode DAF-12, data are currently
insufficient to draw an evolutionary scenario. But concerning VDR, it is possible to
compare its properties to that of its paralogs PXR and CAR and also to compare the
properties of VDR in various vertebrates. The three receptors share binding to some
targets implicated in xenobiotic responses, such as the CYP3A genes. CYP3A are
involved in hydroxylation of various xenobiotics and endobiotics, such as lithocholic
acid, a cytotoxic secondary bile acid that is produced by mammalian intestinal bacteria.
Additionally, the sea lamprey VDR is able to activate the transcription of a reporter gene
bearing a response element of the mammalian CYP3A4 xenobiotic-metabolising enzyme,
but not a that of rat osteocalcin, which is a mammalian VDR target gene involved in
bone physiology (Whitfield et al., 2003). This is consistent with the lack in lamprey of a
calcified skeleton and plasma levels of calcitriol that are 7 to 8 times higher than those
of other vertebrates, which correlates with the lower affinity of lamprey VDR for this
ligand. Thus, even if calcitriol is present in lamprey and able to bind VDR, it may not
have an hormonal function in that animal. The physiologically relevant lamprey VDR
ligand may be a bile acid or another steroid-like molecule. We suggest that results from
NR3 family steroid receptors should be interpreted in a similar way. Physiologically
relevant estrogen-binding would be a chordate-specific feature. Estrogen binding by
annelid NR3D may be viewed as a purely pharmacological property, as observed for the
calcitriol-binding VDR in lamprey. Or estrogens may be one of the numerous ligands
that can activate annelid NR3D during a xenobiotic response, as it is the case for estrogen
binding by the vertebrate PXR or CAR.
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Figure 21: Current data about steroid binding in the NR1H/I/J family. Trivial names
of various NR1H/I/J members are plotted on the tree, together with indication on the
species where there are present, and with information about the ligand-binding ability of
the receptor. Gene duplication events are indicated with black disks. In the NR1H family,
all chordate receptors bind steroids, and the NR1H of insects also binds a steroid, so
there is high probability that lophotrochozoan NR1H also bind an oxydated cholesterol
derivative. Similarly, since there are steroid-binding receptors in vertebrate NR1I and
nematode NR1J, whereas the insect ortholog NR1J may bind cholesterol, the currently
uncharacterized NR1J from lophotrochozoan would be an obvious candidate for steroid
binding.
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Chapter 5

Organization of the manuscript

To understand the origin and evolution of NR-mediated steroid signaling, it is necessary
to understand when and in which context nuclear receptors became able to bind steroids,
but also when metazoan became able to synthesize steroids. As we detailed in part I, the
nuclear receptor side was much more studied than the ligand side. In order to balance this,
we made some updates on the nuclear receptor side, but focussed mainly our research
effort on the ligand side.

• In part II, we update the distribution of nuclear receptors in metazoans, using
comparative genomics. We pinpoint the unexpected diversity in this already well
known family, naming three new subfamilies. We show that NRs have undergone
two major diversification waves: one after the sponge-eumetazoan split, and a
second in bilaterians, that correlates with major steps in the diversification of
metazoan intercellular communication systems. This article in preparation will be
submitted to Molecular Endocrinology. In the rest of the manuscript, we follow
the below organization:

• In part III, we investigate the relationships between the enzymes that are involved
in steroidogenesis using comparative genomics, and we conclude that they were in-
dependently recruited in various metazoan groups from a xenobiotic-metabolising
background. This article was published in PNAS in july 2009.

• In part IV, we explore the relationships between metabolic pathways using tools
from comparative anatomy. This has confirmed and completed the previous results,
showing that steroidogenetic pathways have evolved with the pattern of cholesterol
degradation pathways. This article was just rejected after review in PLoS Biology
and will be resubmitted after corrections.

• In part V, we discuss all these observations in a more precise zoological context,
exploring the functional implications of our results and showing some remaining
problems that will need further investigation.

• In part VI, we briefly conclude on the proposed evolutionary model and its impli-
cations on our view about endocrinology.
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Nuclear receptor diversification from a
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Abstract

Nuclear  receptors  are  metazoan-specific  transcription  factors  that  are  involved  in  intercellular 

communication. Here, taking into account genomic data from various recently sequenced metazoan 

genomes, we reveal the unexpected diversity in this already well known family, naming three new 

subfamilies.  The  first  new  subfamily  is  the  eumetazoan  subfamily  NR7,  that  disappeared  in 

vertebrates and ecdysozoans, and may be an important player in lophotrochozoan and cnidarian 

steroid signaling. The second is the cnidarian-specific NR8 subfamily, that branches at the basis of 

the bilaterian-specific clade containing NR1 and NR4, and the third is the cnidarian-specific NR9 

subfamily, at the basis of the bilaterian-specific clade containing NR5 and NR6. We also elucidate 

the origin of some of the receptors with no DBD or LBD, and we show that NRs have undergone 

two major diversification waves: one after the sponge-eumetazoan split, and a second in bilaterians, 

that  correlates  with  major  steps  in  the  diversification  of  metazoan intercellular  communication 

systems. 

Introduction 

Nuclear receptors (NRs) are a major component of metazoan intercellular signaling systems, being 

involved in signal transduction mediated by small hydrophobic molecules such as steroids, fatty 

acids,  thyroid hormones,  or  retinoic acid (Gronemeyer  et  al.,  2004).  Recently,  there have been 

attempts to elucidate what are the general characteristics of NRs in metazoans and how they can 

explain the metazoan-specific features of their physiology, studying globally their spaciotemporal 

expression pattern and the set of their target genes (Bookout et al., 2006; Palanker et al., 2006). 

However, our understanding of metazoan intercellular communication is strongly biased by the fact 

that largely dominant models in experimental endocrinology are mainly mammals and insects, that 

are not  representative of metazoan diversity.  There are three main clades of bilaterian animals, 

deuterostomes,  ecdysozoans  and  lophotrochozans.  Mammals  belong  to  deuterostomes  whereas 
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insects  belong to ecdysozoans,  but there is no representative of lophotrochozans as a complete 

endocrinological model up to the genetical level. Moreover, there are other animal groups, such as 

sponges  or  cnidarians,  where  the  concept  of  endocrinology  is  generally  not  used  but  where 

intercellular signaling occurs. There have been early attempts to grasp a more complete picture on 

the distribution of nuclear receptors in metazoans (Escriva et al., 1997), but such attemps have been 

limited because during a decade, only bilaterian genomes were available for metazoans (Bertrand et 

al., 2004). Now, this lack of data has been partially filled with the publication of four complete 

genome  of  non-bilaterian  metazoans :  the  sea  anemone  Nematostella  vectensis (Putnam et  al., 

2009), the placozoan  Trichoplax adhaerens (Srivastava et al., 2008), the freshwater hydra  Hydra 

magnipapillata (Chapman  et  al.,  2010)  and   the  demosponge  Amphimedon  queenslandica 

(Srivastava et al., 2010). Furthermore, even within bilaterians, the long-lasting lack of genomic data 

in lophotrochozoans has strongly biased our understanding of the basal NR set of metazoans. The 

genomes of the blood fluke  Schistosoma mansoni has been recently published (Berriman et al., 

2009) and complete genome data are now available in one mollusk, the limpet Lottia gigantea, and 

two annelids, the polychaete Capitella teleta and the leech Helobdella robusta. Therefore, it is now 

possible  to  have a  somehow representative glance at  NR diversity  in  this  third major  clade of 

bilaterian animals.

NRs are unique in metazoan physiology in that there are the main family of ligand-activated 

transcription  factors,  providing  a  very  direct  way  to  trigger  a  specific  genomic  response  to 

environmental changes (Huang et al., 2010). Even if other transcription factors such as the bHLH-

PAS family are also able to be activated by the binding of a small lipophilic molecule (Furness et 

al., 2007), for the moment it is not clear if this specificity is really due to specific structural features 

of the NRs or if this is the result of an observation bias, due to the important role of NRs in human 

physiology. Nuclear receptors interact with many different partners, such as the DNA that they bind, 

the cofactors with which they modulate the activity of the transcription machinery, the ligand that 

they  bind  and  the  proteins  that  modify  their  structure  through  post-translational  modifications. 

Among those interacting partners, the most studied from an evolutionary viewpoint are the ligands. 

The perception of what a NR ligand is has significantly evolved during the last 20 years (Sladek, 

2011), so did the models on the evolution of ligand-binding ability (Markov and Laudet, 2011). 

Starting from sharply opposing alternatives (orphan receptor versus hormone liganded receptors), a 

consensus is growing to a vision where the ancestral receptor may have been a sensor of various 

environmental  molecules  of  exogenous  origin,  such  as  dietary  lipids  or  xenobiotics  (Eick  and 

Thornton, 2011 ; Markov and Laudet, 2011). Recently, an important point has been clarified about 

the relationships between the various NRs, showing that almost one receptor, HNF4 (NR2A), is 

present in all metazoans, and that a second one in sponges is orthologous to the common ancestor of 
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all the remaining members of the family (Bridgham et al., 2010). Both sponge receptors are able to 

bind fatty acids, but only one was shown to transactivate gene expression in response to ligand-

binding. However, this general study has not gone in depth in the precise NR content of the various 

metazoans  and  has  not  discussed  the  implications  of  such  a  distribution.  This  is  nevertheless 

important to understand the precise physiological context in which NR signaling through ligand-

binding arose. During recent years, a number of genome papers have reported the NR content of 

various animals. Most of the annotated NRs are orthologous to classically known receptors but in 

almost each genome there is also a few number of « orphan sequences » whose relationships with 

other family members are unclear. These separate studies and the use of peculiar nomenclature 

systems for  almost  each  newly  annotated  species  have  created  some confusion.  This  was  also 

amplified with the discovery of especially odd receptors with two DNA-binding domains in some 

protosomes (Wu et al.,  2007). Indeed, the majority of nuclear receptors are made of five to six 

domains,  the  most  conserved  being  the  DNA-binding  domain  (DBD)  and  the  ligand-binding 

domain (LBD). But the family also contains recepors with no DBD in chordates (Zanaria et al., 

1994; Seo et  al.,  1996; Schubert  et  al.,  2008) or no LBD in protostomes (Nauber et  al.,  1988; 

Sengupta et al., 1994). The orthology of these odd NRs to canonical members of the family has not 

been checked since a long time (Laudet, 1997). This increasing accumulation of pending questions 

makes  an  extensive  reanalysis  of  all  genomic  data  available  urgent.  Here,  we provide  a  more 

extensive  update  on  the  NR  distribution  in  metazoans,  in  order  to  clarify  the  increasing 

nomenclature confusion, and in order to put more precisely this distribution in a zoological context.

Results

Species sampling as a tool to resolve some difficult nodes in the phylogeny.

Using all metazoan sequences available, we completed a global NR tree (Fig. 1A), in which the 

newly identified families are provided with an official nomenclature name, for the sake of clarity. 

The accession numbers of the newly described sequences and an updated nomenclature are given in 

Table 1. The general backbone of our phylogeny is consistent with the tree recently published by 

Bridgham  et  al.  (2010),  which  was  itself  consistent  with  the  first  analyses  concerning  the 

relationships between the six subfamilies (NRNC, 1999), but provided additionally a rooting for the 

tree and a better statistical support for the nodes between the subfamilies. Here, our purpose is to go 

more  deeper  in  the  analysis  of  the  NR distribution  along  the  metazoan  tree  to  pinpoint  some 

important events regarding the evolution of ligand-binding ability and more generally regarding the 

contribution of  NRs to  diversification of  intercellular  signaling in  metazoans.  We confirm that 

HNF4  (NR2A)  is  the  only  receptor  that  is  present  in  all  metazoans  including  sponges,  and, 

additional to the previousely reported sequences, we found in EST-databases two DBD portions of 
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HNF4 in the demosponge Ephydatia muelleri and the hexactinellid Heterochone calyx, as well as a 

LBD-like sequence from the demosponge Carteriospongia foliascens. However, the EST sampling 

available to date is very limited and represents only a tiny fraction of sponge genomic diversity. For 

example, no sequences of calcareous or homoscleromorph sponge are available, to cite two groups 

that have been sometimes proposed as sister-groups for the eumetazoans. For the sponge sequence 

at the basis of all the other families, with the exception of NR2A, we propose the name NR2I. With 

this system there is a slight inconsistency: the NR2 family is paraphyletic, and this contradicts our 

own  recommendation  that  official  protein  names  should  refer  only  to  their  phylogenetic 

relationships (Markov et al., 2008). However, we consider that it would be very unpractical and 

prematurate to rename all proteins of the NR2 family for the moment, because such a thing cannot 

be proposed with the assentiment of the whole NR community, and it would render difficult the 

following of  the  literature.  So,  as  it  was  proposed by  zoological  taxonomists  to  deal  with  the 

polyphyletic genus  Drosophila  (O'Grady and Markow, 2009),  we suggest that,  until  we have a 

really complete picture of the NR phylogeny, we keep this framework with a paraphyletic NR2 

family. Additionally, the increased species sampling allows to solve some ambiguous nodes using 

the parsimony principle. For example, the cnidarian sequences here referred as NR8A1 and NR8A2 

branch with a weak support at the basis of the eumetazoan NR7 family (Fig. S1). But as the NR1 

and NR4 families are bilaterian-specific, this topology implies that NR8 was an eumetazoan family 

that  was lost  in  bilaterians whereas  the common ancestor  of  the NR1-NR4 family was lost  in 

cnidarians.  A more  parsimonious  explanation  is  that  the  cnidarian  NR8 are  orthologous  to  the 

common ancestor of the bilaterian NR1-NR4 family, and that the real topology is perturbed by the 

lineage-specific expansion in the NR1-NR4 family that makes the sequences very divergent to their 

cnidarian counterparts. Using the same reasoning, we propose to name NR9 the cnidarian sequence 

which weakly branches between the bilaterian NR5 and NR6. We also propose to name NR2J the 

Trichoplax sequence  at  the  basis  of  the  eumetazoan  NR2E and  NR2F.  In  all  these  cases,  our 

interpretations  are  fully  consistent  with  those  of  Bridgham et  al.  (2010),  and  they  are  also  in 

agreement with a reasoning that was already used to interpret the topology of the NR2A family 

(Robinson-Rechavi et al., 2005) or of the NR2B family (Bonneton et al., 2003). But there are also 

two other important nodes that can be analysed with such reasoning, which were not explicitely 

addressed in the last Bridgham paper. The first is in the NR3 family. As we already pointed out and 

discussed previousely (Markov et al., 2011), the most parsimonious way to interpret the topology of 

the subtree grouping chordate NR3A, chordate NR3C and lophotrochozoan « ER », that we propose 

to call NR3D, is that NR3A and NR3C are chordate-specific duplicates of an ancestral gene that 

was orthologous to the lophotrochozoan NR3D. This means that, from an evolutionary viewpoint, 

the lophotrochozoan NR3D in no more closely related to vertebrate ER (NR3A) than to vertebrate 
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MR/GR/PR/AR (NR3C). Additionally, the Trichoplax sequence at the basis of the NR3 subfamily 

should be called NR3E, to stress that it is not more related to NR3B (ERR) than to other members 

of the NR3 subfamily. The last important node where phylogenetic sampling can help to solve an 

ambiguous  branching  is  the  NR1H  group.  This  group  contains  the  protostome  NR1H1,  the 

vertebrate NR1H2 and NR1H3 (LXR) and their orthologs in other deuterostomes (NR1H8), as well 

as the vertebrate  NR1H4 and NR1H5 (FXR) and their  deuterostome counterparts  (NR1H7 and 

maybe  NR1H6).  Here  again,  we  hypothesize  that  the  basal  position  of  NR1H4/5  and  other 

deuterostome  sequences  reflects  the  high  divergence  in  some  sequences  that  have  undergone 

lineage-specific  extension,  with  eight  paralogs  of  NR1H4/5  in  amphioxus  (NR1H7)  and  three 

paralogs  in  sea urchin (NR1H6).  The position of  the sea  urchin sequences (NR1H6) are more 

ambiguous, because their grouping with other NR1H is not well supported (57% bootstrap). Since 

there is no sea urchin sequence in the NR1I/J family, it could also be that the so-called NR1H6 in 

sea urchin are very divergent orthologs of the chordate NR1I. 

To sum up, the extended species sampling makes possible to put many sequences in a nomenclature 

framework that reflects their relationships (Table S1) and to propose a detailed scheme about the 

NR distribution in the main groups of metazoan genomic models (Fig. S2).

Unexpected diversity of the NR family and spectacular parallel losses in model bilaterians. 

The  importance  of  taking  into  account  sequences  from  lophotrochozoans  and  cnidarians  is 

illustrated  here  by  the  identification  of  a  new eumetazoan  subfamily,  that  we  call  NR7,  with 

secondary losses in the major model animals that are ecdyzosoans and vertebrates (Fig. 1B), and 

two cnidarian-specific subfamilies (NR8 and NR9). Due to its position as the sister group of a clade 

containing the bilaterian NR4 and NR1 as well as the cnidarian NR8, the functional characterisation 

of proteins from the NR7 subfamily will be of primordial importance to understand the deep history 

of the NR family. Indeed, it is located at an intermediate node between the two groups containing 

the major hormone receptors that are NR3 and NR1. So, the characterisation of the ligand-binding 

abilities of NR7 would be important to discriminate if there existed a clade of receptors primarily 

involved in high affinity ligand binding, or if such an ability has evolved independently in some 

members of the NR1 and NR3 families. Similarly, within the NR2E clade, we confirm that the 

proteins that were unofficially named NR2E6 in the genome papers from bee (Velarde et al., 2006), 

red flour beetle (Bonneton et al., 2008) and sea urchin (Howard-Ashby et al., 2006) are orthologous 

members of an eumetazoan clade, that underwent a duplication event in cnidarians, and that was 

lost in vertebrates, in some nematodes and in the Drosophila genus (Fig. 1C). This protein is still 

clearly present  in another dipteran,  Anopheles gambiae,  and the LBD is  disappearing in  Aedes 

aegypti,  for which a LBD is non significantly predicted in Pfam with an e-value of 0.19. This 
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represents a kind of direct evidence for the supposed mechanism of formation for NR0, that are 

proteins lacking either a DBD or a LBD, as we discuss further in more detail. Also noteworthy is 

the presence of many unclearly placed sequences, at the basis of the NR2E and NR2F clade in 

Trichoplax and Nematostella, and in the clade grouping NR1C, D and E, where maybe up to five 

new bilaterian families exist,  due to the presence of  sea urchin and lophotrochozan sequences. 

These sequences are mainly predicted, but on EST basis, and some cDNAs that where cloned in 

various mollusks are also parts of this new clade, indicating that there are probably not a mere 

prediction artifact. Since many of the « 2DBD NRs » that were identified in protostomes (Wu et al., 

2007) are in this family, it seems that careful further studies will be needed to fully elucidate the 

evolutionary events that took place at that node. We also confirm that there are many cnidarian-

specific receptors in the NR2F family, as it was already supposed (Gauchat et al., 2004), that may 

indicate bilaterian-specific gene losses. 

Diversification by domain losses

It was hypothesized for long that some odd nuclear receptors (with a DBD or a LBD only) have 

elvolved through domain losses (Laudet, 1997). Here, our abundant sampling enables to follow 

some of these processes quite precisely. The spectacular case of NR2E5 (Fig. 2A) shows that in 

different animals, a same receptor can even loss either its LBD or its DBD. In chordates, the DBD 

completely disappears. In sea urchin, the LBD is very well recognised (3.1e-30 prediction score for 

domain recognition in Pfam), even with a better score than the DBD (4.9e-25). On the contrary, this 

score becames twice lower (on a log scale) in the case of Capitella (2.8e-14), with a shortening of 

the terminal part of the LBD. It further decreases at the basis of ecdysozoans (2.3e-06 in Apis, 8.9e-

08 in Trichinella), and the LBD becomes totally absent twice independently in Drosophila and in 

Caenorhabditis. Additionally, the Caenorhabditis mentioned here is not FAX-1, which is classically 

considered as a NR2E5 (Bertrand et al., 2004) but is another paralog called NHR-239. According to 

our tree and consistently with previous propositions (DeMeo, 2009),  we argue that FAX-1 is  a 

member of the NR2E3 subclass (Fig. 1). Since there is only one NR2E3 in other nematodes, such as 

Trichinella spiralis,  Loa loa,  Brugia malayi and Ascaris suum, FAX-1 seems to be the result of a 

duplication of NR2E3 in the  Caenorhabditis lineage, leading to NHR-111, that kept a LBD, and 

FAX-1, that lost its one. The previous confusion is probably due to the blurring of phylogenetic 

signal  as  a  result  of  the  loss  of  a  recognisable  LBD  in  Caenorhabditis and  in  Meloidogyne 

incognita, a tylenchine nematod. A third classical nematode nuclear receptor, NHR-67, that belongs 

to the NR2E2 family, has lost its LBD very early in nematode evolution, because it is recognisable 

only  in  Trichinella  spiralis,  and  absent  in  Meloidogyne  incognita,  Brugia  malayi and 

Caenorhabditis elegans (Fig. S2). LBD losses have occurred also in the NR2E2 family, where in 
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nematodes, the only NHR-67 with an identifiable LBD belongs to the basal  Trichinella spiralis. 

LBD loss  also  occurred  in  nematode  NHR-85/NR1D,  and  in  nematode  NHR-48/NR1J.  These 

abundant losses in crown nematodes are  maybe facilitated by the lineage-specific expansion of 

HNF4,  which  seem  to  have  occurred  after  the  divergence  between  Trichinella and  the  other 

nematodes. But there is also a major counter-example (Fig. 2B). The LBD of the Caenorhabditis  

elegans DAF12 (NR1J) is not recognised by Pfam whereas there is experimental evidence showing 

that it  binds dafachronic acid (Motola et  al.,  2006).  This activity seems to be at  least  partially 

conserved in various nematodes (Ogawa et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009), and the study of the 3D 

structure of Strongyloides stercoralis (Wang et al., 2009) shows that the canonical LBD structure is 

conserved at least in this species, in spite of some small variations, such as the appearance of very 

small L3' and L7' helixes. This strikingly shows that the tertiary structure of a protein can be more 

conserved that the primary sequence, and that not only prediction scores, but also the total lenght of 

the protein and additional bibliographical information should be taken into account  to draw an 

accurate picture of domain evolution events. Moreother, DAF-12 has two paralogs in the NR1J 

class: NHR-8, which has a canonical NR structure, and NHR-48, for which no LBD is recognised 

by Pfam.  The NR1J class also contains the insect receptors NR01, NR02 and NR03 that have also 

lost their LBD. A single unambiguous ortholog of these receptors exists in other arthropods, such as 

the myriapod  Strigamia maritima,  the chelicerate  Ixodes scapularis and the crustacean  Caligus 

rogercresseyi. It also exists in two lophotrochozans, Capitella teleta and Schistosoma mansoni. But 

it is not yet possible to conclude that all these receptors are the product of a unique domain loss in a 

protostome ancestor, because in the same unresolved group there are also a lot of receptors with one 

DBD and one LBD, and even a receptor with one DBD and two LBDs in  Daphnia pulex.  The 

situation is further complicated by the presence of two duplicates of the canonical « NR1J » in 

Capitella teleta and in Ixodes scapularis (Fig. S1). The apparent domain loss in DAF-12 illustrates 

the difficulties to resolve this node, where the choice of the sequences to use for an alignement 

becames highly complex. 

All these discussions on domain losses and duplications illustrate how difficult can be the accurrate 

phylogenetic reconstruction in a family where the protein structure is very constant on average and 

where the sampling and functional data are of exceptionally good quality. Even in such a favourable 

case, careful manual curation is still needed to draw a precise picture of the family history.

Discussion

NR diversification correlates with the diversification of intercellular communication systems

The  diversification  of  the  NR  family  strikingly  correlates  with  the  diversification  of  animal 

intercellular communication systems (Fig. 3). Despite of the uncertainities about the root of the NR 
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tree, it seems very likely that the canonic six subfamilies, and the newly defined NR7 subfamily 

have arisen after the sponge/eumetazoan split, and that the NR set present in sponges was reduced 

to only two nuclear receptors. Even if the exact timing of early NR diversification remains to be 

adressed in a more robust manner with extended sampling among sponges, the presence of NRs in 

sponges, and the fact that the basalmost NRs are sensors that bind various fatty acids should be 

discussed on a functional and physiological perspective, in order to increase our comprehension of 

the context in which the ancestral NR arose. Intercellular communication and a certain degree of 

coordination in cell development at the colony level exists even in bacteria (Rosenberg, 2009). Data 

on  the  volvocales,  the  clade  which  contains  the  unicellular  flagellate  algae  Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii, the multicellular  Volvox carterii and many organisms showing intermediate character 

distribution suggests that transition between a colony of unicellular cells and a meta-organism is 

mainly a question of soma-germen division of labour (Kirk, 2005). In a colony of unicellular cells, 

each cell can pass through the germ-cell phase, whereas in a meta-organism this role is limited to a 

subset of cells. This is consistent with genomic studies showing that many protein modules that 

were traditionally thought to be metazoan-specific are already present in the last common ancestor 

of metazoans and choanoflagellates (King et al., 2008), or even before. Re-evaluating traditional 

models about metazoan origin in that context has led to the proposal that metazoans arose through 

the  integration  of  transient  cell-types  that  were  previously  temporally  successive  into  a  single 

spatial organism (Mikhailov et al., 2009).  NRs are known to be important developmental timers, 

that  is  proteins  controlling  the  temporal  identity  of  developmental  steps  (Thummel,  2001). 

Moreover,  the  unique  functionally  characterised  sponge  NR,  that  of  Suberites  domuncula,  is 

implicated in  inducing gemmulation in  response to  retinoid  acid (Wiens  et  al.,  2003).  Even if 

retinoic acid is not necessarily the unique physiologically relevant ligand, it can here be viewed as a 

proxy for xenobiotic or nutritional signal, and it seems reasonable to hypothesize that the ancestral 

NRs was an important actor in that transition, maybe due to its ability to target a rapid switch in the 

cellular gene expression integrating information about the cell chemical environment due to his 

ligand-binding pocket. 

The presence of orthologs of some classical NRs even in  Trichoplax adhaerens, with secondary 

losses of at least a NR7/4/1/8 and a NR5/6/9 supports the hypothesis that this aenigmatic animal is 

secondarily  simplified,  being  composed of  only  four  cell  types  and lacking  a  nervous system. 

Strikingly,  while  Trichoplax has  orthologs  of  NR2A and  NR2B,  and  has  secondarily  lost  the 

homolog of NR2C/D/H, it has a unique NR2J at the basis of the NR2E and NRF families, that have 

greatly diversified in cnidarians and bilaterians, with probably about 6 to 8 receptors at the split 

between both lineages (Fig. 3). In today species, many of these receptors, such as NR2E1/TLL, 

NR2E3/PNR, NR2E6 and NR2F/COUP-TF are known to be implicated, among other functions, in 
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the developpement of nervous system in chordates (Langlois et al., 2000), ecdysozoans (Velarde et 

al., 2006) and cnidarians (Gauchat et al., 2004). So their diversification specifically in animals with 

a nervous system may indicate that their contributed from the beginning in the edification of such a 

system.  

The increased  sampling on  cnidarian  sequences  indicates  that  almost  all  members  of  the  NR2 

family have orthologs in cnidarians, whereas subfamilies NR1/NR4, NR3 and NR5/6 may have 

diversified after the cnidarian/bilaterian split (Fig. 3). Within the bilaterian-specific NR1 and NR3 

families are many notorious « hormone receptors », whereas the NR5 are implicated in regulation 

of steroidogenesis in both mammals and insects. Additionally, the vertebrate NR2E5-NR0B have a 

very peculiar structure, with no DBD, that makes us able to play the role of dominant-negative 

regulators of steroidogenesis, that are physiologically crucial as indicate the human diseases linked 

to mutations in those receptors. This function is probably quite different from the function of the 

ancestral NR2E5. In insects, this dominant-negative role is played by a specific isoform of NR1D 

(E75B) that lacks half of its DBD and is thus not able to bind DNA (Thummel, 1997). This again 

argues in favour of convergent acquisition of the systems involved in steroid synthesis regulation in 

arthropods and vertebrates.

As previously stressed (Tarrant, 2005), cnidarians lack an internal circulatory system that would be 

necessary to have a vertebrate or insect-like endocrine system. Of course this does not mean that 

there  are  no long-distance  intercellular  communications  through other  means than nervous and 

neurendocrine system. For example, other molecular signals may be transported around the body 

through the gut, especially in colonial  species. But this, correlated with the previously reported 

lineage-specific diversification of CYP450 enzymes, that may be implicated in the synthesis of NR 

ligands (Markov et al., 2009), is consistent with the idea that if really existing, the non-nervous 

long-distance  communication  system  of  cnidarians  would  be  probably  not  homologous  to  the 

vertebrate one, contradictory with many claims based on indirect non-genomic evidences (Twan et 

al., 2003). What may have existed in a common cnidarian/bilaterian ancestor is a kind of molecular 

dialog  between  neuronal  and  germinal  cell,  inherited  from  the  common  germen-soma 

communication network in which the ancestral NR may have been implicated. Starting from this 

common  toolkit,  some  players  may  have  further  developped  more  specific  interactions 

independently in cnidarians and bilaterians, in response to similar functional constraints. 

Unexpected genomic diversity of  lophotrochozoan NRs favours  independent acquisition of 

endocrine signaling pathways. 

The presence of the NR7 subfamily in lophotrochozoans, as well as many new receptors in the NR1 

family is of major relevance concerning the discussion on lophotrochozoan endocrinology. In spite 
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of repeated claims for vertebrate-type steroid signalisation in molluscs and annelids, there is an 

increasing amount of data favouring independant diversification of such signaling system. Many 

orthologs of key enzymes, such as aromatase or side-chain cleavage enzyme, seem to be vertebrate 

or chordate-specific (Markov et al., 2009). Orthologs of steroid receptors are constitutive activators 

in all molluscs studied to date, and even if some annelid NR3D were shown to bind vertebrosteroids 

in heterologous system (Keay et al., 2009), it should be noted that they behave very differently than 

vertebrate receptors in presence of various specific agonists or antagonists. It should also be noted 

that  claims  for  the  presence  of  vertebrosteroids  occur  both  in  animals  without  NR3s,  such  as 

ecdyzosoans,  echinoderms  or  cnidarians,  and  in  animals  with  NR3s  being  either  constituive 

activators  or  « hypothetical receptors »,  which  favours  the  hypothesis  of  an  NR3-independent 

steroid signaling pathway. Indeed, another important family involved in vertebrate and ecdysozoan 

steroid signaling is the NR1H/I/J clade (Fig. 1A), containing the vertebrate oxysterol, vitamin D and 

bile  acid  receptors,  as  well  as  arthropods  ecdysone  receptor  and  nematode  dafachronic  acid 

receptor. Given these similarities in ligand specificity, that are reinforced by regulatory similarities, 

such as the involvement in NR5 in these signaling pathways, such receptors should be first-rate 

candidates when adressing studies about steroid signaling in lophotrochozans. Additionally, given 

the possiblity that NR1F may bind to cholesterol in vertebrates, members of the NR1C/D/E/F clade 

should also be checked.  The evolutionary history of this NR clade is far from being solved, and is 

further complicated by some domain losses or recombination events. But what is already clear is 

that  attempts  to  understand  lophotrochozoan  endocrinology  should  pay  attention  to  them. 

Accordingly with our previous suggestion that the last common ancestor of all steroid receptors 

may have been a sensor, which binding ability was not necessarily restricted to steroids, but may 

have encompassed also various fatty acids and terpenoid derivatives (Markov and Laudet, 2011), 

we  suggest  that  the  acquisition  of  a  highly  specific  steroidal  ligand-receptor  couple  in 

lophotrochozoans may have occurred in any of the descendants of this ancestral sensor, and that 

experimental effort should aim at equally characterising all these receptors if we really want to have 

a clear view on this question. 

Such a discussion could also be valid to some extent for some non-vertebrate deuterostomes, for 

which data are still scarce. The NR7s from sea urchin and amphioxus, as well as the many specific 

receptors in the NR1 clade may greatly help to shed light on the endocrine physiology of these 

understudied animals. 

Material and methods

NR sequences were retrieved from various databases  (Supplementary Table 1)  using a  blasting 
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query set from all six subfamilies. Protein sequences were aligned with Muscle (Edgard, 2004), and 

alignments were checked by eye and edited with Seaview (Galtier and Gouy, 1996). Phylogenetic 

trees were made using PHYML (Guindon et al.), a fast and accurate maximum likelihood heuristic 

method, under the JTT substitution model (Jones et al.), with 100 bootstrap replicates. Predictions 

for DBDs and LBDs were made with the online domain recognition software Pfam, version 24.0 

(Sonnhammer et al., 1997). The threshold for significant domain recognition is an e-value under 

1e-5.
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Figure 1. New members in the NR family

A. Simplified version of the complete NR phylogeny. The full maximum-likelihood tree that was 

used to produce this consensus is shown in Fig. S1. B. Focus on the new NR7 clade. C. Focus on 

the NR2E6 clade. In B and C lineage-specific losses in current laboratory models are indicated. 

Figure 2. Variability of LBD recognition patterns

A. Parallel LBD losses in Caenorhabditis, Drosophila and Tribolium, and loss of chordate DBD for 

NR2E5. The e-values refer to Pfam domain prediction scores. The lower the score, the better the 

prediction. Prediction scores below the 1e-5 threshold are considered unsignificant. Note that not 

only the prediction score, but also the total length of the protein varies. The red disk indicates a 

vertebrate-specific duplication of the “NR0B”.
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B.  Apparent  LBD loss  in  a  functionally  conserved  receptor,  the  nematode  DAF12/NR1J.  The 

conservation of the total length of the protein as well as additional functional data indicate that in 

spite of an unrecognisable LBD at the primary sequence level, it is still present. 

Figure  3.  Correlations  between  major  steps  of  endocrine  system  evolution  and  NR 

diversification

On the left side are plotted the apparition of intercellular communication within a single organism 

(paracrine signaling),  the long-distance intercellular  communication through the nervous system 

and  neuropeptides  (neuroendocrine  signaling),  and  the  circulatory  system  making  able  long-

distance transport of molecular signals through body fluids (endocrine signaling). On the right side 

are plotted the NR2E/F diversification, that concerns receptors mainly involved in nervous system 

development,  and  the  NR1  and  NR3  diversification,  which  concerns  the  classical  hormone 

receptors.

Table 1. An updated nomenclature of the NR family

Figure S1. A complete metazoan NR phylogenetic tree.

A maximum-likelihood tree of the metazoan nuclear receptors. The families are indicated with color 

boxes using the same colour code as in the Fig. 1. Accession numbers of the used sequences are 

provided in Table 1. Bootstrap values (100 repetitions) are indicated for nodes that are important for 

the discussion.

Figure S2. A synthetic update about the NR distribution among animals.

The NR contain of the main metazoan genomic models is plotted against a phylogeny of nuclear 

receptors.  For  Amphimedon,  Trichoplax and  cnidarians,  where  sometimes  one  receptor  is 

homologous to many bilaterian receptors, the box symbolizing the receptor is elongated to match 

the whole set of bilaterian receptor to which it is homologous.

Lost receptors are indicated by crosses, ambiguous cases or lack of information is indicated by a 

question mark, and lineage-specific duplications are indicated by “xN”, where N is the number of 

paralogs. 2R and 3R refer to the rounds of whole-genome duplication that occurred in vertebrates, 

and concerned also NRs. 
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Fig. S1 (in two parts)
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Table 1. An updated nomenclature of the NR family

Species Accession number Family Trivial Names

Capitella teleta 167148 NR1A

Lottia gigantea 171663 NR1A

Saccoglossus kowalevskii NP_001161669.1 NR1A

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus XP_001185977.1 NR1A Sp-thr

Branchiostoma belcheri ACR15148.1 NR1A

Branchiostoma floridae ABS11249.1 NR1A

Homo sapiens M24748 NR1A1 TR!

Danio rerio Q98867.1 NR1A TR!A

Homo sapiens X04707 NR1A2

Danio rerio NP_571415.1 NR1A2

Homo sapiens X06538 NR1B1 RAR!

Mus musculus P11416 NR1B1 RAR!

Danio rerio Q90271 NR1B

Homo sapiens P10826 NR1B2 RAR"

Homo sapiens M57707 NR1B3 RAR#

Branchiostoma floridae XP_002598475.1 NR1B

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus XP_779976.2 NR1B

Capitella teleta 168520 NR1B

Lottia gigantea 142734 NR1B

Homo sapiens L02932 NR1C1 PPAR!

Homo sapiens L07592 NR1C2

Homo sapiens L40904 NR1C3 PPAR#

Branchiostoma floridae XP_002598634.1 NR1C

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus XP_784429.2 NR1C4 Sp-ppar2

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus XP_781750.1 NR1C5 Sp-ppar1

Saccoglossus kowalevskii NP_001164713.1 NR1C

Lottia gigantea 174409 NR1C

Lottia gigantea 238472 New NR1 group

Capitella teleta 222512 New NR1 group

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus XP_781794.2 New NR1 group NR1M4

Capitella teleta 219555 New NR1 group

Capitella teleta 227950 New NR1 group

Mytilus galloprovincialis     ABU89802.1 New NR1 group NR1ABC

Caenorhabditis elegans NP_001024662.1 NR1G1 CNR14

Homo sapiens M24898 NR1D1 REVERB!

Homo sapiens L31785 NR1D2 REVERB"

Branchiostoma floridae XP_002598635.1 NR1D

Capitella teleta 62897 NR1D

Lottia gigantea 136477 NR1D

Helobdella robusta 67463 NR1D

Drosophila melanogaster X51548 NR1D3 E75

Apis mellifera NP_001073579 NR1D3

Tribolium castaneum XP_971362 NR1D3

Metapenaeus ensis AAC71770 NR1D3

Daphnia pulex ADB79814.1 NR1D3

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus XP_785820.1 NR1D Sp-reverb

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus XP_797496.1 New NR1 group NR1M3

Capitella teleta 226941 New NR1 group

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus NP_001123279.1 New NR1 group NR1M1

Capitella teleta 227484 New NR1 group

TR"

TR"

RAR!A

PPAR"/$
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Lottia gigantea 168854 New NR1 group

Daphnia pulex 50511 NR1E1

Apis mellifera XP_396527 NR1E1

Drosophila melanogaster U01087 NR1E1 E78

Lottia gigantea 233381 NR1E1

Schistosoma mansoni AAR30507.2 NR1E1

Brugia malayi EDP32378.1 NR1E1

Homo sapiens U04897 NR1F1 ROR!

Homo sapiens Y08639 NR1F2 ROR"

Rattus norvegicus P45446.3 NR1F2 ROR"

Homo sapiens U16997 NR1F3 ROR#

Branchiostoma floridae 174225 NR1F

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus XP_783869.1 New NR1 group NR1M2

Lottia gigantea 167096 NR1F

Daphnia pulex EFX87520.1 NR1F4 HR3

Drosophila melanogaster M90806 NR1F4 HR3

Caenorhabditis elegans U13075 NR1F4 Nhr23

Brugia malayi EDP30145.1 NR1F4

Drosophila melanogaster M74078 NR1H1 ECR

Heliothis virescens O18473.1 NR1H1

Acyrthosiphon pisum     NP_001152831.1 NR1H1

Celuca pugilator AAC33432.2 NR1H1

Daphnia pulex     EFX68327.1 NR1H1

Ixodes scapularis XP_002405625.1 NR1H1

Amblyomma americanum AAB94565.1 NR1H1 EcRA3

Brugia malayi ABQ28713.1 NR1H1

Haemonchus contortus ADD49663.1 NR1H1

Helobdella robusta 108893 NR1H1

Capitella teleta 125155 NR1H1

Lottia gigantea 170342 NR1H1

Homo sapiens U07132 NR1H2 LXR"

Homo sapiens U22662 NR1H3 LXR!

Homo sapiens Q96RI1 NR1H4 FXR!

Danio rerio NP_001002574 NR1H4 FXR!

Mus musculus NP_941060.2 NR1H5 FXR"

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus XP_786370.2 NR1H6a

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus XP_782721.1 NR1H6b

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus XP_783089.2 NR1H6c

Branchiostoma floridae XP_002595803.1 NR1H7 NR1H-5

Branchiostoma floridae XP_002603811.1 NR1H7 NR1H-4

Branchiostoma floridae XP_002603810.1 NR1H7 NR1H-1

Branchiostoma floridae XP_002588118.1 NR1H7 NR1H-6

Branchiostoma floridae 124680 NR1H7 NR1H-2

Branchiostoma floridae 124679 NR1H7 NR1H-3

Branchiostoma floridae 156544 NR1H7 NR1H-7

Branchiostoma floridae 222287 NR1H8 NR1H-8

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus NP_001123279.1 NR1H8 Sp-fxr

Homo sapiens J03258 NR1I1 VDR

Rattus norvegicus P13053.1 NR1I1 VDR

Danio rerio Q9PTN2.2 NR1I VDR!

Homo sapiens O75469 NR1I

Danio rerio NP_001092087 NR1I

Xenopus tropicalis ENSXETT00000039111 NR1I2 PXR
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Homo sapiens Z30425 NR1I3 CAR1

Mus musculus NP_033933.2 NR1I4 CAR2

Ciona savignyi ENSCSAVT00000003276 NR1K

Drosophila melanogaster NP_524493.1 NR1J1 HR96

Anopheles gambiae XP_313130 NR1J1 HR96

Tribolium castaneum XP_968487.1 NR1J1 HR96

Apis mellifera XP_624213 NR1J1 HR96

Ixodes scapularis XP_002404556.1 NR1J1

Caenorhabditis elegans AAD34462.1 NR1J DAF12

Strongyloides stercoralis AAD37372.1 NR1J DAF12

Caenorhabditis elegans     AAD03684.1 NR1J nhr-8

Brugia malayi XP_001896592.1 NR1J nhr-8

Capitella teleta 224377 NR1I/J/K

Capitella teleta 177005 NR1I/J/K

Capitella teleta 119973 NR1I/J/K

Ixodes scapularis XP_002402961.1 NR1J2

Onchocerca volvulus AAA87173.1 NR1K

Helobdella robusta 67417 NR2A2

Drosophila melanogaster U70874 NR2A4

Daphnia pulex 59378 NR2A

Homo sapiens X76930 NR2A1 HNF4!

Homo sapiens Z49826 NR2A2 HNF4#

Xenopus tropicalis ENSXETT00000035778 NR2A3 HNF4"

Branchiostoma floridae XP_002612502.1 NR2A

Capitella teleta 172322 NR2A

Lottia gigantea 108689 NR2A

Mytilus galloprovincialis CAJ53825.2 NR2A

Helobdella robusta 68918 NR2A1

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus XP_780389.1 NR2A

Trichoplax adhaerens 50786 NR2A

Nematostella vectensis 89471 NR2A NvNR5

Hydra magnipapillata XP_002159483.1 NR2A

Schmidtea mediterranea Contig2310.1 NR2A

Meloidogyne incognita Minc02318 NR2A nhr-64

Caenorhabditis elegans O44960.2 NR2A nhr-64

Brugia malayi EDP36393.1 NR2A nhr-14

Meloidogyne incognita Minc11307 NR2A nhr-14

Caenorhabditis elegans O02151.3 NR2A nhr-14

Caenorhabditis elegans AAG15179.1 NR2A nhr-88

Brugia malayi EDP36547.1 NR2A nhr-88

Meloidogyne incognita Minc1542 NR2A nhr-88

Brugia malayi EDP35600.1 NR2A nhr-49

Meloidogyne incognita Minc02316 NR2A nhr-49

Caenorhabditis elegans O45666.2 NR2A nhr-49

Trichoplax adhaerens 49897 NR2B

Tripedalia cystophora AAC80008.1 NR2B

Homo sapiens X52773 NR2B1

Homo sapiens M84820 NR2B2 RXR"

Homo sapiens X66225 NR2B3 RXR#

Lymnaea stagnalis     AAW34268.1 NR2B4

Biomphalaria glabrata     Q8T5C6.1 NR2B4

Capitella teleta 164614 NR2B4

Lottia gigantea 162352 NR2B4

RXR!
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Nucella lapilius ABS70715.1 NR2B NR2Ba

Nucella lapilius ABS70716.1 NR2B NR2Bb

Thais clavigera     AAU12572.1 NR2B4

Helobdella robusta 62045 NR2B4

Ixodes scapularis XP_002435070.1 NR2B4

Daphnia pulex 219609 NR2B4

Chimarra marginata AAZ38141.1 NR2B4 USP

Manduca sexta P54779.1 NR2B4 USP

Drosophila melanogaster X52591 NR2B4 USP

Tribolium castaneum CAL25729.1 NR2B4 USP

Apis mellifera     AAF73057.1 NR2B4 USP

Acyrtosiphon pisum NP_001155140.1 NR2B4 USP

Brugia malayi ABQ28715.1 NR2B4

Dirofilaria immitis AAM08269.1 NR2B4

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus XP_001201896.1 NR2B

Saccoglossus kowalevskii ADB22634.1 NR2B

Branchiostoma floridae AAM46151.1 NR2B

Homo sapiens M29960 NR2C1 TR2

Homo sapiens L27586 NR2C2 TR4

Branchiostoma floridae 129718 NR2C3

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus NP_001116968.1 NR2C3

Capitella teleta 224222 NR2C

Helobdella robusta 92366 NR2C

Schistosoma mansoni XP_002581285.1 NR2C

Drosophila melanogaster U36791 NR2D1 HR78

Tribolium castaneum EFA11562.1 NR2D1 HR78

Nematostella vectensis 167880 NR2C/D/H NvNR15 

Nematostella vectensis 209681 NR2H NvNR17

Acropora millepora AAL29201.1 NR2H1b NR8Am, 2H1ACRM2

Acropora millepora AAL29197.1 NR2H1a NR4Am, 2H1ACRM1

Homo sapiens S72373 NR2E1 TLX

Branchiostoma floridae 155937 NR2E1

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus XP_794533.2 NR2E1 Sp-tll

Saccoglossus kowalevskii NP_001158362.1 NR2E1

Lottia gigantea 130367 NR2E2

Capitella teleta 226190 NR2E2

Helobdella robusta 71774 NR2E2

Ixodes scapularis XP_002403220.1 NR2E2

Daphnia pulex 299738 NR2E2

Apis mellifera XP_001121187.2 NR2E2

Tribolium castaneum EEZ99198.1 NR2E2

Drosophila melanogaster M34639 NR2E2 TLL

Homo sapiens AAD28301.1 NR2E3 PNR

Branchiostoma floridae 225454 NR2E3

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus XP_780706.2 NR2E3 Sp-pnr

Saccoglossus kowalevskii NP_001158447.1 NR2E3

Lottia gigantea 137595 NR2E3

Capitella teleta 171557 NR2E3

Helobdella robusta 139475 NR2E3

Brugia malayi EDP32855.1 NR2E3

Ixodes scapularis XP_002409993.1 NR2E3

Tribolium castaneum EFA07486.1 NR2E3 HR51

Drosophila melanogaster NP_611032.2 NR2E3 HR51
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Nematostella vectensis 183874 NR2E NvNR6

Nematostella vectensis 114090 NR2E1 NvNR5

Acropora millepora AAL29193.1 NR2E1

Tribolium castaneum EEZ99270.1 NR2E4

Drosophila melanogaster AAD05225.1 NR2E4 DSF

Apis mellifera XP_624265.2* NR2E4

Capitella teleta 224811 NR2E4

Lottia gigantea 135497 NR2E4

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus XP_789465.1 NR2E4

Nematostella vectensis 169225 NR2E NvNR7

Drosophila melanogaster AAF54133.1 NR2E5

Tribolium castaneum EFA04538.1 NR2E5

Apis mellifera XP_001121181.1* NR2E5

Capitella teleta 177303 NR2E5

Lottia gigantea 132866 NR2E5

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus XP_795547.1 NR2E5

Hydra magnipapillata XP_002156561.1 NR2E NR009

Hydra magnipapillata XP_002154441.1 NR2E6

Nematostella vectensis 132075 NR2E6b

Nematostella vectensis 99425 NR2E6a NvNR2

Lottia gigantea 120392 NR2E6

Capitella teleta 53417 NR2E6

Tribolium castaneum EFA04575.1 NR2E6

Apis mellifera XP_624042.2 NR2E6

Anopheles gambiae AGAP001348-RA.1 NR2E6

Branchiostoma floridae 236186 NR2E6

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus SPU_017375* NR2E6

Lottia gigantea 125514 NR2F

Ciona intestinalis Q4H3S1 NR2F

Xenopus laevis CAA44806.1 NR2F4 COUP-TFIII

Xenopus tropicalis ENSXETT00000024153 NR2F4

Danio rerio Q06726 NR2F5 SVP46

Brugia malayi EDP32461.1 NR2F

Danio rerio Q06725.1 NR2F1A

Homo sapiens X12795 NR2F1 COUP-TFI

Homo sapiens P24468 NR2F2 COUP-TFII

Danio rerio NP_571258 NR2F2

Helobdella robusta 193553 NR2Fe

Helobdella robusta 77679 NR2Fc

Helobdella robusta 76907 NR2Fb

Helobdella robusta 106233 NR2Fd

Capitella teleta 171549 NR2F

Branchiostoma floridae AAO61416.1 NR2F

Saccoglossus kowalevskii NP_001158369.1 NR2F

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus XP_782295.2 NR2F Sp-coupTF

Drosophila melanogaster M28863 NR2F3 SVP

Tribolium castaneum EFA11548.1 NR2F3

Danio rerio NP_991120.1 NR2F6a

Danio rerio NP_998404.1 NR2F6b

Homo sapiens X12794 NR2F6 EAR2

Acropora millepora AAL29200.1 NR2F7 AmNR7

Nematostella vectensis 189134 NR2F7 NvNR10

Hydra magnipapillata XP_002159396.1 NR2F
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Helobdella robusta 191405 NR2Fa

Nematostella vectensis 242271 NR2F8 NvNR11

Hydra vulgaris AAU11312.1 NR2F8

Nematostella vectensis 165424 NR2 NvNR12

Nematostella vectensis 203423 NR2 NvNR13 

Trichoplax adhaerens 21656 NR2J

Suberites domuncula Q8I748 NR2I

Amphimedon queenslandica ACA04755.1 NR2I AqNR1

Homo sapiens X03635 NR3A1 ER!

Homo sapiens U57439 NR3A2

Petromyzon marinus AAK20929.1 NR3A

Myxine glutinosa ACC85903.1 NR3A

Branchiostoma floridae XP_002613220.1 NR3A

Branchiostoma belcheri     BAI59767.1 NR3A

Homo sapiens X51416 NR3B1 ERR!

Homo sapiens X51417 NR3B2

Homo sapiens NP_001429.2 NR3B3 ERR#

Branchiostoma floridae AAU88062.1 NR3B

Helobdella robusta 106750 NR3B

Capitella teleta 108381 NR3B

Marisa cornuaretis ABI97120.1 NR3B

Drosophila melanogaster NP_729340.1 NR3B

Daphnia pulex 46682 NR3B

Homo sapiens X03225 NR3C1 GR

Homo sapiens M16801 NR3C2 MR

Homo sapiens M15716 NR3C3 PR

Homo sapiens M20132 NR3C4 AR

Petromyzon marinus AAK20930.1 NR3C5 CR

Myxine glutinosa Q1KXY6 NR3C5 CR

Petromyzon marinus AY028458.2 NR3C6 PR

Myxine glutinosa Q1KXY5 NR3C6 SR2

Branchiostoma floridae 201600 NR3C SR

Branchiostoma belcheri BAI59768.1 NR3C SR

Capitella teleta 170275 NR3D1 NR3A, ER

Platynereis dumerili C0IR13 NR3D1 NR3A, ER

Octopus vulgaris Q19AB0 NR3D1 NR3A, ER

Lottia gigantea 132166 NR3D1 NR3A, ER

Crassostrea gigas BAF45381.1 NR3D1 NR3A, ER

Trichoplax adhaerens 16711 NR3E1 ERR

Homo sapiens L13740 NR4A1 NGFIB

Rattus norvegicus P22829.2 NR4A1

Homo sapiens X75918 NR4A2 NURR1

Homo sapiens D38530 NR4A3 NOR1

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus XP_786266.2 NR4A Sp-nurr1

Branchiostoma floridae 223708 NR4A

Drosophila melanogaster U36762 NR4A4 HR38

Ixodes scapularis XP_002400899.1 NR4A

Caenorhabditis elegans     AAD03682.1 NR4A NHR-6

Capitella teleta 167161 NR4A

Lottia gigantea 136520 NR4A

Homo sapiens D88155 NR5A1 SF1

Homo sapiens U93553 NR5A2 LRH1

Mus musculus AAI37846.1 NR5A2

ER"

ERR"
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Branchiostoma floridae XP_002596353.1 NR5A

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus XP_791919.1 NR5A

Saccoglossus kowalevskii NP_001158442.1 NR5A

Capitella teleta 186691 NR5A

Lottia gigantea 196914 NR5A

Drosophila melanogaster M63711 NR5A3 FTZ-F1

Daphnia pulex 305379 NR5A

Caenorhabditis elegans     Q19345.1 NR5A NHR-25

Brugia malayi EDP33144.1 NR5A 5a3Bruma

Brugia malayi EDP36743.1 NR5A 5A4bBruma

Drosophila melanogaster M63711 NR5B1 HR39

Lottia gigantea 120156 NR5B

Capitella teleta 153528 NR5B

Schistosoma mansoni AF158103_1 NR5B

Schistosoma japonicum CAX73127.1 NR5B

Schmidtea mediterranea Contig915.2 NR5B

Branchiostoma floridae 255231 NR5B

Homo sapiens U14666 NR6A1 GCNF1

Branchiostoma floridae 96828 NR6A

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus NP_001020384.1 NR6A

Lottia gigantea 120003 NR6A

Caenorhabditis elegans Q9U2R6.2 NR6A NHR-91

Ixodes scapularis XP_002415570.1 NR6A

Branchiostoma floridae 123436 NR7A

Strongylocentrotus purpuratus XP_784447.1 NR7 Sp-nr2C

Saccoglossus kowalevskii ACY92467.1 NR7A

Capitella teleta 224945 NR7A

Helobdella robusta 103307 NR7A

Lottia gigantea 104793 NR7A

Acropora millepora AAL29194.1 NR7A RXR_ACRM1

Nematostella vectensis 108851 NR7A NvNR3

Nematostella vectensis 101676 NR8A1 NvNR1

Acropora millepora AAL29199.1 NR8A1 AmNR6

Nematostella vectensis 93844 NR8A2

Nematostella vectensis 134436 NR9A

* sequences that are no longer available in GenBank
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Steroid hormones regulate many physiological processes in verte-
brates, nematodes, and arthropods through binding to nuclear re-
ceptors (NR), a metazoan-specific family of ligand-activated transcrip-
tion factors. The main steps controlling the diversification of this
family are now well-understood. In contrast, the origin and evolution
of steroid ligands remain mysterious, although this is crucial for
understanding the emergence of modern endocrine systems. Using a
comparative genomic approach, we analyzed complete metazoan
genomes to provide a comprehensive view of the evolution of major
enzymatic players implicated in steroidogenesis at the whole meta-
zoan scale. Our analysis reveals that steroidogenesis has been inde-
pendently elaborated in the 3 main bilaterian lineages, and that
steroidogenic cytochrome P450 enzymes descended from those that
detoxify xenobiotics.

evolution � nuclear-receptor ligand � steroidogenesis

Multicellular organisms have complex endocrine systems, al-
lowing responses to environmental stimuli, regulation of

development, reproduction, and homeostasis. Nuclear receptors
(NRs), a metazoan-specific family of ligand-activated transcription
factors, play central roles in endocrine responses, as intermediates
between signaling molecules and target genes (1). The NR family
includes ligand-bound and orphan receptors, that is, receptors with
no known ligand or for which there is no ligand pocket (2).
Understanding NR evolution has been further improved by com-
parison of several completed genomes, particularly those of deu-
terostomes and ecdysozoans (3–6).

In contrast, evolution of NR ligands is still much debated. One
hypothesis proposes that several independent gains and losses of
ligand-binding ability in NRs occurred in protostomes and deuter-
ostomes (7–9). A second hypothesis, pertaining to the NR3 sub-
family (vertebrate steroid hormone receptors and estrogen-related
receptor), proposes that before the divergence of protostomes and
deuterostomes, there was an ancestral steroid receptor (AncSR)
that was ligand-activated and that orphan receptors secondarily lost
the ability to bind a ligand (10, 11). Phylogenetic analyses indicate
that AncSR was able to bind estrogens (10, 11), which formed the
basis for an intriguing ‘‘ligand exploitation model’’ (10, 12) for the
evolution of vertebrate steroid receptors. In this model, estradiol
(E2), a terminal product of the steroid biosynthetic pathway, was
the first ligand for AncSR. Synthesis of E2 also requires the
synthesis of steroid intermediates (Fig. 1). However, receptors for
these intermediate steroids had not yet evolved. It was only after
duplication of AncSR that NR3 receptors for these intermediate
steroids evolved. The ‘‘ligand exploitation model’’ explains diver-
gence in ligand specificity seen in steroid receptors, namely AR/
NR3C4, GR/NR3C1, MR/NR3C2, PR/NR3C3, and ERs/NR3A
(10, 12, Fig. 1A and B).

The ligand exploitation model is based mainly on NR data. But
it has implications for the evolution of ligand synthesis. For exam-

ple, it implies that 17ß-estradiol (E2) was a ligand for an ER in
Urbilateria, the common ancestor of protostomes and deuteros-
tomes (10, 12, 13). Such a hypothesis can be tested by searching for
the origins of the enzymes involved in the synthesis of vertebrate
adrenal and sex steroids.

As to steroid hormones in metazoans, there are major structural
differences among different classes of steroids synthesized in ver-
tebrates, insects and nematodes (Fig. S1). In insects and nematodes,
the active steroid hormones retain all or most of the C17 side chain
of cholesterol, with selective hydroxylations providing specificity for
a given NR (Fig. 1C) (14–16). In contrast, in vertebrates, such as
humans, synthesis of the main active steroids [estradiol for ERs,
dihydroxytestosterone (DHT) for AR, progesterone (P4) for PR,
cortisol for GR, and aldosterone for MR] begins with cleavage of
the C17 side chain at C20 by CYP11A1 to yield pregnenolone (P5)
(Fig. 1B) (17). Further enzymatic modifications involving selective
hydroxylations, oxido-reductions and isomerizations of P5 and
its metabolites yield ligands for adrenal and sex steroid receptors
(Fig. 1B).

Many searches for ‘‘human’’-type steroid hormones such as E2 or
P4, throughout metazoan groups have been prone to artefacts
and/or misidentification. To date, biochemical evidence (immuno-
logical and/or chromatographic methods linked to mass spectrom-
etry) for presence of vertebrate steroids in lophotrochozoans,
ecdysozoans, and cnidarians have not been substantiated by mo-
lecular characterization of enzymes directly involved in their de
novo biosynthesis (18, 19). Thus, the presence of human-type
steroids in protostomes remains an open question.

With this in mind, we investigated origins of enzymes in the
pathways leading to steroid hormones in vertebrates. Our phylo-
genetic analyses of all enzymes known to be implicated in vertebrate
(Fig. 1B) or ecdysozoan (Fig. 1C) steroid biosynthesis [belonging to
the cytochrome P450 (CYP, 20, 21), short-chain dehydrogenase/
reductase (SDR, 22), 3-ß hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (HSD3B,
23) and steroid 5-� reductase (SRD5A) families] suggest that
steroidogenesis was independently elaborated in vertebrates and
protostomes, partly through recruitment of xenobiotic-metabolis-
ing CYPs. This has important implications on our views about the
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ligand-binding abilities of AncSR. Our analyses also show that there
are pitfalls in extrapolating about the role in steroidogenesis of
human or tetrapod genes to homologs in protostomes and other
distant metazoans.

Results
General Strategy. To date, the best characterized steroidogenic
enzymes belong to the CYP, SDR, HSD3B, and SRD5A families
in human, mouse, Drosophila, and C. elegans. We screened recently
completed metazoan genomes (Fig. S2) looking for orthologs of
these steroidogenic enzymes. The retrieved sequences were used

for phylogenetic reconstruction (using maximum likelihood cou-
pled with bootstrapping) to determine their orthology with verte-
brate sequences.

Orthology was defined on the basis of robust branches containing
a consistent phylogenetic sampling (that is only protostome se-
quences for example) and/or high (�90%) bootstrap values. The
large sequence variability present in some families such as CYPs
precluded phylogenetic reconstruction, but our systematic survey
revealed clear orthology in specific cases relevant to steroidogenesis
evolution (24, 25).

Twenty-one complete genomes were screened, including 6 re-
cently sequenced lophotrochozoan genomes, making it highly prob-
able that not finding a given protein in a given zoological group (e.g.,
protostomes) indicates a real absence. Fig. 1A exemplifies our
reasoning for estrogen receptors.

Our strategy successfully identified clear orthologs of known
steroidogenic enzymes. For example, we identified in Daphnia, a
crustacean, orthologs of enzymes that metabolize insect steroids
(i.e., CYP302, CYP314, CYP315, and CYP306) known in Drosoph-
ila and other insects (Fig. 2A and Fig. 3 and Figs. S3 and S4).

Fig. 2 provides a general overview of the phylogeny of the 4
protein families analyzed. For more complete versions of these
phylogenies, and the relevant specific branches see Figs. S3–S7.
These phylogenies, based on several sequenced genomes, are in
good agreement with published studies (25).

Polyphyletic Origin for Steroidogenic CYPs. The metazoan CYP
family is currently divided into 11 clans (21, 22, Fig. 2A and Fig. S3),
including the mito clan that clusters mitochondrial proteins in
vertebrates and insects (Fig. 3 and Fig. S4). To date, all mitochon-
drial CYPs identified in vertebrates are involved in metabolism of
endogenous compounds (e.g., CYP27A1 for bile acids) or hormone
biosynthesis (CYP11A and CYP11B for steroid hormones), with
CYP11A catalyzing cleavage of the cholesterol side chain at C20
(Fig. 1B). In contrast, arthropod mitochondrial CYPs include
several xenobiotic-metabolizing proteins (e.g., CYP12) and en-
zymes catalyzing steroid biosynthesis (CYP302, CYP314, and
CYP315) (Fig. 3). We observed that the vertebrate (CYP11A and
CYP11B) and arthropod steroidogenic enzymes (CYP302,
CYP314, and CYP315) do not form a monophyletic clade, and are
rather dispersed at various places in the tree, often linked to
non-steroidogenic proteins (Fig. 2A).

The most parsimonious scenario for these different activities
within family- and lineage-specific duplications, is that these dif-
ferent steroidogenic activities arose independently in arthropod
and vertebrate mitochondrial CYPs. This scenario implies that,
if the substrate for an ancestral mito CYP was a steroid, then
it probably was not a vertebrate steroid found in present-day
organisms.

Similar conclusions can be drawn for other CYP clans. For
example, in the CYP2 clan, steroidogenic activity seems to have
appeared independently at least 3 times, in vertebrates, in insects,
and in nematodes (Fig. 2A and Fig. S3). An important point is that
many of the vertebrate members of this clan are known to be
xenobiotic-metabolizing enzymes that are correlated with a high
rate of lineage-specific duplications (24). Lineage-specific duplica-
tions are also abundant within lophotrochozoan members of
this clan, thus indicating that these enzymes may be xenobiotic
metabolisers.

SDR: Convergent Acquisition of the same Biochemical Activity. Short-
chain dehydrogenase/reductase (SDRs) enzymes display a wide
substrate spectrum, ranging from steroids, retinoids, alcohols,
sugars, and aromatic compounds to xenobiotics (22). In terms of
steroidogenesis, this family contains proteins with 17ß-hydroxys-
teroid dehydrogenase (17ßHSD) activity as well as 11ßHSD activity
(26, 27), characterized as steroidogenic enzymes in vertebrates
(HSD17B1, �2, and �3; HSD11B1, �2, and �3). Previous reports

Fig. 1. Study background. (A) The ligand exploitation hypothesis. The ancestral
receptor, that is supposedtobindestradiol, shouldhavebeenlost inecdysozoans,
have lost its ligand-binding ability in mollusks, and have undergone ligand
diversification through gene duplications in vertebrates. (B) The human steroid
signaling pathway. (C) The steroid signaling pathways in ecdysozoans.

2 of 6 � www.pnas.org�cgi�doi�10.1073�pnas.0812138106 Markov et al.
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(26, 28) noted that 17ßHSD and 11ßHSD activities arose indepen-
dently many times in the SDR family. We confirm and extend this
notion by finding that among the vertebrate steroidogenic proteins,
only 1, HSD11B1, that is involved in the synthesis of cortisol from
cortisone in vertebrates, has clear orthologues in lophotrochozoans
(Fig. 2B). All of the other proteins, and especially those implicated
in estrogen synthesis (HSD17B1, �2, and �3), arose from verte-
brate-specific duplications and have no orthologues in protostomes.

The subfamily 3 of SDR (Fig. S5) illustrates this notion. It
contains 1 human enzyme, HSD17B1 that clusters with a group
containing the human RDH8, a photoreceptor-associated retinol
dehydrogenase, as well as many vertebrate paralogs with unchar-
acterized activities. All of these vertebrate proteins cluster with
proteins found in the cnidarian Nematostella whose activities are
unknown. These data are consistent with the hypothesis that an
ancestral HSD17B1 acquired the 17ßHSD biological function for
synthesis of estradiol late during vertebrate evolution (8, 26).

HSD3B and SRD5A: Independent Lineage-Specific Duplications Within
Chordates. The HSD3B family contains 5 robust clades (Fig. 2C and
Fig. S6) that are the products of lineage-specific duplications in
deuterostomes (23). The protostome sequences are external to
these groups. According to the topology of this tree, Ciona,
amphioxus and protostome proteins may have a HSD3B activity,
but it is not possible to infer whether the function of the Ciona and
protostome proteins is to metabolize vertebrate steroid hormones,
bile acids, or other molecules. Similarly, in the SRD5A family (Fig.
2D and Fig. S7), lineage-specific duplications also occurred in
vertebrates, Ciona, Daphnia, and Caenorhabditis, whereas the gene
was lost in insects. Thus, in these 2 gene families, lineage-specific
elaboration of steroidogenic enzymes occurred in vertebrates.

Two Key Enzymes Necessary to Generate Vertebrate Steroids Are
Specific to Vertebrates. The first step of vertebrate steroid synthesis
is the cleavage of the side chain present in cholesterol (17). This

activity is catalyzed by CYP11A, which is, as discussed above,
specific to vertebrates. This clearly shows that vertebrate-type
steroids either may not be present outside vertebrates or, if present,
are generated using enzymes of different phylogenetic origins. The
latter case is an example of evolutionary convergence.

Interestingly, the very last step of estrogen synthesis, namely
aromatization of testosterone or androstenedione, is catalyzed by
CYP19, an aromatase, which arose in chordates. The phylogenetic
analyses of CYP11A and CYP19 support our model that steroido-
genic enzymes for adrenal and sex steroids arose in the deuteros-
tome line, in which we also propose arose their cognate steroid
receptors (7, 8).

Discussion
Independent Elaboration of Steroidogenesis in the 3 Main Bilaterian
Lineages. Except for vertebrate SRD5A and HSD11B1, for which
orthologous genes were found in protostomes and/or cnidarians
(even if their biochemical activity is not known), other enzymes
known to be involved in steroidogenesis in arthropods, nematodes,
or vertebrates have no clear orthologues outside their respective
metazoan phyla. This indicates that the steroidogenic enzymes have
evolved independently within each phylum, through lineage-
specific duplications, and subsequent neofunctionalization. Such
convergent evolution of synthesis pathways for complex molecules
is not unique: examples include morphine synthesis in plants and
animals (29) and gibberellin in plants and fungi (30).

An important point is that the major active steroid hormones
identified so far in vertebrates, arthropods, and nematodes have
important differences in their structures (Figs. 3 and 4 and Fig. S1),
which is consistent with our phylogenetic analyses of steroidogenic
enzymes and argues for independent evolution of the steroidogenic
pathway in these metazoan groups.

To clarify the fundamentally different characteristics of the
steroid hormones across metazoan phyla and to highlight their

Fig. 2. Simplified Maximum-likelihood phylogenies of the CYP, SDR, HSD3B, and SRD5A families in metazoans. (A) CYP family. (B) SDR family. (C) HSD3B family. (D)
SRD5A family. Steroidogenic proteins are highlighted in different colors. This clearly illustrates that in most cases the steroidogenic enzymes are dispersed in the
evolutionary trees, suggesting independent acquisition of their steroid specificity.
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independent evolutionary elaboration, one could apply a taxonomic
based nomenclature, namely lophosteroids, ecdysosteroids, verte-
brosteroids, and cnidosteroids (Fig. 4 and SI Text). Each of these
compounds has a defined structural feature; for example, verte-
brosteroids exhibit a characteristic cleavage of the long C17 side
chain found in cholesterol. It is only when more biochemical and
functional data become available in non-model taxa such as lopho-
trochozoans that a clear and unambiguous nomenclature can be
defined.

Caution Is Needed in Assigning a Function Solely from Sequence Data.
The CYP and SDR family members are known to exhibit a huge
variation of substrate specificity, even at the subfamily level. This
indicates that one must exercise caution in attributing vertebrate-
like steroidogenic activities to homologs in protostomes and cni-
darians. For example, although it was convincingly shown that
LET-767 is able to transform androgens into estrogens in mam-
malian cell cultures, as HSD17B3 does, and that this substrate-
specificity can be altered by selective mutations (31), it does not
necessarily follow that LET-767 and HSD17B3 have similar func-
tions in vivo. Ecdysozoans have cholesterol-like steroids, in which

there is a side-chain at C-17. Thus, there is no C17 alcohol or ketone
for modification by a 17ß-HSD in nematode cells. Future charac-
terization of the biological activity of LET-767 in C. elegans is
necessary to provide insights into the evolution of substrate spec-
ificity in 17ß-HSD and its paralogs.

CYP19 Is a Chordate Aromatase. The only non-vertebrate to contain
a CYP19 ortholog is amphioxus, a chordate that is a close relative
of vertebrates. Thus, our analysis (Fig. 2A) shows that, in contrast
to recent claims (32), there is no support for the presence of an
ortholog of vertebrate CYP19 in protostomes and cnidarians. This
could be explained either by long-branch attraction in chordates
CYP19 (which would be consistent with a functional shift) or by
secondary loss of the CYP19 genes in protostomes and cnidarians.
Since this is observed for other CYP families, for example CYP20,
which seems to be orthologous to the sponge CYP38, with no
counterparts in cnidarians and protostomes, we favor the hypoth-
esis of secondary loss of an ancestral gene with no aromatizing
activity. If an aromatization reaction really occurs in some lopho-
trochozoans (33), our analysis indicates that this reaction is carried
out by a protein that is not a member of the chordate CYP19 family.

Fig. 3. A simplified Maximum-Likelihood phylogeny of the mitochondrial clan. Vertebrate and arthropod steroidogenic enzymes are highlighted in blue and green,
respectively, and the molecules they produce are indicated. These molecules are 20-OH Ecdysone for CYP314, Ecdysone for CYP315, 2deoxyecdysone for CYP302,
pregnenolone for CYP11A, and cortisol for CYP11B. Colored residues in the chemical formulas are those that are modified by the catalytic reaction.
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This could be a CYP from the CYP1 and CYP3 clan (especially
CYP3A4), which can aromatize indoline (34), or it may even be a
protein from another family. Such an example of convergent
evolution has already been described in the case of allene oxide
synthase of a coral being able to metabolize a fatty acid peroxide
in a way that was previously thought to be specific to CYPs (35).
However, aromatization of steroids by these enzymes or a lopho-
trochozoan enzyme has not been reported.

Implications for the Presence of Vertebrate Steroids in Protostomes
and Cnidarians. Our phylogenetic analyses are relevant to studies in
the comparative endocrinology field, which discuss the presence of
vertebrate-type steroids and steroidogenic activities in non-model
species, especially in protostomes or cnidarians (33, 36). In non-
vertebrate species, the presence of steroids is usually monitored by
radioimmunoassay (RIA) using antibodies generated against ver-
tebrate hormones. Most importantly, vertebrate antibodies may
cross-react with other steroids, including non-vertebrate steroids.

The limits of such approaches were clearly demonstrated in sea
lamprey. Whereas classical RIA studies led to the identification of
vertebrate-type steroids (37), more recent experiments, based on
high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) with 2 different
solvents showed that the main circulating steroids are 15�-
hydroxylated steroids and not vertebrate-type steroids as deter-
mined through RIA (38).

We show in this paper that genes orthologous to the vertebrate
steroidogenic enzymes are not present in lophotrochozoans and
cnidarians. Thus, there is no reason ‘‘a priori,’’ other than a residual
anthropomorphism, to search specifically for the presence of ver-
tebrate-type steroids in lophotrochozoans and cnidarians, and to
imagine that those vertebrate steroids—if present—would be more
likely to act as hormones, through vertebrate-like transduction
pathways, than other steroids that are supposed to be present in
non-vertebrate animals.

In our opinion, the first step in characterizing new steroidogenic
pathways in non-model organisms should be identification of all
steroids with sensitive methods such as GC-MS, and verification
that these molecules are synthesized de novo from a defined sterol
precursor. The physiological effects of these molecules should be
tested, and the potential enzymes capable of catalyzing the different
steps of the synthesis pathway identified. This is of course very

challenging experimentally, but the only way to progress and to
build knowledge on solid ground.

Xenobiotic-Metabolizing CYPs Are Ancestors of Steroidogenic En-
zymes. Many CYPs hydroxylate xenobiotics, which increases their
solubility, facilitating excretion of the hydroxylated metabolite, and
in optimal situation, leading to metabolites with reduced toxicity
due to a lower affinity for enzymes and/or receptors (20, 21). On the
other hand, CYPs can also lead to an increased affinity of lipophilic
molecules for enzymes and/or receptors. Thus, hydroxylation of
various lipophilic molecules, such as cholesterol, ergosterol, bile
acids, retinoids, and vertebrate steroids, by CYPs can yield ligands
that activate nuclear receptors (39–42). Indeed, selective expres-
sion of CYPs in specific tissues is an important mechanism for
regulating the actions of vertebrate steroids and other ligands.
Phylogenetic analysis of CYPs indicates that they are ancient and
found in bacteria, yeast, and basal metazoans (20, 21, Fig. 2 and
Figs. S3 and S4), preceding the evolution of steroid receptors in
arthropods and deuterostomes. The broad substrate specificity and
micromolar affinity of CYPs for xenobiotics allows a few CYPs to
protect their host organism. Our phylogenetic analyses indicate that
key steroidogenic enzymes, such as CYP11A, CYP11B, and CYP19
(aromatase) in vertebrates, CYP22 in nematodes, or CYP314,
CYP315, CYP306, and CYP302 in arthropods, arose late in animal
evolution and are most likely descended from CYPs that metabolize
xenobiotics. These steroidogenic CYPs have evolved increasing
their specificity for different steroids regarding hydroxylation, aro-
matization or cleavage of the C17 side chain. This specificity is an
important mechanism for regulating steroid hormone action.

Like xenobiotic-metabolizing CYPs, some nuclear receptors are
xenobiotic sensors, in that these transcription factors bind a wide
range of molecules with micromolar affinity (42). An example of an
ancient liganded receptor system is the NR1H/NR1I/NR1J group
containing FXR, LXR, ECR, PXR, CAR, and VDR in vertebrates
and also DHR96 in Drosophila and DAF12 in nematodes. Some of
these receptors (FXR, PXR, CAR, and VDR) regulate CYPs and
other transcription factors that detoxify xenobiotics. VDR, ECR,
and LXR also are steroid-regulated transcription factors (43, 44). A
characteristic of the nuclear receptors that respond to xenobiotics
is their broad substrate specificity (43, 45), which is important in
protection from the effects of xenobiotics. In contrast, chordate
steroid receptors have nanomolar affinity for different adrenal and
sex steroids, which is important in selective activation of endocrine
pathways. Interestingly, 17ß -ethynylestradiol and the xenoestrogen,
4-nonylphenol, activate responses for detoxification of xenobiotics
(46, 47), which suggests that the vertebrate ER activates some
responses to xenobiotics.

AncSR Was Not a Hormone Receptor, but More Likely a Sensor. Our
phylogenetic analysis of steroidogenic enzymes favors the indepen-
dent elaboration of different steroid synthesis pathways in meta-
zoan groups. These data support the hypothesis that the responses
of nuclear receptors in vertebrates and arthropods evolved inde-
pendently (7). This model differs from the ‘‘ligand exploitation’’
model (10), in which the first active steroid would be estradiol,
which would act through the AncSR in all bilaterians. Only later on,
other ‘‘intermediate’’ steroids (androgens, corticosteroids, proges-
tins, etc.) would have become ligands after gene duplication of the
AncSR gave rise to new receptors that could exploit these inter-
mediates (see Fig. 1A and B). This model indeed implies that the
whole pathway governing estrogen production evolved in an an-
cestral bilaterian and that enzymes involved in estrogen synthesis
(the ancestral ligand) are evolutionarily conserved in metazoans,
and this is not what we observed.

To date, all of the binding data on ancestral SR were interpreted
in the framework of vertebrate steroids being present in all meta-
zoans and opposing an unliganded AncSR to an hormone-binding
AncSR. Given the fact that vertebrate steroid hormones are not

Fig. 4. A hypothesis about the acquisition of steroidogenic pathways in meta-
zoans. We propose that steroid sensing by NR was already present in the last
common ancestor of all eumetazoans (step 1), but that steroid signaling was
independently recruited many times from slightly different molecules (step 2),
with subsequent refinement in some lineages (e.g., lamprey; step 3).
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synthesized in other metazoans and that there are many possible
crosstalks between the hormone synthesis and xenobiotic detoxifi-
cation pathways, we propose that AncSR was able to bind estrogen
with micromolar affinity but that it was not an hormone receptor,
but rather a sensor, that was able to bind a broad range of various
metabolites, such as sterol food derivatives and xenobiotics. Indeed,
some current sensors, like PXR, are able to bind both xenobiotics
and estradiol (48).

Materials and Methods
Protein sequences were retrieved in various public databases (Dataset S1),
aligned with muscle (49), and alignments were checked by eye and edited with
Seaview (50). Phylogenetic trees were made using PHYML (51), a fast and accu-

rate maximum likelihood heuristic method, under the JTT substitution model
(52), with 100 bootstrap replicates. The trees were first made with sequences of
experimentally characterized proteins, for which a cDNA was cloned. Then the
sampling was completed with EST-based or ab initio predictions to check the
presence of the studied genes in non-model organisms. For additional details see
SI Text.
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Searching Strategy. Orthologs from the proteins of interest (i.e.,
all mentioned vertebrate, arthropod, and nematode steroido-
genic enzymes) were searched by blasting again the mentioned
databases. The phylogenetic position of the organisms that were
screened in this study is indicated in Fig. S2, with information on
the data quality. All sequence hits were retrieved, and the
dataset was cleaned using the following criteria: sequences
lacking a conserved family motif (e.g., SDR cofactor binding site
TG***G*G) were discarded, and truncated sequences were also
discarded when there were found to be members of paralog
groups. The majority of sequences from Schmidtea mediterranea,
Trichinella spiralis, and Aplysia californica were eliminated dur-
ing this step, because ab initio predictions were shown to be less
accurate than the EST-based predictions that were available for
other species. Sequences were checked by eye in SEAVIEW (2)
to eliminate too divergent positions and unaligned regions
before phylogenetic reconstruction.

Protein Sequences. Additionally, as SI Text we provide expanded
trees corresponding to Figs. 2 and 3. For each tree, all sequence
accession numbers are grouped in Dataset S1, (1 sheet per tree).
The given accession numbers are GenBank IDs, jgi IDs (only
numbers, mainly for Capitella, Nematostella, Helobdella, Lottia,
Trichoplax, Daphnia, and some sequences from Branchiostoma
floridae), or Ensembl IDs (sequences beginning with ENS0000).
Two additional sequences are not in those databases:

- Pr5 from Aplysia californica is a homemade GENSCAN (1)
prediction from the GenBank contig AASC01065054.1.

- 002 from Amphimedon queenslandica, which is a manually
annotated prediction based upon traces, that is available on the
online website from David Nelson:

http://drnelson.utmem.edu/biblioC.html.
Proteins that are marked with * are those for which corrected

intron-exon boundaries were manually performed by D. Nelson
and that are available on the indicated Web page.

Detection of Annotation Errors. Illustrating the difficulties in as-
sessing orthology when partial data sets are used, the recently
cloned Branchiostoma belcheri protein BAF61103.1, originally
described as CYP11 (3) is in fact a member of CYP374, a distant
paralog group of deuterostome CYPs, which was lost in verte-
brates (Fig. S4). This shows that experimental data concerning
the enzymatic activities of the CYPs can be biased by a wrong
identification linked to a partial phylogenetic analysis (4). Sim-
ilarly, the Branchiostoma belcheri BAF61104.1, that is described
in the same paper as a CYP17 is clearly not an ortholog of the
vertebrate and Branchiostoma floridae CYP17s, but a paralog
from a subfamily where the gene may have been lost in verte-
brates too.

A Nomenclature Note About Fig. 4. We propose the name ‘‘ecdys-
osteroid’’ to name steroids from ecdysozoans because the clas-
sically used name ‘‘ecdysteroids’’ is used to describe steroids
from arthropods and steroids from plants that have the same
structure.
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Fig. S1. Structure of the sterol ring, of cholesterol, and of the steroid hormones of human, Drosophila melanogaster and Caenorhabditis elegans. The sterol
ring numbering is indicated. Aldosterone, cortisone, estradiol and dihydrotestosterone are human steroid hormones. 20-OH ecdysone is the main steroid
hormone in Drosophila melanogaster, whereas delta-7-dafachronic acid is 1 of the 2 steroids in Caenorhabditis elegans.
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Fig. S2. Genomic data used in this study. The genomic model species that were screened in this study are indicated, with complementary information about
their phylogenetic relationships and about the quality of their genome data. Species in green are those for which EST-based gene predictions are available. The
genome of species in orange is provided as contigs, that were used for ab initio predictions. The genome of species in red is available only as traces.
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Fig. S3. Phylogeny of the CYP family. A maximum-likelihood analysis of the CYP family. Vertebrate steroidogenic proteins are highlighted in blue, arthropod
steroidogenic proteins are in green and nematode steroidogenic proteins are in orange. Enzymes with known xenobiotic-metabolizing activity are indicated
by circled ‘‘X’’, and proteins resulting from abundant lineage-specific duplication, that are thus candidate xenobiotic-metabolising enzymes, are highlighted by
purple boxes. For details about the mito clan, see also Fig. S4.
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Fig. S4. Phylogeny of the mitochondrial CYP clan. A maximum-likelihood analysis of the mitochondrial CYP clan. Proteins are named according to classical CYP
nomenclature when an official name exists. At least 3 groups of paralogs with unknown activity were found in lophotrochozoans (CYP10, CYP372/CYP373, and
CYP371). Vertebrate steroidogenic CYPs are highlighted in blue, arthropod steroidogenic CYPs are in green, lophotrochozoan mito CYPs are in purple, cnidarian
mito CYPs are in light brown, Trichoplax mito CYPs are in red, and other supported mito CYP clades are in gray.
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Fig. S5. Phylogeny of the SDR family. Our analysis reveals the existence of 23 strongly supported families that were arbitrarily named from 1 to 23, and are
highlighted in gray. Groups of vertebrate steroidogenic enzymes are in blue, and other member of the same subfamily are in yellow. Enzymes with known
retinoid-metabolizing activities are indicated by circled ‘‘R.’’
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Fig. S6. Phylogeny of the HSD3B family. A maximum-likelihood analysis of the HSD3B family. Groups of vertebrate steroidogenic enzymes are in blue, other
members of the same subfamily are in yellow. Outgroups are in gray. Robust HSD3B paralogs clades (those who are indicated by red dots in Fig. 2) are highlighted
in yellow�gray.
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Fig. S7. Phylogeny of the SRD5A family. A maximum-likelihood analysis of the SRD5A family. Vertebrate SRD5A are highlighted in blue, nematode duplicated
SRD5 are highlighted in green and ciona duplications are highlighted in orange. The metazoan SDR5A family is in yellow and the outgroups in gray.
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The evolutionary origin of metabolic pathways is a major issue that has mainly been adressed at 

a theoretical level. If we assume that metabolic pathways have been inherited by descent with 

modifications, then it should be possible to compare their structure in the same way that we 

compare anatomical structures, using cladistic analysis. We thus coded the enzyme similarities 

shared by different pathways using standard parsimony analyses, which does not use sequence 

comparisons. Here, we reconstructed the evolutionary history of metazoan steroidogenesis, a 

pathway whose origins are still elusive. This method allows the relative and absolute dating of 

various steps in the evolution of a metabolic pathway. Our analysis reveals that the cholesterol 

side-chain cleavage enzyme activity, today carried by CYP11A, is a unique vertebrate feature 

that appeared between – 643 Mya and – 500 Mya. We thus are able to propose a predicted 

structure  for  the  ancestral  chordate  steroid.  We  also  show  that  metazoan  steroidogenesis, 

classically  considered as a  complex set  of  anabolic  pathways,  evolved in fact  similarly to a 

catabolic  pathway.  We  therefore  suggest  that  animal  steroids  are  domesticated  cholesterol 

metabolites. 

Keywords: steroids, metabolic pathways, biochemical evolution, metazoans

Introduction

Understanding animal evolution requires that we decipher the timing of the appearance and 

modification of morpho-anatomical or genomic characters, but also that we link these changes to 

modifications  of  physiological  processes.  Due  to  their  peculiar  tetracyclic  structure,  sterols  are 

important  modulators  of  cell  membrane  fluidity  and  flexibility  in  all  eucaryotes,  and  they  also 

regulate cellular oxygen levels [1]. In animals, cholesterol is also a precursor for the synthesis of 
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steroid hormones, that are key regulators of reproduction, development and homeostasis. The origin 

of  animal  steroid  hormone  signaling  is  debated.  Several  unique  origins  have  been  proposed,  at 

different nodes of the metazoan tree: eumetazoan, bilaterian, chordate or vertebrate [2]. Alternatively, 

based on genomic analysis,  it  was proposed recently  that  steroid hormone signaling has evolved 

independently several times in various metazoan phyla from a common sterol-sensing background 

[3]. This has led to the hypothesis that steroid hormone synthesis may be homologous to the first step 

of  xenobiotic  detoxification  [4].  However,  protein  comparisons  take  just  a  part  of  the  available 

information  on  the  synthesis  pathways  into  account,  because  they  are  solely  able  to  cope  with 

biochemical reactions for which both the substrate and the product, but also the enzymes involved are 

known. Currently, in some vertebrates [5-7], arthropods [8] and nematodes [9-10], there are a number 

of steps in various steroidogenic pathways where the substrates and the products of a given reaction 

are known, but not the enzyme. The evolutionary signal of these incomplete data can be analysed 

through standard parsimony (cladistic) methods. This approach assumes that metabolic pathways are 

the result of an evolutionary process of descent with modification and that their evolutionary history 

can be inferred using parsimony analysis. In this approach, biochemical pathways are considered as 

taxa, and the individual reactions (or types of reactions) catalyzed by identified enzymes shared by 

pathways are the compared character states (Figure 1A-C). This type of analysis has been previously 

used with success to trace back the origin of the universal metabolism [11-13].

Here, we addressed the question of the relationships between synthesis pathways of vertebrate 

sex  and  adrenal  steroids,  bile  acids,  oxysterols  and  vitamin  D,  nematode  dafachronic  acids  and 

arthropod ecdysteroids. We tested whether phylogenetic reconstruction by « comparative anatomy » 

of these pathways is able to order events of biochemical evolution of steroids and cholesterol. Except 

for vitamin D synthesis, that starts from 7-dehydrocholesterol, all these pathways start from the same 

precursor – cholesterol, a major metabolic hub - and end with a final product which is a ligand for a 

nuclear receptor, being in this way implicated in steroid cell signalling (Figure 1A-B). Resolving the 

main steps in the origins and diversification of steroids will also be important to better understand the 

evolution of the liganded Nuclear Receptors, that are major endocrinological players [14].

Using this approach, we are able to root steroid evolution in an absolute temporal framework. 

We also show that vertebrate sex and adrenal steroid synthesis pathways share a specific biochemical 

reaction type, and that, quite surprisingly, steroid synthesis pathways display the pattern of a catabolic 

pathway.

Results and Discussion
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In  order  to  elucidate  the  relative  timing  of  the  appearance  of  different  metazoan 

steroidogenesis pathways, we reconstructed their relationships by comparing the enzymatic reactions 

that are involved in each of them. In our data set, each pathway from cholesterol to a steroid is a 

taxon (e.g. cortisol or chenodeoxicholic acid, Figure 1A) and enzymatic reactions along this pathway 

are the characters  that are coded for each taxon and compared between the various taxa in a data 

matrix (Figure 1A-C, see also the complete data matrix in Figure S1).  We thus constructed a data 

matrix in which the various taxons are systematically compared in terms of enzymes and enzymatic 

functions controlling the production of each ligand (Figure 1C, see also Methods in [13]). Characters 

are defined according to four criteria of homologies: type I homologies, and three subtypes of type II 

homologies (Figure 1E-H). Type I homologies are defined when two reactions in different metabolic 

pathways share the same enzyme with the same specificity for a substrate and same product (e. g. 

side-chain cleavage at carbon 20 in the synthesis of cortisol by two different pathways, Figure 1D-E). 

Type II  homologies  are  cases  in  which  pathways  share  enzymatic  functions  without  sharing  the 

specificity for a substrate in a more (Figure 1F) or less (Figure 1G) relaxed way (see also Methods 

section), or when they share an enzyme able to add the same residue at different positions on the 

carbon skeleton (Figure 1H). 

Side-chain cleavage is the unique synapomorphy of vertebrate sex and adrenal steroidogenic 

pathways

A consensus tree was computed from the data matrix, which is shown in Figure 2. It groups 

together the synthesis of vertebrate bile acids with the synthesis of vertebrate sex and adrenal steroids, 

the synthesis  of  ecdysteroids,  vitamin D (calcitriol),  oxysterol  and dafachronic acids  being sister 

groups. The unique synapomorphy that unites vertebrate-type steroids is the side-chain cleavage of 

cholesterol  on carbon 20 (Figure 1E; Figure 2,  node A, character 31).  Within vertebrate sex and 

adrenal steroids, steroids from various organisms are mixed, and even the synthesis pathway leading 

to  the  same  molecules  do  not  group  together,  suggesting  that  some  enzymatic  activities  arose 

convergently  in  different  pathways.  The  5!-reduction  of  testosterone  in  the  synthesis  of 

dihydrotestosterone  (DHT1-8)  seems to  have  been  recruited  four  times  independently  (Figure  2, 

character 130 at  nodes F,  G, H, I),  and this  is also the case for steroid aromatization  (Figure 2, 

character 137). This may indicate that enzymes able to perform 5!-reduction and aromatization were 

already present before the apparition of enzymes performing side-chain cleavage. At that time they 

were likely to be acting on non-cleaved steroids and they were later recruited in the synthesis of 

steroids with a cleaved side-chain.  This is  consistent with the biochemical observation that these 

reactions  can  occur  in  vitro in  amphioxus,  in  contrast  to  side-chain  cleavage  [4,15].  Thus  we 

hypothesize that the ancestral chordate steroid was a molecule with a side-chain, an aromatic A-ring 
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and/or 3" and 17"-oxidated and 5!-reduced residues (Figure 2, node A). This would confirm that the 

reported binding ability of estrogens by a reconstructed ancestral bilaterian or chordate sex steroid 

receptor [16,17], is a by-product of the binding of an other steroid molecule, whose structure is still 

elusive  for  the  moment  [18].  This  is  also  consistent  with  genomic  analyses  showing,  outside 

vertebrates, the absence of an orthologue of side-chain cleavage enzymes [3].

Absolute dating of biochemical evolutionary events

Using the tree topology, we used synapomorphies  related to families of reactions  to assign 

different  time periods  to  the  tree branches  (Figure  2,  see also [13]). Our approach assumes that 

enzyme specificity has evolved from low-specificity proteins catalyzing a whole range of activities at 

low  levels,  to  enzyme  subfamilies  with  potent  and  highly  specialized  activities  [19-20]. If  this 

assumption is correct, then the putative common ancestry of pathways can be postulated not only on 

the basis of shared enzymes with high specificities (such as reaction 31 at node A), but also on the 

basis of very similar reactions (type II  homologies).  Thus if  a  branch of the tree is  followed by 

downstream branches that do not bear changes in the type II homologies, the downstream branches 

are of the same period. When a new type II homology occurs on a branch this defines the next period 

(e.g. node B, Figure 2, see also Methods). According to this view, type II homologies distinguish 

between specific  time periods  during which  innovations  -  in  terms  of  enzymatic  involvement  in 

steroidogenesis - have occured.

To date,  cladistic  analysis  of biochemical  pathways has been carried out  on the universal 

metabolism [13], which is common to all living organisms. By contrast, steroid metabolism is highly 

divergent among metazoans. This presents a unique way to order the various synthesis pathways that 

diverged since the Ediacaran [21]. Indeed, the availability of data regarding this variability in several 

metazoan phyla has made it possible to adopt the method developed on universal metabolism by 

managing  both  newly  discovered  interrelationships  of  steroidogenesis  pathways  and  previously 

known interrelationships  and divergence times of  animal  taxa.  Here we can identify  tree precise 

chronological  boundaries.  The  first  bilaterian  steroid  synthesis  pathways  here  appear  after  the 

divergence between protostomes and deuterostomes (Figure 2, node E), 643 Mya ago [21]. After that, 

the presence of a clade of vertebrate side-chain steroid synthesis pathways containing gnathostome 

sex and adrenal steroids synthesis pathways and lamprey sex steroids synthesis pathways (Figure 2, 

node A) indicates that the last common ancestor of gnathostomes and lampreys, which lived between 

500 and 475 Mya [22], was already able to synthesize at least one sex and/or adrenal steroid, not 

necessarily identical to the present day molecules. Finally, the elasmobranch-specific ability to make 

1!-hydroxysteroid appeared after the divergence between chondrichtyians and osteichytians, 423 Mya 

ago [23]. We thus conclude that our method allows to put the appearance of new enzymatic activities 
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and new synthesis pathways in an absolute temporal framework.

Steroid synthesis has a catabolic evolutionary pattern

The definitions of periods allowed us to decipher the order of appearance of the different 

steroidogenic pathways (Figure 3, see also Figure S2 and S3). Starting from the cholesterol synthesis 

backbone (Figure 3, period 1), the first pathway to appear was the synthesis of ecdysteroids (Figure 3, 

period 2), followed by oxysterols (Figure 3, period 3). Then came the synthesis of vitamin D3 and #7-

dafachronic acid (Figure 3, period 4). Of note, the synthesis of #4-dafachronic acid (Figure 2, period 

5) appeared later than #7-dafachronic acid (Figure 2, period 4), which is consistent with the fact that 

#7-dafachronic acid seems to be a more ancient ligand for the nuclear receptor DAF-12 than #4-

dafachronic acid [24]. Within vertebrate sex and adrenal steroids, pregnenolone appeared first (Figure 

3,  period  5),  followed by  progesterone,  its  15!-derivatives  (15!-hydroxyprogesterone  and 15,17-

dihydroxyprogesterone)  and  11-deoxycorticosterone  (Figure  3,  period  6).  A  later  phase  of 

diversification led to the synthesis of other major steroids, such as estrogens, androgens, cortisol and 

aldosterone (Figure 3, period 7), and the very last synthesis pathways to appear were specific to shark 

and teleost steroids and some bile acids (Figure 3, period 8). As the more upstream reactions in the 

pathways are the first to appear, steroidogenesis thus evolved in a forward direction.

Theories on biochemical pathway evolution predict that anabolic pathways evolve backwards 

[25] whereas catabolic pathways evolve forwards [26].  But such simple patterns may be blurred by 

late opportunistic connexions of different patterns, as presumed for the metabolism of some amino-

acids  [13].  Surprisingly,  we  observed  that  steroid  synthesis  appears  to  develop  forward,  with  a 

« catabolic »  pattern,  because  upstream compounds  such  as  oxysterols  (Figure  3,  period  3)  and 

progesterone (Figure 3, period 6) appear before the more downstream bile acids (Figure 3, periods 6 

and 8) and sex steroids (Figure 3, periods 7 and 8) respectively. Thus steroid synthesis should rather 

be viewed as a cholesterol degradation pathway, as it has already been suggested, at least for bile 

acids [27]. This view  is in accordance with the observation that in phylogenetical trees based on 

genomic  data,  steroidogenic  enzymes  are  nested  within  detoxification  enzymes  [3].  Therefore, 

steroidogenesis  could  be  a  derivative  of  catabolic  pathways  that  are  implicated  in  xenobiotic 

detoxification. This is also consistent with the biochemical definition of catabolism as the oxidative 

breakdown of  organic  molecules  that  releases  energy.  As  a  current  working  hypothesis  we  thus 

propose (Figure 4) that steroids were primarily metabolites of cholesterol degradation, and that some 

of them were recruited as a ligand for a sensor, which is a receptor able to bind various molecules 

with  micromolar  affinity  and  low  specificity.  This  would  have  allowed  cells  to  sense  their 

environment and to regulate the expression of their metabolic machinery depending on the nutritional 

conditions. In a second phase, some receptors gained increasing affinity and specificity to a given 
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metabolite. Thus these « domesticated » metabolites may have secondarily acquired a more integrated 

hormonal function, by coupling nutritional status with reproductive cycle [28].

In conclusion, our work has allowed, by using an original way of reconstructing the evolution 

of steroids, to trace back the origins of a major component of a signaling pathway. We are convinced 

that the cladistic analysis of metabolic pathways could  shed light on other open questions regarding 

the evolution of signaling molecules and will thus complement the concepts based mainly on the 

study of hormone receptors.

Methods

The general  aim of  the method employed in  this  paper  is  to  determine interrelationships among 

biochemical  pathways,  each  of  them being  defined  by  a  starting  point  and  a  ending  point  (e.g. 

synthesis of estradiol from cholesterol). Such pathways are considered as taxa, and the characters are 

the enzymatic reactions (or the enzyme used to perform it) catalysing each step of the pathway. 

Taxonomic Sampling

The present work focuses on the metabolic evolution pathways leading to the synthesis of vertebrate 

sex  and  adrenal  steroids,  bile  acids,  oxysterols  and  vitamin  D,  nematode  dafachronic  acids  and 

arthropod ecdysteroids that are all end product ligands of nuclear hormone receptors. For example 

(Figure 1A-C), F1 and F2 are the sets of enzymatic activities involved in the synthesis of cortisol 

from cholesterol  in  two different  ways.  All  these  molecules  can be synthesized from a common 

precursor, which is cholesterol, except from vitamin D synthesis that starts from 7-deoxycholesterol, 

and except from outgroups, that are the synthesis pathways from squalene to ergosterol, cholesterol 

and sitosterol. A complete taxon listed is given in Figure S1A. 

Characters and Homologies

A complete list of characters is given in Figure S1B.  They are defined according to four homology 

criteria, as ilustrated in Figure1. 

Type hI homologies

Primary  homologies  of  « type  hI »  were  defined  as  sharing  the  same  reaction,  with  absolute 

specificity for the substrate, for two or more different pathways.  For example, the cholesterol side-

chain cleavage by CYP11A1 (coded by character 31) is used by many pathways, which include the 

pathway transforming cholesterol into cortisol through a progesterone intermediate (Figure 1A) and 

the  one  transforming  cholesterol  into  cortisol  through  a 17!-hydroxypregnenolone  intermediate 

(Figure 1B). The CYP11A1 enzyme is shared by these two pathways without difference in specificity 
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for its substrate (character 31 on Figure 1E). In other words, the specificity is taken into account when 

defining type I homologies. 

Type hIIa homologies

Primary homologies of « type hIIa » occur when two taxa share similar enzymatic function without 

considering their respective specificity for a substrate. This is for example the case for 3"-hydroxy-

#5-steroid dehydrogenation on two steroids with a cleaved side chain, here pregnenolone or  17!-

hydroxypregnenolone that  illustrate  a  case  of  type  hIIa  homologies  shared by taxons F1 and F2 

among others (character 127 on Figure 1F). 

Type hIIc homologies

Primary  homologies  of  « type  hIIc »  are  for  shared  functional  family  of  enzymatic  reaction,  for 

example 3"-hydroxy-#5-steroid dehydrogenations on a steroid with or without a lateral side chain on 

the sterol skeleton (character 150 on Figure 1G). 

Type hIIe homologies

Type « hIIb » and type « hIId » homologies as previously described [13] are not relevant here, but we 

defined a fifth type of secondary homology (type « hIIe ») for the sharing of the same enzyme which 

performs two slightly different reactions. Here the case appears for character 151, which describes the 

fact that the CYP27A1 enzyme is able to catalyse the hydroxylation of either carbon 25 or carbon 26 

on the side chain of cholesterol during the synthesis of bile acids and calcitriol (Figure 1H). There is a 

risk associated with this type of homology: the enzyme could have been recruited by one of the two 

pathways. However the above reaction is situated very early (first step of cholesterol hydroxylation), 

favouring the hypothesis of an initial versatility of the enzyme. 

The majority of characters corresponds to a single enzymatic reaction and a single enzyme. However, 

some characters correspond to multiple enzymes. This is the case for bile acid ligation and oxydation, 

which is a highly conserved process in which all the steps occur exactly in the same order for all bile 

acid precursors (reactions 93, 100, 110 and 116 on Figure 3, see also Figure S1B). So coding these 

steps separately would have lead to overwheighting this part of the matrix.

A number of characters referring to homologies of type II contain question marks. These are included 

when the taxon-pathway does not exhibit the appropriate substrate for the reaction, or when coding 

the reaction is meaningless for the taxon. For example, coding the possibility of a reduction from a 

ketone in ß on carbon 17 (reaction 129) has a meaning only for pathways where there is, at one step 

or another, a ketone on this carbon, and is meaningless for pathways were carbon 17 is the junction 

point of the side chain (for example in synthesis of ecdysone or dafachronic acids). 

Phylogenetic Reconstruction

Tree Search
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The matrix contains 71 taxa and 151 characters (Figure S1C). Characters were treated as unordered 

and unweighted in the search of the most parsimonious tree. Heuristic searches were conducted with 

TNT [29], using TBR branch swapping. CI=M/S, where M is the minimum number of character 

changes on the most parsimonious phylogeny possible (here 151), and S is the actual number required 

on the given phylogeny (here 240) [30].

Rooting

As outgroups we used the synthesis pathways from squalene to cholesterol, ergosterol and sitosterol, 

assuming that,  due to the important role played by sterol molecules in the stability of eukaryotic 

membranes, the synthesis of sterol precursors by various eukaryotes is more ancient that the synthesis 

of steroid hormones from those precursors in animals. 

Defining Time Spans Criteria

From the root to the tip of branches, phylogenetic trees provide a relative order of transformations 

(here enzymatic innovations) through time. We call  an « upstream node » a deep,  more inclusive 

internal branch or clade, and a « downstream node » a more terminal, less inclusive internal branch or 

clade.  Time  spans  in  metabolism are  defined  as  the  time  along  the  tree  separating  two  type  II 

character  changes.  The  use  of  this  criterion  is  empirical  and  based  on  the  supposition  that  the 

apparition of type II homologies correlates with the apparition of new kinds of enzymatic reactions 

catalysed by the same enzyme. To define periods the following criteria must be taken into account: 

The order of nodes. In the absence of other criteria, two sister-nodes are of the same relative period. 

The nature of enzymatic changes. If a branch is followed by downstream branches that do not bear 

changes in the type II homologies, the downstream branches are of the same period. When a new type 

II homology occurs on a branch, it defines the next period, except when it is already present in an 

earlier branch (homoplasy). For example, the node B is purple (Figure 2, period 6) due to character 

137. This character also appears at node C, where there is no period change in comparison with the 

upstream node D because the period of node D (period 7) is already posterior to the period when 

character 137 appeared. Losses of type II characters were not used to define periods because this loss 

can be the result of very different processes (mutations, changes in cellular localisation, in expression 

regulations...). 

No  homoplasy. When  a  character  exhibits  homoplasy,  only  transformations  with  unambiguous 

localisations were taken into account in the use of the second criterion. For example, character 130 

appears  independently  in  synthesis  of  #7-dafachronic  acid  in  nematodes  and  in  synthesis  of 

dehydrotestosterone in vertebrates. Due to the very high divergence time between these two lineages 

and  the  absence  of  this  reaction  in  other  taxa,  we  hypothesize  that  these  reactions  appeared 

convergently and can be used in the two taxa to define a new period. Similarly, character 147, that 

appears with a very complicated pattern, is used to infer period change only at the level of its first 
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occurrence at node E. The same reasoning was carried for character 129.

Highly specific type I homologies. In one case (character 31), a single enzyme with high specificity 

innovates new enzymatic mechanisms (the cleavage of the cholesterol side-chain). It is recorded as a 

type I homology, but as it also corresponds to enzymatic changes used to define type II homologies, it 

is taken into account for defining periods. 
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Figure legends 

Figure 1. Methodological principles followed in character coding.

(A) Extract from the total steroidogenic pathways, showing three of the four pathway taxa studied in 

this example. The pathway starting and ending points are boxed. F1 taxon, synthesis of cortisol from 

cholesterol  through  progesterone  is  highlighted  in  blue. The  two  other  taxa  are  CALCITRIOL, 

synthesis  of  1,25-dihydroxyvitamin  D3 from 7-dehydrocholesterol,  and  CHENOAC2,  one  of  the 

pathways from cholesterol to chenodeoxycholic acid. For these two taxa the coding is given in panel 

C. (B) Extract from the pathway showed in panel A, highlighting in orange the fourth pathway, the F2 

taxon, which represents synthesis of cortisol from cholesterol through 17!-hydroxypregnenolone. (C) 

Extract from the data matrix, showing the coding for the four taxa. The colours of the columns refer 

to the four types of homologies that are explained in panels E to H.  (D) Carbon numbering of the 

sterol skeleton. Panels E to H show the character coding and the various types of homology used in 

our analysis. (E) Reaction 31 (side-chain cleavage on cholesterol, highlighted in purple) occurs both 

in taxon F1 in taxon F2. This is a type I homology (hI), coded by a 1 in the 31st column of the data 

matrix for both taxa (see panel C). (F) Both pregnenolone in taxon F1 and 17!-hydroxypregnenolone 

in taxon F2 undergo a  3"-hydroxy-#5-steroid dehydrogenation (highlighted in blue),  but  the two 

substrate  molecules  are  different,  because  there  an  hydroxyl  group  on  carbon  17  for  17!-

hydroxypregnenolone  and  a  hydrogen  atom at  this  position  for  pregnenolone:  this  is  a  type  IIa 

homology (hIIa).  (G) Pregnenolone in taxon F1 and  3",7!-dihydroxy-5-cholestenoic acid in taxon 

CHENOAC2 both undergo a  3"-hydroxy-#5-steroid dehydrogenation (highlighted in green). They 

differ more than pregnenolone and 17!-hydroxypregnenolone, because additional to the differences in 

the presence of an hydroxyl group on the carbon residue, pregnenolone has no side-chain whereas 

3",7!-dihydroxy-5-cholestenoic  acid  has  one. This  more  relaxed  similarity  reflects  a  type  IIc 

homology (hIIc). (H) Cholesterol in taxon CHENOAC2 and vitamin D3 in taxon CALCITRIOL both 

have their side-chain hydroxylated by the CYP27A1 enzyme, but on two different carbons: C25 and 

C26 (highlighted in red). This is a type IIe homology (hIIe).

Figure  2.  Interrelationships  among  animal  steroidogenic  pathways  obtained  from standard 

parsimony approach. 

The zoological groups the various biochemical taxa belong to are mapped on a 65%-majority-rule 
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consensus tree. We obtained a consensus of 25 equiparsimonious trees, each of 240 steps. Each tree 

has a CI of 0.63, which indicates a rather low level of homoplasy, with regard to the number of taxa. 

Red dots indicate the nodes for which a minimum age for the split between two animal groups can be 

inferred. The inferred age is indicated in the scale at the bottom of the figure. Type II homologies are 

mapped on the tree, and used for the definition of time periods, for which the colour code is explained 

in the caption box at the bottom. For example, the node A is purple (period 6) due to character 137. 

This  character  also appears at  node C,  where there  is  no period change in  comparison with the 

upstream node B because the period of node B (period 7) is already posterior to the period when 

character 137 appeared. Losses of type II characters (in red) were not used to define periods because 

these losses can be the results of very different processes, such as mutations, changes in cellular 

localisation or in expression regulation. A proposed ancestral chordate steroid is shown at node L. 

Other nodes are discussed in text. 

Figure 3. A tentative chronology about the appearance of animal steroid metabolic pathways.

Colours indicate successive time spans (or periods) as inferred from the tree on Figure 2. Starting and 

ending points of metabolic pathways are boxed. For those ending points that are nuclear receptor 

ligands, the official  and trivial  name of their main receptor is indicated in black around the box. 

Reaction numbers refer to enzymatic reactions that are described in Figure S1B, and a fully detailed 

version of the pathways is provided in Figure S2.  

Figure 4. A model about the origin of steroid hormone signaling through nuclear receptors.

We propose  that  the  enzymatic  machinery  implicated  in  xenobiotic  oxidation  was  also  used  for 

cholesterol  degradation,  and  that  cholesterol  and  its  metabolites  became ligands  for  an  ancestral 

nuclear  receptor  sensor,  binding  to  it  with  micromolar  affinity  (thin  arrow)  and  low specificity. 

Following gene duplication events,  some receptors gained higher affinity in the nanomolar range 

(thick arrow) and higher specificity for some of these metabolites, thus becoming steroid hormones, 

with new physiological properties.

Supporting Information

Figure S1: Data matrix containing 71 taxons (rows) and 151 characters (columns) A. definition 

of the compared taxons. As almost all taxa are enzymes synthesized from cholesterol, taxons names 

such as « P4 » mean « synthesis of progesterone from cholesterol).  The only four exceptions are 

sqERG, sqC and sqSIT that represent synthesis of ergosterol, cholesterol and sitosterol from squalene, 

and CALCITRIOL, which represents synthesis of vitamin D3 from 7dehydrocholesterol. When there 
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are several manners to synthesize a product, the indication « via X» indicates reaction numbers (see 

Figure  3)  that  are  specific  to  each  pathway.  Thus it  is  possible  to  discriminate  between various 

possibilities. Each taxon corresponds to one of the lines of the data matrix shown in C. B. character 

names, with the corresponding number of international nomenclature, when possible, and homology 

types defined in the text (see Figure 1). Each character corresponds to one of the column of the data 

matrix shown in C. Characters are colored according to the following convention: type I homologies 

(hI), type IIa homologies (hIIa), type IIc homologies (hIIc) and type IIe homology (hIIe). Names of 

compounds that  are shortened on Figure 3 are  here given in full,  with the abbreviation between 

brackets.  C. matrix.  Each line is a taxon, i.e. a given pathway, as detailed in  A. Each column is a 

character, i.e. either a “type I” homology (when an enzyme is shared by several pathways with the 

same specificity  for  its  substrate  in  them)  or  a  “type  II”  homology (when a  type  of  reaction  is 

performed in several pathways without considering specificity), as detailed in B. Dots « . » and « 1 » 

refer to  the character  state  found in  the corresponding taxon.  « 1 »  indicates the presence of  the 

character and « . » its absence. Question marks are assigned to character states when the enzyme or 

the enzymatic function is not applicable to the taxon: the required substrate is not available in this 

pathway. Characters (columns) are numbered following their order from the left to right: the character 

number one is the first column; the character number 36 is the 36th column. The matrix columns are 

ordered as follows: 116 type I homologies (hI), 29 type IIa homologies (hIIa), 5 type IIc homologies 

(hIIc) and one type IIe homology (hIIe).

Figure S2. A detailed view of animal steroid metabolic pathways.

This figure is a more detailed version of Figure 3. Colours indicate successive time spans (or periods) 

as inferred from the tree on Figure 2. Metabolic pathways are drawn, all intermediates being shown, 

with reaction numbers referring to the enzymatic reactions that are described in Figure S1B. Starting 

and ending points are boxed. 

Figure S3. Sequential appearance of animal steroid metabolic pathways

This is a simplified version of the pathways presented in Figure 2, without any taxon name and any 

reaction  number.  The  eight  numbered  boxes  show  the  eight  steps  in  appearance  of  the  various 

pathways. Thus, each box corresponds to a defined period, with the same colour code as in Figure 2 

and 3 as well as Figure S2. 
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Fig. 1
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Fig. 2
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Fig. 3
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Fig. 4

Supplemental Figure S1

A 

sqERG: synthesis of ergosterol from squalene
sqC: synthesis of cholesterol from squalene
sqSIT: synthesis of sitosterol from squalene
15OHP4: synthesis of 15!-hydroxyprogesterone
1517P4-1: synthesis of 15,17-hydroxyprogesterone via 32
1517P4-2: synthesis of 15,17-hydroxyprogesterone via 37
15OHE1-1: synthesis of 15!-hydroxyestrone via 32 and 76
15OHE1-2: synthesis of 15!-hydroxyestrone via 37 and 76
15OHE1-3: synthesis of 15!-hydroxyestrone via 46 and 76
15OHE1-4: synthesis of 15!-hydroxyestrone via 48 and 76
15OHE1-5: synthesis of 15!-hydroxyestrone via 32 and 77
15OHE1-6: synthesis of 15!-hydroxyestrone via 37 and 77
15OHE1-7: synthesis of 15!-hydroxyestrone via 46 and 77
15OHE1-8: synthesis of 15!-hydroxyestrone via 48 and 77
15OHE2-1: synthesis of 15!-hydroxyestradiol via 32 and 76
15OHE2-2: synthesis of 15!-hydroxyestradiol via 37 and 76
15OHE2-3: synthesis of 15!-hydroxyestradiol via 46 and 76
15OHE2-4: synthesis of 15!-hydroxyestradiol via 48 and 76
15OHE2-5: synthesis of 15!-hydroxyestradiol  via 32 and 77
15OHE2-6: synthesis of 15!-hydroxyestradiol  via 37 and 77
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15OHE2-7: synthesis of 15!-hydroxyestradiol  via 46 and 77
15OHE2-8: synthesis of 15!-hydroxyestradiol  via 48 and 77
4DAF: synthesis of "4-dafachronic acid
7DAF: synthesis of "7-dafachronic acid
ECDY: synthesis of ecdysone
20OHECDY: synthesis of 20-hydroxyecdysone
F1: synthesis of cortisol via 32
F2: synthesis of cortisol via 37
ALDO: synthesis of aldosterone
11DOC: synthesis of 11-deoxycorticosterone
1aOHB: synthesis of 1!-hydroxycorticosterone
CRTSN1: synthesis of cortisone via 32
CRTSN2: synthesis of cortisone via 37
P4: synthesis of progesterone
DHT1: synthesis of dehydrotestosterone via 32 and 44
DHT2: synthesis of dehydrotestosterone via 37 and 44
DHT3: synthesis of dehydrotestosterone via 46 and 44
DHT4: synthesis of dehydrotestosterone via 47 and 48
DHT5: synthesis of dehydrotestosterone via 32 and 49
DHT6: synthesis of dehydrotestosterone via 37 and 49
DHT7: synthesis of dehydrotestosterone via 46 and 49
DHT8: synthesis of dehydrotestosterone via 48 and 49
11KT1: synthesis of 11-ketotestosterone via 32
11KT2: synthesis of 11-ketotestosterone via 37
11KT3: synthesis of 11-ketotestosterone via 46
11KT4: synthesis of 11-ketotestosterone via 48
E1-1: synthesis of estrone via 32 and 54
E1-2: synthesis of estrone via 37 and 54
E1-3: synthesis of estrone via 46 and 54
E1-4: synthesis of estrone via 48 and 54
E1-5: synthesis of estrone via 32 and 55
E1-6: synthesis of estrone via 37 and 55
E1-7: synthesis of estrone via 46 and 55
E1-8: synthesis of estrone via 48 and 55
E2-1: synthesis of estradiol via 32 and 54
E2-2: synthesis of estradiol via 37 and 54
E2-3: synthesis of estradiol via 46 and 54
E2-4: synthesis of estradiol via 48 and 54
E2-5: synthesis of estradiol via 32 and 55
E2-6: synthesis of estradiol via 37 and 55
E2-7: synthesis of estradiol via 46 and 55
E2-8: synthesis of estradiol via 48 and 55
CHOLAC: synthesis of cholic acid
CHENOAC1: synthesis of chenodeoxycholic acid via 81
7OHC: synthesis of 7!-hydroxycholesterol
24OHC: synthesis of 24-hydroxycholesterol
CALCITRIOL: synthesis of vitamin D3 from 7-dehydrocholesterol
25OHC: synthesis of 25-hydroxycholesterol
CHENOAC2: synthesis of chenodeoxycholic acid via 94 
CHENOAC3: synthesis of chenodeoxycholic acid via 101 
CHENOAC4: synthesis of chenodeoxycholic acid via 111 
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B

[1] Squalene epoxidase: 1.14.99.7; I.
[2] Lanosterol synthase: 5.4.99.7; I.
[3] Cycloartenol synthase: 5.4.99.8; I.
[4] Sterol 24-C-methyltransferase (smt1) on lanosterol: 2.1.1.41; I.
[5] Sterol 24-C-methyltransferase (smt1) on cycloartenol: 2.1.1.41; I.
[6] Sterol 14-demethylase (CYP51) on lanosterol: 1.14.13.70; I.
[7] Sterol 14-demethylase (CYP51) on eburicol: 1.14.13.70; I.
[8] Sterol 14-demethylase (CYP51) on obtusifoliol: 1.14.13.70 ; I.
[9] Delta(14)-sterol reductase on 4,4-dimethyl-5!-ergosta-8,14,24(28)-trien-3"-ol: 1.3.1.70; I.
[10] Delta(14)-sterol reductase on 4,4-dimethyl-5!-cholesta-8,14,24-trien-3"-ol: 1.3.1.70 ; I.
[11] Delta(14)-sterol reductase on 4!-methyl-5!-ergosta-8,14,24(28)-trien-3"-ol: 1.3.1.70; I.
[12] Methylsterol monooxygenase, sterol-4-alpha-carboxylate 3-dehydrogenase, 3-keto-steroid 
reductase on 4,4-dimethylfecosterol: 1.14.13.72, 1.1.1.170, 1.1.1.270; I.
[13] Methylsterol monooxygenase, sterol-4-alpha-carboxylate 3-dehydrogenase, 3-keto-steroid 
reductase on 4,4-dimethyl-5!-cholesta-8,24(28)-dien-3"-ol: 1.14.13.72, 1.1.1.170, 1.1.1.270; I.
[14] Cholestenol Delta-isomerase on 4!-methylfecosterol: 5.3.3.5; I.
[15] Methylsterol monooxygenase, sterol-4!-carboxylate 3-dehydrogenase, 3-keto-steroid 
reductase on 4!-methylfecosterol: 1.14.13.72, 1.1.1.170, 1.1.1.270; I.
[16] Methylsterol monooxygenase, sterol-4!-carboxylate 3-dehydrogenase, 3-keto-steroid 
reductase on 4!-methylzymosterol: 1.14.13.72, 1.1.1.170, 1.1.1.270; I.
[17] Sterol-4!-methyl oxidase 1 (smo1); sterol-4!-carboxylate 3-dehydrogenase, 3-keto-steroid 
reductase on 4!-methylfecosterol on 24-methylene cycloartenol: smo1, 1.1.1.170, 1.1.1.270; I.
[18] C-8 sterol isomerase (erg2): 5.-.-.-; I.
[19] Cholestenol Delta-isomerase on zymosterol: 5.3.3.5; I.
[20] Sterol-4!-methyl oxidase 2 (smo2), sterol-4!-carboxylate 3-dehydrogenase, 3-keto-steroid 
reductase on 4!-methylfecosterol on 24-ethylenelophenol: smo2, 1.1.1.170, 1.1.1.270; I.
[21] C-5 sterol desaturase (erg 3): 1.3.3.-; I.
[22] Delta24-sterol reductase (DHCR24): 1.3.1.72; I.
[23] 24-methylenesterol C-methyltransferase (smt2): 2.1.1.143; I.
[24] C-22 sterol desaturase (erg5): 1.14.14.-; I.
[25] 7-dehydrocholesterol reductase (DHCR7) on 7-dehydrocholesterol: 1.3.1.21; I.
[26] 7-dehydrocholesterol reductase (dwf5) on 24-methylene 5-dehydroepisterol: 1.3.1.21; I.
[27] Delta24(24(1))-sterol reductase (erg4) on 5,7,22,24(28)-ergostatetraenol: 1.3.1.71; I.
[28] Delta24-sterol reductase (dwf1) on isofucosterol: 1.3.1.72; I.
[29] Lathosterol oxidase (SC5DL) on 24-ethylenelathosterol: 1.14.21.6; I.
[30] Lathosterol oxidase (SC5DL) on lathosterol: 1.14.21.6; I.
[31] Cholesterol side-chain cleavage enzyme (CYP11A1): 1.14.15.6; I.
[32] 3"-hydroxy-delta5-steroid dehydrogenase / steroid delta-isomerase (HSD3B) on 
pregnenolone: 1.1.1.145  5.3.3.1 ; I.
[33] Steroid 17!-monooxygenase (CYP17A1) on progesterone: 1.14.99.9; I.
[34] Steroid 21-monooxygenase (CYP21A1) on 17!-hydroxyprogesterone: 1.14.99.10; I.
[35] Steroid 11"-monooxygenase (CYP11B) on 11-deoxycortisol: 1.14.15.4; I.
[36] Steroid 17!-monooxygenase (CYP17A1) on pregnenolone: 1.14.99.9; I.
[37] 3"-hydroxy-#5-steroid dehydrogenase / steroid delta-isomerase (HSD3B) on 17!-
hydroxypregnenolone: 1.1.1.145  5.3.3.1 ; I.
[38] Steroid 21-monooxygenase (CYP21A1) on progesterone: 1.14.99.10; I.
[39] Steroid 11"-monooxygenase (CYP11B1) on 11-deoxycorticosterone: 1.14.15.4; I.
[40] Steroid 1!-monooxygenase on corticosterone: 1.14.-.-; I.
[41] 11"-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (HSD11B2) on cortisol: 1.1.1.146; I.
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[42] 17!-hydroxyprogesterone aldolase (CYP17A1) on 17!-hydroxyprogesterone: 4.1.2.30; I.
[43] Hydroxysteroid (17-") dehydrogenase 3 (HSD17B3) on androstenedione: 1.1.1.64; I.
[44] 3-oxo-5!-steroid 4-dehydrogenase 1 (SRD5A) on testosterone: 1.3.99.5; I.
[45] 17!-hydroxyprogesterone aldolase (CYP17A1) on 17!-hydroxypregenolone: 4.1.2.30; I.
[46] 3"-hydroxy-#5-steroid dehydrogenase / steroid delta-isomerase (HSD3B) on 
dehydroepiandrosterone; 1.1.1.145  5.3.3.1; I.
[47] 17"-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (HSD17B) on dehydroepiandrosterone: 1.1.1.51; I.
[48] 3"-hydroxy-#5-steroid dehydrogenase / steroid delta-isomerase (HSD3B) on androst-5ene-
3",17"-diol: 1.1.1.145  5.3.3.1; I.
[49] 3-oxo-5-!-steroid 4-dehydrogenase 1 (SRD5A) on androstenedione: 1.3.99.5; I.
[50] 17-ketoreductase (HSD17B3) on androstanedione: 1.1.1.64; I.
[51] Hydroxysteroid (17-") dehydrogenase 2 (HSD17B2) on testosterone: 1.1.1.63; I.
[52] Steroid 11"-monooxygenase (CYP11B) on testosterone: 1.14.15.4; I.
[53] 11"-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase on 11"-hydroxytestosterone: 1.1.1.146; I.
[54] Aromatase (CYP19) on androstenedione: 1.14.14.1; I.
[55] Aromatase (CYP19) on testosterone: 1.14.14.1; I.
[56] Hydroxysteroid (17-") dehydrogenase 2 (HSD17B2) on estradiol: 1.1.1.62; I.
[57] 17-ketoreductase (HSD17B) on estrone: 1.1.1.51; I.
[58] Cholesterol 7,8-dehydrogenase (Nvd/DAF36); I.
[59] Ecdysteroid 14-hydroxylase; I.
[60] Other blackbox enzymes; I.
[61] Ecdysteroid 25-hydroxylase (CYP306A1); I.
[62] Ecdysteroid 22-hydroxylase (CYP302A1); I.
[63] Ecdysteroid 2-hydroxylase (CYP315A1); I.
[64] 20-hydroxylase (CYP314A1) on ecdysone: 1.14.99.22; I.
[65] 5!-steroid 4-dehydrogenase on 7-dehydrocholesterol; I.
[66] 3"-hydroxy-#5-steroid dehydrogenase on lathosterol; I.
[67] Steroid  26-hydroxylase (CYP22A) on lathosterone; I.
[68] Steroid further 26-hydroxylase (CYP22A) on 26-hydroxylathosterone; I.
[69] 3"-hydroxy-#5-steroid dehydrogenase on cholesterol (hsd-1); I.
[70] Steroid 26-hydroxylase (CYP22) on 4-cholestene-3-one; I.
[71] Steroid 26-carboxylase (CYP22) on 26-hydroxy-4-cholestene-3-one; I.
[72] Progesterone 15!-hydroxylase; I.
[73] 17-hydroxyprogesterone 15!-hydroxylase; I.
[74] Androstenedione 15!-hydroxylase; I.
[75] Testosterone 15!-hydroxylase; I.
[76] Aromatase on 15!-hydroxyandrostenedione; I.
[77] Aromatase on 15!-hydroxytestosterone; I.
[78] 17-ketoreductase on 15!-hydroxyestrone; I.
[79] Hydroxysteroid (17-") dehydrogenase on 15!-hydroxyestradiol; I.
[80] Cycloeucalenol cycloisomerase: 5.5.1.9; I.
[81] Cholesterol 7!-hydroxylase (CYP7A1): 1.14.13.17; I.
[82] Cholest-5-ene-3",7!-diol 3"-dehydrogenase (HSD3B7): 1.1.1.181; I.
[83] Sterol 12!-hydroxylase (CYP8B1):1.14.13.95; I.
[84] #4-3-oxosteroid 5"-reductase (AKR1D1) on 7!,12!-dihydroxy-4-cholesten-3-one: 1.3.1.3; I.
[85] 3!-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (AKR1C4) on 7!,12!-dihydroxy-4-cholestan-3-one: 
1.1.1.50.; I.
[86] 5"-cholestane-3!,7!,12!-triol 26-hydroxylase (CYP27A1): 1.14.13.15; I. 
[87] 5"-cholestane-3!,7!,12!,26-tetrol 26-carboxylase (CYP27A1): 1.14.13.15; I.
[88] Bile acid coenzyme A ligase and "-oxydation enzymes in peroxisomes on 3!,7!,12!-
trihydroxy-5"-cholestenoic acid: 6.2.1.7, 5.1.99.4, 1.17.99.3, 4.2.1.107, 1.1.1.35, 2.3.1.176, 6.2.1.7, I.
[89] #4-3-oxosteroid 5"-reductase (AKR1D1) on 7!-hydroxy-4-cholesten-3-one: 1.3.1.3; I.
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[90] 3!-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (AKR1C4) on 7!-hydroxy-5"-cholestan-3-one: 1.1.1.50.; I.
[91] Sterol 26-hydroxylase (CYP27A1) on 3!,7
-dihydroxy-5"-cholestane: 1.14.13.15; I. 
[92] Sterol further 26-hydroxylase (CYP27A1) on 3!,7!,26-trihydroxy-5"-cholestane: 1.14.13.15; 
I.
[93] Bile acid coenzyme A ligase and "-oxydation enzymes in peroxisomes on 3!,7!-dihydroxy-5"-
cholestenoic acid: 6.2.1.7, 5.1.99.4, 1.17.99.3, 4.2.1.107, 1.1.1.35, 2.3.1.176, 6.2.1.7, I.
[94] Cholesterol 26-hydroxylase (CYP27A1): 1.14.13.15; I.
[95] 26-hydroxysterol further 26-hydroxylase (CYP27A1): 1.14.13.15; I.
[96] Oxysterol 7!-hydroxylase (CYP7B1) on 3"-hydroxy-5-cholestenoate: 1.14.13.100; I.
[97] Cholest-5-ene-3",7!-diol 3"-dehydrogenase (HSDB7) on 3",7!-dihydroxy-5-cholestenoic 
acid: 1.1.1.181; I.
[98] #4-3-oxosteroid 5"-reductase on 7!-hydroxy-3-oxo-4-cholestenoic acid: 1.3.1.3; I.
[99] 3!-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase on 3!,7!-dihydroxy-cholestenoic acid: 1.1.1.50; I.
[100] Bile acid coenzyme A ligase and "-oxydation enzymes in peroxisomes on 3!,7!-dihydroxy-5"-
cholestenoic acid: 6.2.1.7, 5.1.99.4, 1.17.99.3, 4.2.1.107, 1.1.1.35, 2.3.1.176, 6.2.1.7; I.
[101] Cholesterol 24-hydroxylase (CYP46A1): 1.14.13.98; I.
[102] Vitamin D3 25-hydroxylase (CYP2R1 or CYP27A1): 1.14.15.- ; I.
[103] 25-hydroxyvitamin D3 1!-hydroxylase (CYP27B1): 1.14.13.13; I.
[104] Corticosterone 18-hydroxylase (CYP11B): 1.14.15.5; I.
[105] 18-hydroxycorticosterone further 18-hydroxylase (CYP11B): 1.14.15.5; I.
[106] 24-hydroxycholesterol 7!-hydroxylase (CYP39): 1.14.13.99
[107]   (24S)-cholest-5-ene-3",7!,24-triol 3"-dehydrogenase (HSD3B7): 1.1.1.181; I.
[108] #4-3-oxosteroid 5"-reductase on 7!,24-dihydroxy-4-cholesten-3-one: 1.3.1.3; I.
[109] 3!-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase on 3!,7!,24-trihydroxy-5"-cholestane: 1.1.1.50.; I.
[110] Bile acid coenzyme A ligase and "-oxydation enzymes in peroxisomes on 3!,7!,24-trihydroxy-
5"-cholestane: 6.2.1.7, 5.1.99.4, 1.17.99.3, 4.2.1.107, 1.1.1.35, 2.3.1.176, 6.2.1.7; I.
[111] Cholesterol 25-hydroxylation (CH25H): 1.14.99.38; I.
[112] 25-hydroxycholesterol 7!-hydroxylase (CYP7B1): 1.14.13.100; I.
[113] 7!,25-dihydroxycholesterol 3"-oxidase (HSD3B7): 1.1.1.181; I.
[114] #4-3-oxosteroid 5"-reductase on 7!,25-dihydroxy-4-cholesten-3-one: 1.3.1.3; I.
[115] 3!-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase on 7!,25-dihydroxy-5"-cholestan-3-one: 1.1.1.50; I.
[116] Bile acid coenzyme A ligase and "-oxydation enzymes in peroxisomes on 3!,7!,25-trihydroxy-
5"-cholestane; I.
[117] Sterol 24-C-methyltransfer (smt1); IIa.
[118] Sterol 14-demethylation (CYP51); IIa.
[119] Delta(14)-sterol reduction; IIa.
[120] Methylsterol monooxygenation, sterol-4!-carboxylate 3-dehydrogenation, 3-keto-steroid 
reduction on 4,4 dimethylsterol; IIa.
[121] Methylsterol monooxygenation, sterol-4!-carboxylate 3-dehydrogenation, 3-keto-steroid 
reduction on 4!-methylsterol; IIa.
[122] C-8 sterol isomeration; IIa.
[123] Delta(7)-sterol 5-desaturation; IIa.
[124] Delta(24)-sterol reduction; IIa.
[125] Steroid 17!-hydroxylation on a steroid with cleaved side chain (CYP17A1); IIa.
[126] 21-hydroxylation on carbon with cleaved side chain (CYP21); IIa. 
[127] 3"-hydroxy-#5-steroid dehydrogenation on a steroid with cleaved side chain (HSD3B); IIa. 
[128] 17!-hydroxysteroid aldolisation; IIa. 
[129] 17-ketoreduction; IIa. 
[130] 3-oxo-5!-steroid 4-dehydrogenation; IIa. 
[131] 17"-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenation; IIa.
[132] 11"-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenation; IIa.
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[133] Steroid 11! or 18!-hydroxylation (CYP11B); IIa. 
[134] Aromatisation; IIa.
[135] Sterol 26-hydroxylation (CYP22); IIa.
[136] 26-hydroxysterol further hydroxlation (CYP22); IIa. 
[137] Steroid 15!-hydroxylation; IIa. 
[138] Steroid 7!-hydroxylation; IIa.
[139] Steroid 12!-hydroxylation; IIa.
[140] Steroid 1!-hydroxylation; IIa.
[141] 3"-hydroxy-#5-steroid dehydrogenation on a steroid with a side-chain (HSD3B7); IIa.
[142] #4-3-oxosteroid 5"-reduction (AKR1D1); IIa. 
[143] 3!-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenation (AKR1C4); IIa. 
[144] 27carboxylation; IIa. 
[145] Coenzyme A ligation followed by "-oxidation sequence; IIa.
[146] Cyclisation; IIc.
[147] Steroid hydroxylation (CYP); IIc.
[148] Hydroxysteroid dehydrogenation on 11" or 17"-hydroxysteroid; IIc. 
[149] 26 or 27 carboxylation; IIc.
[150] 3"-hydroxy-#5-steroid dehydrogenation; IIc.
[151] Steroid 25 or 26 hydroxylation performed by CYP27A1; IIe.

C

sqERG 11.1.1..1..1..1..1..1..1..11........................................................................................11111111??.?????.?.?......?.?1.?...
sqC 11....1..1..1..1..1..1..1....1.......................................................................................111111???.?????.?.?......?.?1.?...
sqSIT 1.1.1..1..1..1.1...1..1..1..1..................................................1....................................11111111??.?????.?.?......?.?1.?...
15OHP4 ..............................11.......................................1..............................................??????..1??.??...?1...11?.??1..1.
1517P4_1 ..............................111.......................................1.............................................??????1.1.?.??...?1...11?.??1..1.
1517P4_2 ..............................1....11...................................1.............................................??????1.1.?.??...?1...11?.??1..1.
15OHE1_1 ..............................111........1...............................1.1..........................................??????1.11..??.1.?1...11?.??1..1.
15OHE1_2 ..............................1....11....1...............................1.1..........................................??????1.11..??.1.?1...11?.??1..1.
15OHE1_3 ..............................1....1........11...........................1.1..........................................??????1.11..??.1.?1...11?.??1..1.
15OHE1_4 ..............................1....1........1.11..1......................1.1..........................................??????1.111.1?.1.?1...11?.??11.1.
15OHE1_5 ..............................111........11...............................1.1.1.......................................??????1.111.1?.1.?1...11?.??11.1.
15OHE1_6 ..............................1....11....11...............................1.1.1.......................................??????1.111.1?.1.?1...11?.??11.1.
15OHE1_7 ..............................1....1......1.11............................1.1.1.......................................??????1.111.1?.1.?1...11?.??11.1.
15OHE1_8 ..............................1....1........1.11..1.......................1.1.........................................??????1.111.1?.1.?1...11?.??11.1.
15OHE2_1 ..............................111........1...............................1.1..........................................??????1.11..??.1.?1...11?.??1..1.
15OHE2_2 ..............................1....11....1...............................1.1.1........................................??????1.111..?.1.?1...11?.??1..1.
15OHE2_3 ..............................1....1........11...........................1.1.1........................................??????1.111..?.1.?1...11?.??1..1.
15OHE2_4 ..............................1....1........1.11..1......................1.1.1........................................??????1.111.1?.1.?1...11?.??11.1.
15OHE2_5 ..............................111........111..............................1.1.1.......................................??????1.111..?.1.?1...11?.??1..1.
15OHE2_6 ..............................1....11....11...............................1.1.........................................??????1.111..?.1.?1...11?.??1..1.
15OHE2_7 ..............................1....1......1.11...........................1.1..........................................??????1.111..?.1.?1...11?.??1..1.
15OHE2_8 ..............................1....1........1.11..........................1.1.........................................??????1.111..?.1.?1...11?.??1..1.
4DAF ....................................................................111...............................................????????.??.??....11...1?..?..11.
7DAF .........................................................1......1111..................................................????????.??1??...11....1...?..1..
ECDY .........................................................111111.......................................................????????.??.??...?.....1?.??1....
20OHECDY .........................................................1111111......................................................????????.??.??...?.....1?.??1....
F1 ..............................11111...................................................................................??????111.?.?.1..?....11?.??1..1.
F2 ..............................1..1111.................................................................................??????111.?.?.1..?....11?.??1..1.
ALDO ..............................11.....11................................................................11.............??????.11??.?.1..?....11?.??1..1.
11DOC ..............................11.....1................................................................................??????.11??.??...?....11?.??1..1.
1aOH-B ..............................11.....111..............................................................................??????.11??.?.1..?...111?.??1..1.
CRTSN1 ..............................11111.....1.............................................................................??????111.?.?11..?....11?.??11.1.
CRTSN2 ..............................1..1111...1.............................................................................??????111.?.?11..?....11?.??11.1.
P4 ..............................11......................................................................................??????.11??.??...?....11?.??.?.1.
DHT1 ..............................111........111..........................................................................??????1.1111.?...?....11?.??...1.
DHT2 ..............................1....11....111..........................................................................??????1.1111.?...?....11?.??...1.
DHT3 ..............................1....1......1111........................................................................??????1.1111.?...?....11?.??...1.
DHT4 ..............................1....1.......11.11......................................................................??????1.1111.?...?....11?.??...1.
DHT5 ..............................111........1......11....................................................................??????1.1111??...?....11?.??...1.
DHT6 ..............................1....11....1......11....................................................................??????1.1111??...?....11?.??...1.
DHT7 ..............................1....1........11..11....................................................................??????1.1111??...?....11?.??...1.
DHT8 ..............................1....1........1.11111...................................................................??????1.11111?...?....11?.??...1.
11KT1 ..............................111........11........11.................................................................??????1.111..11..?....11?.??11.1.
11KT2 ..............................1....11....11........11.................................................................??????1.111..11..?....11?.??11.1.
11KT3 ..............................1....1......1.11.....11.................................................................??????1.111..11..?....11?.??11.1.
11KT4 ..............................1....1........1.11...11.................................................................??????1.111..11..?....11?.??11.1.
E1_1 ..............................111........1...........1................................................................??????1.11..??.1.?....11?.??.?.1.
E1_2 ..............................1....1........11.......1................................................................??????1.11..??.1.?....11?.??.?.1.
E1_3 ..............................1....11....1...........1................................................................??????1.11..??.1.?....11?.??.?.1.
E1_4 ..............................1....1........1.11..1..1................................................................??????1.11..??.1.?....11?.??.1.1.
E1_5 ..............................111........11...........11..............................................................??????1.111.1?.1.?....11?.??.1.1.
E1_6 ..............................1....11....11...........11..............................................................??????1.111.1?.1.?....11?.??.1.1.
E1_7 ..............................1....1......1.11........11..............................................................??????1.111.1?.1.?....11?.??.1.1.
E1_8 ..............................1....1........1.11......11..............................................................??????1.111.1?.1.?....11?.??.1.1.
E2_1 ..............................111........1...........1..1.............................................................??????1.111..?.1.?....11?.??.?.1.
E2_2 ..............................1....11....1...........1..1.............................................................??????1.111..?.1.?....11?.??.?.1.
E2_3 ..............................1....1........11.......1..1.............................................................??????1.111..?.1.?....11?.??.?.1.
E2_4 ..............................1....1........1.11..1..1..1.............................................................??????1.111..?.1.?....11?.??.1.1.
E2_5 ..............................111........11...........1...............................................................??????1.111.1?.1.?....11?.??...1.
E2_6 ..............................1....11....11...........1...............................................................??????1.111.1?.1.?....11?.??...1.
E2_7 ..............................1....1......1.11........1...............................................................??????1.111.1?.1.?....11?.??...1.
E2_8 ..............................1....1........1.11......1...............................................................??????1.111.1?.1.?....11?.??...1.
CHOLAC ................................................................................11111111..............................???????????.??...?.11.11111?1.111
CHENOAC1 ................................................................................11......11111.........................???????????.??...?.1..11111?1.111
CHENOAC2 .............................................................................................1111111..................???????????.??...?.1..11111?1.111
7OHC ................................................................................1.....................................???????????.??...?.1.......?1....
24OHC ....................................................................................................1.................???????????.??...?.........?1...1
CALCITRIOL .....................................................................................................11...............???????????.??...?...1.....?1...1
25OHC ..............................................................................................................1.......???????????.??...?.........?1...1
CHENOAC3 ....................................................................................................1....11111........???????????.??...?.1..111.1?1..11
CHENOAC4 ..............................................................................................................111111..???????????.??...?.1..111.1?1..11
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Figure S1: Data matrix containing 71 taxons (rows) and 151 characters (columns) A. definition 

of the compared taxons. As almost all taxa are enzymes synthesized from cholesterol, taxons names 

such as « F1 » mean « synthesis of F1 from cholesterol). The only four exceptions are   sqERG, sqC 

and  sqSIT  that  are  synthesized  from  squalene,  and  CALCITRIOL,  which  is  synthesized  from 

7dehydrocholesterol. When there are several manners to synthesize a product, the indication « via X» 

indicates  reaction numbers  (see  Fig.  3)  that  are  specific  to  each  pathway.  Thus it  is  possible  to 

discriminate between various possibilities.  Each taxon corresponds to one of the lines of the data 

matrix shown in C. B. character names, with the corresponding number of international nomenclature, 

when possible, and homology types defined in the text (see Fig. 1). Each character corresponds to one 

of the column of the data matrix shown in  C. Characters are colored according to the following 

convention: type I homologies (hI),  type IIa homologies (hIIa),  type IIc homologies (hIIc) and type 

IIe homology (hIIe). Names of compounds that are shortened on Fig. 3 are here given in full, with the 

abbreviation between brackets. C. matrix. Each line is a taxon, i.e. a given pathway, as detailed in A. 

Each column is a character, i.e. either a “type I” homology (when an enzyme is shared by several 

pathways with the same specificity for its substrate in them) or a “type II” homology (when a type of 

reaction is performed in several pathways without considering specificity), as detailed in B. Dots « . » 

and « 1 » refer to the character state found in the corresponding taxon. « 1 » indicates the presence of 

the character and « . » its absence. Question marks are assigned to character states when the enzyme 

or the enzymatic function is not applicable to the taxon: the required substrate is not available in this 

pathway. Characters (columns) are numbered following their order from the left to right: the character 

number one is the first column; the character number 36 is the 36th column. The matrix columns are 

ordered as follows: 116 type I homologies (hI), 29 type IIa homologies (hIIa), 5 type IIc homologies 

(hIIc) and one type IIe homology (hIIe).
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Chapter 6

Some cues on the origin of steroid
signaling from a dietary background

Here we will briefly sum up the major conclusions of our three papers, and we will try to
put all these observations in a more precise zoological and paleontological framework.
The update of the NR phylogeny taking into account genomic data from all metazoan
groups makes possible to reassess the distribution of ligand-binding abilities along the
NR tree (Fig. 22). There is still an important bias in the available data, with most of the
ligand-binding data being available for vertebrates. But with this in mind, we think it is
worth to propose a general analysis of the distribution pattern.

6.1 The ancestral nuclear receptor may have been a fatty
acid sensor

Receptors branching at the basalmost nodes of the NR tree, such as the metazoan
NR2A, the sponge NR2I and the eumetazoan NR2B are all able to bind fatty acids
with micromolar affinity. The biological effect of such a binding is nevertheless quite
variable. Some of them unambiguously activate gene transcription, such as the sponge
NR2A (Bridgham et al., 2010) whereas in some other cases, the binding of a fatty acid
does not seem to modulate transcriptional activation. This is the case for the sponge
NR2I (Bridgham et al., 2010) or for the mammalian NR2A1 (Yuan et al., 2009). This
observation has led to the proposal that the ancestral receptor was permanently bound to
a fatty acid, that would play the role of a structural ligand, necessary to give the receptor
its native conformation but not to trigger transcriptional activity (Sladek, 2002). However,
one has to take into account that all these receptors, even if they branch at basal nodes,
have evolved as much time as the others, with the possibility to acquire specific features.
In particular, concerning mammals, other receptors, the PPARs, that belong to the NR1C
group, are very efficient fatty acid sensors. Thus it is possible that they have at least
partially outcompeted the NR2A as regulators of fatty acid metabolism, thus making
possible a transformation from an ancestral fatty acid sensor into a transcription factor
with a structural ligand.

Of note, there is fully possible that fatty acids were not the only molecules the
ancestral NR was able to sense. Hemes may be good candidates, thus making possible
the connection between light perception and transcriptional activity, which is the basis for
circadian rhythm, a physiological process that is probably as universal as the regulation
of fatty acid synthesis. But for the moment, because data on heme-binding ability are too
scarce, we think it is not meaningful to speculate on that for the moment.
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Figure 22: Summary about ligand-binding abilities of NRs in the completed metazoan
framework. Hypotheses on evolution of these abilities are also indicated, and discussed
extensively in text.
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Another open question is whether other transcription factors were already able to
modulate transcription in response to small hydrophobic molecules in the ancestor of
metazoans or if this ability was acquired with the first nuclear receptor. Indeed, in fungi,
many different transcription factors were recently shown to be ligand-activated (Näär
and Thakur, 2009). And concerning metazoans, other transcription factors that can be
activated by a ligand are the bHLH-PAS, that are known to activate transcription triggered
by the binding of xenobiotics (Hahn, 2002) or gases bound to their hemes (Mukaiyama
et al., 2006). The phylogeny of this family is not studied as deeply as this of NRs, but
preliminary analyses show that it has diversified earlier than NRs, with at least three
members in sponges (Simionato et al., 2007). Additionally, it also remains possible
that modulation of transcriptional activity by small lipophilic molecules was carried by
allosteric regulation of other proteins than transcription factors.

If the ancestral NR was a fatty acid sensor, there are two main observations that need
to be interpreted concerning the ligand distribution pattern. The first is that members
of the NR2C/D/H and NR2E/F groups have only limited binding activities (Fig. 22).
The second is that, on the contrary, the other receptors underwent a widening of their
ligand spectrum. Both processes occurred in parallel during the early diversification of
eumetazoans.

6.2 NR-mediated steroid signaling in eumetazoans may
be a by-product of extracellular digestion

An important characteristic of the transition between the ediacaran1 word of filtrating
animals and the cambrian word of bilaterian animals is the apparition of macropredation
(Conway Morris, 2000). Until this time, metazoans are supposed to be in majority filter
feeders, filtering non-metazoan particles such as bacterias and unicellular algae. The
”cambrian explosion” is often viewed under the angle of a mechanical arms race, where
the apparition of claws, jaws and other crunching devices selected the apparition of
protective shells and carapaces. But there was probably an other dimension in this arms
race. Shells are not the only protective devices in animals. An other side of the protection
is the synthesis of chemical molecules that act as food repellents. This phenomenon is
quite well described in the case of plant-herbivore interactions in terrestrial ecosystems,
where many plants are able to disrupt the reproductive regulation of their predators
(Coley et al., 1985). But this should also be the case in sessile metazoan animals, that
have to resist the predation pressure of some bilaterians. This would be consistent with
the high concentrations of ecdysteroids in these animals, that are not compatible with an
hormonal role. In fact, such a chemodefensive role is already clearly demonstrated for
some epidermal ecdysteroids in some arthropods (Lafont and Mathieu, 2007).

A major physiological difference between sponges and eumetazoans concerns the
feeding mechanism. In sponges, each cell digests food particles through endocytosis,
so the entire ingested material is confined to very specific cell compartments, such
as endosomal vesicles that fusions with lysosomes (Fig. 23A). On the contrary, in
eumetazoans, the apparition of the gut means that digestion becames mainly extracellular
(Fig. 23B), even if it can be completed by endocytosis, at least in cnidarians. This
increased specialisation, linked with the presence of true epithelia that strictly delimit
extra- and intraorganismal compartments, also implies an increased division of labour
between cell types. One striking example of cellular specialisation is the case of the

1Ediacaran is a geological period that predates the cambrian, between 630 and 540 Million years.
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nervous cells. In sponges, various cells exhibit some sensory abilities (Renard et al.,
2009), but an anatomically recognisable nervous system does not exist. Since many of
the nuclear receptors from the NR2C/D/H and NR2E/F groups diversified in animals
with a nervous system and are known to be important regulators of nervous system
differenciation, we hypothesize that this was their primary function. It is possible that
in such a process, that is strongly controlled by endogenous parameters, the ability to
be modulated by small lipophilic molecules was not functionally important, and that
this allowed the loss or weakening of ligand-binding ability in these groups. One other
possibility is that there was a division of labour even in the nervous system between NR2
and members of the other NR families that diversified in parallel with a widening of
their ligand-binding abilities. Such a general widening is not contradictory with the later
acquisition of high-affinity ligands, such as thyroid hormones for the chordate NR1A.
The exploration of various ligand-receptor couple due to natural variation may have
given rise to very specific associations linked with a peculiar physiological advantage
that could have triggered an increase in specificity.

Figure 23: Implications of extracellular digestion on nuclear receptor signaling. (A)
Digestion through endocytosis by an individual choanocyte. Bacterias (in red) are
entirely absorbed by each cell through endocytosis. (B) Absorption of extracellularly
digested material by an enterocyte. Here the ingested eucaryotic cells, possibly from
other metazoans, are mechanically and chemically destroyed in the digestive tube, and
the produced nutrients are directly absorbed through passive or facilitated diffusion. But
the absorption barrier thus can also be crossed by various toxins, among which they
could be steroid molecules. Event if both types digestive mechanisms are present here
separated for clarity purposes, they are not mutually exclusive.

Extracellular digestion has important implications in terms of ligand ability for
nuclear receptors (Fig. 23). In intracellular digestion through endocytosis, the food
particles - that are of limited size, such as bacterial cells - are uptaken by endocytosis
vesicles and are digested when the vesicles fusions with lysosomes (Fig. 23A). This
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means that only digested metabolites, such as aminoacids, glucids and fatty acids go
out of the lysosome. Between these metabolites, only fatty acids are primarily nuclear
receptor ligands. Of note, thyroid hormones are aminoacid derivatives, but their presence
and physiological role outside metazoans are poorly known for the moment. On the
contrary, extracellular digestion implies that the ingested food particles - that can be
eucaryotic cells, or even multicellular organisms - are destroyed in the gut, and that
nutrients diffuse to the animal through the membrane of the cells that consist the digestive
epithelium (Fig. 23B). With the possibility to eat other eucaryotes, the first eumetazoans
also became to eat sterol molecules. The ability to digest extracellularly provided such
animals with increased food quantities could have been important in a world shifting
from bacteria-dominated biomass to metazoan-dominated biomass (Butterfield, 2011).
But this had also some side effects. With the nutrients, other components from the
ingested food could cross the epithelial barrier. Among them where the sterols from the
membranes of the eaten eucaryotes, that could act as modulators for the intracellular
nuclear receptors of the enterocytes. This is well illustrated by the known pleiotropic
effects of genistein, a component of soy, in humans (Henley and Korach, 2006). The
presence of an NR as a sensing transcription factor would have enabled the possibility
to efficiently regulate the production of detoxifying enzymes in response to endocrine
perturbation due to food nutrients (Baker, 2005). Moreover, dietary sterols or steroids
may have allowed the coordination of the reproduction cycle with food availability
through NR-mediated activation of reproductive maturation.

6.3 Independent acquisition of steroidogenic synthesis
pathways in bilaterians

One critical aspect to understand the context of ancestral NR binding is to decipher the
timing of the appearance of steroids. Steroids are reported in almost all animal groups
(Fig. 24), the most recent example being progesterone in rotifers (Stout et al., 2010) and
even in plants. Unfortunately, many searches for “human”-type steroid hormones such
as estradiol or progesterone throughout metazoan groups have been prone to artifacts
and/or misidentification. To date, biochemical evidence (immunological and/or chro-
matographic methods linked to mass spectrometry) for presence of vertebrate steroids in
lophotrochozoans, ecdysozoans and cnidarians have not been substantiated by molecular
characterization of enzymes directly involved in their de novo biosynthesis (Lafont and
Mathieu, 2007). In the part III of this work, we show that the enzymes implicated in the
synthesis of vertebrate sex and adrenal steroids, as well as the enzymes implicated in
the synthesis of ecdysone and dafachronic acids appeared specifically following gene
duplications in the vertebrate, arthropod and nematode lineages, respectively. This is
also true for some key enzymes that are involved in the synthesis of oxysterols, bile
acids and vitamin D. All these enzymes are members of multigenic families where the
phylogeny is far from being fully elucidated, but there are nevertheless some robust
nodes, in particular those concerning two key enzymes in vertebrate sex and adrenal
steroid synthesis: CYP19 and CYP11A.

The CYP19, also named aromatase, is a chordate-specific enzyme (Reitzel and
Tarrant, 2010), that may either have been secondarily lost in other animals or, following
the same reasoning as presented above (section 4.2.1) for vertebrate NR3C, may be a
highly derived chordate protein that branches basally to other metazoan CYPs due to
long-branch attraction. However, in both cases, this indicates that there is no evidence
for a CYP19 ortholog that would perform aromatase activity outside chordates. This
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Figure 24: Distribution of steroids, steroidogenic receptors, steroidogenic enzymes and
nuclear receptors involved in regulation of steroidogenesis in metazoans.

should be put in perspective with the reports from aromatase activities in cnidarians
or mollusks (Fig. 24). This means that this aromatase activity may be performed by
another enzyme than CYP19, and on an endogenous substrate that is not necessarily
testosterone, as in vertebrates. Moreover, because all cnidarians studied to date lack
any NR1I/J/H or any NR3 (Reitzel and Tarrant, 2009), if there is any NR-mediated
steroid signaling in these animals, it would not be mediated by a classical bilaterian-
type NR. Even the NR5, that are important regulators of steroidogenesis at least in
vertebrates and arthropods, are not present in cnidarians. Thus, there is no reason to
suppose that the physiologically active steroids in cnidarians, if they exist, would be
of vertebrate-type, instead of being one of the various steroids that were identified in
some cnidarians (Lafont and Mathieu, 2007). Concerning mollusks, that lack steroid-
binding NR3, candidate steroid-binding receptors may be found in the NR1H/I/J group
or more widely in the NR1 family and possibly also in the NR7 subfamily, but once
again, that would not be in favour of a vertebrate-type estrogen ligand, rather than one of
the various hydroxylated steroids once identified in some mollusks. Concerning annelids,
where NR3D was shown to bind estrogens (Keay and Thornton, 2009), evidence of
biochemical activity implicated in estrogen synthesis is poorly documented, and most
steroid reports concern ecdysteroids (Lafont and Mathieu, 2007). In a recent report trying
to link �vertebrate-like� steroid hormone levels to sexual maturity indexes in Nereis
diversicolor, the authors acknowledge in the discussion that �Quantification of steroid
hormones in worms cannot permit [them] to take into account exogenous compounds
accumulated in [worm tissues] and which can act as endocrine disruptors. The presence
of these latter contaminants is well documented in the Seine estuary� (Durou and
Mouneyrac, 2007). More importantly, receptors from the NR7 family are absent from
vertebrates and ecdysozoans, both groups where steroidogenesis and NR-mediated
steroid-signaling pathway are genetically characterized. So this leaves fully open the
possibility that in cnidarians, lophotrochozoans and maybe cephalochordates, the NR-
mediated steroid signaling pathway uses a molecular machinery that is very different
from this of vertebrates and ecdysozoans.
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The late appearance of steroidogenic enzymes within highly multigenic and promis-
cuous families is in good agreement with the growing evidence that enzyme specificity
should have evolved from low-specificity proteins catalyzing a whole range of activities
at low levels, to subfamilies with potent and highly specialized activities (Khersonsky
et al., 2006). This is also consistent with the striking similarity between the xenobi-
otic response pathway in vertebrates and the sex and adrenal steroid metabolism (Fig.
25). Xenobiotic response is divided in phase I (hydroxylations by CYPs) and phase
II (addition of further hydrophilic residues on hydroxylated carbon), before transport
outside the cell (Wada et al., 2009). Another fate of these xenobiotics is conjugation
with fatty acids and storage in fat (Jandacek and Tso, 2001). Sex steroids are synthesized
from cholesterol, mainly by a succession of hydroxylations catalysed by CYPs, and are
directly degraded throughout a mechanism similar to the phase II xenobiotic response,
involving enzymes from the SULT and UGT families (He et al., 2010). This similar-
ity led us to the hypothesis that both phase I of xenobiotic detoxification and steroid
synthesis are homologous, meaning that steroid hormones may be recruited cholesterol
metabolites. This is in agreement with the proposition that thyroid hormones (T3 and
T4) were dietary metabolites before becoming hormones endogenously synthesized by
the thyroid gland in vertebrates (Miller and Heyland, 2010), and with the fact that other
high affinity NR ligands, such as retinoids and eicosanoids, are also derivatives from
food components. This hypothesis is further reinforced by the results we present in part
IV of this manuscript, showing that steroid hormone synthesis evolved with the pattern
of a cholesterol degradation pathway.

Figure 25: Similarities between xenobiotic response and steroid metabolism in verte-
brates. (A) Xenobiotic response. (B) Steroid synthesis. In both case, the first step
is hydroxylation by CYPs, and we hypothesize that these steps are thus homologous.
After that, both steroids and xenobiotics are conjugated either to fatty acids, and then
accumulated in fat, or conjugated to hydrophilic molecules and excreted out of the body.
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The recruitement of endogenous synthesis of steroids may have been advantageous
in comparison to exogenous regulation of reproductive maturation because in a relatively
stable environment, the availability of food resources varies with a regular periodicity. So,
animals who are able to adapt their reproductive maturation using periodic environmental
cues, such as light signals, would have the possibility to partly prepare themselves to
reproduction even before food becames abundant again. In animals without an internal
body fluid that is able to carry hormones, such a coordination was probably mainly
performed by the nervous system and by the secretion of neuropeptidic hormones.
The existence of an internal signaling system based on steroid molecules may have
facilitated the integration of both external parameters, such as light periodicity, and
internal parameters, such as the metabolic state of the animal. As always, such an
increased coordination had surely also its drawbacks, the main being that perturbation in
the metabolic state of the animal may impact its reproductive status.
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Chapter 7

Remaining problems... or observations
without any functional interpretation

7.1 Vertebrates and side-chain cleaved steroids
The CYP11A, also known as side-chain cleavage enzyme, is unambiguously vertebrate-
specific (Fig. 26), having arisen from a duplication of an ancestral CYP11 gene leading
to CYP11A and CYP11B, that is involved in glucocorticoid synthesis. To date, a lack
of phylogenetic resolution prevents us from establishing which CYP is the most closely
related to these two vertebrate enzymes in other animals, even in chordates. But due to
the fact that both duplicates have different activities, there is no reason to imagine that
the activity of this CYP should be more CYP11A-like than CYP11B-like. Interestingly,
a recent study succeeded in reporting in vitro steroidogenic biochemical activities for
most of the members of the sex steroid synthesis pathway, except from the side-chain
cleavage activity, for which the only indirect evidence is a report of mRNA expression
in amphioxus ovaries (Mizuta et al., 2008). However, this so-called �CYP11A� is
not even the best candidate for an ortholog of ancestral vertebrate CYP11, but rather
is a distant paralog, named CYP374A2, which is clearly orthologous to a sea urchin
CYP (Markov et al., 2009). This means that, up to now, the estrogen synthesis pathway
remains vertebrate-specific, even if it is possible that amphioxus synthesizes other
steroids, for example aromatized steroids with a side chain, which could cross-react with
the antibodies used to search for estrogen in amphioxus (Mizuta and Kubokawa, 2007).
So for the moment, estrogens cannot be viewed as a physiological ligand for amphioxus
SR because there is no sufficient evidence for estrogen in this species. Indeed, even if the
amphioxus SR was shown to be activated by estradiol, it was at very high concentrations
(Bridgham et al., 2008), which makes it possible that the real physiological activation
mechanism for this receptor is through phosphorylation, interactions with coactivators or
binding of another ligand. This case is reminiscent of the relationship between RXR and
9-cis retinoic acid in vertebrates: 9-cis RA is an excellent ligand of vertebrate RXR but
has not been found in vertebrate extracts and does not regulate RXR activity in vivo.

In addition, the result of our cladistic study (Part IV) confirm that side-chain cleavage
is the reaction that makes vertebrate sex and adrenal steroids - that are NR3 ligands -
different from steroids of other metazoans or other vertebrate steroids that are ligands for
the NR1I/J group. The adaptative advantage of such a situation remains totally obscure
for the moment. Maybe it is only a by-product of the whole-genome duplications that
have given the rise to many new enzymatic activities.

The lack of vertebrate-type steroids outside vertebrates leaves open the question of
the origin of steroid binding in the NR3 subfamily. It is possible, but remains untested,
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Figure 26: Appearance of side-chain cleaved steroids specifically in vertebrates. On the
left side, the hypothesize ancestral situation, where a steroid with a lateral chain was
hydroxylated and aromatized. On the right side, the acquisition of a side-chain cleavage
activity has rendered possible the recruitement of the previousely existing hydroxylase
and aromatase activities to a new substrate without a side-chain.

that the ability to bind steroid without a side-chain in annelids and chordates is the by-
product of the physiologically relevant ability to bind another steroid with a lateral chain,
or maybe a steroid without a side-chain that has not the structure of vertebrate estrogens.
But functional studies on annelid receptors and characterization of the physiologically
relevant steroids in these animals will be needed to answer properly this question.

7.2 The cnidarian puzzle
Another point that remains highly ambiguous is the status of steroid signaling in cnidar-
ians. Because they lack an internal circulating body fluid, cnidarians cannot have a
vertebrate-like hormonal system, but this does not mean that there is no steroid-mediated
intercellular signaling in those animals. Indeed, even in vertebrates, some steroids do
not act through the canonical hormonal pathway. Classically, hormones are defined as
internal circulating molecules, and so vertebrate bile acids are somehow excluded from
this definition (Norris, 2007). However, this view is changing with the acknowledgment
of their functional role not only as facilitators of lipid digestion, but also as signaling
molecules (Fig. 27), that allow the coupling of the nutritional state with various parame-
ters, from digestive physiology to behavioural traits such as the regulation of appetite
(Thomas et al., 2008).
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Figure 27: Bile acid signaling begins with an enterocrine part, when bile salts are
excreted in the gut. Here there help in lipid absorption. A part of them is reabsorbed
with the dietary lipids and go again in the liver, where they are degraded and where
they downregulate their own synthesis, or in other organs, such as brown adipose tissue
or muscle, where they upregulate thyroid hormone activation, thus promoting energy
expenditure. Modified from Thomas et al., 2008.

This example shows that there is no objective reason to strictly limit long-distance in-
tercellular communication to the internal milieu. We thus hypothesize, that in cnidarians,
the gut is still a major vehicle for signaling molecules, and that the steroids identified in
these animals, if they really have an hormonal role, could be transported in this way. The
gut lumen is sometimes viewed as the continuation of the external milieu, because both
are communicating through the oral openings. This is why secretions of molecules in the
gut are considered as exocrine secretions. But in fact, the real chemical composition of
some parts of the digestive tract is very different from the external word, and is mainly
controlled by secretions and selective absorption processes in the digestive apparatus of
the animal. And because the gut goes throughout the body, it can be a perfect carrier of
signaling molecules (Fig. 28) between distant body parts.

From a molecular viewpoint, it is worth to mention that NR7 and NR8 (that is orthol-
ogous to the bilaterian NR1 and NR4) are found specifically in anthozoan cnidarians,
that are the group where most steroids are reported. So they may be first-rate candidates
for NR-mediated steroid signaling in such animals. However, it is also possible that in
cnidarians, steroid signaling goes through non-genomic pathways.
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Figure 28: A possible way of steroid enterocrine signaling in corals. The steroids, in
green, could be produced from dietary sterols in the gut (in yellow) and go to the gonad
(in orange) with other nutrients. The pink part is the mesoglea, which contains cells but
probably no circulating body fluid.
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In this study, we tried to understand when and why the nuclear receptor-mediated
steroid signaling has appeared. We are not able to give a definitive answer to this question
but we hope we succeeded in making this question more precise.

We propose that nuclear receptor-mediated steroid signaling is a by-product of extra-
cellular digestion in metazoans, reusing signaling pathways that were primitively involved
in the regulation of the reproductive maturation according to nutritional conditions.

This has some important implications on the way we have to look at endocrinology.
Classically, as we pointed out in the introduction, hormonal signaling is viewed as a
bottom-up cascade from the nervous centers to the target cells, and steroids occupy
an intermediary position in the middle of this cascade. But our quick journey through
metazoan signaling physiology reminds that a significant part of the environmental imput
is integrated not through the nervous system, but through the digestive system (Fig. 29).
This is consistent with the recent proposal that the liver may be an integrative center at
the same level as the brain (Della Torre et al., 2011).

Figure 29: For a reappraisal of the integrative role of the digestive system. (A) A
classical textbook hierarchical regulatory model, where the signal goes upside-down
-even if retroactions are acknowledged - from the nervous centers to the target organs,
among which is the liver. (B) A ”pluralistic view”, where not only the brain, but also the
liver, and possibly the gonad too, are all partial and complementary integration centers.

Probably due to the special status of the brain as a ”noble organ”, being the supreme
integrator of body signals, the nervous system has benefitted from many studies from
evolutionary biologists, with many ramifications even out of the strict biological field.
Let us hope that our work will contribute in stimulating next generations of scientists to
dedicate the same attention to the digestive apparatus and to the functional connections
between the various body integrators.

Ironically, this may be the occasion to reappreciate Carl Vogt’s provocative proposi-
tion that ”thought is for the brain almost the same thing as is bile for the liver or urine for
the kidneys.” (Vogt, 1847). This sentence was rapidly criticized by other physiologists,
stressing that thought is not a fluid, contrary to bile or urine. But Vogt’s aim was to point
out that even the though processes have a material basis. This is now well accepted, but
paradoxally, the brain has not yet been desacralized in regard to other integrators.
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Additional articles
Here is given a brief description of some additional articles in which I participated.

• On page 154, an article published in Bioessays analyses the criteria taken into
account for protein naming, and pinpoint how a misleading name can lead to biases
in functional experiments (Markov et al., 2008).

• On page 163, an article published in Development, Genes and Evolution analyses
the degree of conservation in the florida lancelet Branchiostoma floridae of the
genes encoding proteins that are involved in the thyroid hormone metabolizing
pathways. The thyroid axis is an endocrine axis that acts in parallel, with some
crosstalks, with the steroid endocrine axes. Here the analysis showed that am-
phioxus has undergone specific gene duplications and is thus not only a simple
”basal relative” to vertebrates (Paris et al., 2008).

• On page 177, an article published in Nature Biotechnology reports the annotation
of the genome of the root-knot nematode Meloidogyne incognita. Here I performed
the annotation of the nuclear receptor family, in order to caracterise more precisely
the tempo and mode of lineage-specific expansion of nuclear receptors from the
NR2A family in nematodes. I showed that the lineage-specific expansion of this
nuclear receptor group began before the divergence between three of the five
nematode bug clade and proceeded independently in each of them (Abad et al.,
2008).

• On page 184, an article published in Molecular and Cellular Endocrinology
reviews the caveats linked to comparative methods in endocrinology and advocated
for a shift to comparative genomics. In particular, we discuss in detail the question
of vertebrate-type steroids reported in mollusks and annelids (Markov et al., 2008).

• On page 196, a chapter published in the book Nuclear Receptors: current concepts
and future challenges reviews the evolution of nuclear receptors, with some discus-
sions about the existence of NR-like ligand-activated transcription factors among
other living beings than animals (Markov et al., 2010).

• On page 211, an article published in Molecular and Cellular Endocrinology
reviews more specifically the evolution of the ligand-binding ability of nuclear
receptors (Markov et al., 2011). The beginning of this article was used as a
backbone for the introduction section of on evolution of ligand-binding ability in
this PhD thesis.

• On page 221, and article currently in press for Molecular Biology and Evolution I
checked and improved the alignements and the phylogenetical sampling of chordate
RARs and I reconstructed ancestral sequences in a study about the evolution of
phosphorylation sites in vertebrate RARα(Samarut et al., in press).

• On page 260, an article that was rejected by Current Biol after reviewing, and is
currently in revision before resubmission, addresses the issue of the convergent
evolution of the nanog gene in mammals and the vent genes in amphibians. Nanog
is a major regulator of pluripotency in mammalian stem cells and a target gene
for some nuclear receptors. Vent is hypothesized to perform a similar role in
amphibians. I contributed to the molecular phylogeny of the nanog and vent gene
families and I performed positive selection mesures (Scerbo et al., in preparation).
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The ‘‘street light syndrome’’,
or how protein taxonomy can bias
experimental manipulations
Gabriel Markov,1,2 Guillaume Lecointre,3

Barbara Demeneix,1 and Vincent Laudet2*

Summary
In the genomics era, bioinformatic analysis, especially in
non-model species, facilitates the identification and
naming of numerous new proteins, the function of
which is then inferred through homology searches. Here,
we question certain aspects of these approaches. What
are the criteria that permit such a determination? What
are their limits? Naming is classifying. We review the
different criteria that are used to name a protein and
discuss their constraints.Weobserve that thenamegiven
to a protein often introduces a bias for further functional
analyses, a bias that is not often taken into account
when analysing results. Last but not least, the hetero-
geneity of criteria used for naming proteins leads to self-

inconsistent or contradictory protein classification that
is potentially misleading. Finally, we recommend a
wider use of phylogenetic criteria in protein naming.
BioEssays 30:349–357, 2008. � 2008 Wiley Periodicals,
Inc.

Introduction

Among the many steps in describing a new protein, one that

could be considered as trivial is its naming. The importance

of this step seems to have been underestimated, as many

examples show that giving a name to a protein is not neutral.

Names refer to concepts and, therefore, could have a major

influence on further experimental efforts.

In the pre-genomics era, when genes and proteins were

isolated in order to understand the molecular basis of a

phenotypic feature, the name chosenwas often linkedwith the

approach used to isolate the protein (a point discussed later).

DNA probeswere designed on the basis of known sequences,

and used to search for new sequences hypothesised to be

related enough to hybridize with the probe.

In the genomics era, the problem took on a new dimension

with the increasing number of available nucleotidic sequences

and the progress in prediction algorithms, which resulted in

more andmore newproteins, especially in non-model species,

being predicted every day through bioinformatic analysis, with

their function duly inferred by homology searches. Protein

annotation is a two-step process (reviewed in Refs 1,2). First,

there is a structural annotation step, in which the correspond-

ing DNA sequence is checked for the presence of start and

stop codons, splicing sites and other features that permit

determination of the coding sequence. This step is now quite

well automated (reviewed in Ref. 3), even if all prediction

programs need to be refined, especially when working with

sequences from non-model species, where the gene structure

and splicing mechanisms can vary. The second step is the

functional annotation of predicted protein products. This

process is increasingly carried by automatic tools, which

are very helpful for a quick description of large datasets,

but are prone to artefacts and, in particular, can lead to

propagation of annotation errors. The process has been

discussed and reviewed by Valencia,(4) who argued for a

reliability score assignment to sequence annotation in order to

facilitate a critical appraisal of the information.
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Any language needs concepts, which can be defined as

classes of objects. A class is a set of assembled objects

sharing a special property.(5) Any name of general use is

primarily attached to a class, not to the object itself. For

instance biologists do not need to name individual molecules;

therefore anyprotein nameactually refers to a class ofmaterial

entities. When a new protein is described, the name refers not

only to themolecules that were in the test tube of the describer,

but also to all the molecules sharing the same amino acid

sequence that could be found in the body of the animal from

which it was purified, and even in the body of other animals of

the same species. Giving a name to an object is therefore

dealing with classifications: it is assigning the particular object

to a set containing other objects sharing common properties

(i.e. a class or a concept). These properties are always

arbitrary, but problems arise when different properties are

used to create non-overlapping kinds of concepts dealing

with the same objects. Risks and imprecision ensue when

using words in the wrong conceptual framework. For example

‘‘algae’’ is an ecological concept. It covers all living things

having photosynthetic activity in aquatic environments.

Using this term in a phylogenetic classification is potentially

misleading. Errors result when we wrongly identify the nature

of the concepts that we are using. If one selects ‘‘algae’’ to

compare their DNA sequences while expecting homogeneity

of ‘‘algal’’ sequences, one would be surprised to find phaeo-

phycean sequences (brown algae) more similar to ciliate

sequences than to green algae sequences.(6) Green algae

sequences are more similar to those of land plants. Following

on from these ideas, thegoal of the present paper is to highlight

the heterogeneity of properties chosen to create the concepts

used for protein naming. This heterogeneity constrains experi-

mental possibilities and creates misunderstandings: names

are chosen according to various criteria and they are later

wrongly understood as names referring to structure and

origin (i.e. namesgivenusingphylogeny), as they should in any

comparative approach in biology. In this regard, current

protein-naming approaches are not based on a self-consistent

classification of proteins.

Here we will review the different criteria that are used to

name a protein, in order to pinpoint the limits of each of them.

Then we will study how these names can influence further

experiments, andwewill finally discusshowsuchbiasmight be

corrected.

Different types of names,

but a common definition problem

Proteins are given different kinds of names, i.e. their names

refer to heterogeneous concepts, depending on the approach

used to isolate them. These different types are summarized in

Table 1.

Many proteins studied by traditional approaches were

given functional names (for the different meanings of the word

‘‘function’’ in this paper, seeBox 1): when a proteinwaspurified

in order to understand themolecular basis of a given biological

function, the name often referred to this function. The

reference to this function often supposes that a particular

organ exists in the animal having this protein. In some cases,

this leads to anomalous situations. Many recent papers still

refer to prolactin in teleosts (see Ref. 7 for an example), even if

this protein could of course not stimulate lactation in species

that donot haveamammarygland. In fact, in teleosts, prolactin

is involved in osmoregulation and this probably represents

the ancestral function of this protein. An interesting example of

trying to correct such inaccuracies of nomenclature is the case

of the WNT proteins. The first wnt gene was identified as a

proto-oncogene, activated in response to proviral insertion

of a mouse mammary tumour virus, and was named int-1. In

Drosophila, where its mutation led to a wingless phenotype, it

was named ‘‘Wingless’’. Later it was recognized that int-1 and

‘‘Wingless’’ were homologous and that they belong to a large

family of related glycoproteins. Since a wingless phenotype is

nonsense in mammals, in order to simplify the nomenclature,

Table 1. Summary of the different types of names

found in protein nomenclature

Notion alluded to
in the name Example

Biological function Prolactine

Localisation in an organ TPO (ThyroPerOxidase)

Mutant phenotype USP (UltraSPiracle)

Ligand binding ability RXR (Retinoid X Receptor)

Presence of a conserved domain HOXB1

Position in a gene cluster HOXB1, HOXC4

Biochemical function HSD17B (17-beta HydroxySteroid

Dehydrogenase)

The cited examples are discussed in text.

Box 1. Different meanings of the word ‘‘function’’.

The use of the word ‘‘function’’ can be confusing in

protein biology, because it refers to different things. For

the purposes of clarity, in this study, we will distinguish

three kinds of ‘‘function’’.

Biochemical activity refers to the kind of biochemical

reaction made by the protein, e.g. dehydrogenation, for

an enzyme, or to the type of modification undergone by

the protein, e.g. ligand binding for a receptor.

Biochemical function is the reaction made in-vivo by the

protein, e.g. dehydrogenation of a 17-beta steroid,

binding of retinoic acid.

Biological function is the function in which the protein is

involved at organism level, e.g. steroid biosynthesis,

metamorphosis.
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the whole family was renamed Wnt, a amalgam of Wingless

and Int (reviewed in Ref. 8). In other words, the statement

that homologous proteins were given names referring to two

different frameworks (developmental for Drosophila, oncoge-

netic for mouse) lead to the formation of a framework-neutral

name, suitable for both proteins.

When the differences between species are not so great,

the given name sometimes refers to a supposed homology

between two different species. Defining the peroxidase

expressed in the endostyle of Branchiostoma belcheri as

BbTPO (for Branchiostoma belcheri ThyroPerOxidase) sug-

gests that amphioxus endostyle is homologous to vertebrate

thyroid. For someauthors,(9) the restriction of the expressionof

BbTTF-1 (thyroid transcription factor-1) and BbTPO to the

endostyle strongly suggests that the endostyle is homologous

to the follicles of the thyroid gland, whereas the traditional

hypothesis is that the whole thyroid gland is homologous to

the endostyle.(10) Thus, because BbTPO is considered a

thyroperoxidase, its expression pattern provided evidence

for the homology between two organs. In this case, the use of

the samename ismisleading, and even dangerous, because it

favours a conclusion that has not yet been adequately tested.

The name ‘‘Endostyle Peroxidase’’ would be more neutral in

this case.

In the case of developmental genes, the name often refers

to the associatedmutant phenotype. For example, the nameof

the nuclear receptor USP was coined from the ultraspiracle

phenotype, referring to the extra set of spiracles observed on

larvae harbouring a loss-of-function mutation in this gene,(11)

whereas the orthologous gene was named RXR for

‘‘Retinoic X-Receptor’’ in mammals, referring to its ability to

bind retinoids.(12) In basal insects (excluding Diptera and

Lepidoptera), the orthologous protein sequence was surpris-

ingly more similar to vertebrate RXR than to Drosophila USP.

Therefore, the homologous protein of these insects was given

the name USP-RXR, even in the absence of any ultraspiracle

mutant and even if the receptor was recently shown not to bind

retinoid in vivo.(13) Purely, in terms of gene function, a third

name would have been preferable, but the authors chose

simplification and phylogeny as a guide for nomenclature.

Many protein names derive from the presence of a

particular conserved domain. In vertebrates, the name of the

famous HOX proteins refers to the existence of a conserved

DNA-binding homeodomain, which in turn refers to homeosis

(i.e. the transformation of one body part into another),

observed when those genes are mutated. But this domain

also exists in other proteins, like the gap geneproducts EMSor

OTX in mammals, which are not called ‘‘HOX’’ because

this name is reserved for proteins whose gene is located

within a hox cluster.(14) In some cases, this definition is quite

arbitrary: two Evx genes are located on the 50-end of the

mammalianHoxA andHoxD clusters, butEvx are not included

in the hox genes category because its Drosophila ortholog,

Even-skipped (Eve) is not located within a hox cluster.(14)

Since thehox gene cluster inDrosophila appears quite derived

when compared to those of other metazoans, this exclusion of

Evx from the bona fide hox cluster may be considered as

arbitrary.

The situation is much more complicated with protein names

referring to biochemical functions. For example, the name 17-b
hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (HSD17B) is used for many

proteins that are supposed to dehydrogenate 17-b steroids, an

important step in steroid hormonebiosynthesis. But, in fact, this

name describes proteins with very different activities (reviewed

in Ref. 15). Another problem is that all the proteins named as

HSD17B are not members of the same protein family: the

HSD17B5 is amember of the aldoketoreductase (AKR) protein

family while the rest of the known HSD17B belong to the short-

chain dehydrogenase/reductase (SDR) protein family. Even

within the SDR family, the HSD17B-activity seems to have

arisen several times independently(15) (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Convergent acquisition of biochemical functions

within the SDR family in human. 11-beta-HSD activity and

retinoid dehydrogenase activity seems to have appeared twice

independantly. Because of the many other members of the

family, not show, in that tree, even theHSD17Bactivity probably

arose many times. Modified after Ref. 15.
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These proteins often show multi-substrate activities, some

of them being able to dehydrogenate either 17-b steroids or

retinoids, with the HSD17B-activity sometimes only being

established in vitro (reviewed in Ref. 16). The result is that the

‘‘HSD17B’’ family is paraphyletic, and even containsmembers

with no 17-b hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase activity, leading to
a very puzzling situation, since all these enzymes share

the same identification code in the enzyme database (EC

1.1.1.51). This may also indicate that, in certain cases, the

experimental efforts addressing the substrate specificity of

the proteinmayhave beenmisguided—or seen in a too narrow

a fashion - by the gene name, as we discuss below. This

provides a typical example of overlapping frameworks: the

concept ‘‘HSD17B’’ was first used to describe a biochemical

activity observed in vivo. Butwhen theproteins presumed to be

responsible for this activity were isolated, the word ‘‘HSD17B’’

was reused to name them, and was later used to name

proteins showing an in vitro HSD17B-activity, whereas there

was no evidence for their in vivo activity. So the same

name ‘‘HSD17B’’ is used to describe two different concepts

that partially overlap. The set ‘‘HSD17B’’ has a biochemical

functional meaning. However, it is composed of entities that do

not exhibit the biochemical functions in vivo because another

framework, the presence of an in vitro HSD17B-activity, has

led to their collation as a set. Such problems sometimes

appear even in the title of the characterisation paper. For

instance, the title ‘‘Expression cloning and characterization

of human 17 beta-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase type 2, a

microsomal enzyme possessing 20 alpha-hydroxysteroid

dehydrogenase activity.’’(17) clearly indicates that assigning

the name of a protein with referring to a biochemical activity

lead to some overlaps, even at the biochemical level.

Furthermore, even when the biological function is con-

served between two orthologous proteins, they can have

radically different biochemical functions. The nuclear receptor

USP-RXR is a transcription factor that is activated by the

transient binding of small fatty acids in deuterostomes

and molluscs. It has lost its ligand-binding pocket in insects,

becoming an orphan receptor in most of the arthropods. But in

Mecopterida, the crown insect group containing Diptera and

Lepidoptera, the gain of a large ligand-binding pocket allows

the binding of structural ligand.(18) In this case, fatty acids are

constantly present in the ligand-binding pocket.(19) So even if

the biological functionof transcription factor, acting asadimere

with another nuclear receptor, is conserved among bilaterians,

the biochemical function, here the ligand-binding abilities,

are very different between Mecopterida, other insects and

other bilaterians (Fig. 2). This difference cannot be over-

emphasised, because the ability to bind a ligand transiently

allows fine-tuning of gene expression, and this will depend on

the availability of ligand.

To sum up, protein nomenclature is very heterogeneous,

often depending on historical circumstances and organism-

linked specificities. For multigenic families, this often leads to

confusing situations, so unified nomenclature systems have

been established, specific for each gene family, to rationalize

the system: CYP genes,(20) hox genes,(14) voltage-gated

ion channels,(21) and nuclear receptors(22) provide classical

examples. An independent nomenclature system has also

been developed for all enzymes (reviewed in Ref. 23), official

nomenclature committees such as NC-IUPHAR exist for

receptors used in pharmacology,(24) and general nomen-

clature principles have been defined on awhole-genome scale

for man.(25) These nomenclatures have their limitations,

especially those based upon one specific organism (human

or fly), because the different naming systems do not facilitate

cross-species comparisons, and sometimes increase con-

fusion. For example, Nelson recently warned about this

situation giving the example of the annotation of rat Cyp2

genes, where the nomenclature was fully revised by a

nomenclature committee to match orthologous mouse genes,

but the rat genes had already been given official names that

refer to human CYP genes that are not their orthologs.(26)

Another field that has received little attention is the correction

of identified errors. It has been shown that a great number of

papers are not retracted due to the lack of post-publication

curation, especially for journals with low Impact Factor and

limited access.(27) Thus, it wouldbe important to facilitate post-

publication correction in name fields in Genbank and other

frequently visited databases. This implies that, when a protein

name is seen to be erroneous, other curators should be able to

submit modifications. As for accession number, former names

should be conserved to permit an easy retrieval of sequences

Figure 2. Function diversification in homologous proteins.

The USP-RXR receptor binds small fatty-acid ligands in

cnidarians, molluscs and chordates. It has lost its ligand-

binding pocket (LBP) in insects and then gained a larger LBP in

Mecopterida. Modified after Ref. 18.
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referenced in old papers.Given the fact that suchawork is time

consuming, this curation activity should be taken into account

both from a funding viewpoint and in the evaluation of

researchers’ activities. Securing an adequate funding for

this often ignored, but critical, activity of curation will

certainly have an important impact for the whole biology

community since it could avoid controversiesandexperimental

dead ends.

When protein names lead to

experimental biases

One could argue that some names have only an historical

signification and that their etymology has little importance for

further studies. But selecting a name for a protein sometimes -

and more often than expected—leads to experimental biases,

simply because our experiments depend on the concepts we

have in mind and sometimes these concepts are wrongly

interpreted.

The estrogen-related receptor (ERR), was found using a

low-stringency screen with a DNA probe corresponding to the

gene region coding for the DNA-binding domain of human

Estrogen Receptor alpha.(28) It was named ERR because of

the high percent identity between its conserved domains

(DNA- and ligand-binding domains) and the corresponding

domains of estrogen receptor (ER). Given this proximity to

ERs, its ability to bind estrogens was tested, and it was not

possible to demonstrate binding with any major class of

steroids.(28) It was later found that ERR-alpha can bind the

endocrine disruptors toxaphene and chlordane(29) and that

ERR beta and gamma are inhibited by 4-hydroxytamoxifen(30)

even if the physiological relevance of these findings is still

discussed.(31) But it has never been reported whether or not

ERR could bind androgens, gluco- or mineralocorticoids,

although new phylogenies suggest that ERR is not more

closely related to ER than to other steroid receptors such as

the glucocorticoid receptor (GR), mineralocorticoid receptor

(MR), androgene receptor (AR) and progesterone receptor

(PR).(32,33) The same bias appeared in studies on the

biological functions of ERRs. Many features of ERRs (its

DNA-binding site, its protein–protein interaction abilities, its

implication in physiological pathways etc) were tested in the

light of this apparent close relationship with ERs (see Ref. 34

for an example) and very little attention was paid to its possible

linkswith steroid receptors even if we now know that ERRs are

not more closely related to ERs than to other steroid receptors

(Fig. 3). This bias clearly appears through a database search

in PubMed abstract with the keywords ‘‘estrogen-receptor

related’’ and other steroid receptor names. As of December

2006, only one abstract mentions together AR and ERR, two

for PR and ERR, four for GR and ERR, none for MR and ERR,

whereas 29 abstracts discussed relationships between ER

and ERR, many of them with eloquent titles: ‘‘Transcriptional

targets shared by estrogen receptor- related receptors (ERRs)

and estrogen receptor (ER) alpha, but not by ERbeta’’,(34)

‘‘The mouse estrogen receptor-related orphan receptor alpha

1: molecular cloning and estrogen responsiveness’’,(35)

‘‘Estrogen receptor-related receptors in the killifish Fundulus

heteroclitus: diversity, expression, and estrogen responsive-

ness’’.(36) This provides a striking example of a bias in the

experimental effort, created by the use of a name derived from

poorly resolved phylogeny.

Such a bias also occurred in the initial studies on the

nuclear receptor RXR. The name ‘‘retinoid X receptor’’

originally referred to its ability to bind vitamin Ametabolites.(12)

It was therefore supposed that RXRwould be involved in a new

retinoic acid (RA)-response pathway. Only recently, it was

found that retinoids are apparently not bona fide natural

ligand for RXR and that, in mouse brain, a fatty acid, the

Figure 3. Protein naming and experimental effor t.

A: Phylogeny from Ref. 22, where ERR is closely related to

ER, and thus explains why ERR was more often compared to

ER than to other steroid receptors.B: Phylogeny from Ref. 32,

showing that ER is not directly related to ERR, even if the last

common ancestor of ER and other steroid receptors may have

bound estrogens.C:Current consensus view of the phylogeny

of ERR and other steroid receptors, showing that ERR is no

more closely related to ER than to another SR. When provided

by Giguere (Ref. 28), the percentages of amino-acid identity

between the ligand-binding domain (LBD) and DNA-binding

domain (DBD) of ERR and other receptors are shown.We also

indicated the number of PubMed abstractswhere comparisons

are made between the ERR properties and those of other

steroid receptors. There is a clear bias in favour of ER.
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docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) seems to be an endogenous

RXR ligand.(37,38) But most of the papers studying RXR focus

on its supposed involvement in RA-response pathway, where-

as its involvement in fatty acid metabolism and signalling is

much less studied, as shown in Table 2.

Another quite spectacular example is the case of the

Cellular Retinoic Acid Binding Protein (CRABP) which are

proteins implicated in retinoid signalling and related to FABP

(Fatty Acid Binding Proteins). Retinoids are well known in

vertebrates and their developmental role is well documented.

But no defined retinoids have been isolated in arthropods and

the existence of this signalling pathway in these organisms

awaits clarification. The discovery of a protein that was

supposed to be orthologous to vertebrate CRABP in the moth

Manduca sexta was thus of interest. This first protein

was cloned using a cDNA probe from a partial amino acid

sequence of prothoracicotropic hormone that was similar

to vertebrate retinoid-binding proteins. The newly isolated

protein was annotated as CRABP in Manduca sexta on the

basis of comparisons from percentage identities, without any

real phylogenetic analysis.(39) The authors also proposed

three-dimensional structures generated by homology-model

building that showed the presence of an RA-binding pocket in

the Manduca ‘‘CRABP’’. This protein was later used for the

phylogenetic analysis of a newly cloned putative CRABP in

the shrimpMetapeneaeus ensis.(40) The binding properties of

the newly identified protein were also checked and it was

concluded that the putative CRABP of Metapenaeus binds

both RA and retinol, but not fatty acids (in fact the only fatty

acid tested was parinaric acid). In 2005, a more exhaustive

phylogenetic analysis of the family was performed, indicating

that both sequences are members of the Fatty Acid Binding

Protein (FABP) subfamily, a different subfamily, even if related

to CRABP subfamily(41) (Fig. 4), showing that the genes

coding for these insect proteins are not orthologous to the

vertebrate CRABP. The binding abilities of Manduca sexta

‘‘CRABP’’ were also checked, showing that the Manduca

‘‘CRABP’’ has no significant affinity for RA and retinol,

whereas it efficiently binds oleic acid and elaidic acid, and

that the RA binding reported for Metapenaeus ensis seems

due to experimental artefact.(41) This example shows that an

excess of confidence in the result of an initial screen, together

with a too-rapid phylogenetic analysis, can lead to a distorted

experimental follow up. Moreover, the existence of the retinoid

signalling pathway in arthropods remains elusive.

Ironically, within the same family, it should also be

mentioned that a protein was annotated as CRABP in the

amphioxus, Branchiostoma floridae(42) on the basis of a

phylogeny using sequences fromManduca andMetapenaeus

that initially annotatedCRABPasanoutgroup (Fig. 4). Amore-

detailed phylogenetic analysis (our unpublished data) sug-

gests that this protein is probably neither aCRABPnoraCRBP

but rather an IFAB (Intestinal Fatty Acid Binding Protein). This

should be taken into account in further studies of its binding

properties.

This example clearly shows that useful scientific papers

can contain nomenclature errors. Such is the case from recent

work on CRABP: the fact that the protein was not properly

annotated makes not the crystal structure less interesting,

even if the interpretation is different. It should be emphasized

that the problem of protein naming is not only a problem of bad

science, but that the use of functional naming is dangerous in

itself. Other authors have already raised similar reservations

and warnings on this subject (see for example Ref. 43 on

bacterial RecA).

Table 2. Experimental effort about RXR

Key word searched
Number of abstracts registered in

PubMed on January 3rd, 2007.

RXR Fatty acid(s) 197 (183)

RXR Glucocorticoids 25

RXR Retinoid(s) 1010 (1998)

RXR Steroids 362

RXR Thyroid hormones 176

RXR Vitamin D 315

The number of abstracts mentioning RXR with one of its putative ligand

is reported. Even if recent experimental data seems to indicate that RXR

is involved in fatty acid response, the number of abstracts mentioning

RXRandFatty acids together is quite low, compare to other metabolites,

whereas the number of abstracts mentioning RXR and Retinoids is

about ten times higher.

Figure 4. Influence of protein naming on phylogenetic

sampling. A: Owing to the fact that some arthropod proteins

were annotated as CRABP, Jackman et al. (Ref. 42) used them

as an outgroup to check the phylogenetic position of a newly

isolated amphioxus protein. B: Thus, Folli et al. (Ref. 41)

showed that those proteins actually belong to the FABP

subfamily, so these two proteins are not sufficient to indicate

the position of the amphioxus sequence within the whole

CRABP/CRBP/FABP family.
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In conclusion, we need to emphasize that protein names

with a functional significance are not neutral. They influence

experimenters, and lead to what could be named the street

light syndrome: as the joke goes, people tend to search for

lost keys under the light of a lamp post, because it is more

easy to search there than the actual place where the key

was lost! Similarly, biochemists who study a known protein in

a new species tend to check only if the protein has the

functional properties that they suppose it should have on the

basis of what is known about its function in other species,

and not on the basis of protein sequence phylogenetic

relationships.

One could wonder if such problems are also encountered

in large-scale analyses, such as DNA arrays or ESTanalysis,

where scientists have to rely on database annotations.

Particularly in these cases, the name is generally not taken

into account to infer protein functions. Orthology relationships

are inferred from automated phylogeny pipelines, or filtered

blast search results, and functional inferences are based upon

Gene Ontology,(44) where indications about the reliability

level of given information are indicated (for an example, see

Ref. 45).

How can we avoid bias?

Even though functional names are insufficient to describe the

real complexity of protein features, and can lead to experi-

mental bias, manual correction of those errors represents a

bottleneck, given the huge amount of new data. Moreover,

powerful tools, such as Gene Ontology,(44) were developed

specifically to provide functional information about a given

protein, taking into account the reliability level of those data.So

in future, it would be better to avoid functional naming of

protein, in order to clearly distinguish between the name,

which should be a constant tag used to refer to the studied

object, and the description, which could evolve with the

growing knowledge, and should provide the detailed features

of the object. Such a distinction was already made between

signifiers (i.e. names referring to an object) and descriptors

(i.e. names referring to the known object properties), and

somesolutionshavebeenproposed toavoid this confusion.(46)

Basically, the proposal was to promote the use of gene names

that do no refer to anydescribing features, either because they

are only remotely connected to a mutation phenotype (for

example sonic hedgehog), or because they come from

languages other than English, and so have little signification

for the majority of the research community (for example

fushi tarazu). Generalising such a system could avoid many

experimental biases but, however, will be of limited use for

managing knowledge about big protein superfamilies. We

want to emphasize that naming through a descriptor may not

be problematic if the description method is universal and can

be applied to all proteins. We propose that phylogeny, which

is based on evolution, is an excellent tool to name genes with

both accuracy and flexibility.

Indeed, as in systematics, object naming in molecular

biology or in biochemistry has to manage structural knowl-

edge. However, this is not enough. Molecular biology and

biochemistry are sciences dealing with biological entities and

phenomena; i.e. entities that vary through time and among

populations and that have evolutionary histories. Therefore

naming them according to phylogeny takes into account both

structure and history, as clades are sets based on shared

derived features. Biology has one general theory, evolution,

and it seemsappropriate and useful for all its sub-disciplines to

take it into account.

Exhaustive phylogenetic analyses may also help to avoid

many biases, and datasets should take into account not only

the sister groupsof the protein of interest, but alsomoredistant

families.

Too often, proteins are still annotatedwith BLAST,(47) which

uses distance comparisons between sequences to make

similarity scores. This implies that the newly identified protein

is considered homologous to the most-similar protein avai-

lable. The problem is that the first match is not necessarily the

orthologous protein. The global similarity may not even

indicate an orthology relationship. In multigenic families, one

protein could be homologous to two different paralogous

proteins in another species.(48) Fast-evolving proteins canalso

artefactually display great similarity simply because of random

multiple substitutions at the same sites,(49,50) or because of

similar composition biases.(51) Thus, only a careful phyloge-

netic analysis, taking into account these risks, can provide

reliable information about the position of a new protein within

a family. When trying to group different entities under the

same name on the basis of their similarity, it is important

to distinguish whether this similarity is a result of common

ancestry of convergent evolution. Proteins are evolving

entities, and undergo modifications of their features as a

function of time, according to the diversification of the

organisms to which they belong. Thus, an important concept

is their evolutionary history, that is their relationships based on

descent with modification and the inferred transformation

events that they underwent.

Using phylogenetic taxonomy, the fact that some names do

not fit the actual characteristics of all group members, due to

functional shifts—at a biochemical or biological level—in

different organisms, will not be too problematic (see Ref. 52

for an example how to detect these functional shifts). For

example, the fact that snakes are tetrapods, even if

they secondarily lost their legs, will probably not puzzle any

zoologist, because ‘‘tetrapod’’ is an evolutionary concept. The

word ‘‘tetrapod’’ is not used in adescriptive, fixist or essentialist

meaning, but refers to the character states of the last common

ancestor of this vertebrate group. Thus, observing that snakes

have no limbs even if they are included within tetrapods
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(because they do have other tetrapod features) gives the

information that they secondarily lost their limbs. In the same

manner, a phylogenetic classification of proteins may help to

organise knowledge and to propose evolutionary hypotheses

in the field.

Conclusion

We have reviewed many examples showing that protein

names are not neutral and can lead to experimental

biases. Common names are problematic because protein

properties used in the past for creating concepts are

heterogeneous, and therefore vary among species. Only a

single conceptual framework for names can provide a self-

consistent classification that the biochemists, geneticists and

molecular biologists need. Further statistical studies could be

useful to evaluate the global importance of this phenomenon,

but it should be clear that protein names should no longer be

based on heterogeneous concepts that narrow the exper-

imental research field. As in systematics, concepts of mono-

phyly should drive the attribution of names, because proteins

are evolving entities.

To facilitate such applications we propose a number of

suggestions, summarized in Box 2. Clearly, they are only

starting points, not definitive methods, and a broad reflection

and effort on this nomenclature problem are required to

resolve it fully.

Note added in proof:

The ‘‘streetlight syndrome’’ should in fact be named the

‘‘moonlight syndrome’’, since it is already mentioned in a

Middle East story about the mythic 13th century hero

Nasreddin Hodja.

One night Nasreddin Hodja lost his ring down in the

basement of his house, where it was very dark. Then he went

out on the street and started looking for it there, under a

splendid moonlight.

A friend passing by stopped and enquired:

- What are you looking for, Hodja? Have you lost some-

thing?

- Yes, I’ve lost my ring down in the basement.

- But Hodja, why don’t you look for it down in the basement

where you have lost it? asked the friend in surprise.

- Don’t be silly, man! I prefer to search where there is some

light!
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Abstract Thyroid hormones (THs) have pleiotropic effects
on vertebrate development, with amphibian metamorphosis
as the most spectacular example. However, developmental
functions of THs in non-vertebrate chordates are largely
hypothetical and even TH endogenous production has been
poorly investigated. In order to get better insight into the
evolution of the thyroid hormone signaling pathway in
chordates, we have taken advantage of the recent release of
the amphioxus genome. We found amphioxus homologous
sequences to most of the genes encoding proteins involved
in thyroid hormone signaling in vertebrates, except the fast-
evolving thyroglobulin: sodium iodide symporter, thyroid
peroxidase, deiodinases, thyroid hormone receptor, TBG,
and CTHBP. As only some genes encoding proteins
involved in TH synthesis regulation were retrieved (TRH,
TSH receptor, and CRH receptor but not their
corresponding receptors and ligands), there may be another
mode of upstream regulation of TH synthesis in amphioxus.
In accord with the notion that two whole genome
duplications took place at the base of the vertebrate tree,
one amphioxus gene often corresponded to several verte-
brate homologs. However, some amphioxus specific dupli-
cations occurred, suggesting that several steps of the TH

pathway were independently elaborated in the cephalochor-
date and vertebrate lineages. The present results therefore
indicate that amphioxus is capable of producing THs. As
several genes of the TH signaling pathway were also found
in the sea urchin genome, we propose that the thyroid
hormone signaling pathway is of ancestral origin in
chordates, if not in deuterostomes, with specific elabo-
rations in each lineage, including amphioxus.

Keywords Branchiostoma floridae . Cephalochordate .

Chordate . Development . Evolution . Thyroid hormone .

Endostyle

Introduction

In isolated human populations, usually located far from the
sea, goiter and mental retardation are efficiently prevented
by using iodized table salt. Iodine is mainly used in
mammals to synthesize thyroid hormones (THs), so the
mental impairments observed among “cretins” indicate the
important role that THs play as regulators of development
(Flamant and Samarut 2003). Outside mammals, THs can
have more drastic effects on development and, for instance,
THs are also responsible for the regulation of metamorpho-
sis in amphibians (Shi 2000). In this case again, the main
source of TH is endogenous, since inhibition of TH
synthesis by chemical means (using goitrogens such as
PTU) blocks metamorphosis. The metabolism of TH has
been extensively studied in mammals and amphibians, and
was found to be very similar. In both cases, the most active
form is T3 (3,3′,5-triiodo-L-thyronine), which can be
produced from its precursor T4 (L-thyroxine). T4 is an
iodinated tyrosine derivative: it is formed by two tyrosines,
coupled each with two iodines whereas in T3 the external
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tyrosine lacks an iodine (Fig. 1a). In vertebrates, TH
synthesis takes place in the thyroid gland, a gut derivative,
which is organized in follicles constituted of single layered
epithelial cells called thyrocytes, enclosing a lumen filled
with the matrix protein thyroglobulin. The main steps of
TH signaling pathway are indicated in Fig. 1b. The first
event in TH synthesis involves increasing the concentration
of iodine in thyrocytes, through the sodium/iodine sym-
porter (SIS) in their basal membrane. This is an important
step, since iodine is present at very low concentrations in

food, as well as in blood. In the lumen of the follicles,
iodine gets oxidized and transferred to a few specific
tyrosine residues on thyroglobulin to form monoiodotyr-
osine—MIT—if only one iodine is transferred to a tyrosine,
or diiodotyrosine—DIT, if two iodines are transferred to a
tyrosine. Iodinated tyrosines are further coupled, under the
catalysis of the thyroid hormone peroxidase (PERT).
The iodinated thyroglobulin is then incorporated back into
the thyrocytes and hydrolyzed in lysosomes, allowing the
release of T4 (if two DITs have been coupled), and, to a
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Fig. 1 TH signaling pathway,
as it is known in vertebrates. a
Molecular structure of T4 and
T3. b The different steps of the
TH signaling pathway, as it is
known in vertebrates, are indi-
cated. The steps of TH produc-
tion and action have been
separated from the hypothal-
amo-pituitary regulation of TH
production (see the boxes). The
neuroendocrine regulation of
TH production is indicated with
a “+”. The negative feedback
loop by TR on this upper regu-
lation is also indicated. The
genes encoding members of the
TH signaling pathway and stud-
ied here are highlighted as fol-
lows: (1) the genes for which
orthologous sequences were
found in the amphioxus genome
are boxed in red and (2) the
genes for which no orthologous
sequence was found are indicat-
ed with a cross. The case of
thyroglobulin remains unclear.
Given the uncertainty of the
carrier (TBG being the only one
found) and CTHBP proteins
(see the text), the amphioxus
sequences are indicated with
dashed lines
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lesser extent, T3 (if a MIT and a DIT tyrosines have been
coupled) (for a review, see Hulbert 2000).

Although THs are produced only in the vertebrate
thyroid gland, they are found everywhere in the
organism, transported through blood circulation. The
hydrophobic benzene rings of TH increase the tendency
of THs to partition in plasma membranes (Schreiber and
Richardson 1997), so that only a small fraction of T4 and
T3 is “freely” transported and most of it travels bound to a
“carrier” protein, like thyroxine-binding globulin (TBG),
transthyretin (TTR), or albumin in mammals. In peripheral
tissues, T4 is deiodinated into the active form T3 by
specific proteins called deiodinases. These enzymes
remove iodines from the inner or outer ring of the tyrosine
skeleton. There are three different deiodinases in tetrapods
(D1, D2, and D3), which have different affinities for the
various THs and are responsible for fine-tuning thyroid
hormone action jointly with a few alternative TH path-
ways (like sulfatation and glucoronidation) that produce
mostly inactive T3 derivatives, targeted for fast degrada-
tion (Wu et al. 2005). In each target cell, T3 binds to its
receptor, the thyroid hormone receptor (TR), which
belongs to the superfamily of nuclear hormone receptors
(NRs) (Flamant et al. 2006). As many members of the NR
superfamily, TR is a ligand-dependent transcription factor:
in the absence of T3, TR is most often bound to DNA on
specific sequences in the promoter of target genes whose
expression it inhibits, through the recruitment of tran-
scriptional corepressors. Upon T3 binding, TR recruits co-
activator proteins and activates the expression of target
genes that will lead to the biological effects induced by
THs (Fig. 1b).

In mammals, whereas deiodinases constitute a peripheral
system for controlling TH production, the hypothalamic
pituitary thyroid axis allows a central control of TH
production by the thyroid. In this axis, the hypothalamus
produces TSH-releasing hormone (TRH) that stimulates the
secretion by the pituitary of thyroid-stimulating hormone
(TSH), which in turn stimulates TH production by TH-
producing cells in the thyroid (Fig. 1b). An important
aspect of this regulation is the negative feedback loop,
through which THs are negatively regulating their own
production through the inhibition of TRH and TSH
production (Fig. 1b). This TH-dependent axis is a paradigm
of integrated exquisite endocrine regulation of hormone
production at the level of the organism, because it can
integrate external signals (e.g. food, population density),
therefore allowing a link between the environment and the
endocrine production of THs (Yen 2001). In amphibians,
up-regulation of TSH secretion is taken care of by the
corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH), a primary regulator
of stress response that can stimulate TSH production. Thus,
the production of the CRH peptide by the hypothalamus is

dependent on environmental stimuli and integrates stress
information that can be transmitted down to the thyroid
gland (Denver 1997) (Fig. 1b).

The evolution of this rather complex signaling pathway
has been investigated mainly in gnathostomes, where it was
found to be well conserved (Hulbert 2000). However, it is
still unknown how the capacity to produce THs and their
function evolved in the first place. In the basal vertebrate
lamprey, THs are produced through a pathway probably
homologous to the mammalian one (for instance Manzon
et al. 2007) and regulate metamorphosis, as in amphibians,
with the difference that it is a drop, and not a peak of TH,
that triggers metamorphosis (Manzon et al. 2001). Not
much is known about the TH pathways of non-vertebrate
chordates (the vertebrate sister group urochordates like the
sea squirt Ciona intestinalis, and the cephalochordates like
amphioxus), except that they possess an organ homologous
to the thyroid gland, which is named endostyle, and can
produce THs (see Paris and Laudet 2008 for a review).
However, biological effects of THs outside vertebrates have
been reported several times, and THs have been linked with
metamorphosis in urochordates (Patricolo et al. 2001),
amphioxus (Paris et al. 2008), and in echinoderms (Heyland
and Hodin 2004).

Several lines of evidence, including biochemical studies,
demonstrated that there is an active TH metabolism similar
to vertebrates in the most basal chordate: amphioxus
(reviewed in Eales 1997). First, the endostyle is an
amphioxus organ that is widely accepted as being homol-
ogous to the follicles of the vertebrate thyroid gland
(Ogasawara 2000). Secondly, both T3 and T4 have been
detected in amphioxus (Covelli et al. 1960). Thirdly,
fixation of iodine was reported in the endostyle of
amphioxus (Fredriksson et al. 1985) and was shown to be
dependent on peroxidase activity. Fourthly, a protein with
biochemical properties similar to thyroglobulin has been
described in amphioxus (Monaco et al. 1981). Fifthly,
deiodinase activity has been indirectly demonstrated by
showing that inhibition of T4 deiodination by chemical
means inhibits metamorphosis. Lastly, there is an active TR
in amphioxus, that is involved in metamorphosis (Paris et
al. 2008). Taken together, these results strongly suggest that
there is production of T3 and T4 and more generally an
active TH signaling pathway in amphioxus. However, only
very few members of this signaling pathway have been
identified so far in amphioxus. Here we take advantage of
the recent release of the amphioxus (Branchiostoma
floridae) genome (Holland et al. 2008; Putnam et al.
2008) and describe orthologs of the main genes involved
in the TH signaling pathway. We propose that in amphioxus
THs are produced the same way as in vertebrates, which
suggests an ancient origin of the TH signaling pathway
within the chordate lineage. Several lines of evidence from
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echinoderms suggest an even more ancient origin of TH
signaling within deuterostomes.

Materials and methods

Sequence retrieval We used zebrafish or human protein
sequences to retrieve Ensembl families (version 45 as of
June 2007) of our sequences of interest. Ensembl families
are made of genomic sequences as well as Swiss-Prot and
TrEMBL data. We subsequently blasted (blastp) the protein
sequences of interest (usually a human sequence) against
the amphioxus genome (Putnam et al. 2008). Orthologous
sequences from other species (e.g. the sea urchin Strong-
ylocentrotus purpuratus, the sea anemone Nematostella
vectensis, and the bee Apis mellifera), used as outgroups,
were retrieved by blast searches with the amphioxus
sequences carried out on the NCBI site (www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/). Protein sequences from the lamprey Petromyzon
marinus were obtained from protein, EST or genomic
databases. Protein sequences from the elephant shark
Callorhinchus milii were obtained from genomic databases
(after protein sequence prediction using Genscan). A
complete list of retrieved sequences is given Fig. S2. We
also did a reverse blast (blastp) onto all Metazoa non-
redundant sequences available both at the Swiss-prot group
(expasy.org/sprot/) and NCBI (ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) and con-
structed phylogenetic trees using selected sites of the
sequences. Closely related genes were used as outgroups.
Alignments were made using Muscle (Edgar 2004), allelic
sequences were removed from the alignments after compar-
isons of the nucleotide sequences and best conserved sites
were selected using GBlock (Castresana 2000) for further
phylogenetic analysis.

Phylogenetic analysis For each family, we performed first a
neighbor-joining (NJ) analysis, with Poisson law correction
and pairwise gap-removal, as implemented in PhyloWin
(Galtier et al. 1996) (the relevant data are available upon
request to FB), and subsequently we performed a maximum
likelihood (ML) phylogenetic analysis using PhyML v2.4.4
(Guindon and Gascuel 2003). For the ML analyses, JTT
model with eight rate categories and an estimated gamma
shape parameter were used. Robustness was assessed by
bootstrap analysis (1,000 repetitions).

Evolutionary rate comparison between vertebrate perox-
idases Two urochordate sequences (one—PERT1—from
C. intestinalis and the other from Halocynthia roretzi) were
used as outgroups. The sequence Q6NUY7_BRARE,
Q640K8_XENLA, and Q9YH34_XENLA were excluded
from the analysis because their phylogenetic position does
not fall into one of the four peroxidase groups PERT,

PERE, PERL, and PERM. The input tree corresponded to
the topology described in Fig. 3.

Results

Our strategy was to search for amphioxus sequences from
the B. floridae genome, that are homologous to vertebrate
proteins involved in TH signaling. When possible, sequen-
ces from basal vertebrates, urochordates, and sea urchin
were also studied for comparative purposes. Our search
identified a total of 24 genes in amphioxus (Holland et al.
2008; Putnam et al. 2008; Schubert et al. 2008) plus RXR
and TR that were previously identified. For almost all gene
families, several orthologs were found, arising from lineage
specific duplications. In most cases, the amphioxus genes
were not direct orthologs of each vertebrate paralogous
gene, but rather branched at the base of a tree of closely
related vertebrate genes. The complete list of identified
genes, with their corresponding accession numbers
assigned by the JGI consortium, is given in Table S1.

SIS

Blast searches allowed us to identify eight predicted genes,
for which orthology was tested by a phylogenetic analysis
(Fig. 2). We found three groups of closely related vertebrate
genes, including SIS, each time with 100% bootstrap (the
sodium-iodide symporter SIS, the apical iodide transporter,
and the sodium-lactate cotransporter). Two out of the three
groups contain genes encoding proteins characterized as
sodium-iodine symporters located either on the basolateral
membrane (SIS) or on the apical membrane of thyrocytes
(apical iodide transporter) in human (Rodriguez et al. 2002)
(shown in brackets in Fig. 2). The genes of the third
vertebrate group encode proteins identified as sodium-
lactate cotransporters (Gopal et al. 2007). Notably, three sea
urchin (S. purpuratus) genes cluster together at the base of
the vertebrate groups (with a bootstrap support of 71%).
When going deeper in the tree, eight amphioxus genes
cluster together (96% bootstrap support) at the base of this
cluster of paralogous genes (with a bootstrap support of
75%). These topologies suggest three independent series of
duplication, one at the base of the sea urchin lineage, one in
the amphioxus lineage, and the other at the base of the
vertebrate lineage, giving rise to the three vertebrate-
specific groups. As a sequence from the elephant shark C.
milii genome was found in all three vertebrate groups (with
low bootstrap support, though, Fig. S1), the vertebrate
duplications occurred before C. milii split, probably during
the two rounds of whole genome duplication that occurred
at the base of the vertebrate group (Dehal and Boore 2005).
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The structures of the amphioxus proteins were then
predicted in silico, in order to determine if one of them was
more likely to be a sodium-iodine symporter. From the
TMpred program (http://www.ch.embnet.org/software/
TMPRED_form.html), the eight sequences were predicted
to harbor 12 to 13 transmembrane domains like the already
characterized vertebrate SIS, except the sequence Bf_68831
(Fig. 2), for which 12 supplementary transmembrane
domains were predicted in its 200 amino acid longer C-
terminal region (data not shown). Moreover, several sites
that are known to be important for the general integrity of
the function of the transporter and are found to be
conserved within sodium symporters, are conserved in the
amphioxus sequences (Dohan et al. 2003).

PERT

PERTs are part of a big family of peroxidases that catalyze
oxidation of various substrates with hydrogen peroxide

(including myeloperoxidase (PERM), eosinophil peroxi-
dase (PERE), thyroid peroxidase (PERT), and lactoperox-
idase, (PERL) (Daiyasu and Toh 2000)). Paralogous
sequences have been described in urochordates and in the
Japanese amphioxus species Branchiostoma belcheri
(Ogasawara 2000; Ogasawara et al. 1999).

Blast searches allowed us to identify seven predicted genes,
for which orthology was tested by phylogenetic analysis
(Fig. 3). From our analysis, two groups consisting of three
and four amphioxus sequences respectively branch together
with high bootstrap support (100%) each. The group of three
genes is distantly related to PERTs but still branches within
peroxidase-like proteins (and the corresponding proteins may
thus display peroxidase activity). The four other amphioxus
sequences (red box, Fig. 3), with which the known B.
belcheri sequence branches (Ogasawara 2000), are more
closely related to PERTs and are located at the base of the
tree constituted of the vertebrate-specific subgroup and
urochordate sequences with a good bootstrap support
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(88%). Amphioxus sequences have very short branches,
suggesting a low evolutionary rate and a rapid duplication
burst. Similarly, PERT genes seem to evolve at a slower rate
than the three closely related peroxidases PERM, PERL, and
PERE. To test this hypothesis, we compared the evolutionary
rates between the different vertebrate peroxidase families,
using the relative-rate test on available sequences (Robinson
et al. 1998). Results are shown in Table S3, as differences of
substitution rate between groups of species. From these
analyses, it appears that PERTs have effectively evolved at
significantly lower rates than the three other peroxidase
groups. This common slow evolutionary rate in amphioxus
and vertebrate PERTs may reflect that these proteins have
kept an ancestral function (see Discussion).

Thyroglobulin

Thyroglobulin is a large protein (more than 2,700 amino
acids in humans) that contains an esterase domain extend-

ing to the 500 most C-terminal amino acids, whereas the N-
terminal domain houses thyroglobulin type I repeats (TY
repeats), in which many PERT-targeted tyrosines have been
located. Many hits are retrieved from blasting the human
thyroglobulin sequence against the amphioxus genome.
However, when they are aligned with esterase domain
of thyroglobulins, they branch with esterases and not
thyroglobulins in a phylogenetic tree (data not shown)
and lack a N-terminal part homologous to the thyro-
globulin one. Conversely, TY repeats were recognized
in some predicted genes. However, these repeats,
although first discovered in thyroglobulins (hence their
name), are found in many different proteins (Novinec et
al. 2006). Among the amphioxus retrieved sequences, the
best hit (Bf_123169) is a very long protein (about 2,400
amino acids). However, nothing else but the TY repeats is
homologous to the thyroglobulin (data not shown) and the
C-terminal part is not an esterase sequence. Overall, up to
now, no unambiguous thyroglobulin sequence was found
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in the amphioxus genome or outside vertebrates, although
one rather short sea urchin (S. purpuratus) sequence (137
amino acids, accession number 115921343) clusters with
vertebrate thyroglobulins.

Transport proteins

Several carriers for THs have been identified in vertebrates,
like thyroxine-binding globulin (TBG), transthyretin (TTR),
and albumin (with a rather low affinity). Although present
in lampreys (Schreiber and Richardson 1997) and sea
urchins (S. purpuratus) (data not shown), no gene encoding
albumin (that is not specific to TH transport) and no TTR
gene were found in the amphioxus genome. One gene
related to TBG was found but it is not a direct ortholog
(Fig. S4). Once in the cell, THs can also bind to cytosolic
proteins, like the cytosolic thyroid hormone-binding protein

(CTHBP). A gene made of the concatenation of two
predicted genes from the genome (Bf_267438 and
Bf_110402) branches at the base of a subtree constituted
of two vertebrate gene families including CTHBP (Fig. S5).
Further studies will be required to assess, which proteins
mediate TH transport in amphioxus.

Deiodinases

We retrieved five sequences from the amphioxus genome
that cluster with previously described deiodinase sequences
(data not shown). However, only one amphioxus sequence
(Bf_123596 called IODβ in Fig. 4a) includes a domain
known to be important for vertebrate deiodinase function
(Bianco et al. 2002) (Fig. 4b). All other predicted sequences
were truncated at those positions. Notably, in this activation
domain, all vertebrate deiodinases, which are selenopro-
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Fig. 4 Phylogenetic and structural analyses of putative deiodinases in
amphioxus. a A maximum likelihood (ML) tree was obtained from
analysis of deiodinase amino acid sequences. As no outgroup was
found for deiodinases, the tree presented is unrooted. Bootstrap
percentages obtained after 1,000 replicates are shown. Nodes with
bootstrap support below 50% were collapsed. The amphioxus
sequences have been circled in red. The scale bar indicates the
number of changes per site. A similar tree including sequences from
basal vertebrates is given in Fig. S3a. b Amino acid sequence
alignment of the active catalytic domain of the deduced amino acid
sequences for the human deiodinases as well as the sequences found
in invertebrates. The site, where a selenocysteine is located, is shown
in red. In humans and H. roretzi, the translation of the TGA codon

into a selenocysteine has been experimentally verified and is shown in
bold (Berry et al. 1991; Curcio et al. 2001; Baqui et al. 2003). In the
amphioxus and sea urchin sequences, the homologous TGA is
proposed to be translated into a selenocysteine as well (italicized).
c–e SECIS elements in the putative 3′UTR of amphioxus IODα (c),
IODγ (d), and IODε (e), as predicted by SECISearch analysis
(Kryukov et al. 2003). The characteristic adenosine that precedes the
quartet of non-Watson-Crick base pairs, a TGA_GA motif in the
quartet and two adenosines or cytosines in the apical loop, are
highlighted in bold (Kryukov et al. 2003). f The position of the CDS
in shotgun sequences used for retrieving amphioxus IODs as predicted
by Genscan are indicated as well as the positions of the SECIS
elements and their scores as given by SECISearch
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teins (Bianco et al. 2002), have a selenocysteine, encoded
by a TGA codon, which is key to the activity of the protein
(Bianco et al. 2002) (hence the name selenoprotein). In the
amphioxus sequence Bf_123596, a cysteine encoded by a
TGC codon is located at the homologous position to the
selenocysteine of vertebrates. This is unlikely to be due to
sequencing error as the same codon was found in a
sequence obtained from an independent cDNA library
(accession number BW699364). This difference casts
doubts on the functionality of the Bf_123596 protein as
an amphioxus deiodinase.

As the TGA codon encoding the selenoprotein is
predicted as a stop codon and not a selenocysteine by gene
prediction software, genes encoding selenoproteins would
be inappropriately predicted as pseudogenes (with a
precocious stop codon) or the protein would be predicted
as truncated of the part around the amino acid (with the
TGA codon predicted as intronic). In order to test this
hypothesis, we performed a tblastn search on the shotgun
sequence of the amphioxus genome, using the amino acid
sequence of the rat IOD2 as a query to avoid the gene
prediction problem. Using this method, we retrieved several
genes, some of which included a TGA codon at the position
corresponding to the selenocysteine in the query sequence.
We were able to attribute all of the new sequences to
previously found truncated amphioxus sequences (Fig. 4a,
the sequences were renamed IODα to IODε ). All newly
identified sequences have an activation domain that is very
well conserved with the activation domains of vertebrate
sequences (Fig. 4b). In particular, all but the sequence
Bf_123596 (corresponding to IODβ in Fig. 4) have a TGA
codon at the “selenocysteine position”. To confirm our
hypothesis that at least some of the amphioxus sequences
are selenoproteins, we searched for selenocysteine insertion
sites (SECIS) known to be required for proper translation of
the TGA codon into a selenocysteine (Bianco et al. 2002).
SECIS were predicted in the putative 3′UTRs of IODα,
IODγ, and IODε using the SECISearch program (Kryukov
et al. 2003) (Fig. 4c–f). A histidine residue also important
for deiodinase activity (Bianco et al. 2002) is conserved in
all sequences. We hence predict that IODα, IODγ, and
IODε are selenoproteins, and, taken together, these data
strongly suggest that there are several active deiodinases in
amphioxus.

A similar analysis was performed with the sea urchin
genome (S. purpuratus) and one sequence was found
containing both the activation domain with a putative
senelocysteine and another partial sequence, for which the
sequence corresponding to the activation domain was not
available (Fig. 4a,b). The corresponding 3′UTR sequence
was not available. A single gene has previously been
described in the urochordate species H. roretzi as being a
functional deiodinase (Shepherdley et al. 2004).

The monophyly of the three vertebrate deiodinases was
recovered in our phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 4a). However,
none of the non-vertebrate sequences could be precisely
located in the phylogenetic tree with high bootstrap
support. They branched at the base of the three vertebrate
deiodinase families (IOD1, IOD2, and IOD3), suggesting
that at the origin of deuterostomes, there was only one
deiodinase that was duplicated independently in the sea
urchin, amphioxus, and vertebrate lineages (Fig. 4a).

Genes involved in TH synthesis regulation

We searched the amphioxus genome for genes orthologous
to CRF, TRH, TSH, and their respective receptors.
Homologs to vertebrate CRFR, TSHR were found (Figs.
S7 and S8). An orthologous sequence to the preproTRH
was also found (Fig. S9). Interestingly, it contains only one
canonical progenitor sequence (Glu-His-Pro-Gly) (in com-
parison to about five in mammals and birds, Vandenborne
et al. 2005 and references therein), but also 21 sequences
with the His replaced with a Ser (Glu-Ser-Pro-Gly). The
flanking sequence (Lys-Arg) is conserved. No orthologs to
TRH receptor, CRF, and TSH were found in the amphioxus
genome. As a gene orthologous to CRH was found in
insects and since the corresponding protein is rather small,
it is likely that CRF is present in amphioxus, but not in the
genome sequence.

Protein sequences involved in TH signaling in basal
vertebrates

In order to gain insights into the evolution of the genes
encoding proteins implicated in TH signaling and as these
genes are mostly known from classical vertebrate models
(human, mouse, zebrafish, and Xenopus), we searched for
them in databases of basal vertebrates (e.g. lamprey and
cartilaginous fishes). The sequences of two relevant
genomes are publicly available and sufficiently annotated
to allow a systematic search: the lamprey P. marinus (http://
genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway?clade=other&
org=Lamprey&db=) and the elephant shark C. milii (http://
esharkgenome.imcb.a-star.edu.sg/). The dataset was com-
pleted with EST databases. The gene families we found in
amphioxus are also present in cartilaginous fishes: SIS
(Fig. S1), PERT (Fig. S2), IOD (Fig. S3), TBG (Fig. S4b),
CTHBP (Fig. S5b), CRFR (Fig. S7b), TSHR (Fig. S8b),
and TRH (Fig. S9). With the exception of IOD and TRH
(which is a short protein), we also found representatives of
each gene family in P. marinus. In addition, TR and RXR
have previously been identified in both P. marinus and in
the shark Scyliorhinus canicula (dogfish) (Escriva et al.
2002; Paris et al. 2008). As in amphioxus, we did not find
TG in these genomes.
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The predicted protein sequences could not be placed
reliably in the context of phylogenetic trees. Given the low
coverage of the two genomes (1.4 and 5.9, respectively, for
C. milii and P. marinus) and the small size of DNA
fragments in the EST and genome databases (less than 3 kb
on average), only partial sequences could be retrieved and
probably did not provide enough signal to be well
positioned in our phylogenetic trees. Nevertheless, these
data confirm the presence of the TH signaling pathway in
basal vertebrates.

Discussion

An ancestral origin of TH signaling pathway in chordates

In this analysis, we have shown that the genome of the
amphioxus B. floridae contains genes coding for proteins
homologous to most of the genetic equipment necessary to
endogenously produce thyroid hormones. SIS, PERT,
deiodinases, cytosolic binding proteins and specific nuclear
receptors are present in the genome (Fig. 1b). In addition,
biochemical reactions necessary for TH synthesis are
apparently similar in amphioxus and vertebrates (see the
Introduction for more details). Many genes were also found
in cartilaginous fishes, lampreys, and urochordates. Conse-
quently, we propose that the TH signaling cascades of
extant chordates are homologous, i.e. they evolved from an
ancestral cascade that was present in the common ancestor
of all chordates. Nevertheless, several key components of
the pathway are missing (e.g. thyroglobulin) or are different
(e.g. independent duplications) in amphioxus when com-
pared to vertebrates.

In all chordates studied so far, THs were shown to
regulate some features of post-embryonic development, the
most spectacular example being metamorphosis (in
amphibians (Tata 2006), in mammals (Flamant and Samarut
2003), in teleost fishes (Power et al. 2001), in lamprey
(Manzon et al. 2001), in urochordates (Patricolo et al.
2001), and also in amphioxus (Paris et al. 2008)). The
ancestry of the TH signaling pathway suggests that already
in the chordate ancestor, metamorphosis was regulated by
THs, which were synthesized endogenously. Interestingly,
lamprey metamorphosis is inhibited by THs suggesting a
specific elaboration of the TH signaling pathway in
lampreys when compared to other chordates (Youson
1997).

Evolution of members of the TH signaling pathway

In most cases, several amphioxus sequences branch at the
base of a group of several vertebrate sequences. The
topology, where an amphioxus group corresponds to

several vertebrate paralogs points to gene duplications at
the base of the vertebrate lineage, probably due to the two
rounds of whole genome duplication (WGD) events that
occurred at the base of the vertebrate clade (Dehal and
Boore 2005; Putnam et al. 2008). This pattern was
observed repeatedly throughout the analysis of the amphi-
oxus genome (about 25% of chordate gene families follow
this scenario (Holland et al. 2008; Putnam et al. 2008), the
other gene families having most probably undergone loss
(Lynch and Conery 2000)). Accordingly, several paralo-
gous genes were found for basal vertebrates (Figs. S1–S9).
However, because of the limited genomic resources at this
taxonomic position, only partial sequences were retrieved.
Therefore, they could not be reliably placed in our
phylogenetic trees.

Gene and genome duplications have been proposed to be
substantial sources of new genes (Ohno 1970). After
duplication, two identical genes would encode proteins
able to perform the same function. This functional
redundancy would free one of the two copies that could
increase its mutation rate (Force et al. 1999). Several
scenarios have been proposed: proteins encoded by both
copies may share parts of the original function (subfunc-
tionalization), one of the proteins may fulfill the ancestral
function while the other one either degenerates (non-
functionalization) or gains new functions (neofunctionali-
zation). The study of the evolutionary rate of the peroxidase
proteins is in agreement with the last point. Indeed, within
the thyroid/myeloid/eosinophil/lymphoid peroxidase
(PERT/PERM/PERE/PERL) family, the thyroid peroxi-
dases PERTs, may carry the most ancestral function of the
peroxidase quartet. PERTs are evolving significantly more
slowly than the three other groups (see Table S3, this low
evolutionary rate is illustrated by their short branches in
Fig. 3) and the closely related invertebrate chordate
sequences (amphioxus and urochordate) also have short
branches indicating low mutation rates. Accordingly,
thyroid peroxidase activity was reported in lampreys,
urochordates, and amphioxus (see Paris and Laudet 2008
for a review). Interestingly, a duplication occurred specif-
ically in the C. intestinalis lineage (Fig. 3), and the
characterized gene (PERT1) displays only partial functional
redundancy with peroxidase activity in the C. intestinalis
endostyle (Ogasawara et al. 1999), possibly suggesting a
partition of PERT function between the two proteins
because of a subfunctionalization event (Markov et al.
2008). Further characterization of PERT2 will give further
insights into the evolution of thyroid peroxidase activity in
C. intestinalis. We propose that in the chordate ancestor,
there was one peroxidase gene, which was a thyroid
peroxidase (or more appropriately called an endostyle
peroxidase). During subsequent lineage-specific evolution,
this gene duplicated several times independently in the
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vertebrate, C. intestinalis and in the amphioxus lineage.
Among the four amphioxus retrieved sequences, Bf_67515
is the best candidate for encoding an active PERT. Indeed,
PERTs are the only transmembrane peroxidases and
Bf_67515 is the only amphioxus sequence harboring a
putative transmembrane domain (as predicted by TMpred)
located at the same position as in vertebrate PERTs (sites
752–776 corresponding to the sites 847 to 871 in the
human PERT). Moreover, peroxidase activity has been
located in the endostyle of amphioxus larvae in the outer
surface of plasma membranes as well as to the inner surface
of membranes in cytoplasmic compartments (Fredriksson et
al. 1985). Additionally, the orthologous sequence from B.
belcheri (Fig. 3) is expressed in the thyroid gland homolog,
the endostyle during development (Ogasawara 2000).
However, it does not contain the transmembrane domain.
Whether this corresponds to an alternative splicing or a
genomic difference needs further investigation.

Several genes were not retrieved in our analysis whereas
biochemical studies suggested a different result. The fact
that no gene related to thyroglobulin was found in
amphioxus, whereas all the other key members of the
signaling pathway are present, is not surprising because
thyroglobulin is a long and divergent protein in which only
some tyrosines are implied in TH production. A biochem-
ical study revealed the existence of a protein harboring
classical thyroglobulin properties in the amphioxus endo-
style: a large protein that incorporates iodines through
peroxidase activity to produce T3 and T4 (Monaco et al.
1981). It is possible that a protein non-homologous with
vertebrate thyroglobulins is the source of tyrosine and the
amphioxus sequence Bf_123169 is an interesting candidate.
The purification of the protein detected by Monaco et al.
(1981) and the further cloning of the corresponding gene as
well as the cloning of similar proteins in other lineages
(lampreys, urochordates, sea urchins) may help to resolve
the issue of iodinated tyrosine sources in invertebrates.
Similarly, no direct ortholog of TH transporters was found
in the amphioxus genome. Only sequences distantly related
to TBG were retrieved (no ortholog of TTR or albumin was
found). Nonetheless, THs have been shown to be produced
in amphioxus (Covelli et al. 1960) and considering the high
hydrophobicity of THs, it is most probable that different
carriers are involved in TH transport in amphioxus, but
their exact nature remains unclear. This illustrates limita-
tions to the approach we chose for studying TH signaling:
phylogenetic studies only allow the detection of possible
candidates that carry out a biological function known from
vertebrates.

The case of deiodinases is interesting with respect to
genome annotation. We found several amphioxus sequen-
ces that are most probably bona fide deiodinases. However,
based on the genome annotation, the predicted sequences

lack the activation domain because of a TGA codon very
likely wrongly annotated as a stop codon instead of a
selenocysteine codon that is always present in vertebrate
deiodinase genes (Bianco et al. 2002). By manually
annotating the amphioxus genome, we discovered several
sequences that are likely to be active deiodinases in
amphioxus. We propose that the ancestral deiodinase
displayed a T4-to-T3 outer-ring deiodination activity be-
cause (1) T4-to-T3 production probably occurs in amphiox-
us (Covelli et al. 1960) and (2) the H. roretzi deiodinase
was shown to have such an activity (Shepherdley et al.
2004). Of course, this hypothesis will require functional
evidence with the biochemical characterization of the
deiodinases retrieved in this study (especially IODα, IODγ,
and IODε) (Fig. 4).

An upper and neuroendocrine regulation of TH produc-
tion seems to have appeared only recently in the vertebrate
lineage. We found only a few genes (TRH, TSHR, and
CRFR) in the amphioxus genome that are implicated in a
higher regulation of TH production. Orthologs of these
genes performing functions not related to TH signaling
exist in protostomes questioning the physiological role of
the amphioxus sequences we retrieved. Based on our data,
and since there is no clear hypothalamic pituitary thyroid
axis in amphioxus (Holland et al. 2008), we can conclude
that there is probably no homologous higher regulation of
TH synthesis in amphioxus comparable to that of verte-
brates. It is possible that the ability of a higher regulation
by this axis evolved specifically in the vertebrate lineage. In
contrast, a TH regulatory system different from the one in
vertebrates may exist in amphioxus, since metamorphosis is
regulated by THs in amphioxus (Paris et al. 2008), and
since environmental conditions probably influence the
onset of metamorphosis (crowded animals metamorphose
more slowly than animals kept out of close contact from
each other, M.P. unpublished observation). A similar trend
is observed in anurans, for which stress situations influence
TH production through alteration of CRH, TRH, and TSH
production (Denver 1997).

Although the upper TH synthesis regulation seems to be
divergent in amphioxus, TR, the receptor of TH in the TH
signaling pathway, is well conserved within chordates
(Schubert et al. 2008). Indeed, the only amphioxus TR
(Fig. S6) is responsive to TRIAC, a T3 derivative, and
regulates amphioxus metamorphosis (Paris et al. 2008). Its
partner, RXR, also displays functional characteristics that
are very well conserved (as a heterodimer partner of several
NRs (Schubert et al. 2008)). The functional conservation of
TR and RXR not only within chordates, but even in the last
deuterostome ancestor, is a plausible hypothesis: the
genome of the sea urchin S. purpuratus contains only one
TR and one RXR (Howard-Ashby et al. 2006), but these
two NRs have not been functionally characterized yet.
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Specific elaboration of the TH signaling pathway
in amphioxus

As discussed above, the amphioxus genome did not
undergo the two WGD events that occurred specifically
during vertebrate evolution (Dehal and Boore 2005;
Putnam et al. 2008). In contrast, specific duplications of
genes encoding members of the TH signaling pathway
occurred in amphioxus. In the part of the pathway upstream
of TR (TH metabolic pathway), we found eight SIS-related
genes corresponding to three paralogous vertebrate genes,
four PER genes corresponding to three vertebrate paralogs,
and five deiodinase genes corresponding to the three
deiodinases genes known in vertebrates. This is in sharp
contrast to what is observed for the more downstream part
of the pathway (i.e. the receptor part): there is only one TR
(for two vertebrate genes), one RXR (for three vertebrate
genes), and only one copy for each of the co-activator/co-
repressor paralogous groups (Schubert et al. 2008). This
feature suggests that an independent elaboration of the
upper part (the TH metabolic pathway) occurred in
amphioxus, whereas the lower part (the receptor part) is
similar in amphioxus and vertebrates. The reason why such
an elaboration occurred remains elusive and will certainly
need the precise functional characterization of these
duplicates to be fully understood. It is tempting to link it
to the central role that TR (and the TR cofactors) play in the
TH signaling pathway and which could constrain its
evolution, whereas TH availability could evolve more
easily (see for instance the plasticity of TH metabolism in
amphibians (Boorse and Denver 2002; Callery et al. 2001;
Safi et al. 2004)). In each species, TH availability could

independently evolve depending on specific selection
pressures, which could be reflected in the lineage-specific
duplications that are reported here. For instance, the active
TH in amphioxus is not T3, but probably the poorly
characterized T3 derivative TRIAC (Paris et al. 2008). This
change may reflect a series of specific alterations in the
metabolic pathway controlling TH production. It would
thus be very interesting to study, if the specific amphioxus
duplicates of deiodinases are differentially involved in the
regulation of the iodine content of T4 and its derivatives.
Two main pieces of information are needed to test this
model: (1) biochemical characterization of the amphioxus
duplicates of SIS, PER, and deiodinases and (2) knowledge
of the TH derivatives that are present, and active, in
amphioxus. We are currently addressing these issues
experimentally in our laboratory. Nonetheless, the amphi-
oxus-specific duplications described here allow us to point
out that amphioxus is not “our ancestor”, as it is often more
or less implied in many gradualist views of chordate
evolution, but rather a cousin.

Is the TH signaling pathway conserved in deuterostomes?

TH metabolism and metamorphosis have both been present
at the origin of deuterostomes (Paris and Laudet 2008). In
chordates, TH signaling seems to be homologous (as
mentioned at the beginning of the Discussion). Data on
echinoderms suggest an even more ancient origin of TH
signaling: at the base of the deuterostome tree. THs are
important inducers of metamorphosis in some echinoideas
(sea urchins, sea biscuits, and sand dollars), asteroideas (sea
stars), and ophiuoideas (brittle stars) (Hodin 2006 and
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references therein). Moreover, peroxidase activity-depen-
dent T4 production was also demonstrated (Heyland et al.
2006). We found in the sea urchin genome many genes
orthologous to vertebrate TH signaling members. Conse-
quently, it is very probable that the deuterostome ancestor
was capable of endogenous TH production. However, as
echinoderms do not have a recognizable endostyle/thyroid,
it will be interesting to localize TH production.

There are still many deuterostome groups that have been
neglected in terms of developmental and genomic studies.
This is, for example, the case for hemichordates: almost
nothing is known about TH signaling in this sister group of
echinoderms (Fig. 5), although iodine was detected in the
pharyngeal area (same body part as the endostyle/thyroid)
(Ruppert 2005) supporting the notion of an ancestral origin
of TH production in deuterostomes. Other deuterostome
taxa that are poorly studied include sea stars, sea cucumber,
crinoids as well as divergent urochordates, such as
larvaceans and thaliaceans (Brusca and Brusca 2003).

The existence of a TH signaling pathway outside
deuterostomes still remains elusive. Indeed, in protostomes
or cnidarians, TH metabolism has been poorly studied
(Eales 1997), few reports have investigated TH effects on
metamorphosis, and, although TRs were cloned in several
protostome species, they have not been molecularly
characterized (Paris and Laudet 2008). We propose the
following scenario regarding the evolution of the TH
signaling pathway (Fig. 5): (1) appearance of a TR gene
at the base of the bilaterians, whose function remains
elusive; (2) the chordate, and likely even the deuterostome,
ancestor acquired the ability to endogenously produce THs
(TH production has been reported in several deuterostomes
and the main members of the TH signaling pathway like
SIS, PERT, IODs, TR, and some carrier proteins have been
described in vertebrates, amphioxus, and, to a lesser extent,
in echinoderms); (3) this process can probably be correlated
with the ability to metamorphose under TH/TR regulation;
(4) more complete and localized internalization of TH
synthesis in a specialized organ with the evolution of a
dual-function endostyle in chordates and its subsequent
specialization into a thyroid within the vertebrate lineage;
(5) in the vertebrate lineage, there is the appearance of a
neuroendocrine control of TH synthesis using peptide
hormones, such as TRH and TSH, that are not found in
the amphioxus genome; (6) further elaboration of the
pathway occurred in gnathostomes with the duplication of
the ancestral TR into two genes, TRα and TRβ, allowing a
further refinement of the pathway (there has also been a
lamprey-specific TR duplication (Escriva et al. 2002)).
According to this scenario, the downstream part of the
pathway, namely the genes regulated by TH and TR, are
derived in each species giving rise to the extraordinary
diversity of morphological, physiological, and ecological

rearrangements observed during metamorphosis (Paris and
Laudet 2008).

Conclusions

From our study and previous data, we propose that the
amphioxus TH signaling pathway is homologous to the
vertebrate TH signaling pathway implying an ancient origin
of TH metabolism. However, biochemical investigation on
the proteins encoded by the genes described here should be
carried out in the future. Outside chordates, much scarcer
data are available. In some echinoderms, TH production
and biological actions by TH are similar to what has been
observed in chordates. Further work on echinoderms will
be required to address questions such as where are THs
produced and whether TR is involved in TH action in
echinoderms. In order to better understand the evolution of
the TH signaling pathway and its link to development and
especially to metamorphosis, data on a wider range of
animals should be obtained. Thus, even if a continuous
effort should be maintained to keep improving our
understanding of the TH signaling pathway in chordates,
the sister group of chordates, the Ambulacraria (regrouping
the echinoderms, the hemichordates, and xenoturbella
(Marletaz et al. 2008)) and the protostomes are a “thyroidal
desert” that may be worth our attention.
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Genome sequence of the metazoan plant-parasitic
nematode Meloidogyne incognita
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Plant-parasitic nematodes are major agricultural pests worldwide and novel approaches to control them are sorely needed.
We report the draft genome sequence of the root-knot nematode Meloidogyne incognita, a biotrophic parasite of many
crops, including tomato, cotton and coffee. Most of the assembled sequence of this asexually reproducing nematode, totaling
86 Mb, exists in pairs of homologous but divergent segments. This suggests that ancient allelic regions in M. incognita
are evolving toward effective haploidy, permitting new mechanisms of adaptation. The number and diversity of plant cell
wall–degrading enzymes in M. incognita is unprecedented in any animal for which a genome sequence is available, and
may derive from multiple horizontal gene transfers from bacterial sources. Our results provide insights into the adaptations
required by metazoans to successfully parasitize immunocompetent plants, and open the way for discovering new
antiparasitic strategies.

Plant-parasitic nematodes are responsible for global agricultural losses
amounting to an estimated $157 billion annually. Although chemical
nematicides are the most reliable means of controlling root-knot
nematodes, they are increasingly being withdrawn owing to their

toxicity to humans and the environment. Novel and specific targets
are thus needed to develop new strategies against these pests.
The Southern root-knot nematode Meloidogyne incognita is able to

infect the roots of almost all cultivated plants, making it perhaps the
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most damaging of all crop pathogens1. M. incognita is an obligatory
sedentary parasite that reproduces by mitotic parthenogenesis2. Root-
knot nematodes have an intimate interaction with their hosts. Within
the host root, adult females induce the redifferentiation of root
cells into specialized ‘giant’ cells, upon which they feed continuously
(Fig. 1). M. incognita can infect Arabidopsis thaliana, making
this nematode a key model system for the understanding of
metazoan adaptations to plant parasitism3,4 (Supplementary Data,
section 1 online).
The phylum Nematoda comprises425,000 described species, many

of which are parasites of animals or plants2. As many as 10 million
species may have yet to be described. Although the model free-living
nematodes Caenorhabditis elegans and Caenorhabditis briggsae have
been the subjects of intensive study5,6, little is known about the other
members of this diverse phylum. These two free-living models will
likely not illuminate the biology of nematode parasitism (Supple-
mentary Fig. 1 online), as shown by the substantial differences
between their genome sequences and that of the human parasite
Brugia malayi7.

The genome sequence of M. incognita presented here provides
insights into the adaptations required by metazoans to successfully
parasitize and counter defenses of immunocompetent plants, and
suggests new antiparasitic strategies.

RESULTS
General features of the M. incognita genome
The M. incognita genome was sequenced using whole-genome shot-
gun strategy. Assembly with Arachne8 yielded 2,817 supercontigs,
totaling 86 Mb (Table 1; Supplementary Data, section 2; Supple-
mentary Fig. 2; Supplementary Table 1 online)—almost twice the
estimated genome size (47- to 51-Mb haploid genome)9. All-against-
all comparison of supercontigs revealed that 648 of the longest
(covering B55 Mb) consist of homologous but diverged segment
pairs (Fig. 2) that might represent former alleles (Supplementary

Data, section 2; Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4 online). About 3.35 Mb
of the assembly constitutes a third partial copy aligning with these
supercontig pairs. Average sequence divergence between the aligned
regions is B8% (Fig. 3). A combination of different processes may
explain the observed pattern in M. incognita, including polyploidy,
polysomy, aneuploidy and hybridization10,11; all are frequently asso-
ciated with asexual reproduction. These observations are consistent
with a strictly mitotic parthenogenetic reproductive mode, which can
permit homologous chromosomes to diverge considerably, as
hypothesized for bdelloid rotifers12 (Supplementary Data, section
2.2). No DNA attributable to bacterial endosymbiont genome(s)
was identified.
Noncoding DNA repeats and transposable elements represent 36%

of the M. incognita genome (Supplementary Data, section 3; Supple-
mentary Figs. 5 and 6 and Supplementary Tables 2 and 3 online).
One repeat family with 283 members on 46 contigs encoded the
nematode trans-spliced leader (SL) exon, SL1, of which 258 members
were found associated with a satellite DNA13 (Supplementary Fig. 7
online). In nematodes, many mature mRNAs share this 5¢ SL exon,
and trans-splicing is also associated with resolution of polycistronic
pre-mRNAs derived from operons. We identified 1,585 candidate

J2

Egg

Female

Egg mass

N

N

N

N

J4 (female)

J4 (Male)

Male
J4

J3

N

N

Exo
phyte Endophyte

Figure 1 The parasitic life cycle of Meloidogyne incognita. Infective second-

stage juveniles (J2) penetrate the root and migrate between cells to reach

the plant vascular cylinder. The stylet (arrowhead) connected to the

esophagus is used to pierce plant cell walls, to release esophageal

secretions and to take up nutrients. Each J2 induces the dedifferentiation of

five to seven root cells into multinucleate and hypertrophied feeding cells

(*). These giant cells supply nutrients to the nematode (N). The nematode

becomes sedentary and goes through three molts (J3, J4, adult).
Occasionally, males develop and migrate out of the roots. However, it is

believed that they play no role in reproduction. The pear-shaped female

produces eggs that are released on the root surface. Embryogenesis within

the egg is followed by the first molt, generating second-stage juveniles (J2).

Scale bars, 50 mm.

Table 1 General features of the Meloidogyne incognita genome in
comparison with the genomes of B. malayi7 and C. elegans5

Features M. incognita B. malayi C. elegans

Overall

Estimated size of genome (Mb) 47–51a 90–95a 100a

Total size of assembled sequence (Mb) 86 88 100

Number of scaffolds and/or chromosomes (chr.) 2,817 8,180 6 chr.

G + C content (%) 31.4 30.5 35.4

Protein-coding regions

Number of protein-coding gene models 19,212 11,515 20,072

Protein-coding sequence (% of genome) 25.3 17.8 25.5

Maximum/average protein length

(amino acids)

5,970/354 9,420/

343

18,562/

440

Mean length of intergenic region (bp) 1,402 3,783 2,218

Gene density (genes per Mb) 223 162 228

Operon number 1,585 926 1,118

Percent of genes present in operon 19 18 14

For B. malayi a gene count ranging from 14,500 to 17,800 was inferred after inclusion
of genes in the unannotated portion of the genome7. For C. elegans the gene and protein
count is according to Wormpep database (WS183 release).
aM. incognita: flow cytometry9; B. malayi: flow cytometry and clone-based7; C. elegans
genome has been completely sequenced telomere to telomere (no gaps) and is exactly
100,291,840 bp45.
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M. incognita operons containing a total of 3,966 genes. The two
longest operons contained ten genes each and are not allelic copies
(Supplementary Table 4 online). Operons are a dynamic component
of nematode genome architecture, as different sets of genes were
operonic in M. incognita, C. elegans and B. malayi, and only one
operon was found to be strictly conserved between the three nema-
todes (Supplementary Data, section 4; Supplementary Figs. 8 and 9;
Supplementary Table 5 online).

The gene content of a plant-parasitic nematode
The genome sequence was annotated using the integrative gene
prediction platform EuGene14, specifically trained for M. incognita
(Supplementary Data, section 5; Supplementary Table 6 online). We
identified 19,212 protein-coding genes (Table 1). Due to the high
variation between allelic-like copies (Fig. 3) potentially allowing
functional divergence, all copies were considered to be different
genes. Indeed, 69% of protein sequences were o95% identical to
any other (Supplementary Table 7 and Supplementary Fig. 10
online). The protein-coding genes occupy 25.3% of the sequence at
an average density of 223 genes Mb–1, and 36% are supported by
expressed sequence tags (ESTs). InterPro protein domains were
identified in 55% of proteins and 22% were predicted to be secreted.
Comparison of domain occurrence in M. incognita with that in
C. elegans identified an increased abundance of ‘pectate lyase’,

glycoside hydrolase family GH5 and pepti-
dase C48 (SUMO) domains, and fewer
chemoreceptor domains. We compared the
domain content of the M. incognita protein
set to those of C. elegans, B. malayi, Droso-
phila melanogaster and three fungi, of which
two are plant pathogens. Thirty-two domains
were detected only in M. incognita, and two
additional domains were only shared between
the two plant-pathogenic fungi andM. incog-
nita. Functions assigned to the 34 domains
specific to plant pathogens encompassed
plant cell-wall degradation and chorismate
mutase activity (see below). OrthoMCL15

clustering of the same eight proteomes sug-
gested that 52% of M. incognita predicted
proteins had no ortholog in the other species.
Among them, 1,819 proteins (of which 338
were supported by ESTs) are secreted and
lack any known domain (Supplementary
Data, section 6; Supplementary Figs. 11
and 12; Supplementary Tables 8–10 online).
The core complement of proteins in the
phylum Nematoda is relatively small:
B23% of the ortholog groups were shared
by M. incognita, C. elegans and B. malayi
(Supplementary Fig. 12b).

Identifying plant parasitism genes
Nematode proteins produced in and secreted
from specialized gland cells into the host are
likely to be important effectors of plant
parasitism4,16. We identified gene products
that might be involved in parasitic interac-
tion, particularly those that might modify
plant cell walls.
M. incognita has an unprecedented set of

61 plant cell wall–degrading, carbohydrate-active enzymes
(CAZymes). Although a few such individual CAZymes had been
identified previously in some plant-parasitic nematodes and in two
insect species4,16,17, they are absent from all other metazoans studied
to date (Table 2; Supplementary Data, section 7.1; Supplementary
Tables 11–14 online). We identified 21 cellulases and six xylanases
from family GH5, two polygalacturonases from family GH28 and 30
pectate lyases from family PL3. We also identified CAZymes not
previously reported from metazoans, including two additional plant
cell wall–degrading arabinases (family GH43) and two invertases
(family GH32). Invertases catalyze the conversion of sucrose (an
abundant disaccharide in plants) into glucose and fructose, which
can be used by M. incognita as a carbon source. We also identified a
total of 20 candidate expansins in M. incognita, which may disrupt
noncovalent bonds in plant cell walls, making the components more
accessible to plant cell wall–degrading enzymes18. This suite of plant
cell wall–degrading CAZymes, expansins and associated invertases was
probably acquired by horizontal gene transfer (HGT), as the most
similar proteins (outside plant-parasitic nematodes) were bacterial
homologs (Supplementary Table 12). M. incognita also has four
secreted chorismate mutases19, which most closely resemble bacterial
enzymes. Chorismate mutase is a key enzyme in biosynthesis of
aromatic amino acids and related products, and M. incognita may
subvert host tyrosine-dependant lignification or defense responses.
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Figure 2 Allelic-like relationships for the five largest supercontigs of the M. incognita assembly.

The five largest supercontigs are shown with plots of gene density (orange curve), conservation with

C. elegans at amino acid level (green curve) and EST density (pink curve). Blue lines represent
most similar matches at the protein level between each predicted gene on these five supercontigs

and 70 matching supercontigs.
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Overall, these genes suggest a critical role of HGT events in the
evolution of plant parasitism within root-knot nematodes.
Apart from genes restricted to M. incognita, we also identified gene

families showing substantial expansion compared to C. elegans.
Among the most notable idiosyncrasies in M. incognita, we identified
more than 20 cysteine proteases of the C48 SUMO (small ubiquitin-
like modifier) deconjugating enzyme family—four times the number
in C. elegans (Supplementary Data, section 7.2; Supplementary
Table 15 online). As some phytopathogenic bacterial virulence factors
are SUMO proteases20, the proteolysis of sumoylated host substrates
may be a general strategy used by pathogens to manipulate host plant
signal transduction. TheM. incognita genome also encodes nine serine
proteases from the S16 sub-family (Lon proteases), whereas only three
are identified in C. elegans. These proteases regulate type III protein
secretion in phytopathogenic bacteria21 and may have analogous roles
in M. incognita.
We identified orthologs to other known candidate plant-parasitic

nematode parasitism genes in the genome of M. incognita. As most
of these gene families are also present in animal-parasitic nematodes
and C. elegans, M. incognita members putatively involved in
parasitism were probably recruited from ancestral nematode families
(Supplementary Data, section 7.3; Supplementary Table 16 online).
Twenty-seven previously described M. incognita–restricted pioneer
genes expressed in esophageal glands22 were retrieved in the genome.
Eleven additional copies were identified; all remain Meloidogyne
spp. specific (Supplementary Data, section 7.4; Supplementary
Table 17 online). These secreted proteins of as-yet-unknown function
are likely targets for novel intervention strategies, and warrant
deeper investigation.

Protection against environmental stresses
One aspect of plant defense responses is the production of cytotoxic
oxygen radicals. However, M. incognita has fewer genes encoding

superoxide dismutases and glutathione per-
oxidases than C. elegans (Supplementary
Data, section 7.5; Supplementary Table 18
online). More striking still was the reduction
in glutathione S-transferases (GSTs) and
cytochromes P450 (CYPs), enzymes involved
in xenobiotic metabolism and protec-
tion against peroxidative damage. Whereas
C. elegans has 44 GSTs, including representa-
tives from the Omega, Sigma and Zeta
classes23, M. incognita possesses only 5
GSTs, all from the Sigma class. Sigma class
GSTs are involved in protection against oxi-
dants rather than xenobiotics. A comparable
reduction in gst genes was observed in
B. malayi7. Similarly, whereas C. elegans has
80 different cyp genes from 16 families24, only
27 full or partial cyp genes, from 8 families,
were identified in M. incognita. CYP35 and
other families of xenobiotic-metabolizing
P450s are absent from M. incognita (Supple-
mentary Data, section 7.5; Supplementary
Table 18).
We identified M. incognita orthologs of all

genes of the innate immunity signaling path-
ways of C. elegans25 except trf-1, which is part
of the Toll pathway (Supplementary Data,
section 7.5; Supplementary Table 19 online).

However, immune effectors such as lysozymes, C-type lectins and
chitinases were much less abundant inM. incognita than in C. elegans.
As previously observed in B. malayi7, entire classes of immune
effectors known from C. elegans were absent from M. incognita,
including antibacterial genes such as abf and spp26 and antifungal
genes of several classes (nlp, cnc, fip, fipr)25 (Supplementary Data,
section 7.5; Supplementary Table 19). As plant parasites embedded in
root tissues are protected from a variety of biotic and abiotic stresses,
we speculate that the reduction and specialization of chemical and
immune defense genes is a result of life in this privileged environment.
C. elegans has a broad range of unusual fucosylated N-glycan

structures compared to other metazoans27. M. incognita has
almost twice as many candidate fucosyltransferases as C. elegans
(Supplementary Data, section 7.1; Supplementary Table 14). As
suggested for animal-parasitic nematodes, multi-fucosylated struc-
tures on the surface of the nematode cuticle could help M. incognita
to evade recognition27.

Table 2 Meloidogyne incognita enzymes with predicted plant cell
wall–degrading activities, compared with those in C. elegans and
D. melanogaster

Substrate Cellulose Xylan Arabinan Pectin Other

Family GH5 (cel) GH5 (xyl) GH43 GH28 PL3 EXPN Total

M. incognita 21 6 2 2 30 20 81

C. elegans 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

D. melanogaster 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Number of genes encoding enzymes with candidate activity on different substrate is
listed in the three selected species. GH, glycoside hydrolases; PL, polysaccharide lyases;
EXPN, expansin-like proteins, following the CAZy nomenclature (http://www.cazy.org/).
A total of nine and two cellulose-binding modules of family CBM2 (bacterial type) were
found appended to candidate expansins and cellulases, respectively.

70 k80 k90 k100 k110 ksctg_117

Assembly 
gaps

Minc04893Minc04894

Minc04895

Minc04896Minc04897a

Minc04898

Minc04899aMinc04900

40 k 50 k 60 k 70 k 80 k

sctg_10

Minc00718 Minc00719

Minc00720a

Minc00721

Minc00722a

Minc00723 Minc00724

Minc00725

Minc00726
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95.6% 91.6% 97.2% 98.7% 93.4% 97.7% 92.0% 98.8%95.3%

Figure 3 Example of two allelic-like regions in the Meloidogyne incognita assembly. Exons are

represented by red boxes and are linked together to form genes (arrows indicate the direction of

transcription). Gray boxes show assembly gaps. Highly diverged allelic genes are linked together

using blue boxes. Gene order is well conserved between the two allelic-like regions, with only minor

differences in predicted gene structure. Percentages of sequence identity at the protein level between

the two allelic-like regions are indicated.
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Core biological processes
Nuclear receptors, kinases, G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs)
and neuropeptides encompass some of the gene products most
extensively involved in core physiological, developmental and
regulatory processes.
C. elegans has a surprisingly large number of nuclear receptors,

but curiously lacks orthologs of many nuclear receptor types
conserved in other animals28. Some of these conserved nuclear
receptors are present in B. malayi7. Among the 92 predicted nuclear
receptors in M. incognita, we identified orthologs of several known
nematode nuclear receptors, although many of the nuclear
receptors present in B. malayi and absent in C. elegans were also absent
in M. incognita (Supplementary Data, section 7.6; Supplementary
Table 20 online). Many C. elegans nuclear receptors are classified as
supplementary nuclear receptors (SupNRs), likely derived from a
hepatocyte nuclear factor-4-like ancestor29. Orthologs of SupNRs
were found in M. incognita, including a 41-member, M. incognita-
specific expansion. Fourteen SupNRs are one-to-one orthologs
between B. malayi, M. incognita and C. elegans, or conserved only
between M. incognita and C. elegans, with secondary losses in
B. malayi (Supplementary Data, section 7.6; Supplementary Fig. 13
online). Thus the expansion of SupNRs started before the

Brugia-Meloidogyne-Caenorhabditis split and has proceeded indepen-
dently in C. elegans and M. incognita.
M. incognita has 499 predicted kinases compared to 411 in

C. elegans30 and 215 in B. malayi7. The kinases were grouped into
232 OrthoMCL clusters, 24 of which contained only nematode
members, suggesting that they have nematode-specific functions.
Four kinase families contained only M. incognita and B. malayi
members, suggesting potential roles for these genes in parasitism.
Finally, 66 kinase families, containing 122 genes, appear to be
M. incognita-specific (Supplementary Data, section 7.7; Supplemen-
tary Table 21 online). Seven percent (1,280) of all C. elegans genes are
predicted to encode GPCRs that play crucial roles in chemosensation.
These C. elegans genes have been divided into three serpentine
receptor superfamilies and five solo families31. M. incognita has only
108 GPCR genes and these derive from two of the three serpentine
receptor superfamilies and one of the solo families. TheseM. incognita
chemosensory genes are commonly found as duplicates clustered on
the genome, as observed in C. elegans (Supplementary Data, section
7.8; Supplementary Fig. 14; Supplementary Table 22 online).
Neuropeptide diversity is remarkably high in nematodes, given the

structural simplicity of their nervous systems. C. elegans has 28
Phe-Met-Arg-Phe-amide-like peptide (flp) and 35 neuropeptide-like
protein (nlp) genes encoding B200 distinct neuropeptides32.
The identified neuropeptide complement of M. incognita is smaller:
19 flp genes and 21 nlp genes. However, two flp genes, Mi-flp-30 and
Mi-flp-31, encode neuropeptides that have not been identified in
C. elegans, suggesting that they could fulfill functions specific to a
phytoparasitic lifestyle (Supplementary Data, section 7.9; Supple-
mentary Table 23 online).

The XX-XO sex determination pathway in C. elegans is intimately
linked to the dosage compensation pathway33.M. incognita reproduces
exclusively by mitotic parthenogenesis, and males do not contribute
genetically to production of offspring11. M. incognita also displays an
environmental influence on sex determination: under less favorable
environmental conditions far more males are produced. These males
can arise due to sex reversal34 and intersexual forms can be produced.
M. incognita homologs of at least one member of each step of the
C. elegans sex determination cascade were identified, including sdc-1
from the dosage compensation pathway, tra-1, tra-3 and fem-2 from
the sex determination pathway itself, and also downstream genes such
as mag-1 (which represses male-promoting genes) and mab-23 (which
controls male differentiation and behavior). In addition, a large family
(B35 genes) of M. incognita secreted proteins, similar to the C2H2
zinc finger motif–containing tra-1 from C. elegans, was identified
(Supplementary Data, section 7.10; Supplementary Table 24 online).
It is therefore possible that M. incognita uses a similar genetic system
for sex determination, but with the male pathway also modulated in
response to environmental cues.
Taken together, these comparative analyses of genes, underpinning

important traits, highlight the huge biodiversity in the phylum
Nematoda. Idiosyncrasies identified in M. incognita may account for
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Figure 4 RNAi pathway and lethal targets. (a) Comparison of the RNAi

pathway genes of C. elegans and M. incognita. A gray background indicates

that at least one homologous gene was found in M. incognita, and a white

background indicates that no homologous gene was found in M. incognita.

(b) Distribution of orthologs to C. elegans lethal RNAi genes (Ce, black)

between M. incognita (Mi, red), C. briggsae and B. malayi (Cb & Bm, green),

D. melanogaster and three fungi, N. crassa, G. zea and M. grisea (Dm & 3

fungi, gray) using OrthoMCL. A yellow background indicates 148 nematode-
only gene clusters.
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its parasitic lifestyle and lead to the development of new control
strategies directed against plant-parasitic nematodes.

RNA interference and lethal phenotypes
RNA interference (RNAi) is a promising technology for the functional
analysis of parasitic nematode genes. RNAi can be induced in
M. incognita by feeding, with variable silencing efficiencies depending
on the gene target35,36. M. incognita has many genes of the C. elegans
RNAi pathway, including components of the amplification complex
(ego-1, rrf-1, rrf-2 and rrf-3). However, we found no homologs
of sid-1, sid-2, rsd-2 and rsd-6, which are genes involved in
systemic RNAi and double-stranded RNA spreading to surrounding
cells (Fig. 4, Supplementary Data, section 7.11; Supplementary
Table 25 online). These genes are also absent from B. malayi7 and
Haemonchus contortus37, suggesting that systematic RNAi may
spread through the action of novel or poorly conserved factors. We
retrieved 2,958 C. elegans genes having a lethal RNAi phenotype
and searched for orthologs in M. incognita. Among the 1,083
OrthoMCL families identified, 148 (containing 344 M. incognita
genes) appear to be nematode specific (Supplementary Data, section
7.12). Because of their lethal RNAi phenotype and distinctive sequence
properties, these genes provide an attractive set of new antiparasite
drug targets.

DISCUSSION
The genome of M. incognita has many traits that render it particularly
attractive for studying the fundamentals of plant parasitism in the
Nematoda. One remarkable feature is that most of the genome is
composed of pairs of homologous segments that may denote former
diverged alleles. This suggests thatM. incognita is evolving without sex
toward effective haploidy through the Meselson effect38–40. As the
M. incognita genome is the first one sequenced and assembled for a
strictly parthenogenetic species, we expect that its comparison with
sexual nematode genomes will shed light on mechanisms leading to its
peculiar structure. Functional divergence between ancient alleles of
genes involved in the host-parasite interface could explain the extre-
mely wide host range and geographic distribution of this polyphagous
nematode. Analysis of the gene content ofM. incognita revealed a suite
of plant cell wall–degrading enzymes, which has no equivalent in any
animal studied to date. The striking similarity of these enzymes to
bacterial homologs suggests that these genes were acquired by multiple
HGT events. Just as many instances of bacterial HGT involve sets of
genes implicated in adaptations to new hosts or food sources, the
candidate HGT events in M. incognita involve genes with potential
roles in interactions with hosts. The alternative hypothesis—that these
genes were acquired vertically from a common ancestor of bacteria
and nematodes and lost in most eukaryote lineages—appears less
parsimonious. Other singularities encompass M. incognita-restricted
secreted proteins or lineage-specific expansions and/or reductions that
may play roles in host-parasite interaction.

Transcriptional profiling, proteomic analysis and high through-
put RNAi strategies are in progress and will lead to a deeper under-
standing of the processes by which a nematode causes plant
disease. Combining such knowledge with functional genomic data
from the model host plant A. thaliana should provide new insights
into the intimate molecular dialog governing plant-nematode
interactions and allow the further development of target-specific
strategies to limit crop damage. Through the use of comparative
genomics, the availability of free-living, animal- and plant-parasitic
nematode genomes should provide new insights into parasitism and
niche adaptation.

METHODS
Strain and DNA extraction. We used the M. incognita strain ‘Morelos’ from

the root-knot nematode collection held at INRA (Institut National de la

Recherche Agronomique) Sophia Antipolis, France. Nematode eggs were

collected in a sterile manner from tomato roots and checked for the presence

of plant material contaminants. DNA was extracted as described in Supple-

mentary Methods, section 8.1 online.

Genome sequencing and assembly. We obtained paired-end sequences from

plasmid and BAC libraries with the Sanger dideoxynucleotide technology on

ABI3730xl DNA analyzers. The 1,000,873 individual reads were assembled in

2,817 supercontigs using Arachne8 (Supplementary Methods, section 8.2;

Supplementary Table 26 online).

Genome structure, operons and noncoding elements. The assembled genome

was searched for repetitive and non-coding elements. Scaffolds were aligned to

determine pairs and triplets of allelic-like regions. Gene positions along

scaffolds were used to predict clusters of genes forming putative operons

(Supplementary Methods, section 8.3–8.7).

Prediction of protein coding genes. Gene predictions were performed

using EuGene14, optimized for M. incognita models and tested on a data

set of 230 nonredundant, full-length cDNAs. Translation starts and splice

sites were predicted by SpliceMachine41. Available M. incognita ESTs were

aligned on the genome using GenomeThreader42. Similarities to C. elegans

and other species’ protein, genome and EST sequences were identified using

BLAST43. Repetitive sequences were masked using RepeatMasker (http://

repeatmasker.org/, Supplementary Methods, section 8.8; Supplementary

Fig. 15 online).

Automatic functional annotation. Protein domains were searched with Inter-

proScan44. We also submitted proteins from seven additional species to the

same InterproScan search. We included three other nematodes (C. elegans,

C. briggsae and B. malayi), the fruitfly (D. melanogaster) and three fungi

(Magnaporthe grisea, Gibberella zea and Neurospora crassa). To identify clusters

of orthologous genes betweenM. incognita and the seven additional species, we

used OrthoMCL15 (Supplementary Methods, section 8.9).

Expert functional annotation. The collection of predicted protein coding

genes was manually annotated by a consortium of laboratories. Each laboratory

focused on a particular process or gene family relevant to the different aspects

of M. incognita biology. Patterns of presence and/or absence and expansion

and/or reduction in comparison to C. elegans, and other species were

examined. The quality of predicted genes was manually checked and a

functional annotation was proposed accordingly (Supplementary Methods,

sections 8.10–8.20). A genome browser and additional information on the

project are available from http://meloidogyne.toulouse.inra.fr/.

Accession codes. The 9,538 contigs resulting from the Meloidogyne incognita

genome assembly and annotation were deposited in the EMBL/Genbank/DDBJ

databases under accession numbers CABB01000001–CABB01009538.

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Biotechnology website.
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a b s t r a c t

Comparative endocrinology considers the evolution of bioregulatory systems and the anatomical struc-
tures and molecules that constitute the neuroendocrine and endocrine systems. One aim of comparative
endocrinology is to trace the origins of the main endocrine systems. The understanding of the evolution
of the ligand/receptor couple is central to this objective. One classical approach to tackle this question is
the characterization of receptors and ligands in various types of non-model organisms using as a start-
ing point the knowledge accumulated on classical models such as mammals (mainly human and mouse)
and arthropods (with Drosophila among other insects). In this review we discuss the potential caveats
associated to this two-by-two comparison between a classical model and non-model organisms. We sug-
gest that the use of an evolutionary approach involving comparisons of several organisms in a coherent
framework permits reconstruction of themost probable scenarios. The use of the vast amount of genomic
data now available, coupled to functional experiments, offers unprecedented possibilities to trace back
the origins of the main ligand/receptor couples.

© 2008 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Comparative endocrinology, a very active branch of endocrinol-
ogy, is mainly interested in the origin and diversification of
hormonal systems in living organisms. Given the medically ori-
ented knowledge that is a salient feature of modern endocrinology
research, one basic focus of comparative endocrinologists is to trace
back the origin of the human major endocrine systems and to
understand themain events that have prompted the diversification
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of these systems (Norris, 2007). This is not an easy task, since this in
fact tackles one of themajor questions in comparative sciences, that
is the origin of complex systems, here the cell–cell communication
systems that are acting at the level of the whole organism. Com-
parative endocrinology, like any other field of life science with an
evolutionary component relies on the comparison itself to infer the
existenceof agivenprocess, anatomical structure, ormolecule, back
in time. Indeed, since it is usually impossible tohavedirect informa-
tion on ancestor species (with the, still anecdotical, but promising
exception of ancient DNA research, see Lalueza-Fox et al., 2007) it
is the observation that a given feature is conserved in two distant
species that allows to conclude that this featurewas indeed present
in the common ancestor of these two species. Thus a major aspect
of researchprojects in comparative endocrinology is the characteri-
zation of endocrine systems in non-model organisms, using model
organisms (mainly human but also mouse or arthropods such as
Drosophila) as a starting point.

The purpose of this short review is double. First, wewill empha-
size thatdespite its apparent conceptual simplicity the comparative
approach in endocrinology is paved with methodological difficul-
ties. This clearly suggests that if artefactual inferences are to be
avoided the traditional comparative approach should be replaced
by multi-disciplinary evolutionary and functional studies. Second,
we will detail how the impressive amount of data generated by
recent genomic analysis offers unprecedented possibilities to carry
out this typeof research, thusplacing comparativeendocrinology in
front of amajor shift in itsmethods and approaches. Of course such
a short review can only provide rapid glances on this burgeoning
field. We will thus illustrate this paper by several examples taken
from the recent literature without being exhaustive.

1. The ligand/receptor couple

The evolution of the ligand/receptor couple is a question that
attracts considerable debate and theoretical discussion of complex
experimental approaches. In fact hormones and receptors are cen-
tral in the understanding of endocrine systems and, their origin
as well as their parallel variation through co-evolution is a major
evolutionary question. Indeed, divergence of proteins in differ-
ent species requires ligand and receptor(s) coevolution to improve
binding affinity and/or specificity. Coevolution is thus a ubiquitous
process that is responsible for the parallel adaptative evolution of
hormone/receptors couples in the broadest sense.

On this aspect of coevolution of ligand/receptor pairs the field
is sharply cut into two parts given the chemical nature of the
ligand. All the ligands that are peptides or proteins, i.e. that are
encoded by genes provide conceptually relatively simple cases
of ligand/receptor coevolution, with continuous adaptation across
time. Protein–protein interaction in general is, from the coevolu-
tionary point of view, not basically different from the interaction
between a given receptor and its ligand (Waddell et al., 2007). In
such cases, it is believed, and it has been demonstrated in several
specific cases, that the genes encoding the ligand and the recep-
tors are undergoing parallel evolution. One of the first examples
of such coevolution is the one of the receptors for LH and FSH,
which suggests that indeed the specificity of each ligand/receptor
pair is maintained in divergent species (Moyle et al., 1994). More
recently the case of prolactin receptors in mammals showed how
episodes of adaptative evolution have modified the genes encod-
ing the receptor and the ligand (Li et al., 2005, and references
therein). In most mammals the prolactin gene evolved very slowly
but this near-stasis was interrupted by bursts of rapid changes dur-
ing the evolution of several mammals orders such as artiodactyls,
primates or rodents. Since prolactin has to bind its receptor to fulfill

its function, it was anticipated that the gene encoding the pro-
lactin receptor shouldbe subjected to selectivepressure in the same
mammals. This has been shown to be the case and the correlation
between the evolutionary rates of the ligand and the receptor is
effectively indicative of such coevolution. Similar examples includ-
ing G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) such as the receptors for
PRXamides (Park and Palczewski, 2005) or the secretin (PACAP and
VIP) and their receptors (Cardoso et al., 2007) support this theory
of ligand–receptor coevolution. Thus, conceptually, the existence
of evolutionary couples is relatively well understood and provides
a coherent framework for functional evolution studies (Dean and
Thornton, 2007).

This situation contrasts with the second, that of receptors for
which the ligand is not a peptide or a protein but rather a small
molecule. In such cases the ligand is not a gene product but is
derived from a biochemical pathway that starts from an inactive
precursor, sometimes derived froman external source such as food,
which is transformed into the activemolecule (see Simões-Costa et
al., 2008 for a recent illustration on retinoic acid metabolism). This
is the case for some GPCRs but also for many nuclear receptors
(NRs), for which the ligands are the products of complex biochemi-
cal pathways. In most cases these pathways contain a rate-limiting
step, producing the active compound. This critical step ismost often
the one that is physiologically regulated. In addition it contains a
catabolic part that is responsible for the degradation of the ligand
and that is also subjected to precise regulation (see You, 2004;
Bélanger et al., 1998, for a review on steroids). In these cases of
ligand/receptor pairs a simple coevolution mechanism obviously
cannot operate. In the case of NRs, several models such as lig-
and exploitation (Thornton, 2001) or refinement of ligand-binding
specificity by mutations (Escriva et al., 2006) have recently been
proposed to explain how changes of specificity can take place
during evolution. Nevertheless even if the situation for these lig-
and/receptor couples ismore complex, the existence of coevolution
is still possible. Indeed, a recent report on cannabinoid receptors
suggests that the evolution of cannabinoid receptors is correlated
with the evolution of diacylglycerol lipase, an enzyme implicated in
the metabolism of anandamide and 2-arachidonyl glycerol (2-AG)
the two endogenous ligands of cannabinoid receptors (McPartland
et al., 2007). It remains to be investigated if such example can be
generalized to other receptor systems.

It is clear nevertheless that any discussion on the evolution of
a ligand/receptor couple should be confronted with experimental
data,which consists in the characterization of ligands and receptors
in various species, distantly related to the most classical models. It
has also to be emphasized that receptors and ligands structures
are often more conserved than their physiological function which
depends on the expression patterns of receptors. This often blurs
the recognition of orthology between related ligand/receptor pairs.

2. The phylogenetic framework: metazoan evolution

Any analysis of the evolution of a given ligand/receptor cou-
ple should take into account the phylogeny of the organisms from
which these various pairs are coming from. Therefore, it is impor-
tant at that level to rapidly present here the framework on which
these comparative approaches are developed. Since most of these
studies are done at the scale of animals we will limit this rapid
presentation to the case of metazoans.

Fig. 1 depicts a simplified version of the currently endorsed
evolutionary tree for metazoans. It is striking that even if the dis-
tribution of model organisms is very much biased towards two of
themain cladesofmetazoans (namely ecdysozoanswithDrosophila
andCaenorhabditis elegans anddeuterostomeswith human,mouse,
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Fig. 1. An updated view on metazoan phylogeny. 1R, 2R, and 3R indicate the whole genome duplication events that occurred in the vertebrate lineage.

chicken, xenopus and zebrafish, among others) genomic data are
now available for all the main metazoan clades. For example, look-
ing at cnidarians and sponges, at the base of themetazoan tree, the
genome of the sea anemone Nematostella vectensis (Putnam et al.,
2007) is now available whereas the one of the sponge – Amphime-
donqueenslandica– is available as tracearchives. Thesegenomesare
bringing crucial information that nowallowone tomake inferences
on early metazoan gene families (Simionato et al., 2007).

Fromthephylogenetic treedepicted inFig. 1, thebilaterians, that
are the metazoans with three embryonic layers (ectoderm, endo-
derm and mesoderm) and with a clear antero-posterior axis, are
divided into threemain clades: on one hand, the lophotrochozoans
and the ecdysozoans that together form the protostomes and, on
the other hand, the deuterostomes. The monophyly of these three
clades is relatively well accepted as is their branching order even
if some analyses based on large genomic data sets tend to propose
alternative schemes (for example the Coelomata hypothesis that
groups arthropods and deuterostomes, excluding nematodes; see
for example Rogozin et al., 2007).

The topology of the metaozan tree may have a major impact on
our inferences regarding the origin and diversification of endocrine
genes. This influence is well illustrated by a recent analysis of
NR genes distribution and phylogeny in metazoans in which are
compared the scenarios implied by the Ecdysozoan or Coelo-
mata hypothesis on the evolutionary history of nuclear receptors
(Bertrandet al., 2004). Theuseof alternative topologies of themeta-
zoan tree (as the Coelomata hypothesis used for the analysis of
the Forkhead family; Carlsson andMahlapuu, 2002) may affect the
conclusions drawn relative to the ancestry and evolution of spe-
cific genes. At the present stage of our phylogenetic knowledge,
this should be regarded with caution.

Another important observation, developed below, is that the
number of genes present in the genomes of several classical model
organisms tends to be extremely variable because of large scale

events such as whole genome duplication, lineage specific expan-
sion of specific genes or, alternatively gene loss (see Panopoulou
and Poustka, 2005 for a review on vertebrates). It is now widely
recognized that extremely important models such as Drosophila,
C. elegans, or the urochordate Ciona intestinalis have experienced
extensive gene loss (see Bertrand et al., 2004 for references).
This may have important implications in terms of endocrine gene
evolution. For example, theestrogen receptorhasbeen found inver-
tebrates but not in invertebrate chordates such as Ciona, Drosophila
or C. elegans. This has led to the proposal that this receptor was a
key innovation of vertebrates (Laudet, 1997; Escriva et al., 2000). In
fact the observation that an estrogen receptor orthologous gene is
present in severalmollusks (Thornton et al., 2003; Keay et al., 2006)
as well as in cephalochordates (Paris et al., 2008a) shows that it is
in fact much more ancient than expected and that the gene was
lost independently in ecdysozoans and urochordates (Bertrand et
al., 2004; Escriva et al., 2004). A very similar situation was found
for the thyroid hormone receptor (Bertrand et al., 2004; Wu et al.,
2006, 2007). It is now widely accepted that no conclusion can be
reached on the presence or absence of a given gene in the common
ancestor of all bilaterians if data from the three main lineages of
metazoans (that is lophotrochozoans, ecdysozoans and deuteros-
tomes) are not available. Given that deuterostomes plus insects and
nematodes contain the most dominant model organisms this con-
clusion should be strongly re-emphasized: no safe conclusion can
be drawn on the ancestry of a given gene family without data from
lophotrochozoans and/or cnidarians.

3. Two by two comparisons of receptors, proceed at your
own risk!

A classical approach in comparative endocrinology is to identify
in various organisms, for example the cephalochordate amphioxus,
an orthologue of a given receptor known in a classicalmodel organ-
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isms like human. This type of analysis may be important to clearly
show if this receptor, and by extension, the corresponding signal-
ing pathway is effectively present in the organism of interest. We
will highlight below that, even if of course the conclusions reached
from this type of analysis are interesting, this two-by-two compar-
ative approach has several caveats that renders it quite risky. Thus,
the conclusions and evolutionary models reached by these tradi-
tional comparative approaches, based on the assumption that one
can extend to their zoological groups the knowledge accumulated
in human orDrosophila, should be put into a larger perspective. It is
only through their independent confirmation based on large-scale
evolutionaryanalysis that these conclusionswill befirmlyassessed.

3.1. Gene duplication

An important result generated over the last 10 years of genomic
analysis is that genes, and even genomes, duplications once
believed to be relatively rare events are in fact amajor evolutionary
mechanism that has been instrumental in shaping the current bio-
diversity (Ohno, 1970, and see also Volff, 2005 for a recent review
in teleosts). Gene duplication is an important mechanism of gene
diversification that can be observed in nearly all organisms. Of
course tandem duplication of individual genes, the simplest case
of gene duplication, occurs quite often. But two more global pro-
cesses that have broad implications for the functional anatomy of
genomes should be emphasized. The first is the whole genome
duplication, the importance of which was first highlighted in the
1970sbySusumuOhno (Ohno, 1970) and later revealedby the study
of invertebrate chordates and early vertebrates (Garcia-Fernández
and Holland, 1994) as well as fishes (Wittbrodt et al., 1998). It is
now well established that in several cases, such as at the base of
the vertebrate tree (Dehal and Boore, 2005) or early on during

actinopterygian fish evolution (Jaillon et al., 2004) whole genome
duplication took place and impacted strongly on the appearance
and diversification of complex features, including the endocrine
systems (Holland et al., 2008). The fate of duplicated genes (non-,
sub- or neo-functionalization, see Force et al., 1999 that is, respec-
tively loss of one copy, sharing of the ancestral function between
the two duplicates or acquisition of a new function by one of the
copy), and its link with the origin of evolutionary novelties, is cur-
rently amajor and fruitful research area and the study of endocrine
genes should be placed in this context. A very convincing exam-
ple of such an analysis in the context of actinopterygian fish whole
genomeduplicationhas been recently published for theMyoD fam-
ily (Macqueen and Johnston, 2008).

The other extreme case of gene duplication is lineage-specific
duplication events that can sometimes be extensive. This is the
mechanism at the origin of the 270 nuclear receptor genes that
are present in the genome of the nematode C. elegans (Sluder and
Maina, 2001). It has been shown that most of these genes corre-
spond in fact to orthologues of a unique gene encoding the orphan
receptor HNF-4, which was massively duplicated in C. elegans and
related species (Robinson-Rechavi et al., 2005). The functional sig-
nificance of this burst of duplication is still under investigation,
but it is clear that such an event should have consequences on
the physiology of the animal and may completely modify the evo-
lutionary scenarios constructed at the level of an individual gene
family.GPCRs (Cardosoet al., 2006), but also receptorswith tyrosine
kinase activities (Rikke et al., 2000), the heterotrimeric G protein
a-subunit (O’Halloran et al., 2006) and the Hedgehog-related genes
(Hog) (Aspöck et al., 1999) also provide cases of lineage-specific
expansion in nematodes.

The presence of these duplication events has a major conse-
quence for the comparative endocrinologist, as it reinforces the

Fig. 2. Phylogenetic relationships in the chordate thyroperoxidase family. Duplication events are indicated by green spots. Note that myeloperoxidase, lactoperoxidase and
eosinophil peroxidases are the mammalian members of a gene family where duplications occurred at various levels in the vertebrate lineage. General tree topology is
based on Heyland, 2006, and completed with data from Ciona complete genome (http://www.treefam.org/cgi-bin/TFinfo.pl?ac=TF314416) and from Holland et al., 2008, for
Branchiostoma floridae sequences. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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need for an accurate phylogenetic study of any protein of interest
in order to avoid simplified, and often erroneous interpretations.
Fig. 2 shows the example of the thyroperoxidase (TPO) gene, which
is implicated in the synthesis of vertebrate thyroid hormones. The
vertebrate TPO is a member of a multigenic family, being the
orthologue of a large group of peroxidases that experienced a com-
plex series of duplication events within the vertebrate lineages.
In mammals we find not only thyroid peroxidase but also lacto-
peroxidase, myelo-peroxidase and eosinophil peroxidase, all these
genes coming from a unique ancestor gene that underwent dupli-
cations at various levels within the vertebrate lineages (Heyland et
al., 2006). Usingprimers corresponding to a various set ofmetazoan
peroxidases, a gene encoding a peroxidase was cloned in the uro-
chordates C. intestinalis andHalocynthia roretzi. Since in vertebrates
four closely related types of peroxidases are found, one cannot con-
clude that this Ciona gene is indeed a TPO (see our recent review
on the importance of gene nomenclature, Markov et al., 2008).
It is only with additional data, here through the analysis of the
expression pattern and the comparison to the previously reported
biochemical activity that the conclusion that the gene encodes a
TPO can be reached. Interestingly, a more extensive genomic anal-
ysis (Fig. 2) shows that this protein is the product of only one of
the two duplicated genes in the Ciona genome. The original “Ciona
TPO” was shown to be expressed in a domain that does not over-
lap that of its classical regulator TTF1 in vertebrates, and that its
expression domain was restricted to the endostyle zone 7, whereas
previous histochemical studies reported a peroxidase activity also
in other parts of the endostyle (zones 8 and 9) (Ogasawara et
al., 1999). The presence of the second gene suggests that a more
complete study is needed in order to test if it too has also a TPO-
activity, if it is expressed in zones 8 and 9 of the endostyle and if
the two genes have overlapping or complementary expression pat-
terns and thus to reconstruct the detailed history of these genes.
Since the duplication event that gave rise to the two Ciona genes is
independent of the duplications that occurred in vertebrates, only
functional analysis can determine whether the Ciona genes have
activities related to thyroid, myelo-, lacto- or eosinophile perox-
idases. The situation is even more complex in cephalochordates.
Another gene encoding a TPO was characterised in the Chinese
amphioxus Branchiostoma belcheri (Ogasawara, 2000) but the anal-
ysis of the Branchiostoma floridae genomes (Holland et al., 2008)
shows that there are four orthologues of this gene, once again aris-
ing from an independent series of duplications from the ones that
occurred in Ciona or vertebrates. Thus, starting from a unique gene

with an unknown activity, the peroxidase gene family has been
independently elaborated three times in vertebrates, urochordates
and cephalochordates. Since proteins that undergo duplication are
prone to subfunctionalisationorneofunctionalisationevents (Force
et al., 1999), this should be taken into account when comparing the
functions of two proteins in two different organisms, because this
can havemajor effects at the physiological level. This example illus-
trates that one should take into account the full set of genes and
their complex history in order to infer their ancestral functions.

3.2. Gene loss

Gene loss is an often neglected aspect that, due to the current
interest in whole genome sequences, has recently been shown to
be a frequent and important evolutionary mechanism that con-
tributed significantly to theemergenceofdivergent animal lineages
(Danchin et al., 2006). The analysis of the presence of NRs genes in
complete genome sequences ofmetazoans shows that the NR com-
plement of different animal models is extremely variable and that
gene loss was effectively frequent, as discussed above in the case of
Drosophila, nematodes andurochordates (Bertrandet al., 2004). The
case of nematodes is particularly puzzling since the events of gene
loss are hidden by the massive lineage specific expansion of the
HNF4 gene discussed above (Robinson-Rechavi et al., 2005) thus
illustrating the complexity of the individual gene family history
(Fig. 3).

But gene loss is not only revealed by comparison of distant evo-
lutionary organisms. One example, taken from the evolution of NRs
illustrates the importance of taking gene loss into account. When
we compared, through careful phylogenetical analysis, theNR com-
plement present in mammals and teleost fishes we were surprised
to find cases that could not be explained by the classical “more
genes in fish” scenario (Crollius and Weissenbach, 2005; Bertrand
et al., 2004). This is well exemplified by the case of the Rev-erb
genes, orphan nuclear receptors. In all knownmammals, two paral-
ogous Rev-erb genes, called Rev-erb� and Rev-erb�, corresponding
to a unique orthologue in Drosophila (called E75) and amphioxus
are known (Laudet, 1997). Given the actinopterygian fish whole
genome duplication event discussed above, we were expecting to
findamaximumof fourRev-erbgenes inzebrafish,namely twoRev-
erb� and two Rev-erb�. During our systematic analysis of NR genes
expression patterns in zebrafish we were thus surprised to find
in fact five Rev-erb genes in zebrafish whereas four are effectively
present in pufferfishes (tetraodon and fugu) (Bertrand et al., 2007).

Fig. 3. Gene duplications and losses in Caenorhabditis elegans: the example of the nuclear receptor superfamily. The figure shows the loss of seven genes and duplications
of two of them in C. elegans, in comparison with the Drosophila gene set. Data are from Bertrand et al. (2004). Note that the gene set of the “common ancestor” presented
here is minimal, and coherent with the comparison of only these two species. A more complete analysis would show that some other genes were also lost independently in
Drosophila and C. elegans.
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Fig. 4. Phylogenetical tree of the Rev-erb subfamily in zebrafish and human and the most probable evolutionary scenario. Branch-lengths are arbitrary. The two whole
genome duplications that took place at the origin of vertebrates and the whole genome duplication at the origin of teleost fish are schematised by yellow and light-blue
spots, respectively. VertAmeans vertebrate ancestor. Themost parsimonious scenario explaining the actual evolutionary relationships between human and zebrafish Rev-erb
genes can be separated in two steps. The first one corresponds to the loss of one Rev-erb paralogue (here named Rev-erb�) in the ancestor of vertebrates after the two whole
genome duplications. The second step is the loss of Rev-erb� paralogue in the ancestor of the vertebrates that diverged after fish divergence, and the loss of one Rev-erb�
duplicate (here named Rev-erb�-B) in zebrafish after the whole genome duplication that took place at the base of teleost fish lineage. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

By phylogenetical analysis (Fig. 4) we were able to deduce that in
fact three paralogous Rev-erb genes (Rev-erb�, � and a third gene
called �) were present in the ancestor of vertebrates. In tetrapods
this third gene, Rev-erb�was lost. In fishes, the three ancestral Rev-
erb genes were duplicated giving rise to six genes. The differential
lossof thesefish-specificparaloguesexplains thedifferentnumbers
of Rev-erb genes in various fish species: zebrafish lost oneRev-erb�
copy whereas pufferfish lost the two Rev-erb� genes. The analy-
sis of the expression patterns strongly suggests that if these genes
share a similar function each of them has specific implications in
distinct processes, probably linked to circadian rhythm regulation
(Bertrand et al., 2007; Kakizawa et al., 2007). This case is certainly
not an isolated one and taking only the example of NR genes several
other cases of specific gene loss inmammals were found (e.g. ERRs,
COUP-TFs, SF-1) whereas, in contrast, one case of fish specific loss
(CAR) was found (Bertrand et al., 2007). It is now known that these
gene losses occurred in other gene families in mammals but also in
other zoological groups (Danchin et al., 2006; Wyder et al., 2007).

All these examples illustrate that the evolutionary history of
any given gene cannot be reconstructed without a careful phylo-
genetic analysis based on the use of adequate methods and that
the importance of mechanisms such as gene duplication and gene

loss should be adequately tested before concluding on the presence
or absenceof a given signalingpathway. Classical comparativework
based on the two-by-two comparison of human and another ani-
mal will never match the quality of information reached by an in
depth phylogenetical analysis.

3.3. Evolutionary shifts

Of course genes are not only duplicated or lost. Many genes are
conserved as unambiguous orthologues in a wide variety of organ-
isms, but even in such cases one should be careful when studying
gene evolution since evolutionary shifts can have dramatic impacts
in terms of gene function, as well as at the level of phylogeny. Long
branch attraction is a well-known artefact in molecular phylogeny
that can artificially group rapidly evolving clades together in a posi-
tion clearly not compatible with the known phylogeny of species
(Delsuc et al., 2005).

RXR evolution in insects provides an illustration of this phe-
nomenon (Fig. 5). The known orthologue of RXR inDrosophila is the
USP gene that plays an important role as a common heterodimeric
partner for severalNRs, including the ecdysone receptor, EcR.When
we did phylogenetic studies of USP in several insects we saw a
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Fig. 5. Long branches attraction and functional shifts: the example of USP-RXR.
Adapted from Bonneton et al. (2003) and Iwema et al. (2007). (A) USP-RXR protein
tree, with an abnormal position of Mecopterida at the base of the bilaterians. Fur-
ther analysis showed that this long branch, corresponding to an acceleration of the
evolutionary rate inMecopterida USP, correlates with changes in the ligand-binding
abilities. (B) Species tree based on classical neutral markers such as ribosomal RNA
genes), showing the real position of Mecopterida within arthropods. The three dif-
ferent colours refer to the different binding abilities of the ligand-binding pocket
(LBP). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of the article.)

very striking tree topology since all the USPs found in Diptera and
Lepidoptera were not clustered with other arthropod sequences
as expected, but at the base of all bilaterian RXRs (Bonneton et
al., 2003). At the level of sequence identity this example is quite
spectacular since, in the ligand-binding domain the RXR from a
beetle (e.g. Tribolium) is more closely related to the human RXR
than to the Drosophila USP. We found that in fact this corresponds
to a very strong acceleration of evolutionary rate that occurred
during the evolution of mecopterida, a monophyletic group with
approximately 25% of extant insect species, including Trichoptera
(caddisflies), Mecoptera (scorpionflies) and Siphonaptera (fleas) in
addition to Diptera and Lepidoptera (Bonneton et al., 2006). Care-
ful structural and functional analysis of RXR from Tribolium and
Drosophila allowed us to reconstruct a complex and dynamic evo-
lutionary history shaped by several functional shifts during which
several events of loss and gain of ligand-binding occurred (Iwema
et al., 2007). Interestingly, this event is not restricted to RXR since
several similar shifts were also recently observed in other nuclear
receptors, all acting in the ecdysone cascade (Bonneton et al., 2008).
This example illustrates that such evolutionary shifts are not just
complicating factors for phylogenetic analysis, they also provide
very fruitful cases in which the evolution of ligand/receptor cou-
ples can be scrutinized. In this case, this reveals an unsuspected
evolutionary flexibility of NRs in terms of ligand binding.

The literature now contains several cases of evolutionary shifts
that all provide illuminatingexamplesof thepowerofnatural selec-
tion acting at the level of endocrine pathways. Among these, the
nuclear receptors provide two recent examples of receptors, ERs
and TRs, that were believed to be recent but for which orthologues
were recently found in non-model protostomes. Interestingly, in
both cases these protostome receptors do not bind the bonafide
vertebrate ligand suggesting a more complex history than antic-

ipated. Indeed the ligand binding evolution of estrogen receptor
is still far from understood (see contrasting views in Baker, 2003;
Thornton et al., 2003; Paris et al., 2008b) and similar questions are
suggested by the recent characterization of thyroid hormone recep-
tors in platyhelminthes, molluscs or even in a deuterostome, the
cephalochordate amphioxus (Wu et al., 2007; Paris et al., 2008a).
At amuch smaller taxonomic level the careful analysis of the ligand-
binding specificity of PXR inmammals also provides an example of
shifts in the ligand-binding ability of a nuclear receptor (Krasowski
et al., 2005; Reschly et al., 2007). For other receptor systems, the
interested reader could, among a long potential list, refer to the
cases of the Growth Hormone receptor in primates (Liu et al., 2001;
Wallis, 2001), the TSH receptor which exhibits striking functional
differences betweenmammals and actinopterygian fishes, but also
among mammals (Farid and Szkudlinski, 2004) or the genes of the
ectodysplasin pathway in vertebrates (Pantalacci et al., 2008).

3.4. Recombination events

Genomic data now available greatly facilitates assessment of
gene orthology. In some multigenic families, the duplication rate
is so high and variable for different genes that even a cautious
phylogenetic analysis is not sufficient to establish orthology rela-
tionships. Such a problem occurs when examining the vertebrate
CYP2 family that contains genes encoding xenobiotic metabolis-
ing enzymes, which have undergone many duplications events at
various taxonomic levels (e.g. mammal-specific, rodent-specific,
and mouse-specific duplications, with primate-specific or/and rat-
specific duplications in parallel) (Nelson, 2005; Thomas, 2007). In
such cases, data on the chromosomic localisation can provide very
useful information since the analysis of neighboring genes allows
one to assess the orthology of the whole syntenic region and, by
extension, of the genes of interest. This was indeed the case of the
CYP2 genes since some of the genes are located in genomic clus-
ters, where it is believed that recombination events occur quite
often, giving rise to the wide diversity of CYP2 genes (Thomas,
2007). Such events will erase the phylogenetic signal andmake the
functional comparisons betweenproteins that underwent different
duplication events meaningless.

Another example of careful analyses of syntenic regions that led
to large scale conclusions on complex evolutionary scenario are
the evolutionary analyses of the major histocompatibility cluster
(MHC) by Pontarotti’s group (Danchin et al., 2003). In the con-
text of fish genome duplication the example of MyoD gene family
evolution also illustrates how the use of synteny could help to
infer orthology (Macqueen and Johnston, 2008). This type of anal-
ysis is particularly useful when studying genes encoding short
peptide hormones, which are often difficult to unambiguously
identify at a large evolutionary scale. The recent analyses of the
POMC/AGPR/MCR gene repertoire in fugu (Klovins et al., 2004) and
the study of the origin and coevolution between NPY receptor and
prolactin-releasing hormone-receptors in vertebrates (Lagerström
et al., 2005), also show the utility of complementary use of data
from phylogenetic analysis coupled with careful synteny analy-
sis. The construction of the “gene rosace” diagram that visualizes
the respective relationships between genes located in different
regions facilitates this type of analysis (see Jaillon et al., 2004, for
an explanatory illustration). As for gene analyses, such studies take
profit of in depth phylogenomic knowledge about the analysed
genes, andalso are greatly improvedby comparisonsbetweenmore
than two genomes (for detailed examples see Kasahara et al., 2007;
Muffato and Crollius, 2008).

When possible, phylogenetic approach should integrate in a
knownphylogenetic species and gene trees all the information pos-
sibly available at the leave of the trees. Information are of course the
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sequences but also functional information such as binding proper-
ties and other physiological data. In some cases it is possible to
calculate the probability to have this information at the node of the
tree and fromthe information available at thenodepropagatedawn
it to the non-annotated leaves (see Thornton, 2004, for a detailed
review). But even the finest probabilistic approaches are useless if
the sampling is inappropriate.

4. The elusive ligands

Theprevious examplesmaygive the impression thatworking on
the evolution of receptor genes is full of obstacles that complicate
analysis and interpretation. Thus, one solution to study evolution
of a specific endocrine signaling pathway could be to test directly
if the ligand of interest is present in a wide variety of organisms.
This attractive solution is nevertheless also paved with obstacles
that are not easily solved and for which a comparative genomics
approach does not always provide clues. The twomain lines of evi-
dence for the existence of a given ligand in a given animal are (i) the
detection of an effect of this ligand in a given physiological or devel-
opmental process, most often considered from the known effect of
this ligand in mammals and (ii) the direct detection of the ligand
through genomic or analytical chemistry analysis.

4.1. Effects

The rationale behind these studies, which are commonly done
in traditional comparative endocrinology is that if a givenmolecule
has an effect in a given species this should be taken as a clear indi-
cation that there is a receptor for thismolecule and thus a signaling
pathway and a “physiological role”. Somehow mirroring the orig-
inal receptor definition by Paul Ehrlich, for which a receptor was
defined as anymolecule that is able to bind exogenous elements in
human cells (reviewed in Prüll, 2003), people tend to consider that
any molecule of human origin acting on a living system is effec-
tively proof that this molecule binds to another one, which can be
called a “receptor”. But even if this assumption is true, it cannot be
used as an indication that this “receptor” is related in anyway to
the human receptor for this molecule. The problem is that many
authors have applied this concept without taking into account this
important caveat.

A striking example is the case of the arboreal mycorrhizes fungi
of the order Glomerales, such as Glomus intraradices, that live in
symbiosis with many trees and play crucial roles at the root/soil
interface. It has been shown that the roots of the plant have a pos-
itive effect in stimulating the growth of the fungal hyphe during
pre-symbiosis steps (see Requena et al., 2007, for a review). The
precise mechanism how plant signals are perceived by the fungi is
still unknown but it has been shown that flavonoids have a strong
chimio-tactic effect and that this effect can be mimicked by estro-
gens and blocked by antiestrogens (Poulin et al., 1997; Scervino
et al., 2005). This was taken as an indication that the genome
of these fungi contained an estrogen receptor and that a spe-
cific receptor/interacting protein with a binding site for flavonoid
or structurally related compounds (estrogens and antiestrogens)
exists in these fungi (Requena et al., 2007; Poulin et al., 1997;
Catford et al., 2006). However, our current knowledge of NR evolu-
tion indicates that the genome of Glomus (which is currently being
sequenced) should be devoid of NR genes (Escriva et al., 1997).
Among the possible candidates for mediating the effect of estro-
gens in Glomus, one of the most probable would be an orthologue
of the estrogenbindingprotein already found in other fungi, includ-
ing Candida albicans (Madani et al., 1994; Cheng et al., 2006). This
protein, well known under the name of “Old yellow enzyme” is

one of the most ancient enzymatic systems characterized, and is
a cytoplasmic oxydoreductase whose activity can be regulated by
estrogen binding (Cheng et al., 2006 and references therein). This
example demonstrates that whereas there is an effect of estro-
gen in this species, this could not be taken as an indication that
the endogenous receptor is in any way evolutionary related to the
nuclear estrogen receptor found in human.

RXRsprovidehereagainanexampleof thedifficulties associated
with the identificationof endogenous ligands. These receptorswere
first described in the early 1990s as orphan receptors whose activ-
ity could be modulated by all-trans-retinoic acid (see Laudet and
Gronemeyer, 2005, for references). It was later shown that 9-cis-
retinoic acid, an isomeric derivative of all-trans-retinoic acid, is able
to bindwith ahigh affinity to RXR. Indeed several rexinoids, specific
ligands of RXRs, were developed as pharmacological compounds
for treatment of diseases such as diabetes and insulin resistance
(Pinaire and Reifel-Miller, 2007). Ironically the detection of 9-cis-
retinoic acid in vivo has proven to be difficult, casting doubts on the
in vivo relevance of this ligand (see Mic et al., 2003). This has been
recently confirmed by genetic evidence in themouse (Calléja et al.,
2006). It is now thought that RXR acts rather as a fatty acid or fatty
acid derivative sensor, although the exact identity and relevance of
its ligand(s) remains a matter of debate (see references in Iwema
et al., 2007). This example depicts that even in human, it is not
because a molecule has an effect that it indicates its endogenous
existence in a physiologically relevant manner!

These examples may appear artificial, but they illustrate a type
of assumption that has been commonly used in some comparative
endocrinology studies. The estrogen receptor of several molluscs
such as Aplysia, Octopus, and others have been cloned and con-
vincingly shown to be unable to bind to estrogens (Thornton et
al., 2003; Keay et al., 2006; Kajiwara et al., 2006; Matsumoto et
al., 2007; Bannister et al., 2007). Nevertheless, effects of estrogens
are reported in these animals (e.g. sex reversal in several mollusc
species) and this is taken as evidence in favor of the existence of a
classical nuclear estrogen receptor (see Lafont and Mathieu, 2007
for references). However, the actual data suggests that if such a
receptor exists it is not the unique ER orthologue already charac-
terized. Among the several possible explanations we propose that:
(i) the molecule used for the treatment is metabolized to another
compound that is the active one. Indeed we recently discovered
such a situation in amphioxus, where thyroid hormones aremetab-
olized to a compound that binds the TR (Paris et al., 2008a); (ii) a NR
that binds estrogen exists but this is not an orthologue of ER; (iii)
the effect of estrogen ismediated by another receptor system, e.g. a
transmembrane receptor (see Revankar et al., 2005 for an example)
or a cytoplasmic protein such as in the case of Glomus discussed
above. Thus one should treat claims of the existence of a signal-
ing pathway based on treatment with human derived compound
withmuch caution. Such data provide indications, but only indirect
evidence that should be verified by more functional approaches
including the cloning and characterisation of the relevant receptor.

4.2. Detection

Detecting a given ligand in one’s favorite non-classical model
organism is probably an excellent option for a comparative endocri-
nologist. One interesting case to illustrate the complexity of ligand
evolution in different organisms is the one of the lamprey steroid
hormones. For a long time, it was thought that as a vertebrate, lam-
prey should produce the classical steroids, estradiol, testosterone,
and progesterone, and indeed, these were effectively identified
by radioimmunoassays (RIA) and used for physiological (for an
example see Bolduc and Sower, 1992) or functional (Thornton,
2001) studies. Nevertheless, in the 1980s, chromatographic tech-
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niques and more recently, blood steroid profiles analyzed by
high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), contradicted this
view and showed that the main circulating steroids are 15-alpha-
hydroxylated (Kime and Callard, 1982; Lowartz et al., 2003). The
actual nature of the active steroid hormones and their mechanism
of action in lamprey are still a matter of debate (reviewed in Bryan
et al., 2008). This example shows that the diversity of ligands in
non-model species is often underestimated. In this case the pres-
ence of the classical steroids is not questioned, but they are not the
physiologically relevant compounds.

Many reports have shown the presence of a typical human hor-
mone in early vertebrates or even in invertebrates, steroids being
the compounds for which the number of such reports is the high-
est. Most often the detection of these products is based on the use
of antibodies, generated from human compounds and widely used
on human tissue samples formedical application. These antibodies
aremainlyused for immunohistochemical staining and/or radioim-
munoassay and two recent examples illustrate the caveats and
uncertainties of such approaches.We have nevertheless to strongly
insist on the fact that these examples were not selected because
they are particularly dubious but rather because they illustrate
numerous studies done in classical comparative endocrinology.

The first example concerns the detection of immunoreactiv-
ity for progesterone in the giant Rohde cells of the amphioxus
Branchiostoma belcheri (Takeda et al., 2003). Using rabbit poly-
clonal antibodies against progesterone conjugated to bovine serum
albumin from two commercial suppliers, the authors performed
immunohistochemical staining on adult amphioxus and show
staining in giant neurons known as the Rohde cells. The authors
cautiously conclude that “progesterone-like” substances are likely
to be present in these neurons, suggesting the existence of neu-
rosteroids in this species. They performed a number of controls to
avoid problems due to non-specific binding: they replaced the pri-
mary antibody by normal rabbit serum, they omitted the primary
antibody from the staining reaction and they used PBS instead of
the primary antibody. Furthermore, they also performed absorp-
tion tests with the antibodies, progesterone, and BSA, respectively,
corroborating the fact that the staining is specific. The main prob-
lem with this type of paper is that we have no information on the
actual specificity of the antibodies. Are these reagents able to recog-
nize only progesterone itself or do they show cross-reactivity with
other closely related molecules such as pregnenolone, deoxycor-
ticosterone or 17�-hydroxyprogesterone? What if the amphioxus
contains no progesterone but related steroids, such as those found
in lamprey? The authors of this study were cautious and spoke
of “progesterone-like substances”. It is interesting to note that the
amphioxus genome contains several, but not all the enzymes impli-
cated in steroidogenesis (e.g. a CYP21 orthologue is missing) and
that several of these enzymes are duplicated (e.g. 3�-HSD forwhich
six genes were found in amphioxus, compared to three in human
and the SDR family that contains enzymes with 17�-HSD and 11�-
HSD activities for which 31 genes are known in human for more
than 100 in amphioxus) (Holland et al., 2008). However, only one
steroid receptor, located at the base of the vertebrate GR, MR, PR
and AR, is present in the amphioxus genome, and, to date, noth-
ing is known about its specificity. Thus it would not be surprising
if amphioxus steroidogenesis has been elaborated independently
from vertebrate steroidogenesis, and searching for human com-
pounds in amphioxus may simply be unfruitful.

The second example concerns the presence of estrogens inmol-
luscs, and more precisely in the cephalopod Octopus vulgaris, an
interesting case since it is much referred to in the debate on the
ligand-binding evolution of estrogen receptors (Thornton et al.,
2003; Keay et al., 2006; Paris et al., 2008b). It has been shown
that, in this species, 17�-estradiol and progesterone are found in

oviduct andovarian tissues, and that the concentrationof thesehor-
mones in females correlates with phases of the reproductive cycle
(Di Cosmoet al., 2001;D’Aniello et al., 1996). Thedoses of hormones
in these tissuesaremeasuredusinga radioimmunoassayandweare
facedwith the sameuncertainties about the specificity of thedetec-
tion method in this study as in the previous one. In addition, the
level of hormones detected both at the level of radioimmunoassay
or by HPLC is very close to the lower limits of detection (D’Aniello
et al., 1996). From all the data accumulated inOctopus, one can con-
clude that steroid hormone metabolism does exist in this species,
but it is difficult to be more conclusive on the precise identity of
the steroids that will be found (see below).

These two examples emphasize the difficulties associated with
detection based on the use of antibodies. In fact, before the genome
era the same situation was found for NR andmany reports claimed
for the detection of steroid receptors in a wide variety of non-
metazoans organisms such as plants or fungi (see Agarwal et al.,
1994;Milanesi et al., 2001;Milanesi and Boland, 2006). Despite the
fact that, as in the above mentioned studies, all the controls were
correct, all these studiesdisplayedartefacts: there isnogene related
to steroid receptors outside metazoans (Escriva et al., 1997, 2004).
We believe that basically the same situation holds for the immuno-
logical detection of NR ligands in invertebrates: perhaps some of
these reports are correct but in the absence of more firm evidence
this cannot be confirmed (Lafont and Mathieu, 2007). Thus the use
of antibodies as an evolutionary probe, even if this is attractive
because these experiments are technically easy to perform, should
be avoided.

4.3. Other lines of evidence

Other methods of analysis for the presence of specific com-
pounds can be used. This is for example the ability of a given tissue
to metabolize a given compound, i.e. to carry out a given reaction
(e.g. hydroxylationat theposition3� indicativeof a3�-HSDactivity
see Di Cosmo et al., 2001). Once again the problem in these experi-
ments is the conclusions that can reasonably be drawn. That a given
type of activity exists in vivo is interesting but given the diversity
of steroidogenic enzymes (or enzymes using different substrates)
in metazoans one cannot take for granted that because a reaction
occurs with a given labelled intermediate it actually uses this very
substrate in vivo.

Another approach often used is searching for the presence of
the gene encoding an enzyme responsible for a critical step in
the synthesis pathway of a given ligand. For example the exis-
tence of an aromatase in amphioxus (Castro et al., 2005) argues
for the existence of estrogens in this species. This is convincing
in this particular case since the phylogeny of the isolated clone
was carefully assessed including synteny analysis. This is much
less clear in other cases, such as the recent description of putative
CYP11A and CYP17 in amphioxus (Mizuta and Kubokawa, 2007).
The phylogeny of these clones, taking into account a more exhaus-
tive dataset,with sequences fromnon-chordate species, shows that
the phylogenetical inferences of this report were inexact and that
in both cases, the cloned gene are orthologous to a new group of
deuterostome CYPs, that was lost in vertebrates (Markov et al., in
preparation).

Our critical arguments may well in turn be criticised as, we
agree, it is easy to operate previous publications without offer-
ing positive alternatives. It seems clear that the best studies are
those donewith careful analytical chemistrymethods. For example
HPLC coupled with mass spectrometry allows the clear detection
and identification of compounds and offers a very strong and rigor-
ous alternative (Bridgham et al., 2006 see also Lafont and Mathieu,
2007 for a similar conclusion). The problem with this method is
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of course that it is much more demanding and expensive than
antibody detection. But they have the unique advantage of unam-
biguously assessing the presence and diversity of the compounds
found in a given organism. The recent characterization of steroids
present in the nematode C. elegans provides an interesting example
of the variety of compounds that can be revealed through such a
detailed analysis (Motola et al., 2006).

5. Conclusion—evolutionary vs. comparative approaches:
an evolutionary shift for comparative endocrinology

Most often, endocrinology studies are realizedwith a long-term
medical objective. This leads to a deformation of the evolution-
ary perspective, whichmay be toomuch “human-centered”. Doing
comparative endocrinology should therefore first be accompanied
by an effort to go again this natural anthropocentric view and to
consider equally the evidences coming from different taxa. This
may seems obvious, but in fact “rampant” anthropocentrism and a
graded view of evolution (e.g. that evolution is progressing toward
complexity) is often difficult to avoid as nicely pointed out byGould
(1996).

In fact a key solution to these methodological and interpreta-
tion difficulties relies in the comparative strategy itself that should
incorporate evidences coming from various organisms and scien-
tific approaches in an integratedmanner. An interesting example of
the power of such an approach is the case of the suiformaromatases
(Gaucher et al., 2004). In this study, by combining bioinformatic,
molecular evolution, paleontology, cladistics, structural biology
and organic chemistry analysis, the authors propose that the con-
servation of three subfunctionalised aromatase paralogues in pigs
is the result of a selection for Suoidea with larger litter than their
ancestors. This selective event has allowed their survival during the
global climatic shift that began in the Eocene. Bioinformatic analy-
ses (estimation of divergence times, detection of positive selection
by Ka/Ks analysis) were correlated with the presence of residues
that were subject to positive selection in the substrate-binding
site and with previous experimental data about different substrate
specificities for these enzymes. Additionally, a detailed examina-
tion of the palaeontological record and of the number of pups in
modern artiodactyls as well, correlatedwith data on global climate
changes, led to this quite audacious hypothesis, that is consistent
with data of many different research fields. It would be interest-
ing – and possible, thanks to the availability of genome data – to
check if such a correlation occurs in other vertebrates and could be
statistically significant.

We argue that future comparative endocrinology studies should
combine large-scale evolutionary analysis, with several standard-
ised phylogenetic and chemical methods to ensure the robustness
of the conclusions. The classical two-by-two comparison that is
prone to artefactual conclusions based on partial analysis and the
use of poorly refined detection methods, such as those based on
antibodies should be replaced by such multidisciplinary studies,
even if these approaches are experimentally much more difficult.
Comparative endocrinology is thus now facing a real challenge: to
performmultidisciplinary evolutionary approaches that will effec-
tively offer solutions, using rigorous technical and conceptual basis,
to the long-standing questions of the origin of the endocrine sig-
nalling pathways.
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CHAPTER 2

WHAT DOES EVOLUTION TEACH US ABOUT NUCLEAR
RECEPTORS?

GABRIEL MARKOV1,2, FRANÇOIS BONNETON1, AND VINCENT LAUDET1

1Institut de Génomique Fonctionnelle de Lyon; Université de Lyon; Université Lyon 1; CNRS; INRA;
Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon; Lyon cedex, France
2 USM 501 – Evolution des Régulations Endocriniennes. Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle, Paris,
France

Abstract: In this chapter we first summarise the current knowledge about the phylogenetic spec-
trum of nuclear receptors (NRs). Then, we discuss how studying their diversity can be
helpful to make insights about their evolution. Significant attention is paid to the evolu-
tion of ligand-binding ability. Recent evolutionary and functional data have challenged
the traditional concept of ligand, providing a more complex view of the mechanisms by
which the transcriptional activity of NRs can be modulated. Finally, we argue that the evo-
lutionary analysis of NRs has contributed to a conceptual shift of our understanding of
nuclear receptors, from highly specific endocrine regulators to a promiscuous metabolic
rheostat.

2.1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear receptors (NRs) are classically defined as ligand-activated transcription fac-
tors that allow the regulation of target genes by small lipophilic molecules such
as hormones (e.g. thyroid hormones or steroids), morphogen (e.g. retinoic acid) or
dietary components (e.g. fatty acids). All built with a similar organization, NRs are
nevertheless regulated by a wide diversity of compounds and are implicated in a
tremendous diversity of physiological and metabolic processes. The question of the
origin of such a system has received much attention because of its intrinsic inter-
est, but also because it provides a nice experimental and conceptual framework to
understand the origin of complex regulatory systems. Indeed, the NR family is a
model of choice to address evolutionary issues because these proteins are present,
with various physiological roles, in a broad range of well-studied organisms. Due
to their importance, sequence, structural and physiological data have all been used
to answer evolutionary questions. Notably, since NRs are involved in the integration

C. Bunce, M.J. Campbell (eds.), Nuclear Receptors, Proteins and Cell Regulation 8, xxx–xxx
DOI 10.1007/978-90-481-3303-1_2, C� Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2010
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of genomic and environmental processes, they are a critical link to understand the
molecular basis of phenotypic plasticity.

2.2. NRs PHYLOGENY AND CLASSIFICATION

Before addressing questions about NR evolution, it is necessary to place the cur-
rent knowledge on a solid phylogenetic framework. Indeed, classification is the first
step required prior to any evolutionary analysis, since it is only by knowing the rela-
tionships between taxa (either proteins or organisms) that one can safely propose
evolutionary hypothesis to be tested. The presence of two functionally conserved
domains, the DNA-binding domain (DBD) and the ligand-binding domain (LBD)
have proved highly informative for tree reconstruction, since it allows the generation
of robust phylogenies [1–3].

The phylogeny of NRs provided a framework to establish a nomenclature for the
family, a particularly useful tool given the increasing number of new NRs sequences
coming from many different organisms [4]. According to this nomenclature, the NR
family is divided into six subfamilies (NR1 to NR6). Each of these subfamilies is a
robust monophyletic group, in which all receptors clustered in a subfamily originate
from a single ancestor. The precise relationships between the six subfamilies are
still unclear, blurring our views about the origin of the family itself (see below). It
is interesting to note that two subfamilies (I and IV) cluster receptors that are able
to interact with RXR in vertebrates, suggesting that this feature is not common to
the whole family (Figure 2.3) [5]. Similarly, in vertebrates, subfamily III clusters
members that are able to dimerize on palindromic elements. In contrast to this link
between evolutionary history and DNA binding activity, no link between the ligand
binding ability and the phylogeny has been detected. Steroid receptors are present in
different subfamilies (I and III), and strongly related receptors (e.g. within the NR1
family), bind molecules as different as thyroid hormones (NR1A), retinoids (NR1B)
or prostaglandins (NR1C).

Also noteworthy is the fact that the family contains proteins that lack one of the
two conserved domains. In the official nomenclature, these proteins are artificially
gathered into a specific subfamily (NR0) that has no biological meaning in itself (that
is, all its members do not share a specific ancestral receptor [4]). Without a LBD,
the protein is not a receptor, although it can act as a classical ligand-independent
transcription factor. The well-known gap segmentation gene knirps, a transcriptional
repressor in insects, is a good example of the NR0A group [6]. Without a DBD
(group NR0B), the protein cannot act as a transcription factor. For example, the Small
Heterodimer Partner (SHP; NR0B2) is an orphan corepressor of various transcrip-
tion factors, including nuclear receptors [7] whereas DAX-1 (NR0B1) plays a role
in sex determination mechanisms in mammals. These two paralogues are distantly
related to the TLL group within subfamily II. Members of the NR0 subfamily pro-
vide interesting examples of how protein domains are reshuffled during evolution,
a major source of molecular innovation [8]. In this view, proteins are composed of
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modules that follow their own evolutionary path and the phylogeny of a given protein
is not necessarily identical to the phylogenies of its constituent modules. In the NR
family, this remains an exception.

2.3. NR COMPLEXITY IS NOT LIMITED TO VERTEBRATES

In addition to an established phylogeny, the understanding of NR evolution requires
a better knowledge of the phylogenetic distribution of receptors in a various sets of
metazoans [9, 10]. This also allows discovery of a much more diverse family than
originally anticipated by studying only NRs from common model organisms such as
either human, mouse or Drosophila.

Figure 2.1 summarise the current knowledge on the phylogenetic distribution of
NRs, with the addition of some notable events concerning specific model organ-
isms. It should be underlined that the two best-studied non-vertebrate models, i.e.
Drosophila and Caenorhabditis, are members of the group ecdysozoa, which can-
not be taken as a picture of the ‘ancestral condition’ of NR functioning. This figure
shows that the last common ancestor of all bilaterian animals, Urbilateria, which
most likely possessed about 22–25 receptors, and subsequently complex events of
gene loss, gene duplication and domain shuffling occurred. Some receptors such
as NR3A/ER or NR1A/TR, were lost in tunicates and ecdyzosoans, indicating that
such animals should not be taken as representatives of a ‘primitive state’. On the
contrary, the physiological regulatory networks of these organisms are certainly as
much derived from earlier organisms as vertebrate networks are. In vertebrates,
the number of receptors and their phylogenetic relationships fit very well with
whole genome duplication events [11]. There are also many examples of duplica-
tion of one peculiar receptor. The amphioxus Branchiostoma floridae has ten copies
of the NR1H, due to lineage-specific duplication [12], and, more spectacular, the
NR2A of Caenorhabditis elegans has about 250 copies [13, 14]. Concerning the
nematode receptors, it should be mentioned that many of them have diverged con-
siderably, with some receptors that are linked to no clear group, for example the
‘NR1K’ of Onchocerca volvulus [15]. Such sequences may be very divergent forms
of NRs that are otherwise well conserved among metazoans. It should be possi-
ble to test this exciting hypothesis using recent data about the genomes of Brugia
malayi [16], Meloidogyne incognita [17], and Pristionchus pacificus [18]. The very
different life styles of these species may also allow correlation between biology
(nutrition, ecology, reproduction) and NR duplications. The finding of NRs with 2
DBDs in various lophotrochozoans and in Daphnia opens other promising research
fields, suggesting once again parallel losses in nematodes, insects and maybe
vertebrates [19].

In short, the emerging complete picture of metazoan NRs indicates that, in spite
of the conservation of some basic mechanisms, receptors present in various meta-
zoan phyla are extremely diverse. The characterization of NRs throughout the whole
metazoan biodiversity thus offer a view on the real flexibility of the NR structural
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modules. NRs are conserved proteins that were prone to some changes during evolu-
tion and a future challenge is to better understand to what extent these changes have
contributed to phenotypic plasticity.

2.4. NR-LIKE ARE FOUND THROUGHOUT THE TREE OF LIFE

The origin of NRs is still unknown. A decade ago, a PCR screen indicated that NRs
are found only in metazoans [9]. Recently it was confirmed that NRs are absent from
the genome of the unicellular Monosiga brevicollis, which belongs to choanoflag-
ellates, the sister group of animals [20]. The metazoan-specific DBD of nuclear
receptors contains two C4-zinc fingers that are structurally related to the GATA C4-
zinc fingers, which are found in all eukaryotes. It is possible that Nuclear Receptor
DBD arose by duplication of a single ancestral C4-Zinc finger. By contrast, the
LBD of nuclear receptors share no similarity with other domains outside animals.
However, NR-like proteins were identified recently in the budding yeast. The het-
erodimeric transcription factors Oaf1/Pip2 are bound and regulated by fatty acids
(oleate) through a mechanism that is very similar to PPAR/RXR [21]. Even more
surprising is the suggestion, based on structure predictions, deletion and mutation
analysis, that these proteins contain a LBD with a NR folding. Since the sequence
identity is not significant, it is impossible to determine whether these resem-
blances are due to either homology or homoplasic evolution. Similarly, the yeast
transcription factors Pdr1p/Pdr3p are regulated by xenobiotics, like the PXR nuclear
receptor [22]. All these four proteins contain a zinc-finger DBD (Zn6Cys2) and
orthologs of the putative LBD were found in other ascomycetes [21] (Figure 2.2).
Therefore, fungi can use ligand-regulated transcription factors that share many
functional and structural characteristics with NRs of animals (Figure 2.2).

It is interesting to recall that other ligand-activated transcription factors exist in
animals. Indeed, the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AHR) is a member of the bHLH-
PAS family that contains a DBD of the basic-Helix-Loop-Helix type (bHLH) and a
Per-Arnt-Sim (PAS) domain involved in the ligand binding activity [23] (Figure 2.2).
Like NRs, the AHR can be bound and activated by a wide diversity of small lipophilic
ligands that can act as either signalling molecules or xenobiotics (including dioxin).

Unfortunately, structural data of the AHR LBD are currently not yet available.
Cross-talk interactions exist between NRs and AHR in the steroids and retinoids
pathways of mammals [24, 25]. Similar relationships have been found in insects
between the bHLH-PAS protein Methoprene-tolerant (Met) and the ecdysone recep-
tor, which is a heterodimer between two nuclear receptors: ECR (NR1H) and USP
(NR2B) [26]. Finally, NR coactivators such as the p160 proteins (SRC1, TIF2
and ACTR) are also bHLH-PAS proteins. Therefore, the possibility of interactions
between NRs and bHLH-PAS pathways might well be a common theme in ani-
mals. These examples show that any information obtained for one of the two groups
of receptor can lead to interesting suggestions for the other group, despite totally
different DBD and LBD.
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Figure 2.2. NR and NR-like transcription factors in eukaryotes. The domain structures of some known
metazoan ligand-activated transcription factors are compared. They all possess a DBD and a LBD, but
from different domain families, so they are not homologous

Plants also possess proteins that combine a DBD and a LBD: the HD-START
family (Figure 2.2). These transcription factors contain a homeodomain associ-
ated with a leucine zipper important for dimerisation. The Steroidogenic Acute
Regulatory-related lipid Transfer (START) domain was first identified in mammals
as a lipid-sterol binding motif [27]. The crystal structure of several mammalian
START domains revealed a hydrophobic tunnel that allows the transport of sterol or
phospholipids [28]. The HD and START domains are combined with various other
protein motifs in eukaryotes and prokaryotes. However, surprisingly, only within
the plant kingdom are they associated together [29]. Several of these HD-START
proteins are implicated in cell differentiation during plant development, possibly by
linking the lipid metabolic state of the cell to the regulation of transcription [29].
Unfortunately, START sequences of plants are not closely related to those of ani-
mals, and their structure is unknown, as well as their ligands. Hydrophobic steroid
hormones are very similar in plants and animals but the identified receptors are
totally different [30]. Nevertheless, the plant-specific HD-START family may have
an analogous role to the one of NRs in animals.

Finally, it is important to recall that what seems to be an exception in eukaryotes
is actually the rule in eubacteria, where the regulation of transcription is based on
proteins that bind to specific DNA sequences in a ligand-dependent manner [31].
One of the best example of this mechanism is the lac operon, the first discovered
case of gene regulation. The repressor (lacI) undergoes a conformational transition
in response to bound ligands that increases or decreases its affinity for the operator
DNA of the lac operon [32]. NRs act fundamentally in a similar allosteric fashion.
The structure of the repressor revealed a modular structure with four domains: a
DBD of the HLH type; a hinge region; the LBD forming a sugar binding pocket;
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a C-terminal helix important for tetramerization [3]. This general organisation is
familiar to those studying NRs, which are usually organised in 4–5 domains: A/B, C
(DBD), D (hinge), E (LBD) and sometimes a F domain.

Beyond these simplistic comparisons, the key point is that ligand-dependent gene
regulation is probably a very ancient mechanism. In that perspective, the mode of
action of NRs could be qualified as ‘primitive’, in the sense that it would represent an
example of an older and widespread mechanism already present in the late common
ancestor to prokaryotes and eukaryotes.

2.5. WHAT IS A NR-LIGAND?

In biochemistry, a ligand is a substance that is able to bind to and form a complex
with a biomolecule in a biological context. In a narrower sense, it is a signal-
triggering molecule binding to a site on a target protein, by intermolecular forces
such as ionic bonds, hydrogen bonds and Van der Waals forces. The docking (asso-
ciation) is usually reversible (dissociation). Actually, irreversible covalent binding
between a ligand and its target molecule is rare in biological systems.

The nature of the NR ligand is a question that has been strongly biased by the
history of the discovery of NRs. The first NR ligands were classical hormones
of the endocrinology field, like steroid hormones or thyroid hormones, hence the
name often given to the family: the steroid/thyroid hormone receptor family. When
the receptor for ecdysone was cloned, it was clear for everyone in the field that
NRs were high affinity receptors (at the nanomolar range) for very specific com-
pounds with a hormonal function [33]. The identification of the first orphan receptors
in no way changed this paradigm and many pharmaceutical companies performed
high-throughput screens on orphan receptors in order to discover new hormonal lig-
ands. Nevertheless, the discovery of the metabolic receptors and, prominently, of the
PPARs that were shown to bind a wide diversity of compounds (including fatty acids
with an affinity in the micromolar range), provided the first clue that the situation was
more complex than previously expected. This view is reinforced by data showing that
9-cis RA may only be a pharmacological ligand of RXR, at least in mammals, and
that its ligands are rather fatty acids [34]. The characterization of xenobiotic regula-
tors such as PXR and CAR have also much broadened our view since these receptors
bind to an extremely wide variety of unrelated compounds such as rifampicine or
RU486.

In addition, several intriguing results have highlighted the tremendous diversity of
interactions that can exist between NRs and small molecules. We are now far from
the key/lock model of a stable and simple interaction between a hormone (the key)
and a receptor (the lock)! Among recent observations that modified these views on
ligand binding it is interesting to mention the ability of ligands to bind unique lig-
and binding pockets; e.g. FMOC-Leu on PPARγ [35], and the existence of a still
much discussed second ligand binding site in an estrogen receptor [36]; the regula-
tion of a receptor activity by gas (NO and CO), which controls the redox status of
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a heme molecule that is permanently bound to the E75 ligand binding pocket [37];
the several cases of structural ligands that are small molecules, often fatty acids, that
are bound in the ligand binding pockets of USP and HNF4 [38, 39]. To finish on
this rapid panorama of unusual binding modes one has to recall that classical recep-
tors such as estrogen receptors are in fact promiscuous, since they recognize a large
number of exogenous compounds (the endocrine disruptors) that can regulate their
activity in very subtle ways. If some of these compounds are indeed artificial (BPA,
DDT), others occur naturally (phytoestrogens) suggesting that may have been part
of the ancestral regulatory system of NR activity by food. The historic idea of highly
selective ligands controlling NR activities is now inconsistent with the fact that sev-
eral endogenous ligands of estrogen receptors exist: 5α-androstane-3β,17β-diol is
a natural agonist of ERβ [40] and 17OH-cholesterol, a naturally occurring steroid
compound, is an endogenous antagonist of ERβ, [41].

All these data suggest that, at their origin, NRs were probably not hormonal recep-
tors with high affinity for very specific compounds. Rather this is a feature that was
acquired later during evolution. We propose that NRs instead act as a sensor, by
interacting with a wide variety of compounds, to transfer, as transcriptional activity,
subtle metabolic balances in the respective amounts of various compounds. Viewed
in this manner, there is a continuum between classical hormones, endogenous reg-
ulators, exogenous regulators including pharmacological ligands, food derivatives,
endocrine disruptors and even structural ligands that are permanently bound to the
receptors.

2.6. EVOLUTION OF LIGAND BINDING

There are some well-known examples about refinement of the ligand-binding activity
within closely related receptors. For the RAR/NR1B, which are retinoic-acid recep-
tors in vertebrates, it was shown that the ability to bind slightly different molecules
was acquired through definite mutations in the LBP [42].

The RXR/USP receptor, that binds 9cis-RA in metazoans, underwent at least two
major shifts during its evolution in insects. First, a loss of the ligand-binding ability,
after the split between grasshopers (where USP can bind 9cis-RA) and more derived
insects, such as coleoptera, hemiptera and mecopterida. This first shift seems to be
due only to punctual mutations that prevent the formation of a ligand binding pocket.
Secondly, during the emergence of the mecopterida clade, a new and large ligand-
binding pocket appeared, allowing the binding of a structural ligand. Insertions in
the LBD of USP were probably responsible of this second evolutionary shift [43].
Therefore, all the possible situations regarding ligand binding (classical ligand, struc-
tural ligand, real orphan) occur for USP-RXR. Currently, it is the only NR exhibiting
such plasticity.

The careful analysis of the ligand-binding specificity of PXR in mammals also
provides an example of shifts in NR ligand-binding ability. In vitro and cell cul-
ture binding assays between various vertebrate species showed that the biliary salt
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receptor PXR underwent a broadening of its specificity, being able to bind a various
set of androstanes, pregnanes, C27 bile alcohol sulfates and some xenobiotics in the
common vertebrate ancestor, whereas its specificity is restricted to C24 bile acids in
amniotes [44, 45].

Despite numerous examples of transitions from one ligand to another, the orig-
inal acquisition of ligand-binding ability remains unknown. The observation, that
there are no obvious correlations between known ligand specificity and phyloge-
netic relationships between the receptors (see Figure 2.3a), led to the proposition that
the evolution of the ligand-binding specificity of NRs involved several independent
gains and losses of ligand-binding ability ([9], reviewed in [46, 47]). According to
this notion, the LBD, which is conserved in all NRs, irrespective of the fact that they
have or not a ligand, should rather be seen as an allosteric domain controlling the
activity of the transcription factor. It is precisely because this conformational change

Figure 2.3. Different models about the evolution of ligand-binding ability. a: a general model for the
whole family, independent acquisition of ligand-binding ability. Ligand for some human receptors are
indicated on the tree. The lack for obvious correlations between known ligand specificity and phyloge-
netic relationships between the receptors led to the proposition that the evolution of the ligand-binding
specificity of NRs involved several independent gains, that are here indicated by red stars b: a model for
NR3A and NR3C. Gene losses, duplications and shifts in ligand-binding ability are indicated on a phy-
logenetic tree, with colors refering to ligands indicated in c. c: steroid biosynthesis pathway in human.
Ligand and their receptors are indicated with the same colour
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is conserved that the LBD sequence is conserved. It is interesting to note that several
reports indicate that the conformational change can be triggered by several process
in addition to ligand binding [48]. Indeed, phosphorylation or protein-protein inter-
actions can induce conformational changes. Thus, ligand binding appears as just one
possible trigger.

An hypothesis, based on reconstruction of ancestral sequences at internal nodes
of the evolutionary tree and functional characterization of the ‘resurrected’ receptor
suggests that the ancestral steroid receptor was liganded and that orphan receptors
secondarily lost the ability to bind a ligand [49, 50]. According to the ligand exploita-
tion model, the terminal product in a biosynthetic pathway is the first compound for
which a receptor evolves; selection for this hormone also selects for the synthesis
of intermediates (see Figure 2.3b, c), and duplicated receptors then evolved affinity
for these intermediates. This model accounts for the divergence observed in ligand
specificity of the steroid receptors, namely AR/NR3C4, GR/NR3C1, MR/NR3C2,
PR/NR3C3 and ERs/NR3A [50, 51]. It also suggests that ligands for some ‘orphan’
receptors may be found among intermediates in the synthesis of ligands for evolu-
tionary related receptors. The ligand exploitation model considers that 17β-estradiol
(E2) was the ligand of the ancestral receptor and that E2 was present and active in a
wide range of metazoans before the diversification of steroid receptors [50]. However
this axiom is not supported by the current data (see for example a discussion in [52]
and [53]). There are clear evidences that different steroids are synthesized in verte-
brates, insects and nematodes. For example, moulting is controlled by dafachronic
acids in C. elegans [54] and by ecdysteroids (ecdysone and related compounds) in
insects [55]. In humans, the main active steroids are dihydroxytestosterone (DHT),
progesterone (P4), cortisol and aldosterone that bind the four members of the NR3C
group (MR, GR, AR, PR), and E2 that binds to ERs (Figure 2.3b). Even within
vertebrates, there are some variations in the identity of active steroid hormones.
For example, in teleosts, there are two different active androgens: DHT and 11-
ketotestosterone (11KT) [56], while aldosterone is not present [57]. Strikingly,
despite these known variations of steroids identity among vertebrates, many authors
have searched for the presence and putative roles of ‘human’-type steroids such as
estradiol or progesterone, in all metazoan groups. It is important to realize that,
to date, none of the biochemical evidences for the presence of vertebrate steroids
in lophotrochozoans and cnidarians has been substantiated by cloning and bio-
chemical characterization of enzymes responsible of their biosynthesis. Moreover,
many of the techniques that were used to detect endocrine activity are prone to
artefacts and misidentification [52, 53]. Thus, the identity of steroids present in
non-model ‘invertebrates’ is still an open and important question. This evolution-
ary variability in ligands may be found for other hormonal systems. Indeed, the
recent characterization of the thyroid hormone receptor signalling in amphioxus has
shown that the ligand of amphioxus TR is not T3 itself, but TRIAC, a derivative of
T3 [58, 59].

A way to reconcile the different views could be to suppose that the ancestral recep-
tor was not an orphan but rather a sensor that was able to bind with low affinity a
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wide range of molecules, probably provided by food [60], and that ligand binding
specificity with high affinity evolved sometimes through selection of synthesis path-
ways for molecules that had a strong positive effect on animal physiology, and thus
became endogenous synthesized hormones. This view is consistent with the fact that
low affinity ligands are now known for a large set of receptors, which were previ-
ously thought to be orphans but are in fact sensors (e.g. NR2A/HNF4 in mammals
[61]). Their abundance makes the hypothesis of an ancestral sensor more parsimo-
nious than previous speculations (Figure 2.3a) that only distinguished between high
affinity ligand binding receptors and orphans with no ligand binding ability at all.
Some evolutionary studies at a subfamily scale [62] also reinforce the view that it
may be a continuum between true orphan, sensors able to bind many molecules with
low specificity and true endocrine receptors, which bind specifically one signalling
molecule only.

2.7. CONCLUSION: EVOLUTION AS A REFLECTION FRAME
TO UNDERSTAND NRs

The evolutionary story of NR is far from being fully elucidated but important recent
progress has occurred leading to a radical shift in our view of NR signalling in recent
years. NRs appear as very dynamic at the evolutionary level, being able to become
adapted to a wide variety of physiological, metabolic and developmental roles. These
molecules are thus now very promising evolutionary models. Striking conclusions
from recent studies are that (i) non-usual genetic models such as lophotrochozoans
and cnidarians continue to reveal provocative genomic and functional insight
(ii) there is no obligatory co-linearity, at an evolutionary scale, between a given
receptor and ligand, and (iii) physiological roles of NRs cannot be fully understood
without an integrative view, taking into account the genetic environment in which
receptors are evolving [63].
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a b s t r a c t

Theoriginof the ligand-bindingability of nuclear receptors is still amatter of discussion. Current opposing
models are the early evolution of an ancestral receptor thatwould bind a specific ligandwith high affinity
and the early evolution of an ancestral orphan thatwas a constitutive transcription factor. Herewe review
the arguments in favour or against these two hypotheses, and we discuss an alternative possibility that
the ancestor was a ligand sensor, which would be able to explain the apparently contradictory data
generated in previous models for the evolution of ligand binding in nuclear receptors.

© 2010 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Nuclear receptors (NRs) are classically defined as ligand-
activated transcription factors that allow the regulation of target
genes by small lipophilic molecules such as hormones (thyroid
hormones, steroids), morphogens (retinoic acid) or dietary com-
ponents (fatty acids). Although built with a similar organization,
NRs are nevertheless regulated by a wide diversity of compounds
and are implicated in a tremendous diversity of physiological and
metabolic processes (de Lera et al., 2007; Germain et al., 2006;
Huang et al., 2010). The origins and ancestral function of nuclear
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receptors, especially in terms of ligand-binding ability, have been a
matter of debate for a long time. This question is crucial to under-
stand what could be the common features shared by all NRs and
to be able to distinguish, in the action of NRs, what is a remnant of
phylogenetic constraint, and what has a specific adaptative value.
Indeed, along with the bHLH-PAS family (Hahn, 2002), the NRs are
the only transcription factors that are able to make a direct link
between gene regulation and themetabolic environment, and they
may have played an important role in the diversification of animals
as multicellular heterotrophs. The debate on the origin of ligand-
binding ability of NR began at time when there was a clear-cut
dichotomy between hormonal receptors, that bind a ligand with
nanomolar affinity, and orphans receptors with no known ligands.
However, structural data during the past decade have significantly
refined our understanding of NR binding affinities. Additional to
the two classical categories it became clear that there also exists
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receptors with micromolar affinity for a variety of components,
that were termed “nutritional sensors”, such as PPAR (NR1C), LXR
(NR1H2/3), FXR (NR1H4/5). It was also found that some recep-
tors have their pockets filled either by side-chain amino-acids,
such as Nurr1 (NR4A2) or HR38 (NR4A4) or by an hydrophobic
molecule that does not trigger transcriptional changes, for which
the term “structural ligand”was coined, such as HNF4� (NR2A1) or
mecopteridan USP (NR2B4) (Benoit et al., 2004; Sladek, this issue).
Even the chemical nature of the ligand was expanded with the dis-
covery that hemes are also NR ligands (Burris, 2008). Now is a good
time to incorporate such data in discussions about the origin and
evolution of ligand-binding ability in NRs.
Here we reassess this question by reviewing the distribution of

ligand binding abilities within the NR family, with a focus on well
studied subfamilies, in which changes in ligand binding specificity
allowus todrawhypotheseson themechanisms thatwouldexplain
the appearance of the first NRs. Finally we address the question
of ligand synthesis evolution, which brings some complementary
clarifying information to the debate.

1. Nuclear receptor phylogeny and the origin of the
ancestral orphan hypothesis

The way of regarding the relationships between NRs and their
ligands has been historically biased by the fact that the first identi-
fied ligandsweremammalian steroid and thyroid hormones, hence
the name often given to the family: the steroid/thyroid hormone
receptor family (Evans, 1988). When EcR (NR1H1), the receptor
for the insect hormone ecdysone was identified in Drosophila, it
was clear to everyone that NRs were high affinity receptors (at the
nanomolar range) for hormones in all animals (Koelle et al., 1991).
The question then arose of the origin of the ligand-binding abil-
ity. Based on the observation that two kinds of major NR ligands,
steroids and retinoids, are products of terpenoid metabolism, the
first hypothesis was that the ancestral receptor would have been
liganded by a terpenoid molecule (Moore, 1990). At that time, the
only knownnon-terpenoidNR ligandswere thyroid hormones, and
there were many candidate ligands within terpenoid molecules
with signalling roles in various eukaryotes, such as juvenile hor-
mone in insects or abscissic acid and gibberellins in plants. In this
context, the first orphan receptors that were cloned were mainly
considered as receptors waiting for a yet unknown high-affinity
ligand (Giguère et al., 1988). When the possibility was raised that
orphans could be constitutively active, the hypothesis that lig-
ands could bederived from intracellularmetabolism,waspreferred
(O’Malley, 1989).
With the first phylogenies of the family, it became clear that

all NRs share a common ancestor, and it became possible to spec-
ulate on the ancestral state of the first nuclear receptor (Amero
et al., 1992; Laudet et al., 1992). This led to the proposal that the
evolution of the ligand binding specificity of NRs involved sev-
eral independent gains and losses of ligand-binding ability from
an ancestral orphan (Fig. 1, Escriva et al., 1997, reviewed in Escriva
et al., 2000, and Baker, 2003). This view was supported by three
types of arguments.
First,orthologsof classically ligandedvertebrate receptors, such

as TR (NR1A), RAR (NR1B) and steroid receptors from the NR3 fam-
ily (ER, GR, MR, PR, AR) were not identified outside vertebrates,
suggesting a late appearance of liganded receptors during animal
evolution.1 It was later shown that homologs of these receptors
are present in some mollusks and platyhelminthes, but to date
it remains true that they are not present outside bilaterians. This

1 Note: Evolutionary notions that may need further explanation are indicated in
bold italic at their first occurrences and are defined in Box 1.

Fig. 1. Phylogenetic distribution of NR ligands. A phylogeny of putative bilaterian
NRs, adapted from Bertrand et al., 2004. The presence of a ligand in front on the
receptor does not mean that all the orthologs bind it, but only that the binding was
shown for some of them. Boxed receptors are those for which at least one crystal
structure is available. The binding ability for each type of ligand is indicated by the
colour code. Red, nanomolar affinity; yellow, micromolar affinity; green, binding
without data on the affinity, or affinity criterion not relevant (for pockets filled with
side-chain amino-acids).

means that the early steps of NRdiversification, leading to the com-
mon set of 25 bilaterian NRs (Bertrand et al., 2004) may have taken
place in a context where classical hormone receptors did not exist,
as animals living at that time did not have an internal circulatory
system linking differentiated organs. However, this does not nec-
essary imply that the first receptors were true orphans. Among the
NRs that exist in cnidarians, there are HNF4 (NR2A), which has a
“structural ligand” inmammals, thatmaymirror the ancestral situ-
ation (Sladek, 2002; Benoit et al., 2004; Yuan et al., 2009), and also
RXR (NR2B), which can be viewed as a sensor (discussed below)
due to the broad diversity of its substrates (Mic et al., 2003; Calléja
et al., 2006).
Second, the hypothesis that orphan receptors evolved early also

raises the questions of themechanism that would allow them to be
activated, andwhat structural constraints allow for the ligandbind-
ingdomain (LBD) tobeconserved inorphan receptors. In1997came
the first results of NR regulation through conformational changes
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Box 1: Definition of some evolutionary concepts used
in the text
Convergence
Two similar structures are convergent when their similarity is
not due to common ancestry, but due to independent forma-
tion from different structures.
Homology
Two structures are homologswhen they share common ances-
try. For genes – and by extension for proteins – there are two
major kinds of homologs: orthologs and paralogs.
Long branch attraction
This is a phenomenon in phylogenetic analyses when rapidly
evolving lineages are inferred to be closely related, regardless
of their true evolutionary relationships.
Orthology
Two genes are orthologs when they share common ancestry
after a speciation event, e.g. TR� from mouse and TR� from
rat.
Paralogy
Two genes are paralogs when they share common ancestry
after a gene duplication event, e.g. TR� frommouse, TR� from
mouse, and unduplicated TR from amphioxus.
Parsimony
An hypothesis is parsimonious when it uses the simplest way
to explain an observation. For example, concerning gene fam-
ily evolution, a scenario that implies 2 gene duplications and
one loss is more parsimonious that a scenario that implies one
duplication and four losses.

in a ligand-independent way, for example due to phosphorylation
(Rochette-Egly, 2003), or other types of post-translational modifi-
cations. This providedanexplanatorymechanism for the regulation
of orphan receptors by something other than ligand binding, which
could explain the structural conservation of the LBD in absence of
ligand binding. This fact has gained increasing support: it is clear
that the ligand is just one possible trigger for the conformational
change ormore appropriately termed the allosteric transition (Faus
and Haendler, 2006).
The third argument for the ancestral orphan receptor view was

that there seemed to be nothing in common between the synthe-
sis pathways of diverse ligands such as thyroid hormones, retinoic
acids and steroids. This should be now reassessed in light of our
more complete understanding of the wide diversity of NR ligands

(Fig. 1, and Sladek, this issue). For example, even if some of these
data still need to be confirmed, retinoids can apparently bindmam-
malian receptors other than RAR (NR1B) and RXR (NR2B), with
comparable affinity for PPAR�/� (NR1C2) and lower affinities for
the two other mammalian PPARs (NR1C), ROR� (NR1F2), or COUP-
TFII (NR2F2) (reviewed in Theodosiou et al., 2010). NR2B (RXR/USP)
is sensitive to awide rangeofdifferentmolecules, not only retinoids
but also fatty acids and phospholipids, and, in fact, retinoid bind-
ing to RXR may have no relevance in vivo (Mic et al., 2003; Calléja
et al., 2006). PPARs bind fatty acids and their eicoisanoid deriva-
tives. Furthermore, there is evidence for crosstalk between retinoic
acid and fatty acid signalling based on alternate activation of RAR
or PPAR�/� depending on retinoic acid concentration (Schug et al.,
2007). It is worth noting that retinoids are transported to cells
as esters and that the dissociation of the ester produces not only
retinoic acid, but also releases a fatty acid. This raises the possi-
bility that other unknown cross-talk due to the sharing of one of
many ligands may connect the different NR-signalling pathways.
Rev-erbs (NR1D1/2) and their ortholog in insects, E75 (NR1D3),
were shown to bind hemes, a very bigmolecule when compared to
other ligands in mammals, as in Drosophila (Burris, 2008). Recent
data indicate that other NRs, such as RXR� (NR2B1) in mammals
(Gotoh et al., 2008) or HR51 (NR2E3) bind heme with micromo-
lar affinity, whereas HNF4 (NR2A) and HR83 (NR2E5) bind heme
with lower affinity in Drosophila (de Rosny et al., 2008). This sug-
gests that heme could be amorewidespread ligand than previously
expected. Even historical “hormone-receptors”, can be activated by
a variety of ligands. For example, the Vitamin D Receptor (NR1I1)
is also activated by a bile acid (Makishima et al., 2002), and 5�-
androstane-3�,17�-diol appears to be a natural agonist of the
estrogen receptor ER� (NR3A2) (Weihua et al., 2002). On the other
hand, many steroid hormones activate the “xenobiotic receptor”
PXR (NR1I2) at a micromolar range (Ekins et al., 2008). Therefore,
generally there is no exclusive pairing between ligands and recep-
tors: one ligand can activate many receptors and one receptor can
be activated by many ligands. Furthermore, a receptor can be both
a sensor or a liganded receptor, depending on the context (Fig. 1).
Even if the various NR ligands are members of different chem-

ical families from a nomenclature viewpoint, they share common
physical properties, such as hydrophobicity and a volume between
250 and 550 Å3. Indeed, there are other protein families that inter-
act with the NR ligands (Fig. 2), where different paralogs bind
different ligands. Retinoic acid, retinol, fatty acids, eicosanoids,

Fig. 2. The interaction network between NRs and their ligands. The basic interaction network inwhich NRs are involved comprises NR target genes, for which transcription is
activated or inhibited by NRs, cofactors, that bind to NRs during activation or repression, other signalling pathways, that led to post-transcriptional modifications of NRs, and
ligands, whose presence is controlled by ligand-metabolising enzymes, and ligand transport proteins, intracellular such as FABP or extracellular such as albumins. NRs can
also act on other signalling pathways through non-genomic mechanisms, that do not involve their binding to DNA. Members of the estrogen receptor network are indicated
as an example.
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Fig. 3. Uncertainities in parsimony-based scenarios about the ligand-binding abilities of the ancestral steroid receptor (AncSR1). (A) If therewas a gene duplication of AncSR1
leading to NR3A and NR3C in the common ancestor of all bilaterian animals, six independent gene losses are necessary to explain the current gene distribution. These losses
are indicated by the purple stars at the end of dotted branches. (B) If NR3A and NR3C are the products of a chordate-specific gene duplication, four gene losses would be
sufficient to explain the observed gene distribution. Thus, this scenario is more parsimonious than (A), but would require the renaming of lophotrochozoan “ER” as NR3D,
to stress that they are not more related to vertebrate NR3A than to vertebrate NR3C. (C) Under the tree topology presented in (B) and taking into account the fact that
ERR is a constitutive activator, acquisition of steroid binding in all bilaterians (on left side) or convergent acquisition in chordates and annelids (on right side) are both
equiparsimonious scenarios. In both cases, constitutive repression in cephalochordate ER (red box) and a shift in ligand specificity in vertebrate AR/PR/MR/GR (light blue
oval) would be acquired from a liganded receptor. On the contrary, the early acquisition of estrogen-binding in AncSR1 (dark blue oval on left) would necessitate a reversion
to constitutive activity in mollusk NR3D. For discussion on the topology presented in (A), see also Eick and Thornton, this issue.

heme and bile acids are all bound by proteins of the FABP fam-
ily (Zimmerman and Veerkamp, 2002), that are involved in their
intracellular transport, whereas the extracellular albumins bind
all kinds of NR ligands (Baker, 2002a). Short-chain dehydrogenase
reductases (SDR) are also known to metabolise both retinoids and
steroids (Baker, 2001). Proteins of the CYP family are involved in
the metabolism of retinoids, steroids, fatty acids, eicosanoids and
xenobiotics. Important substrate shiftsbetweenclosely relatedpar-
alogs are alsowell known (Brownet al., 2008). For example, CYP8A1
and CYP8B1, which are the result of a vertebrate-specific duplica-
tion, metabolise respectively, prostacyclin (an eicosanoid) and a
bile-acid precursor (Thomas, 2007). These shifts in substrates may
indicate that these ligands share some common properties allow-
ing a rapid switch from one ligand to another on an evolutionary
timescale.
Finally, the orphan hypothesis raises the question on how an

unliganded transcription factor shifts to a ligand binding receptor.
This canonlybeaddressedby focusingonsomeprecise case studies.

2. Origin and evolution of the steroid receptors and their
implications on the ancestral NR

There aremanywell studied cases of variations on binding abil-
ity between similar ligands (Bridgham et al., 2006; Escriva et al.,
2006; Paris et al., 2008a; Reschly et al., 2008a), and some cases
of transition from a liganded receptor to an orphan (Krylova et al.,

2005; Iwema et al., 2007) or transition froman orphan to a receptor
with a structural ligand (Iwema et al., 2007), but these studies do
not deal with the transition from an orphan to a liganded receptor.
This is partly due to the fact that, except for insects and nema-
todes, functional data on non-vertebrate animals are still scarce,
and this is further complicated by the lack of data regarding the
physiological significance of some putative ligands, and by uncer-
tainties regarding the topology of the NR trees (see the numerous
polytomies in Fig. 1). The only families where there is sufficient
genomic sampling and understanding of the physiological signifi-
cance of the ligands are the NR3 subfamily (Fig. 3) and the NR1H/I/J
group (Fig. 4), that contain the steroid receptors, making them the
best proxies to address the question of ligand binding acquisition.

2.1. Hypotheses on the binding-ability of the ancestral steroid
receptor in the NR3 subfamily

The N3 family contains receptors for vertebrate sex and adrenal
steroids, but also some mollusk receptors that do not bind sex
and adrenal steroids. However, a resurrected ancestral estrogen
receptor was found to be activated by estrogens, implying that
estrogen binding would have been secondarily lost in some mol-
lusks (Thornton et al., 2003). This was followed by the further
characterization of mollusk constitutive activators in this family
(Keay et al., 2006), whereas secondary losses of ligand binding-
ability was further documented in the rodent LRH-1, a receptor
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Fig. 4. Current data about steroid binding in the NR1H/I/J family. Trivial names of various NR1H/I/J members are plotted on the tree, together with indication on the species
where there are present, and with information about the ligand-binding ability of the receptor. Gene duplication events are indicated with black disks. In the NR1H family,
all chordate receptors bind steroids, and the NR1H of insects also binds a steroid, so there is high probability that lophotrochozoan NR1H also bind an oxydated cholesterol
derivative. Similarly, since there are steroid-binding receptors in vertebrate NR1I and nematode NR1J, whereas the insect ortholog NR1J may bind cholesterol, the currently
uncharacterized NR1J from lophotrochozoan would be an obvious candidate for steroid binding.

from the NR5A2 group (Krylova et al., 2005). Taken together, these
data were interpreted as evidence against the ancestral orphan
receptor theory, and it was proposed that, on the contrary, con-
stitutive activation has evolved several times in parallel from a
ligand-dependant nuclear receptor ancestor (Keay et al., 2006).
Hypotheses about steroid binding in the NR3 subfamily are

strongly dependent on the understanding of the relationships
between the various receptors (Fig. 3). The NR3 subfamily diver-
sified specifically in bilaterians (Baker, 2008). The first duplication
produced the common ancestor of bilaterian ERR (NR3B) and
the common ancestor of the bilaterian steroid receptor, AncSR1
(Thornton, 2001; Thornton et al., 2003). There is also clear evi-
dence that vertebrate ER has an ortholog in amphioxus (Paris et al.,
2008b), and that another amphioxus receptor, namedSR (Bridgham
et al., 2008), is orthologous to the vertebrate ancestor gene that
gave rise to the current GR (NR3C1), MR (NR3C2), PR (NR3C3) and
AR (NR3C4).
Things become more complicated when dealing with the

recently cloned NR3 in mollusks and annelids. The first analyses
of mollusk sequences provided support for their grouping with the
chordate ER (NR3A), and theywere also named NR3A in some pub-
lications (Thornton et al., 2003; Paris et al., 2008b). This topology is
shown in Fig. 3A. But the addition of two cloned annelid receptors
decreased the support for this grouping (Keay and Thornton, 2009).
In this paper, the authors acknowledged that they “cannot rule out
the possibility that the protostome ERs could be equally orthologous to
the entire SR family”(topology shown in Fig. 3B).
Two additional lines of evidence may be worth taking into

account to discriminate between both scenarios. First, when one

considers theminimal number of secondary gene losses, it appears
that there would have been at least six independent losses if
lophotrochozan “ERs” are orthologous to NR3A (Fig. 3A), whereas
if it were orthologous to the chordate gene that gives rise to NR3A
and NR3C after duplication, therewould have been only four losses
(Fig. 3B). This second scenario is therefore more parsimonious.
The second line of evidence is that vertebrate NR3C has undergone
an acceleration of evolutionary rate, which has led to reconstruc-
tion artifacts at the base of NR3 phylogeny. At that time, when
only mammal sequences where available, NR3C branched basally
to a group containing NR3A and NR3B (Laudet, 1997). In fact,
similar artifacts are also present for other NR subfamilies, even
when methods that diminish the effect of long-branch attrac-
tion, such as maximum-likelihood, are used. For example, a recent
paper on the phylogeny of bilaterian RXR/USP (NR2B) showed
nematode, platyhelminthe and mecopteridan insect sequences
branching erroneously at the basis of bilateria, and this was inter-
pretedusing the same reasoning that favours the topology in Fig. 3B
(Tzertzinis et al., 2010).
Whatever the true topology, this debate raises an important

nomenclature issue. In such ambiguous cases, it would be prefer-
able to give the controversial sequence a name that does not favour
one or the other hypothesis. This is why we suggest that mollusk
and annelid sequences, that where up to now unofficially desig-
nated as “ER” or “NR3A” should preferably be named “NR3D”, aswe
do in Fig. 3B andC, andas it has alreadybeendone for other ambigu-
ous cases, such as vertebrate VDR/PXR/CAR (NR1I) and insect HR96
(NR1J) (Nuclear Receptors Nomenclature Committee, 1999; see
also Fig. 4). This formal problem should not be underestimated,
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given the fact that non-neutral names can significantly bias fur-
ther experimental research (Markov et al., 2008a,b). In spite of
the mentioned uncertainties, and maybe due to the nomencla-
ture bias, the evolution of the steroid binding ability in the NR3
family was, to date, only discussed based on the topology pre-
sented in Fig. 3A. It was proposed that the early acquisition of
estrogen-binding in bilaterians was more parsimonious than the
late convergent acquisition from a constitutive activator occurring
three times independently in vertebrates, cephalochordates and
annelids (Keay and Thornton, 2009, see also Eick and Thornton, this
issue). However, if we take into account the topology proposed in
Fig. 3B and the fact that ERR is a constitutive activator in mam-
mals and mollusks (Giguère et al., 1988; Bannister et al., 2007), we
find that the early acquisition of estrogen binding in bilaterians
(Fig. 3C, left) and the late acquisition of estrogen binding in chor-
dates (Fig. 3C, right) are equally parsimonious hypotheses. In both
cases, four evolutionary steps are required. Thus, additional data
are required to discriminate between the two possibilities.

2.2. Acquisition of hormonal binding from a steroid sensing
background in the NR1H/I/J group

Steroid-binding nuclear receptors are not restricted to the NR3
subfamily. In the NR1 subfamily (Fig. 4), there is a group of steroid-
binding receptors containing the arthropod ecdysone receptor
EcR (NR1H1), the vertebrate oxysterol-binding LXR (NR1H2 and
NR1H3), the vertebrate bile acid receptor FXR� (NR1H4) and the
vertebrate bile alcohol receptor FXR� (NR1H5). The orthologs of
LXR and FXR in the urochordate Ciona intestinalis were recently
shown to bind oxysterols and sulfated steroids (Reschly et al.,
2008a; Reschly et al., 2008b). The NR1I/J group also contains the
vertebrate PXR (NR1I2) and VDR (NR1I1), which bind vitamin D,
bile acids and other cholesterol derivatives, the nematode DAF-
12, which binds dafachronic acids (also a kind of steroids) and the
insect HR96 (NR1J1), which binds cholesterol (Horner et al., 2009).
This group also containsmanynot yet characterized receptors from
amphioxus (Schubert et al., 2008), sea urchin (Howard-Ashby et al.,
2006) andvarious nematodes (Abad et al., 2008), eachwith lineage-
specific duplications. Thus, because most of the characterized
receptors from this group, either in chordates or in ecdysozoans,
are able to bind cholesterol or steroid derivatives, it is highly likely
that the common ancestor of this group was also able to do so.
Functional data allowus tobemoreprecise at least for theNR1I/J

group. Members of this group regulate the xenobiotic response
in vertebrates, Drosophila (HR96; King-Jones et al., 2006) and
nematodes (nhr-8; Lindblom et al., 2001), thus indicating that the
common ancestor of bilaterian NR1I/J may have had this ancestral
function. If this hypothesis is true, it would be necessary to explain
how the nematode DAF-12 and vertebrate VDR shifted from xeno-
biotic sensing, which implies the binding of many different ligands
at themicromolar range, tohormonebinding, that implies abinding
of one specific molecule with high affinity. For nematode DAF-12,
data are currently insufficient to draw an evolutionary scenario.
But concerning VDR, it is possible to compare its properties to that
of its paralogs PXR and CAR and also to compare the properties
of VDR in various vertebrates. The three receptors share binding to
some targets implicated in xenobiotic responses, such as the CYP3A
genes. CYP3A are involved in hydroxylation of various xenobiotics
and endobiotics, such as lithocholic acid, a cytotoxic secondary bile
acid that is produced by mammalian intestinal bacteria. Addition-
ally, the sea lamprey VDR is able to activate the transcription of
a reporter gene bearing a response element of the mammalian
CYP3A4 xenobiotic-metabolising enzyme, but not that of rat osteo-
calcin, which is a mammalian VDR target gene involved in bone
physiology (Whitfield et al., 2003). This is consistent with the lack
in lamprey of a calcified skeleton and plasma levels of calcitriol that

are 7–8 times higher than those of other vertebrates, which corre-
lates with the lower affinity of lamprey VDR for this ligand. Thus,
even if calcitriol is present in lamprey and able to bind VDR, it may
not have an hormonal function in that animal. The physiologically
relevant lamprey VDR ligandmay be a bile acid or another steroid-
like molecule. We suggest that results from NR3 family steroid
receptors should be interpreted in a similar way. Physiologically
relevant estrogen-binding would be a chordate-specific feature.
Estrogen binding by annelid NR3Dmay be viewed as a purely phar-
macological property, as observed for the calcitriol-binding VDR in
lamprey. Or estrogensmay be one of the numerous ligands that can
activate annelidNR3Dduring a xenobiotic response, as it is the case
for estrogen binding by the vertebrate PXR or CAR.

3. NR ligand synthesis evolution and its implications on the
state of AncSR

Another important element to consider in this debate is the evo-
lution of NR ligand synthesis pathways. Thanks to the increase of
genome sequences and functional characterization of enzymes in
several species, much data are now available to tackle this long
standing question.

3.1. Independent acquisition of steroidogenic synthesis pathways

One critical aspect to understand the context of ancestral NR
binding is to decipher the timing of the appearance of NR ligands.
Indeed it would be difficult to have a complete view of NR origins
and evolutionwithout integrating ligand synthesis. Again, themost
numerous data exist for steroids, that were reported in almost all
animal groups (Fig. 5), themost recent example being progesterone
in rotifers (Stout et al., 2010) and even in plants. Unfortunately,
many searches for “human”-type steroid hormones such as estra-
diol or progesterone throughoutmetazoan groups have been prone
to artifacts and/or misidentification. To date, biochemical evidence
(immunological and/or chromatographic methods linked to mass
spectrometry) for presence of vertebrate steroids in lophotro-
chozoans, ecdysozoans and cnidarians have not been substantiated
bymolecular characterization of enzymes directly involved in their
de novo biosynthesis (Lafont and Mathieu, 2007; Markov et al.,
2008b). A recent search for orthologs of the enzymes implicated
in the synthesis of vertebrate sex and adrenal steroids, as well as
enzymes implicated in the synthesis of ecydsone and dafachronic
acids showed that these enzymes appeared specifically following
gene duplications in the vertebrate, arthropod and nematode lin-
eages, respectively (Markov et al., 2009). This is also true for some
key enzymes that are involved in the synthesis of oxysterols, bile
acids and vitamin D. All these enzymes are members of multi-
genic families such as the cytochrome P450 (CYP), the short-chain
dehydrogenases-reductases (SDR), the 3�-hydroxysteroid dehy-
drogenases (HSD3B) and the 5�-reductases (SRD5A). Of course,
the phylogeny of these families is far from being fully elucidated,
but there are nevertheless some robust nodes concerning two key
enzymes in vertebrate sex and adrenal steroid synthesis: CYP19
and CYP11A.
TheCYP19, alsonamedaromatase, is a chordate-specificenzyme

(Reitzel and Tarrant, 2010), that may either have been secondarily
lost in other animals or, following the same reasoning as pre-
sented above for vertebrateNR3C,maybeahighlyderived chordate
protein that branches basally to other metazoan CYPs due to long-
branch attraction. However, in both cases, this indicates that there
is no evidence for a CYP19 ortholog that would perform aromatase
activity outside chordates. This should be put in perspective with
the reports from aromatase activities in cnidarians or mollusks
(Fig. 5). This means that this aromatase activity may be performed
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Fig. 5. Distribution of potential steroid receptors and steroidogenic enzymes amongmetazoans. Endogenous steroids are reported in all metazoans except for the placozoan
Trichoplax adhaerens, but enzymes catalysing vertebrate-specific steroid reactions have a more restricted distribution. Biochemical reports on aromatase activity (aro) are
available for cnidarians and mollusks, both of which lack a gene encoding a CYP19 enzyme, suggesting that this activity is due to a paralogous enzyme. However, side-chain
cleavage of cholesterol (scc) has been reported only in vertebrates, and the side-chain cleavage enzyme CYP11A also vertebrate-specific. Among candidate steroid nuclear
receptors, NR1H/I/J may be present in all bilaterians, but steroid binding (⊕) is known only in ecdysozoans and vertebrates. NR3 are present in bilaterians and placozoans,
but steroid binding was reported only in annelids and vertebrates (⊕).

by another enzyme than CYP19, and on an endogenous substrate
that is not necessarily testosterone, as in vertebrates. Moreover,
because all cnidarians studied to date lack any NR1I/J/H or any NR3
(Reitzel and Tarrant, 2009), if there is any NR-mediated steroid sig-
nalling in these animals, it would not be mediated by a classical
bilaterian-type NR. Thus, there is no reason to suppose that the
physiologically active steroids in cnidarians, if they exist, would
be of vertebrate-type, instead of being one of the various steroids
thatwere identified in some cnidarians (Lafont andMathieu, 2007).
Concerning mollusks, that lack steroid-binding NR3, candidate
steroid-binding receptors may be found in the NR1H/I/J, but once
again, that would not be in favour of a vertebrate-type estro-
gen ligand, rather than one of the various hydroxylated steroids
once identified in somemollusks. Concerning annelids, evidence of
biochemical activity implicated in estrogen synthesis is poorly doc-
umented, and most steroid reports concern ecdysteroids (Lafont
and Mathieu, 2007). In a recent report trying to link “vertebrate-
like” steroid hormone levels to sexual maturity indexes in Nereis
diversicolor, the authors acknowledge in the discussion that “Quan-
tification of steroid hormones in worms cannot permit [them] to take
into account exogenous compounds accumulated in [worm tissues]
and which can act as endocrine disruptors. The presence of these latter
contaminants is well documented in the Seine estuary” (Durou and
Mouneyrac, 2007).
The CYP11A, also known as side-chain cleavage enzyme, is

unambiguously vertebrate-specific (Fig. 5), having arisen from a
duplication of an ancestral CYP11 gene leading to CYP11A and
CYP11B, that is involved in glucocorticoid synthesis. To date, a lack
of phylogenetic resolutionprevents us fromestablishingwhichCYP
is themost closely related to these two vertebrate enzymes in other
animals, even in chordates. But due to the fact that both dupli-
cates have different activities, there is no reason to imagine that
the activity of this CYP should be more CYP11A-like than CYP11B-
like. Interestingly, a recent study succeeded in reporting in vitro
steroidogenic biochemical activities formost of themembers of the
sex steroid synthesis pathway, except from the side-chain cleav-
age activity, for which the only indirect evidence is a report of
mRNA expression in amphioxus ovaries (Mizuta et al., 2008). How-
ever, this so-called “CYP11A” is not even the best candidate for
an ortholog of ancestral vertebrate CYP11, but rather is a distant
paralog, named CYP374A2, which is clearly orthologous to a sea

urchin CYP (Markov et al., 2009). This means that, up to now, the
estrogen synthesis pathway remains vertebrate-specific, even if it
is possible that amphioxus synthesizes other steroids, for example
aromatized steroidswith a side chain,which could cross-reactwith
the antibodies used to search for estrogen in amphioxus (Mizuta
and Kubokawa, 2007). If it were firmly established that side-chain
cleavage reaction was convergently acquired by an amphioxus
enzyme, this other steroid could also be�5-androstenediol, which
was showntobindmammalianERswithnanomolar affinity (Kuiper
et al., 1997), ashas alreadybeen suggested (Baker, 2002b). So for the
moment, estrogens cannot be viewed as a physiological ligand for
amphioxus SR because there is no sufficient evidence for estrogen
in this species. Indeed, even if the amphioxus SR was shown to be
activated by estradiol, itwas at very high concentrations (Bridgham
et al., 2008), which makes it possible that the real physiological
activation mechanism for this receptor is through phosphoryla-
tion, interactions with coactivators or binding of another ligand.
This case is reminiscent of the relationship between RXR and 9-cis
retinoic acid in vertebrates: 9-cis RA is an excellent ligand of verte-
brate RXR but has not been found in vertebrate extracts and does
not regulate RXR activity in vivo.

3.2. A xenobiotic origin for vertebrate sex steroid hormones?

The lack of vertebrate-type steroids outside vertebrates leaves
the question of the origin of steroid binding in the NR3 subfam-
ily open. The late appearance of steroidogenic enzymes within
highly multigenic and promiscuous families is in good agreement
with the growing evidence that enzyme specificity should have
evolved from low-specificity proteins catalysing a whole range of
activities at low levels, to subfamilies with potent and highly spe-
cialized activities (Khersonsky et al., 2006). This is also consistent
with the striking similarity between the xenobiotic response path-
way in vertebrates and the sex and adrenal steroid metabolism
(Fig. 6). Xenobiotic response is divided in phase I (hydroxyla-
tions by CYPs) and phase II (addition of additional hydrophilic
residues on hydroxylated carbon), before transport outside the
cell (Wada et al., 2009). Sex steroids are synthesized from choles-
terol, mainly by a succession of hydroxylations catalysed by CYPs,
and are directly degraded throughout a mechanism similar to the
phase II xenobiotic response, involving enzymes from the SULT and
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Fig. 6. Similarities between xenobiotic response and steroid metabolism in vertebrates. (A) Xenobiotic response is divided in phase I (hydroxylations by CYPs) and phase II
(conjugation with charged species), before transport outside the cell. (B) Steroids are synthesized from cholesterol, mainly by a succession of hydroxylations catalysed by
CYPs, and are directly degraded through a mechanism similar to phase II xenobiotic response, implicating sulfonations by SULTs and glucuronylations by UGTs. NR sensors
like PXR, LXR or FXR are involved in transcriptional regulation of both steroidogenic and xenobiotic-metabolising CYPs, and they also regulate the transcription of enzymes
that metabolise steroid hormones. We hypothesize that the similarity between both pathways reflects common ancestry. In this framework, the transcriptional control of
steroid hormonemetabolising enzymes by hormonal nuclear receptors can be viewed as conservation of ancestral regulatory pathways, whereas targets implicated in steroid
signalling (such as peptide hormones) can be viewed as newly acquired targets after gene duplication.

UGT families (He et al., 2010). This similarity led to the hypothesis
that both phase I of xenobiotic detoxification and steroid synthesis
are homologous, meaning that steroid hormones may be recruited
cholesterol metabolites (Baker, 2005; Markov et al., 2009). This
would be in agreement with the proposition that thyroid hor-
mones (T3 and T4) were dietary metabolites before of becoming
hormones endogenously synthesized by the thyroid gland in ver-
tebrates (Heyland et al., 2005), and with the fact that other high
affinity NR ligands, such as retinoids and eicosanoids, are also
derivatives from food components. Retinoids are knownpotent ter-
atogens, when their concentration increases, and fatty acids are
highly cytotoxic molecules due to their potential detergent effect
on cell membranes (Theodosiou et al., 2010; Babin and Gibbons,
2009). Xenobiotics are often viewed and studied mainly as envi-
ronmental man-made pollutants. Actually, for an heterotrophic
organism, many of the molecules that are present in food can
be viewed as xenobiotics, being molecules that are synthesized
by an organism different from the consumer and having a pos-
sible negative effect on its metabolism. This is well illustrated
by the known pleiotropic effects of genistein, a component of
soy, in humans (Henley and Korach, 2006). Production of toxins
is a very widespread defense mechanism from plants to bacte-
ria, so we can reasonably infer that detoxification mechanisms
would have evolved much earlier than the first metazoans. But
the presence of an NR as a sensing transcription factor would
have enabled the possibility of efficiently regulating the produc-
tion of detoxifying enzymes in response to endocrine perturbation
due to food nutrients (Baker, 2005). Moreover, such steroid xeno-
biotics may have allowed the coordination of the reproduction
cycle with food availability, and endogenous synthesis of such
molecules (or very close chemical analogs) may have stabilized the
system.

4. Conclusion: the ancestral receptor may have been a
nutritional sensor

The discussed data suggest that, at their origin, NRs were prob-
ably not hormonal receptors with high affinity for very specific
compounds, a feature that was acquired later during evolu-
tion. We propose that the first NR was a lipid sensor, that is a
receptor that could bind with micromolar affinity several differ-
ent hydrophobic molecules, such as hemes, retinoids, steroids,
fatty acids, eicosanoids or maybe other lipids that would have
been dietary components of the early metazoans. Different from
the previous proposition of a ancestral receptor with a struc-
tural ligand, that would bind permanently a lipophilic compound
(Sladek, 2002), we think that this receptor was a true sensor,
that was able to bind an interchangeable ligand. By interacting
with a wide variety of compounds, this sensor would have been
able to transfer as transcriptional activity subtle metabolic bal-
ances in the respective amounts of various compounds. Through
duplications and neofunctionalization, it would either have secon-
darily lost the ligand-based regulation of transcriptional activation,
or specialized into the highly specific binding of a particular
molecule.
An important factor that remains to be integrated into such

a framework is the evolution of signalling through bHLH-PAS
transcription factors, which are the other known metazoan tran-
scription factors recognised to activate transcription triggered by
the binding of xenobiotics (Hahn, 2002) or gases bound to their
hemes (Mukaiyama et al., 2006). Indeed, such xenobiotic-binding
molecules would have overlapping roles, and it would not be pos-
sible to build a reliable evolutionary scenario without taking into
account all the possible partners in the ancestral signalling path-
way.
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!

"#$#%&'(!%&)*'+#!

,-./01/1233/"#4*$#5!

!

.46+7)*68!69!87'+#%&!&#)*86*'!%'*5!&#'#:)6&!%+:(%!;"<"!!!!=!

:(6$:(6&>+%)*68!$*)#$?!!

@#&*8#!A%*8!:&64*5#$!9*8#/)78#5!&#A7+%)*68!!
!
.&*'! @%B%&7)! 0CDC! E$B%*+! <B%+! "C! F%G&*#+! H?! ,%&I64#$%C! "6+%85! @)6)#! "C! <88*'I!

J#K%#A#&#"C!H*8'#8)!L%75#)#!%85!MN'*+#!"6'(#))#/.A+>!0CO!

!

!
"!&'()*!+&,-./.0.!12!'3,3./402!2.!12!(/5657/2!)5638069/:2!2.!*266069/:2;$!&<=>?)$!@ABCD!
*<?=$! @)?E"FGD! @,/H2:-/.3! 12! =.:9-I50:7$! "! :02! J90:2,.! K:/2-$! (L! "F"G#$! CEGFG!
&66M/:8N!*212O$!K:9,82P!
!
#! &,-./.0.! 12! '3,5Q/402! K5,8./5,2662! 12! JR5,D! @)?! A#G#D! &<?SD! @,/H2:-/.3! 12! JR5,D!
>8562!<5:Q962!=0T3:/20:2!12!JR5,D!GC!S6632!1U&.96/2$!CB%CG!JR5,$!K:9,82!
!
%!@)?!E##"$!)0-20Q!1UV/-.5/:2!<9.0:2662$!L9:/-$!K:9,82P!
!
G! *5::2-T5,1/,7! 90.N5:P! W26P! +%%;! %! XX! CA! %G! ABD! K9OP! +%%;! %! XX! CA! %#! F"D! >Y)9/6Z!
8276R[/7IQ8P\:!!
!!
?0,,/,7!N291Z!>H560./5,!5\!?S?!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!-/.2-!
]2R!^5:1-Z!,08629:!:2./,5/8!98/1!:282T.5:$!TN5-TN5:R69./5,$!2H560./5,!
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<G$)&%')!

WN2! N0Q9,! ,08629:! :2./,5/8! 98/1! +?S;! :282T.5:! 96TN9! +N?S?!;! /-! 9! 6/79,1Y
12T2,12,.!.:9,-8:/T./5,96!:27069.5:$!^N/8N!/-!85,.:56621!IR!9!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!89-8912P!
WN2!89-8912!-.9:.-!^/.N!.N2!?SY/,10821!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!9!-2:/,2!:2-/102! 6589.21! /,!
.N2! J/79,1! (/,1/,7! _5Q9/,$! =+J(_;$! 9665^/,7! .N2! :28:0/.Q2,.! 5\! .N2!
81ME`8R86/,V`)SW"!-0I85QT62O!5\!WK&&V!.N:507N!.N2!158M/,7!5\!8R86/,!VP!&.!2,1-!IR!.N2!
-0I-2402,.! TN5-TN5:R69./5,! IR! 81ME! 5\! 9,! 5.N2:! -2:/,2! 6589.21! /,! .N2! <Y.2:Q/,96!
15Q9/,$!=+<W_;P!V2:2!^2!-N5^!.N9.!.N/-!89-8912!:26/2-!5,!9,!/,8:29-2!/,!.N2!\62O/I/6/.R!5\!
.N2!15Q9/,!/,H56H21!/,!8R86/,!V!I/,1/,7$!-0I-2402,.6R!.5!.N2!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!=+J(_;P!
a^/,7! .5! .N2! \0,8./5,96! /QT5:.9,82! 5\! ?S?!! /,! -2H2:96! H2:.2I:9.2! -T28/2-$! ^2!
/,H2-./79.21!^N2.N2:! .N2! TN5-TN5:R69./5,! 89-8912!^9-! 85,-2:H21! /,! b2I:9\/-N! +!"#$%&
'('$%;$! ^N/8N! 2OT:2--2-! .^5! ?S?!! 72,2-$! ?S?!YS! 9,1! ?S?!Y(P! c2! \50,1! .N9.! /,!
b2I:9\/-N! ?S?!-$! =+J(_;! /-! 9I-2,.$! ^N/62! =+<W_;! /-! 85,-2:H21! 9,1! TN5-TN5:R69.21P!
WN2:2\5:2! ^2! 9,96Rb21! .N2! T9..2:,! 5\! 85,-2:H9./5,! 5\! .N2"TN5-TN5:R69./5,! -/.2-! 9,1!
.:9821! I98M! .N2/:! 2H560./5,P! c2! \50,1! .N9.! =+J(_;! /-! Q5-.! 5\.2,! 9I-2,.! 50.-/12!
Q9QQ96/9,!?S?!!9,1!9TT29:-!69.2!10:/,7!H2:.2I:9.2!2H560./5,P!&,!85,.:9-.$!=+<W_;!/-!
85,-2:H21$! /,1/89./,7! .N9.! .N2! TN5-TN5:R69./5,! 5\! .N/-! \0,8./5,96! -/.2! N9-! I22,! 0,12:!
9,8/2,.! N/7N! -2628./5,! 85,-.:9/,.P! WN/-! -0772-.-! .N9.$! 10:/,7! 2H560./5,$! 1/\\2:2,.!
:27069.5:R!8/:80/.-!85,.:56!?S?!!98./H/.RP!!
!!

!
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!
E8)&657')*68!

?2./,5/8!S8/1!+?S;$!.N2!Q9/,!98./H2!Q2.9I56/.2!5\!H/.9Q/,!S!T69R-!9!8:/./896!:562!/,!
Q9,R! I/5657/896! T:582--2-! -08N! 9-! 8266! T:56/\2:9./5,! 9,1! 1/\\2:2,./9./5,$! 2QI:R5,/8!
12H265TQ2,.! 9,1! 9106.! N5Q25-.9-/-! +(50:$! W9,2d9$! 9,1! ?58N2..2Y>76R! #FFCD! )9:M$!
'NR-26/,8M$! 9,1! *N9QI5,! #FFBD! WN2515-/50$! J9012.$! 9,1! =8N0I2:.! #F"F;P! ?S! 98.-!
.N:507N! ,08629:! :282T.5:-$! ?S?-$! ^N/8N! N9H2! I22,! /12,./\/21! /,! 9! ^/12! H9:/2.R! 5\!
9,/Q96-P!!

WN2:2!/-!5,2!0,/402!?S?!9,82-.:96!72,2!\5:!^N/8N!9,!5:.N5657!/-!M,5^,!/,!-5Q2!
T:5-.5-5Q2-! -08N! 9-! Q5660-M-! +)%**$"& +$+"#*(";! 9,1! 9,,26/1-! +,"-$*(.."& /"-$*"*";!
+*9QT5YL9R-99! 2.! 96P! #FFXD! S6I969.! 9,1! *9,2-.:5! #FFB;$! 9,1! /,! -5Q2! /,H2:.2I:9.2!
120-.2:5-.5Q2-! -08N! 9-! 28N/,512:Q-! +0*'%#+1.%/(#*'%.23& -2'-2'"*23! +*9,2-.:5! 2.! 96P!
#FFCD!)9:62.9b! 2.! 96P! #FFC;;$! 82TN9658N5:19.2-! +4'"#/5$%3*%6"& 7.%'$8"(! +>-8:/H9! 2.! 96P!
#FF#9D! K0d/^9:9! #FFC;e$! 9,1! 0:58N5:19.2-! +,$%#"& $#*(3*$#".$3& "#8& 9%.1"#8'%/"'-"&
6$3":$(#3$3!+V/-9.9!2.!96P!"BBXD!K0d/^9:9!#FFC;;P!>9:6R!10:/,7!H2:.2I:9.2-!2H560./5,$!.N2!
.5.96! ,0QI2:! 5\! 72,2-! Q9:M216R! /,8:29-21! IR! .^5! :50,1-! +#?;! 5\! ^N562! 72,5Q2!
10T6/89./5,! +_2N96! 9,1! (55:2! #FFA;P! WN/-! /-! ^NR! H2:.2I:9.2-! N9H2! %! ?S?! T9:965750-!
72,2-!.N9.!2,8512!.N2!.N:22!M,5^,!-0I.RT2-!5\!:282T.5:-Z!f!+<?"(";$!g!+<?"(#;!9,1!h!
+<?"(%;! +>-8:/H9!2.! 96P! #FFCD!'2:Q9/,!2.! 96P! #FFC;P!<5.2! .N9.! /,! .2625-.! \/-N2-$! 9! .N/:1!
:50,1!+%?;!5\!^N562!72,5Q2!10T6/89./5,!85QI/,21!.5!72,2!65--2-!5880::21!+SQ5:2-!2.!
96P!"BBXD!L5-.62.N^9/.!2.!96P!"BBX;$!7/H/,7!:/-2!.5!G!?S?!72,2-!/,!b2I:9\/-N!+(2:.:9,1!2.!96P!
#FFE;P!WN2!N/-.5:R!5\! ?S?-! /,! :279:1! .5! 72,5Q2!10T6/89./5,-!N9H2! I22,! 911:2--21! /,!
-2H2:96!TNR6572,2./8!-.01/2-!.N9.!8629:6R!H96/19.21!.N/-!2H560./5,9:R!-82,9:/5!+>-8:/H9!2.!
96P!#FF#ID!i9/665,!2.!96P!#FFGD!?5I/,-5,Y?28N9H/$!(50--90$!9,1!J9012.!#FFGD!(2:.:9,1!2.!
96P! #FFED! ]0:9M0$! )2R2:$! 9,1! ]0:9.9,/! #FFB;P! <5.2! .N9.! .N2! ./Q/,7! 5\! .N2! 72,5Q2!
10T6/89./5,-! /,\2::21! \:5Q!9!:282,.!9,96R-/-!5\! .N2!?S?!-R,.2,R!7:50T!IR!]0:9M0!2.!96!
+]0:9M0$!)2R2:$!9,1!]0:9.9,/!#FFB;P!!!

?S?-!9:2!6/79,1Y12T2,12,.!.:9,-8:/T./5,96!:27069.5:-!+\5:!:2H/2^$!-22!+?58N2..2Y
>76R! 9,1! '2:Q9/,! #FFB;! 9,1! :2\2:2,82-! .N2:2/,;$! ^N/8N! I/,1! .5! -T28/\/8! -2402,82!
262Q2,.-! 6589.21! /,! .N2! T:5Q5.2:-! 5\! .9:72.! 72,2-P! WN2R! N9H2! 9! ^266Y12\/,21! 15Q9/,!
5:79,/b9./5,$! 85,-/-./,7!Q9/,6R! 5\! 9! 82,.:96!_<SYI/,1/,7!15Q9/,! +_(_;! 6/,M21! .5! 9!*Y
.2:Q/,96! 6/79,1YI/,1/,7!15Q9/,! +J(_;!9,1!9!<Y.2:Q/,96!15Q9/,! +<W_;! +\/7P"S;P!cN/62!
.N2! <W_-! 9:2! ,9.0:966R! ,5.! -.:08.0:21! 9,1! ,5.! 85,-2:H21! +_R-5,! 9,1! c:/7N.! #FFAD!
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J9H2:R! 9,1! )8>^9,! #FFA;$! _(_-! 9,1! J(_-! 9:2! N/7N6R! -.:08.0:21! 9,1! 12T/8.! 9!
-/7,/\/89,.! 127:22! 5\! 85,-2:H9./5,! I2.^22,! H2:.2I:9.2! -T28/2-! +>-8:/H9! 2.! 96P! #FFCD!
*9QT5YL9R-99! 2.! 96P! #FFXD! WN2515-/50$! J9012.$! 9,1! =8N0I2:.! #F"F;P! (:/2\6R$! .N2! _(_!
85,.9/,-!.^5!.RT/896!8R-.2/,2Y:/8N!b/,8YI/,1/,7!Q5./\-!9,1!.^5!96TN9!N26/82-$!^N/8N!8:5--!
9.! :/7N.! 9,762-$! \561/,7! /,.5! 9! 765I069:! 85,\5:Q9./5,! .5! \5:Q! .N2! 85:2! 5\! .N2! _(_P!
*5,82:,/,7!.N2!J(_$!/.!-N5^-!9!85QQ5,!\561!85QT:/-/,7!"#!85,-2:H21!96TN9!N26/82-!9,1!
9! -N5:.! I2.9! .0:,$! 9::9,721! /,! .N:22! 69R2:-! .5! \5:Q! 9,! 9,./T9:96626! j!96TN9YN26/896!
-9,1^/8N!k! +?2,901! 2.! 96P! "BBA;! +\/7P"(;P! J/79,1! I/,1/,7! .:/772:-! 85,\5:Q9./5,96!
8N9,72-! /,! .N2! J(_! .N9.! 1/:28.! .N2! 1/--58/9./5,`9--58/9./5,! 5\! -2H2:96! 85:27069.5:!
T:5.2/,! 85QT62O2-! 9,1! .N2:2IR! .N2! .:9,-8:/T./5,! 5\! .9:72.! 72,2-! +?58N2..2Y>76R! 9,1!
'2:Q9/,!#FFB;P!

&,!911/./5,!.5!.N/-!-82,9:/5$!9!,2^!85,82T.!2Q2:721!9885:1/,7!.5!^N/8N!?S?-!9:2!
96-5!-0Id28.21! .5!:9T/1!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!89-8912-P! !?282,.!-.01/2-! \:5Q!50:! 69I5:9.5:R!
+(:08M!2.!96P!#FFB;!12Q5,-.:9.21!.N9.$!H/9!,5,Y72,5Q/8!2\\28.-$!?S!98./H9.2-!:9T/16R!.N2!
T%X)SL]`)=]"! T9.N^9R$! ^N/8N! /,! .0:,! 6291-! .5! .N2! TN5-TN5:R69./5,! 5\! .N2! ?S?f!
-0I.RT2!+Q50-2!9,1!N0Q9,;!9.!.^5!-2:/,2!:2-/102-!6589.21!/,!-56H2,.Y9882--/I62!:27/5,-!
5\! .N2!:282T.5:P!a,2!-2:/,2! /-! 6589.21! /,!.N2!J(_!l=+J(_;e$! /,!9! 655T!I2.^22,!N26/82-!B!
9,1! "F! +JBY"F;! +\/7P"S! 9,1! "(;! 9,1! I265,7-! .5! 9,! 9:7/,/,2Y6R-/,2Y:/8N! Q5./\! .N9.!
85::2-T5,1-!.5!9!85,-2,-0-!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!Q5./\!\5:!)=]"!+\/7P!"S;P!WN2!5.N2:!-2:/,2!
:2-/102! /-! 6589.21! /,! .N2! <W_! l=+<W_;e$! /,! 9! T:56/,2Y:/8N! Q5./\! +\/7P! "S;! 9,1! /-!
TN5-TN5:R69.21! IR! 81ME! +?58N2..2Y>76R! 2.! 96P! "BBED!(9-./2,! 2.! 96P! #FFF;$!^N/8N! \5:Q-!
^/.N!8R86/,!V!9,1!)SW"!.N2!*S]!-0I85QT62O!5\!.N2!72,2:96!.:9,-8:/T./5,!\98.5:!WK&&VP!
)5-.!/,.2:2-./,76R$!.N2!85::28.!T5-/./5,/,7!5\!81ME!9,1!.N2:2IR!.N2!2\\/8/2,8R!5\!.N2!<W_!
TN5-TN5:R69./5,!:26R!5,!.N2!158M/,7!5\!8R86/,!V!9.!9!-T28/\/8!-/.2!5\! .N2!J(_!6589.21! /,!
655T!JXYB!9,1!.N2!<Y.2:Q/,96!T9:.!5\!N26/O!B!+VB;!+\/7P!"S!9,1!"(;!+(50:!2.!96P!#FFA;P!!

&,! .N2! 89-2! 5\! N0Q9,! 9,1! Q50-2! ?S?!$! ^2! T:2H/50-6R! 12Q5,-.:9.21! .N9.! .N2!
TN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!.N2!.^5!-2:/,2-!:2-06.-!\:5Q!9!855:1/,9.21!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!89-8912!
-.9:./,7! ^/.N! .N2! TN5-TN5:R69./5,! IR! )=]"! 5\! =+J(_;! +\/7P"(;! +(:08M! 2.! 96P! #FFB;P!
LN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!.N/-!:2-/102!/,8:29-2-!.N2!I/,1/,7!2\\/8/2,8R!5\!8R86/,!V!.5!.N2!,29:IR!!
655T!JXYB!+\/7P"(;$!9665^/,7!.N2!:/7N.!T5-/./5,/,7!5\!81ME!9,1!.N2!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!.N2!
-2:/,2! 6589.21! /,! .N2! <W_! +\/7P"S;! IR! .N/-! M/,9-2! +'9/669:1! 2.! 96P! #FFC;P! K/,966R!
TN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!=+<W_;!6291-!.5!.N2!:28:0/.Q2,.!5\!?S?!!.5!T:5Q5.2:-!+(:08M!2.!96P!
#FFB;P!cN2.N2:! /.!96-5!85,.:56-! .N2!9--58/9./5,`1/--58/9./5,!5\!-T28/\/8!85:27069.5:-!9-!
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12-8:/I21! \5:! .N2!5.N2:!?S?! -0I.RT2-! +m082./8! 2.! 96P! #FFXD! J962H22! 2.! 96P! #F"F;! /-! -./66!
0,M,5^,P!

&,!?S?-$! 6/79,1!I/,1/,7! /-! 85,-2:H21!9.! 629-.! /,! 8N5:19.2-! +>-8:/H9!2.! 96P! #FFC;$!
/,1/89./,7!.N9.!.N2!6/79,1Y.:/772:21!85,\5:Q9./5,96!8N9,72-!9:2!9!85QQ5,!\29.0:2!5\!966!
8N5:19.2! -T28/2-P! &,.2:2-./,76R$! .N2! N/7N! :27069.5:R! T5.2,./96! 5\! .N2! TN5-TN5:R69./5,!
89-8912!96-5!Q9M2-!TN5-TN5:R69./5,-!T:/Q2!89,1/19.2-!\5:!2H560./5,9:R!-.01/2-P!&.!Q0-.!
I2!,5.21!.N9.!=+J(_;!9,1!=+<W_;!9:2!85,-2:H21!/,!.N2!1/\\2:2,.!N0Q9,!9,1!Q50-2!?S?!
-0I.RT2-! !#"$! 9,1! %! +?58N2..2Y>76R! #FF%D! ?58N2..2Y>76R! 9,1! '2:Q9/,! #FFB;$! I0.! .N2!
9I5H2!89-8912!N9-!I22,!12-8:/I21!5,6R!/,!.N2!85,.2O.!5\!?S?!!+(:08M!2.!96P!#FFB;$!^N/8N!
N9-!0I/40/.50-!5:!40/.2!^/12-T:291!2OT:2--/5,!T9..2:,-P!WN2:2!9:2!-./66!,5! /,1/89./5,-!
^N2.N2:! .N/-! 89-8912! 96-5!5880:-! /,! .N2! 85,.2O.! 5\! .N2!5.N2:!?S?!T9:9657-! +?S?$! 9,1!
?S?%;$!^N/8N! -N5^! :9.N2:! 85QT62O! ./--02! -T28/\/8! 2OT:2--/5,! +_5662! #FFB;P! WN2:2\5:2!
^2! 9,96Rb21! .N2! T9..2:,! 5\! 85,-2:H9./5,! 5\! .N2! =+<W_;! 9,1! =+J(_;! TN5-TN5:R69./5,!
-/.2-$!\580-/,7!5,!.N2!?S?!!-0I.RT2P!

K/:-.! ^2! 12Q5,-.:9.21! .N9.! /,! ,5,YQ9QQ96/9,! H2:.2I:9.2-! 2O2QT6/\/21! IR!
b2I:9\/-N$!.N2!=+<W_;!5\!?S?!!/-!85,-2:H21$!^N/62!=+J(_;$!.N2!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!^N/8N!
/,8:29-2-!.N2!\62O/I/6/.R!5\!JXYB!.N9.!/-!:240/:21!\5:!8R86/,!V!I/,1/,7$!/-!9I-2,.P!V5^2H2:!
.N/-! T:582--! ^9-! 85QT2,-9.21! IR! 8N9,72-! /,! .N2! -2402,82! 5\! JXYB! Q/Q/8M/,7! .N2!
85,\5:Q9./5,`\62O/I/6/.R!8N9,72-!/,10821!IR!TN5-TN5:R69./5,P!WN2,!^2!.:9821!I98M!.N2!
2H560./5,!5\!8N5:19.2!?S?!!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!-/.2-P!WN/-!^5:M!621!.5!.N2!85,860-/5,!.N9.!
/,!?S?!$!=+<W_;!/-!2H560./5,9:R!85,-2:H21$! /,1/89./,7!.N9.!.N2!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!.N/-!
\0,8./5,96! -/.2!N9-!I22,!0,12:!9,8/2,.!-.:5,7!-2628./5,!85,-.:9/,.P!V5^2H2:$!=+J(_;! /-!
Q5-.! 5\.2,! 9I-2,.! 50.-/12! Q9QQ96/9,! ?S?!P! WN/-! /,1/89.2-! .N9.! .N2! \/,2Y.0,21!
TN5-TN5:R69./5,! 89-8912! 5\! ?S?!$! -.9:./,7! 9.! =+J(_;$! 9TT29:-! 69.2! 10:/,7! H2:.2I:9.2!
2H560./5,P!WN0-$!.N2!2H560./5,!5\!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!-/.2-!9TT29:-!.5!T:5H/12!9!:2-2:H5/:!5\!
8N9,72-!/,!5:12:!.5!T:5H/12!911/./5,96!62H26-!5\!:27069./5,!5\!8:/./896!\0,8./5,96!T:5.2/,-P!
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,%)#&*%+$!%85!,#)(65$!
@#P7#8'#$!%+*A8B#8)!%85!%8'#$)&%+!$#P7#8'#$!&#'68$)&7')*68$!

?S?!T:5.2/,!-2402,82-!^2:2!\50,1!/,!.N2!,08629:!:282T.5:!19.9I9-2!+<0:2nI9-2;!
+N..TZ``,0:2OI9-2PT:9I/P\:;!9,1!IR!(69-.!9,1!72,2!N5Q5657R!+<*(&;P!)06./T62!-2402,82!
96/7,Q2,.-!^2:2!T2:\5:Q21!IR! .N2!)@=*J>!-5\.^9:2! +>179:!#FFG;!9,1!9,96Rb21!^/.N!
*60-.96nP! =2402,82! 9--/7,Q2,.! ^9-! H2:/\/21! IR! TNR6572,2./896! :285,-.:08./5,! 9-! /,!
+>-8:/H9!2.!96P!#FFC;P!S,82-.:96!-2402,82-!^2:2!2-./Q9.21!^/.N!LS)J!+o9,7!"BBE;!0,12:!
.N2! iWWph! -0I-./.0./5,!Q5126! \:5Q!9! 19.9-2.! 5\! E"! -2402,82-! 85,.9/,/,7! 9!#%#! 9Q/,5!
98/1!65,7!T5:./5,!5\!.N2!J(_P!=5Q2!-2402,82-!85,.9/,/,7!5IH/50-!T:21/8./5,-!2::5:-!5:!
/,126-! 9.! 0,9QI/7050-! T5-/./5,-! ^2:2! Q9,0966R! 85::28.21! IR! T9:-/Q5,RP! a.N2:!
-2402,82-!^/.N!.55!Q9,R!0,82:.9/,./2-!^2:2!2O860121!\:5Q!.N2!:285,-.:08./5,!19.9-2.P!
LNR)J!+'0/,15,!9,1!'9-8026!#FF%;!72,2:9.21!.N2!-.9:./,7!.:22P!

!
,6+#'7+%&!J>8%B*'$!@*B7+%)*68$!

0*'2/*2'(&-'(-"'"*$%#&

'/H2,!.N2!698M!5\!9,!2OT2:/Q2,.96!-.:08.0:2!\5:!.N2!J_(!5\!N0Q9,!+N;!?S?!!/,!9,!
975,/-.! \5:Q! +N565;! 9.! .N2! -.9:.! 5\! .N/-! ^5:M$! 9!Q5126! -.:08.0:2! ^9-! 9--2QI621! \:5Q!
865-26R!:269.21!-.:08.0:2-!9H9/69I62!/,!.N2!L:5.2/,!_9.9!(9,M!+(2:Q9,!2.!96P!#FFF;P!WN2!
Q9d5:/.R!5\!.N2!-.:08.0:2!.N9.!/,86012-!N26/O!"!+V";!.5!N26/O!"F!+V"F;!^9-!.9M2,!\:5Q!.N2!
-.:08.0:2!5\!N?S?!!+L_(&_!"_]K;!I50,1!.5!.N2!-2628./H2!9,.975,/-.!()=C"G!+(50:702.!
2.! 96P! #FFF;P! =.:08.0:96! /,\5:Q9./5,! \5:! 9,! 975,/-.! 85,\5:Q9./5,! 5\! V""! 9,1!V"#!^9-!
.9M2,! \:5Q! .N2! -.:08.0:2-! 5\! N?S?%! +L_(&_! "K*q;! 9,1! ?S?$! +L_(&_! "nSL;! /,! .N2!
975,/-.! \5:Q-! +]69N56b$!)/.-8N62:$! 9,1!)5:9-! #FFFD! '2:Q9/,! 2.! 96P! #FFG;P! =/12! 8N9/,-!
-T28/\/8! .5!N?S?!!^2:2!T5-/./5,21!0-/,7!.N2!=8^:6%PF!-5\.^9:2!+*9,0.2-80$!=N262,M5H$!
9,1! _0,I:98M! #FF%;P! WN2! -.:08.0:2-! 5\! BY8/-! ?S! 9,1! 5\! 9! \:97Q2,.! 5\! .N2! W?SL##F!
8598./H9.5:! ^2:2! 5I.9/,21! \:5Q! .N2! -.:08.0:2! 5\! ?S?$! ! +L_(&_! "n_];! /,! 9,! 975,/-.!
85,\5:Q9./5,!+L572,I2:7!2.!96P!#FFA;P!WN2!T:5.5,9./5,!-.9.2-!5\!966!./.:9.9I62!7:50T-!9.!
TNR-/5657/896! TV! +EPG;! ^2:2! 12.2:Q/,21! 9-! 12-8:/I21! /,! +=8N92\2:$! H9,! m6/dQ2,$! 9,1!
]9:T60-!"BBX;!9,1!966!^2:2!\50,1!.5!\9H5:!.N2/:!-.9,19:1!T:5.5,9./5,!-.9.2-P!a0:!Q5126!
-N5^-!9!H2:R!N/7N!127:22!5\!85::2-T5,12,82!^/.N!9,!2OT2:/Q2,.96!-.:08.0:2!5\!N?S?!!
/,!9,!975,/-.!\5:Q$!^N/8N!N9-!I22,!:282,.6R!12T5-/.21!/,!.N2!L:5.2/,!_9.9!(9,M!+%SB>;!
+=9.5!2.!96P!#F"F;$!9\.2:!.N2!.2:Q/,9./5,!5\!.N/-!^5:MP!!
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=.:08.0:96!Q5126-!^2:2! 96-5! 85,-.:08.21! \5:! 9T5!N?S?!#"$! /P2P! /,! .N2! 9I-2,82!5\!
6/79,1!9,1!8598./H9.5:!T2T./12P!@,12:!.N2-2!85,1/./5,-$!.N2!*Y.2:Q/,96!2,1!5\!.N2!J(_$!/,!
T9:./8069:!V"#$!2O.2,1-!.5^9:1!.N2!-56H2,.!^N2:2!/.!1/-T69R-!-/7,/\/89,.!85,\5:Q9./5,96!
\62O/I/6/.R! +?2,901! 9,1! )5:9-! #FFF;P! &,! .N2! 9I-2,82! 5\! 9,R! 2OT2:/Q2,.96! 9T5!
N?S?!"-.:08.0:2$! 9! Q5126! ^9-! 85,-.:08.21! .N9.! M2T.! V"! .5! V"F! /,! .N2! -9Q2!
85,\5:Q9./5,! 9-! .N2!N565! -.:08.0:2$! I0.! :2T5-/./5,21! .N2!*Y.2:Q/,96! 2,1!I9-21!5,! .N2!
9T5!?n?!-.:08.0:2!+L_(!%SB>;!+=9.5!2.!96P!#F"F;P!WN/-!Q5126!^9-!85,-.:08.21!0-/,7!.N2!
)512662:!BHX!T:57:9Q +=96/!9,1!(60,1266!"BB%;. '/H2,!.N9.!/,!.N2!9T5!-.:08.0:2-$!V"#!/-!
85,\5:Q9./5,966R! Q5I/62$! H9:/9,.-! 5\! .N/-! 9T5! Q5126! ^2:2! 85,-.:08.21! ^/.N! 1/\\2:2,.!
/,/./96!T5-/./5,-!5\!V"#P!S-!966!.N2!/,/./96!9T5!Q5126-!79H2!-/Q/69:!-/Q069./5,!:2-06.-$!^2!
T:2-2,.21!.N2!19.9!85::2-T5,1/,7!.5!.N2!/,/./96!-.:08.0:2!+=9.5!2.!96P!#F"F;P!!

WN2!J(_-!5\! b2I:9\/-N! +b\;!?S?!"&YS!9,1! Y(;!^2:2! 85,-.:08.21!IR!Q51/\R/,7!966!
:2-/102-!.N9.!1/\\2:!\:5Q!N?S?!$!Q9/,.9/,/,7!.N2!I98MI5,2!85,\5:Q9./5,"9,1!Q51/\R/,7!
.N2!-/12!8N9/,-!0-/,7!.N2!=*?cJG!T:57:9Q!+*9,0.2-80$!=N262,M5H$!9,1!_0,I:98M!#FF%;P!
K5:! b\?S?!Y'#".N/-! /,H56H21! .N2! \5665^/,7! -/12Y8N9/,! Q51/\/89./5,-Z! >"X%_$! m"XGW$!
'"XA>$! >"XCr$! J"XE)$! >"XB_$! ]"BF?$! S#F"=$! <#""=$! r#"C?$! =#"BS$! &###m$! &%%AJ$!
L%GAS$!?%GE]$!)%AFm$!m%C"&$!]%CA<$!=%CBV$!?%EF]P!K5:!b\?S?!Y($!.N2!Q51/\/89./5,-!
^2:2Z! >"X%_$! m"XGW$! '"XA>$! >"XC]$! J"XE)$! ]"BFr$! S#F"=$! =#"GS$! >#"A_$! r#"CV$!
=#"BS$! &###m$! >#XF_$! &%%AJ$! L%GA=$! ?%GE]$!)%AF>$! m%C"&$! ]%CA<$! =%CBV$! ?%EF]P! S!
-/Q/69:! T:5.5856! ^9-! 0-21! .5! 85,-.:08.! N?S?!! Q0.9,.-! +N?S?!L%GA'`_%GCS! 9,1!
N?S?!L%GAS;P!WN2!Q5126-!\5:!.N2!9T5!\5:Q-!5\!b\?S?!-!9,1!.N2!N?S?!!Q0.9,.-!^2:2!
85,-.:08.21!9-!9I5H2P!!

!
;%.(/2."'&3$62."*$%#3&

S66! Q5628069:! 1R,9Q/8! -/Q069./5,-! ^2:2! 15,2! 0-/,7! .N2! *VS?))! T:57:9Q!
+(:55M-! 2.! 96P! "BX%;! 9,1! .N2! 966! 9.5Q! T9:9Q2.2:! -2.! 5\! *VS?))#E! +)98]2:266! 2.! 96P!
"BBX;$! ^/.N! *)SL! 85::28./5,-! +)98M2:266$! K2/7$! 9,1! (:55M-! #FFG;P! VR1:572,! 9.5Q-!
^2:2! 91121! 0-/,7! .N2! V(@&J_! Q51062! +(:0,72:! 9,1! ]9:T60-! "BXX;P! (5,1-! I2.^22,!
N29HR! 9.5Q-! 9,1! NR1:572,! 9.5Q-!^2:2! 85,-.:9/,21! 0-/,7! =VS]>! +?R8M92:.$! */885../$!
9,1! (2:2,1-2,! "BEE;P! c2! 2QT65R21! 9! -N/\.Y.RT2! 80.5\\! 9.! "G! s! \5:! 2628.:5-.9./8!
/,.2:98./5,-$!9,1!9!-^/.8NY.RT2!80.5\\!9.!"#PF!s!\5:!.N2!H9,!12:!c996-!2,2:7R!.2:Q-P!!

WN2! -R-.2Q! ^9-! 2,2:7R! Q/,/Q/b21! 0-/,7! .N2! -.22T2-.! 12-82,.! 9675:/.NQ! 9\.2:!
T698/,7!N9:Q5,/8! 85,-.:9/,.-! 5,! .N2!I98MI5,2! 9,1! -/12! 8N9/,!N29HR! 9.5Q-!^/.N! \5:82!
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85,-.9,.-! 5\! AF! 9,1! "FF! M896PQ56Y"sY#$! :2-T28./H26RP! WN2! \5:82! 85,-.9,.-! ^2:2!
-R-.2Q9./8966R!-89621!IR!9!\98.5:!5\!FPCA!9,1!Q/,/Q/b9./5,!^9-!:2T29.21!0,./6!.N2:2!^2:2!
,5! 85,-.:9/,.-! 5,! .N2! T:5.2/,P! WN2! T:5.2/,! ^9-! .N2,! -56H9.21! ^/.N! 9! -N266! 5\! 2OT6/8/.!
W&L%L!^9.2:!Q5628062-! +'9/669:1$! _2d9272:2$! 9,1! =.5.2! #FFB;! 2O.2,1/,7! "#s! \:5Q! .N2!
T:5.2/,!-0:\982P!WN2!-R-.2Q!^9-!240/6/I:9.21! /,!.^5!TN9-2-P! &,! .N2! \/:-.!TN9-2$!9!#F!T-!
Q5628069:! 1R,9Q/8-! -/Q069./5,! 5\! .N2!^9.2:! 9:50,1! .N2! \/O21! T:5.2/,!^9-! T2:\5:Q21!
^/.N!9!./Q2!-.2T!5\!#!\-P!&,!.N2!-285,1!TN9-2$!.N2!2,./:2!-56H9.21!T:5.2/,!^9-!N29.21!.5!
%FF]!9,1!240/6/I:9.21P!_0:/,7!N29./,7$!H2658/./2-!^2:2!9--/7,21!2H2:R!AF!-.2T-! \:5Q!9!
'90--/9,!1/-.:/I0./5,! \0,8./5,P!_0:/,7!240/6/I:9./5,$! H2658/./2-!^2:2!-89621!IR!9! -/,762!
\98.5:! 5,6R!^N2,! .N2! 9H2:972! .2QT2:9.0:2!^9-! 6R/,7! 50.-/12! .N2!%FF!t!"F!]!^/,15^P!
WN/-!^9-!\5665^21!IR!9!"F,-!T:5108./5,!TN9-2!^/.N50.!9,R!\0:.N2:!/,.2:H2,./5,P!!

=/Q069./5,-! ^2:2! -.9I62! 9-! Q29-0:21! IR! .N2! I98MI5,2! :55.YQ29,Y-409:2!
855:1/,9.2!1/\\2:2,82-!+?)=_;$!^N/8N!^2:2!966!62--!.N9,!"P#G!s!^/.N!:2-T28.!.5!.N2!/,/./96!
-.9:./,7!-.:08.0:2P!WN2!TN5-TN9.2!7:50T!^9-!9--/7,21!9!8N9:72!5\!Y#!I9-21!5,!.N2!T]9!5\!
CPA!+]9-.!2.!96P!#F"F;P!

@-/,7! .N2! 9I5H2! T:5.5856$! -/Q069./5,-! ^2:2! :0,! \5:! .N2! J(_! 5\! N?S?!!
0,TN5-TN5:R69.21! 5:! TN5-TN5:R69.21! 9.! =+J(_;! 2/.N2:! /,! .N2! 9T5! 5:! N565! \5:Q-P!
=/Q069./5,-!^2:2!96-5!:0,!\5:!N?S?!L%GA'`_%GCS$!N?S?!L%GAS!9,1!b\?S?!YS!9,1!Y(!
/,! .N2! 9T5Y\5:Q-P! @T5,! 85QT62./5,! 5\! .N2! -/Q069./5,-$! .N2! :55.YQ29,Y-409:2!
\608.09./5,-! +?)=\6;! 9-! ^266! 9-! .N2! :55.YQ29,Y-409:2! 855:1/,9.2! 1/\\2:2,82-! +?)=_;!
^2:2!8968069.21!\:5Q!.N2!.:9d28.5:/2-P!!

!

Q+%$B*5$!
WN2! T='AY! 9,1! T'>nY#WYI9-21! 2OT:2--/5,! H28.5:-! \5:! N?S?f"! N9H2! I22,!

T:2H/50-6R!12-8:/I21!+(50:!2.!96P!#FFA;P!WN2!\066!62,7.N!5:!.:0,89.21!8_<S-!5\!b\?S?!YS!
9,1!b\?S?!Y(!^2:2!9QT6/\/21!IR!L*?!9,1!/,-2:.21!/,.5!T='AYN>?Y("FY.97!5:!T'>nY#W!
H28.5:-P!WN2!8_<S!5\!N8R86/,!V!+9!7/\.!\:5Q!_P!(0--5$!&'()*;!^9-!/,-2:.21!/,.5!T*nYVSY
KJS'P!WN2!8_<S!5\!b\8R86/,!V!+J/0!2.!96P!#FFE;!^9-!/,-2:.21!/,.5!T*nYVS!5:!T>WY"AIP!S66!
85,-.:08.-!^2:2!72,2:9.21!0-/,7!-.9,19:1!865,/,7!T:58210:2-!9,1!^2:2!H2:/\/21!IR!L*?$!
:2-.:/8./5,!2,bRQ2!9,96R-/-!9,1!_<S!-2402,8/,7P!WN2!-2402,82!5\!T:/Q2:-!0-21!\5:!L*?!
9QT6/\/89./5,-!9:2!9H9/69I62!0T5,!:2402-.P!!

!
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<8)*G65*#$!

)50-2!Q5,5865,96!9,./I51/2-!:2857,/b/,7!N?S?!"TN5-TN5:R69.21!9.!=EE$!8R86/,!V!
9,1! .N2!2T/.5T2!(!5\! .N2!2-.:572,!:282T.5:! +("F;!^2:2!T:2H/50-6R!12-8:/I21!+S6/!2.!96P!
"BB%D!(:08M!2.!96P!#FFB;P!?9II/.!T56R865,96!:2857,/b/,7!.N2!<Y.2:Q/,96!T9:.!5\!8R86/,!V!
9,1!9,./YKJS'!Q5,5865,96!9,./I51/2-!^2:2!\:5Q!=/7Q9P!!

)50-2! Q5,5865,96! 9,./I51/2-! :2857,/b/,7! b\?S?!Y(! TN5-TN5:R69.21! 9.! .N2!
85,-2:H21! -2:/,2! :2-/102! 6589.21! /,! .N2! <Y.2:Q/,96! T:56/,2Y:/8N! 15Q9/,! +=E#;! ^2:2!
72,2:9.21! IR! /QQ0,/b9./5,! 5\! (96I`8! Q/82! ^/.N! 9! -R,.N2./8! TN5-TN5T2T./12!
+>>)mL==L=+T;LLLLL?mo]L*;P! =/OY^22MY561! \2Q962! (SJ(`8! Q/82! ^2:2! /,d28.21!
/,.:9T2:/.5,2966R! +.N:/82! 9.! .^5! ^22M-! /,.2:H96-;! ^/.N! "FF! u7! 5\! T2T./12! 850T621! .5!
5H96I0Q/,!9,1!"FF!u7!5\!T56R!&`*!9-!91d0H9,.P!)/82!^/.N!T5-/./H2!-2:9!^2:2!:2/,d28.21!
\50:!19R-!T:/5:!.5!NRI:/15Q9!\0-/5,!9,1!-T622,-!^2:2!\0-21!^/.N!=T#`FPS7"G!QR265Q9!
8266-P!S\.2:!NRI:/15Q9!8266!-2628./5,!9,1!865,/,7!+12!=.':5.N!9,1!=8N2/12772:!"BXF;$!.N2!
806.0:2! -0T2:,9.9,.-! ^2:2! .2-.21! IR! 1/\\2:2,./96! >J&=S! ^/.N! .N2! TN5-TN5T2T./12$! .N2!
85::2-T5,1/,7!,5,YTN5-TN5T2T./12!9,1!9,! /::262H9,.!TN5-TN5T2T./12P!L5-/./H2! 865,2-!
^2:2! 85,\/:Q21!IR! /QQ0,5I65../,7!9,1!865,21! .^/82!5,! -5\.! 979:P!S-8/.2-! \60/1-!^2:2!
T:2T9:21!IR!/,d28./5,!5\!!#v"FC!NRI:/15Q9!8266-!/,.5!T:/-.9,2YT:/Q21!(SJ(`8!Q/82P!
!

M#++!+*8#$C!)&%8$9#')*68$!%85!*BB786:&#'*:*)%)*68!#R:#&*B#8)$!

*a=Y"! 8266-! ^2:2! 7:5^,! 9,1! .:9,-/2,.6R! .:9,-\28.21! 9-! 12-8:/I21! +(50:! 2.! 96P!
#FFA;P! qK"%! 8266-! ^2:2! 7:5^,! 9.! #Ew*$! /,! J2/I5H/.b! JY"A! Q21/0Q! +&,H/.:572,;!
-0TT62Q2,.21!^/.N!Ax!K2.96!*96\!=2:0Q!9,1!"AQ)!V>L>=!9,1!.:9,-/2,.6R!.:9,-\28.21!
IR! 0-/,7! K0'2,2! C! :2972,.! +?58N2;P! &QQ0,5T:28/T/.9./5,-! ^2:2! T2:\5:Q21! ^/.N! 8266!
2O.:98.-!T:2T9:21!\:5Q!T9:9\5:Q9612NR12Y\/O21!8266-!+(:08M!2.!96P!#FFB;P!!
!

E8!4*)&6!G*85*8A!%85!:(6$:(6&>+%)*68!#R:#&*B#8)$!

'=W!9,1!'=W!\0-/5,!T:5.2/,-!2OT:2--21!/,!<3/5('$/5$"&/%.$&^2:2!/QQ5I/6/b21!5,.5!
760.9.N/5,2Y=2TN9:5-2! I291-! 9,1! /,80I9.21! ^/.N! :285QI/,9,.! N0Q9,! 8R86/,! V! 5H2:!
2OT:2--21! /,! /,-28.! =\B! 8266-! +(50:! 2.! 96P! #FFA;! 5:!^/.N! T0:/\/21! I98.2:/966R! 2OT:2--21!
b\8R86/,! VP! (50,1! T:5.2/,-! ^2:2! /QQ0,5T:5I21! 9,1! 409,./\/21! IR! 0-/,7! .N2!
*N2Q/72,/0-! n>! /Q97/,7! -R-.2Q! 9-! 12-8:/I21! +(50:! 2.! 96P! #FFA;P! _9.9!^2:2! 9,96Rb21!
9885:1/,7! .5!-.9,19:1! -.9./-./896!T:58210:2-!0-/,7!':9TN!L91!L:/-Q!APF!9,1!85QT9:21!
0-/,7!.N2!W0M2Ry-!.2-.!/,!85,d0,8./5,!^/.N!S<amSP!!
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=#& >$*'%!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!2OT2:/Q2,.-!^2:2!T2:\5:Q21!^/.N!240/Q569:!9Q50,.-!
5\!/QQ5I/6/b21!'=WY?S?!!T:5.2/,-!+Az7;P!LN5-TN5:R69./5,!IR!.N2!T0:/\/21!81ME`8R86/,!V!
85QT62O! +(50:! 2.! 96P! #FFA;!^9-! T2:\5:Q21! 9-! /,! +(:08M! 2.! 96P! #FFB;! 9,1! 12.28.21! IR!
/QQ0,5I65../,7! ^/.N! 9,./I51/2-! :2857,/b/,7! -T28/\/8966R! .N2! TN5-TN5:R69.21! \5:Q-P!
LN5-TN5:R69./5,!IR!:285QI/,9,.!98./H2!)=]"!+)/66/T5:2!@T-.9.2!*N2Q/85,;!+%F,7;!^9-!
T2:\5:Q21! /,! .N2! T:2-2,82! 5\! %l%#Le! 9-! 12-8:/I21! +?58N2..2Y>76R! 2.! 96P! "BBA;! 9,1!
H/-096/b21!IR!90.5:91/57:9TNRP!

!
!
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!

"#$7+)$!

E8! B%BB%+*%8! "<"!!!!C! :(6$:(6&>+%)*68! 69! @;L-J=! *8'&#%$#$! )(#!

5>8%B*'$S9+#R*G*+*)>!69!)(#!'>'+*8!T!G*85*8A!56B%*8?!

&,! N?S?!#"! .N2! 0T-.:29Q! -2:/,2! :2-/102! 5\! .N2! TN5-TN5:R69./5,! 89-8912$! =%CB!
l=+J(_;e$!/-!6589.21!/,!.N2!J(_$!/,!655T!JBY"F!^/.N/,!9,!9:7/,/,2Y6R-/,2Y:/8N!Q5./\!+\/7P!"S!
9,1!"(;P!WN/-!-2:/,2!/-!/,!.N2!H/8/,/.R!5\!9!-T28/\/8!15Q9/,!5\!.N2!J(_$!2,85QT9--/,7!655T!
JXYB!9,1!.N2!<Y.2:Q/,96!./T!5\!VB!9,1!/,H56H21!/,!.N2!I/,1/,7!5\!8R86/,!V!+\/7P"S!9,1!"(;!
+(50:!2.!96P!#FFA;P!LN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!=+J(_;!N9-!I22,!-N5^,!.5!/,8:29-2!.N2!9I/6/.R!5\!
N?S?!!.5!/,.2:98.!^/.N!8R86/,!V$!^/.N!9!8N9:98.2:/-./8!15^,-.:29Q!85,-2402,82!5,!.N2!
TN5-TN5:R69./5,!IR!81ME!5\!.N2!-2:/,2!6589.21!/,!.N2!<W_!l=+<W_;e!+'9/669:1!2.!96P!#FFCD!
(:08M!2.!96P!#FFB;!+\/7P"S;P!WN/-!/-!9!.RT/896!Q5126!5\!-0I-.:9.2!:2857,/./5,!IR!9!T:5.2/,Y
M/,9-2!.N:507N!9--58/9./5,!H/9!9,5.N2:!-0I-.:9.2YI/,1/,7!-0I0,/.P!!

W5! \0:.N2:! /,H2-./79.2! .N2! 85,-2402,82-! 5\! TN5-TN5:R69./5,! 5,! .N2! J(_! 5\!
N?S?!$! Q5628069:! 1R,9Q/8! -/Q069./5,-! +)_;! ^2:2! T2:\5:Q21! +-22! Q9.2:/96-! 9,1!
Q2.N51-;! .5! 9,96Rb2! ^N2.N2:! TN5-TN5:R69./5,! 5\! =+J(_;! 72,2:9.2-! 85,\5:Q9./5,96!
8N9,72-!9\\28./,7!.N2!8R86/,!V!I/,1/,7!15Q9/,!6589.21!9.!9!%Fs!1/-.9,82$!/,!JXYB!+\/7P"(;P!!
=/Q069./5,-!^2:2!\/:-.!T2:\5:Q21!^/.N!.N2!N565!\5:Q!5\!N?S?!!+/P2P!/,!.N2!T:2-2,82!5\!?S!
9,1! 5\! 9! 8598./H9.5:! T2T./12;$! ^N/8N! /-! 865-2-.! .5! .N2! $#& >$>%! 2OT2:/Q2,.96!
TN5-TN5:R69./5,!-.01/2-!+(:08M!2.!96P!#FFB;P!!

SH2:972! -.:08.0:2-! 5\! .N2! ,9./H2! 9,1! TN5-TN5:R69.21! \5:Q-! 5\! N?S?!! ^2:2!
8968069.21!9,1!.N2!:55.YQ29,Y-409:2!12H/9./5,-!+?=)_;!\:5Q!.N2!/,/./96!-.:08.0:2-!^2:2!
Q29-0:21!+\/7P!#S;P!?)=_!5\!.N2!I98MI5,2!9.5Q-!\5:Q/,7!-285,19:R!-.:08.0:2!^9-!62--!
.N9,!"PF!s$! /,1/89./,7! .N9.! .N2!5H2:966! -.:08.0:2!5\! .N2!J(_!15Q9/,! /-! 85,-2:H21!0T5,!
TN5-TN5:R69./5,P! V5^2H2:$! 65896! 85,\5:Q9./5,96! 8N9,72-! 5\! 655T! JXYB! ^2:2! 5I-2:H21!
^/.N!?)=_!H9602-!/,!.N2!5:12:!5\!GsP!WN2-2!85,\5:Q9./5,96!8N9,72-!9:2!-N5^,!/,!K/70:2!
#S!^N2:2!.N2!9H2:972!-.:08.0:2-!5\!0,TN5-TN5:R69.21!9,1!TN5-TN5:R69.21!N?S?!!9:2!
-0T2:T5-21P! S,! 0T^9:1! 1/-T6982Q2,.! 5\! JXYB! /-! 8629:6R! H/-/I62$! 6/,M21! .5! 9,! 0T^9:1!
I2,1/,7!5\!N26/O!VBP!!WN2-2!8N9,72-!6/M26R!:2-06.!\:5Q!.N2!658966R!2,N9,821!2628.:5-.9./8!
2,H/:5,Q2,.!102!.5!.N2!Y#!8N9:72!5\!.N2!TN5-TN9.2!Q5/2.RP!!

)5:2!-/7,/\/89,.!N5^2H2:$!/-!.N2!/,8:29-2!/,!.N2!65896!85,\5:Q9./5,96!1R,9Q/8-!5:!
\62O/I/6/.R! 5\! JXYB! 9-! Q29-0:21! IR! .N2! 9.5Q/8! :55.YQ29,Y-409:2! \608.09./5,-! +?)=\6;!
9H2:9721! IRY:2-/102! +K/1269M! 2.! 96P;P! ?)=\6! 9:2! 1/:28.6R! :269.21! .5! .N2! .2QT2:9.0:2!
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\98.5:-! 12.2:Q/,21! 10:/,7! 9,! OY:9R! 8:R-.96657:9TNR! -.:08.0:96! -.01R! 9,1! 9:2! 9! 1/:28.!
8968069./5,! 5\! 65896$! -N5:.Y./Q2! -8962! 1R,9Q/8-! 5\! JXYBP! S-! -N5^,! /,! K/70:2! #(?& /,! .N2!
9I-2,82! 5\! =+J(_;! TN5-TN5:R69./5,$! JXYB! ^9-! 72,2:966R! Q5:2! \62O/I62! .N9,! .N2!
,2/7NI5:/,7! N26/82-$! ^/.N! 9,! ?)=\6! /,! .N2! 5:12:! 5\! FPBsP! V5^2H2:$! ^/.N! =+J(_;!
TN5-TN5:R69.21$! .N2! 9H2:972! ?)=\6! 5\! JXYB! /,8:29-21! IR! 9! \98.5:! 5\! #P! WN0-$! .N2!
-/Q069./5,-! 8629:6R! /,1/89.2! .N9.! =+J(_;! TN5-TN5:R69./5,! 9\\28.-! .N2! 8R86/,! V! I/,1/,7!
15Q9/,P!&,!.N2!9I-2,82!5\!9,!2OT2:/Q2,.96!-.:08.0:2!5\!.N2!N?S?!!{!8R86/,!V!85QT62O$!
.N2! /,H2-./79./5,!5\! .N2!12.9/621!Q5628069:!Q28N9,/-Q!5\! .N/-! 9665-.2:/8! -/7,96/,7!^9-$!
N5^2H2:$!I2R5,1!.N2!-85T2!5\!.N/-!-.01RP!

WN2,$! Q5628069:! 1R,9Q/8-! -/Q069./5,-! ^2:2! :2T29.21! ^/.N50.! 5:! ^/.N! =+J(_;!
TN5-TN5:R69.21$! I0.! ^/.N! .N2! 9T5Y\5:Q! 5\! N?S?!! /,! 5:12:! .5! 9--2--! ^N2.N2:!
TN5-TN5:R69./5,!89,!-./66!9\\28.!JXYB!-.:08.0:96!1R,9Q/8-!/,!.N2!9I-2,82!5\!?S!9,1!5\!9!
8598./H9.5:! T2T./12! 9,1! ^/.N! V"#! /,! 9,! 2O.2,121! 85,\5:Q9./5,! +-22! Q9.2:/96-! 9,1!
Q2.N51-;P!?)=\6!9,96R-/-!-N5^-!.N9.!JXYB!2ON/I/.-!9,!/,8:29-21!\62O/I/6/.R!^N2,!.N2!9T5!
\5:Q!^9-!TN5-TN5:R69.21!9.!=+J(_;!+\/7P!#*;P!WN/-!-0772-.-!.N9.!=+J(_;!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!
IR! /.-26\! 89,! 9\\28.! .N2! 85,\5:Q9./5,96! 1R,9Q/8-! 5\! .N2! 8R86/,! V! I/,1/,7! 15Q9/,! 5\!
N?S?!!/,!.N2!9T5!\5:QP!!

&,!85,860-/5,$!\:5Q!.N2-2!:2-06.-!9,1!50:!T:2H/50-!2OT2:/Q2,.96!:2-06.-!+'9/669:1!
2.!96P!#FFCD!(:08M!2.!96P!#FFB;$!5,2!89,!-0772-.!.N9.!.N2!/,8:29-2!/,!.N2!\62O/I/6/.R!5\!655T!
JXYB!5I-2:H21!0T5,!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!=+J(_;$!Q/7N.!\98/6/.9.2!.N2!I/,1/,7!5\!8R86/,!V!
.5!.N/-!15Q9/,P!!

!
E8! U#G&%9*$(! "<"!!!!C! @;L-J=! *$! %G$#8)! G7)! @;VWJ=! *$! '68$#&4#5! %85!

:(6$:(6&>+%)#5?!!

'/H2,!.N2!\0,8./5,96!/QT5:.9,82!5\!?S?!!,5.!5,6R!/,!Q50-2!9,1!N0Q9,$!I0.!96-5!
/,! 5.N2:! H2:.2I:9.2! -T28/2-! -08N! 9-! b2I:9\/-N! +_5662! #FFBD! J/,H/662! 2.! 96P! #FFB;$! ^2!
/,H2-./79.21!^N2.N2:! .N2! TN5-TN5:R69./5,! 89-8912!^9-! 85,-2:H21! /,! b2I:9\/-N! +!"#$%&
'('$%;$!^N/8N!2OT:2--2-!.^5!?S?!!72,2-$!?S?!YS!9,1!?S?!Y(P!!

=2402,82! 96/7,Q2,.! :2H29621! .N9.! /,! b2I:9\/-N! +b\;! ?S?!YS! 9,1! ?S?!Y($! .N2!
=+J(_;! :2-/102! ^9-! ,5.! T:2-2,.! +\/7P! "S;P! &,-.291$! 9! N/-./1/,2! :2-/102! ^9-! \50,1P!
V5^2H2:$! .N2! 9:7/,/,2Y6R-/,2Y:/8N!Q5./\! \69,M/,7! .N/-! :2-/102!^9-!^266! 85,-2:H21! +\/7P!
"S;P! S885:1/,76R$! $#& >$*'%! TN5-TN5:R69./5,! 2OT2:/Q2,.-! /,1/89.21! .N9.! .N2! J(_-! 5\!
b\?S?!-! ^2:2! ,5.! TN5-TN5:R69.21! IR! )=]"$! .N2! 0T-.:29Q! M/,9-2! /,H56H21! /,! .N2!
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TN5-TN5:R69./5,! 89-8912! +\/7P! %S;P! S-! TN5-TN5:R69./5,! -/.2-! .N9.! 9:2! ,5.! -.:/8.6R!
85,-2:H21! 9.! 9! -T28/\/8! T5-/./5,! 89,! I2! 85QT2,-9.21! IR! 5.N2:-$! 1:/H/,7! .N2! -9Q2!
\0,8./5,-!+<70R2,!(9!9,1!)5-2-!#F"F;$!^2!/,H2-./79.21!^N2.N2:!5.N2:!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!
-/.2-! 9:2! T:2-2,.! /,! .N2! ,29:IR! :27/5,P! V5^2H2:$! 9,! $#& 3$.$/%& T:21/8./5,! 5\! T5.2,./96!
TN5-TN5:R69./5,!-/.2-!/,!.N2!J(_-!5\!b\?S?!YS!9,1!b\?S?!Y($!1/1!,5.!:2H296!9,R!5.N2:!
85QT2,-9.5:R!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!-/.2-P!!

&,! 85,.:9-.$! /,! b\?S?!YS! 9,1! b\?S?!Y($! .N2! -2:/,2! :2-/102! 6589.21! /,! .N2! <W_!
l=+<W_;e!^9-!85,-2:H21!9-!^266!9-!/.-!\69,M/,7!:27/5,$!/P2P!.N2!T:56/,2!:/8N!Q5./\!+\/7P!"S;P!
WN2,! .N2! 402-./5,! ^9-! ^N2.N2:$! /,! b\?S?!-$! .N2! 85,-2:H21! =+<W_;! 85061! I2!
TN5-TN5:R69.21!2H2,!/,!.N2!9I-2,82!5\!9!TN5-TN5:R69.9I62!=+J(_;P!)5-.!/,.2:2-./,76R$!$#&
>$*'%$!.N2!=+<W_;!5\!b\?S?!$!^9-!TN5-TN5:R69.21!IR!.N2!T0:/\/21!81ME`8R86/,V!85QT62O$!
9-! 9--2--21! IR! /QQ0,5I65../,7! ^/.N! 9,./I51/2-! :2857,/b/,7! -T28/\/8966R! .N/-!
TN5-TN5:R69.21! :2-/102! +\/7P! %4$! 69,2-! C! 9,1! E;P! <5! -/7,96! ^9-! 5I.9/,21!^/.N! b\?S?!!
1262.21! \5:! .N2!<W_$!85,\/:Q/,7!.N2!-T28/\/8/.R!5\! .N2!9,./I51/2-!+\/7P!%4$! 69,2!X;P!WN2-2!
:2-06.-! ^2:2! 85,\/:Q21! $#& >$>%?! ^/.N! ("FY.97721! b\?S?!! 5H2:! 2OT:2--21! /,! b2I:9\/-N!
+qK"%;! 5:! Q9QQ96/9,! +*a=Y";! 8266-! 9,1! /QQ0,5T:28/T/.9.21! ^/.N! 9,! 9,./I51R!
:2857,/b/,7!-T28/\/8966R!.N2!TN5-TN5:R69.21!:282T.5:!+\/7P!%,;P!*56628./H26R$!.N2-2!:2-06.-!
/,1/89.2!.N9.$!/,!b2I:9\/-N$!?S?!!89,!I2!TN5-TN5:R69.21!9.!=+<W_;!2H2,!/,!.N2!9I-2,82!5\!
TN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!.N2!J(_P!WN/-!:9/-2-!.N2!402-./5,!5\!N5^!.N2!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!89-8912!
-.9:./,7!9.!.N2!J(_!89,!I2!IRT9--21!/,!b2I:9\/-NP!!

!
E8! U#G&%9*$(! "<"!#!#!#!#! )(#! '>'+*8! T! G*85*8A! 56B%*8! *$! B6&#! 9+#R*G+#! )(%8! *8!

("<"!!!!?!!

'/H2,!.N9.!/,!N?S?!$!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!=+<W_;!IR!81ME!:26/2-!5,!.N2!I/,1/,7!5\!
.N2! 9--58/9.21! 8R86/,! V$! ^2! /,H2-./79.21!^N2.N2:! b\?S?!! 85061! /,.2:98.!^/.N! 8R86/,! V!
12-T/.2!.N2!9I-2,82!5\!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!.N2!J(_P!

WN2!9I/6/.R!5\!b\?S?!!.5!/,.2:98.!^/.N!8R86/,!V!^9-!85QT9:21!.5!.N9.!5\!N?S?!!/,!
$#& >$*'%! T:5.2/,YT:5.2/,! /,.2:98./5,! 9--9R-P! &,! '=W! T06615^,! 9--9R-! .N9.! 0-2! ,5,Y
TN5-TN5:R69.21! I98.2:/966R! 2OT:2--21! \0-/5,! T:5.2/,-$! I5.N! b\?S?!YS! 9,1! b\?S?!Y(!
/,.2:98.21!^/.N!8R86/,!V!I0.!Q5:2!2\\/8/2,.6R!.N9,!1/1!N?S?!!+\/7P!GS$!69,2-!G!9,1!A!9,1!
\/7P! G(;P! q2I:9\/-N! ?S?!-""96-5! /,.2:98.21! ^/.N! 8R86/,! V! /,! 85/QQ0,5T:28/T/.9./5,!
2OT2:/Q2,.-! T2:\5:Q21! ^/.N! 2O.:98.-! \:5Q! .:9,-\28.21! *a=Y"! 8266-! +=0TT62Q2,.96!
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! "G!

\/7P"S;P! &,! .N/-!89-2! .N2! /,.2:98./5,!^9-!9-!2\\/8/2,.!9-!^/.N!N?S?!! /,! 6/,2!^/.N! .N2! \98.!
.N9.!N?S?!!/-!TN5-TN5:R69.21!9.!=%CB!/,!.:9,-\28.21!8266-!+=0TT62Q2,.96!\/7P"(;P!=/Q/69:!
:2-06.-! ^2:2! 5I.9/,21! ^N9.2H2:! 8R86/,! V! ^9-! \:5Q! N0Q9,! +=0TT62Q2,.96! \/7P"S;! 5:!
b2\:9\/-N! +=0TT62Q2,.96! \/7P! "*;P! S6.572.N2:! .N2-2! 5I-2:H9./5,-! -0772-.! .N9.! .N2!
85,\5:Q9./5,!5\!b\?S?!!\9H5:-!8R86/,!V!I/,1/,7P!

'/H2,! .N9.! .N2! 2\\/8/2,8R! 5\! 8R86/,! V! I/,1/,7! .5! N?S?!! :26/2-! 5,! .N2!
85,\5:Q9./5,96! \29.0:2-! 5\! JXYB! 9,1! .N2! <Y.2:Q/,96! ./T! 5\! VB! +(50:! 2.! 96P! #FFA;$! ^2!
85QT9:21!.N/-!15Q9/,!.5!.N9.!5\!b\?S?!YS!9,1!b\?S?!Y(!+\/7P!"@;P!WN2!5H2:966!-2402,82!
5\!.N2!8R86/,!V!I/,1/,7!15Q9/,!/-!^266!85,-2:H21!I0.!.N2!T:56/,2!:2-/102!6589.21!9.!.N2!
<Y.2:Q/,96!./T!5\!VB!/,!N?S?!!+L%GA;$!/-!:2T69821!IR!9,!969,/,2!9,1!9!-2:/,2!/,!b\?S?!Y
S! 9,1! b\?S?!Y(! :2-T28./H26RP! =/Q/69:6R! .N2! Q2.N/5,/,2! :2-/102! \50,1! /,! N26/O! B! 9.!
T5-/./5,! %AF! /-! :2T69821! IR! 9! H96/,2! 5:! 9! 760.9Q/8! 98/1! /,! b\?S?!-P! S6.572.N2:$! .N2-2!
5I-2:H9./5,-! T/,T5/,.! -5Q2! -T28/\/8! Q0.9./5,-! .N9.! Q9R! I2! \0,8./5,966R! :262H9,.! .5!
9\\28.!.N2!85,\5:Q9./5,!5\!b\?S?!!JXYB!/,!5:12:!.5!\9H5:!8R86/,!V!I/,1/,7P!!

WN/-! 621! 0-! .5! 2OT65:2! .N2! 85,\5:Q9./5,96! 1R,9Q/8-! 5\! b\?S?!-! /,! Q5628069:!
1R,9Q/8-!-/Q069./5,-!89::/21!50.!^/.N!.N2!9T5!\5:Q-!.N9.!I2-.!Q9.8N!.N2!2OT2:/Q2,.96!
'=WYT06615^,!85,1/./5,-!+/P2P!/,!.N2!9I-2,82!5\!?S!9,1!5\!9!8598./H9.5:!T2T./12!9,1!^/.N!
V"#!2O.2,121!/,.5!-560./5,;P!*5QT9:/-5,!5\!.N2!?)=\6!8968069.21!\:5Q!.N2-2!-/Q069./5,-!
-N5^21! .N9.! I5.N! b\?S?!YS! 9,1! b\?S?!Y(! 2ON/I/.21! 9,! /,8:29-21! \62O/I/6/.R! 5\! JXYB!
85QT9:21!.5!N?S?!!96-5!/,!.N2!9T5!\5:Q!+\/7P!G*;P!=08N!:2-06.-!/,1/89.2!.N9.!/,!b2I:9\/-N!
?S?!$!JXYB!/-!,9./H26R!Q5:2!\62O/I62!.N9,!/,!.N2!N0Q9,!850,.2:T9:.P!
! WN2,$!7/H2,!.N9.!/,!N?S?!#!-0I-./.0./5,!5\!L%GA!9,1!_%GC!^/.N!9!76R8/,2!9,1!9,!
969,/,2!:2-T28./H26R$!-/7,/\/89,.6R!/,8:29-2-!8R86/,!V!I/,1/,7!+\/7P!G@$!69,2!E!9,1!+(50:!2.!
96P!#FFA;;$!^2!9,96Rb21!.N2!85,-2402,82-!5\!.N2-2!8N9,72-!/,!)_!-/Q069./5,-P!S-!-N5^,!
/,! K/70:2! G_$! .N2! N?S?!L%GA'`_%GCS!Q0.9,.! /,! .N2! 9T5! \5:Q! -N5^21! 9,! /,8:29-21!
\62O/I/6/.R!5\!JXYB!85QT9:21!.5!cW!?S?!P!K/,966R$!.N2!-/,762!-0I-./.0./5,!5\!L%GA!^/.N!9,!
969,/,2! /,! N?S?!! +9-! /,! b\?S?!YS;! ^9-! -0\\/8/2,.! .5! /,8:29-2! .N2! \62O/I/6/.R! 5\! JXYB!
+=0TT62Q2,.96! \/7P!=#;P!*56628./H26R!.N2-2!:2-06.-!N/7N6/7N.!.N2!/QT5:.9,82!5\!.N2!9Q/,5!
98/1!-2402,82!/,!.N2!\62O/I/6/.R!5\!.N2!8R86/,!V!I/,1/,7!15Q9/,P!
!
!
!
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! "A!

J7&*8A!4#&)#G&%)#!#46+7)*68C!@;VWJ=!*$!'68$#&4#5C!G7)!86)!@;L-J=?!

K:5Q! .N2! 85QT9:/-5,!5\! N0Q9,!9,1! b2I:9\/-N!?S?!-$! 5,2! 89,! -0772-.! .N9.! .N2!
-2:/,2!6589.21!/,!.N2!<W_!^5061!I2!85,-2:H21!98:5--!H2:.2I:9.2-$!^N/62!/.!^5061!,5.!I2!
.N2! 89-2! \5:! .N2! -2:/,2! /,! .N2! J(_P! WN2:2\5:2! ^2! /,H2-./79.21! ^N2.N2:! .N2:2! /-! 9!
85,-.:9/,.! 5,! .N2-2! .^5! ?S?!! TN5-TN5:R69./5,! -/.2-! 10:/,7! 2H560./5,P! =2402,82!
85QT9:/-5,!9,1!T:21/8./5,!5\!9,82-.:96!-2402,82-!9.!966!,512-!5\!.N2!8N5:19.2!?S?!.:22!
^2:2!T2:\5:Q21P!!

K/70:2!A!T:5H/12-!9!765I96!5H2:H/2^!5\!.N2!2H560./5,!5\!=+<W_;!9,1!=+J(_;!/,!966!
M,5^,! \066! 62,7.N! 9,1! \0,8./5,96! 8N5:19.2! ?S?!-!^/.N! 9H9/69I62! 85QT62.2! -2402,82-$!
\:5Q! /,H2:.2I:9.2! 8N5:19.2-! -08N!9-!9QTN/5O0-! +4'"#/5$%3*%6"& 7.%'$8"(A! 9,1!9-8/1/9,!
.0,/89.2-! +,$%#"& 3">$+#1$;! .N:507N! I9-96! H2:.2I:9.2-! -08N! 9-! 69QT:2R-! +)(*5(#*('%#&
B"-%#$/26;!9,1!.2625-.!\/-N2-!+2P7P!!"#$%&'('$%;!.5!Q9QQ96-P!!

&.!9TT29:21! .N9.!=+<W_;! /-! -.:/8.6R!85,-2:H21! /,!966!9H9/69I62!85QT62.2!8N5:19.2!
-2402,82-! +\/7P!A;$!2H2,! /,!9QTN/5O0-! +4'"#/5$%3*%6"& 7.%'$8"(AP!<5.2!N5^2H2:! .N9.! \5:!
-5Q2! -T28/2-! -08N! 9-!<-*"*'(*23& C2'+('$?&;%'8"/$"&6%'8"D?& ,"..%'5$#/523& /"..%'1#/523&

"#8& )(-$3%3*(23& -."*1'$#/23?& .N2! ?S?!! -2402,82-! 9:2! /,85QT62.2! +NRTN2,-! /,! \/7PA;$!
Q9M/,7! 1/\\/806.! .N2! /,.:5108./5,! 5\! .N2-2! -T28/2-! /,! 50:! 2H560./5,9:R! -.01RP! WN2!
-/.09./5,! ^9-! H2:R! -/Q/69:! \5:! .N2! ?S?$! 9,1! ?S?%! T9:9657-! +\/7PA;P! &,.2:2-./,76R$! .N2!
\69,M/,7!:27/5,$!/P2P!.N2!T:56/,2Y:/8N!Q5./\$!^9-!96-5!85,-2:H21!+\/7PC;P!WN/-!/,1/89.2-!.N9.!
=+<W_;!N9-!I22,!0,12:!9!N/7N!-2628./H2!T:2--0:2!.N:507N!8N5:19.2!2H560./5,P!!

&,! 85,.:9-.$! =+J(_;! ^9-! ,5.! T:2-2,.! /,! ?S?! \:5Q! 82TN9658N5:19.2-!
+4'"#/5$%3*%6"& 7.%'$8"(A& 9,1! 0:58N5:19.2-& E,$%#"& 3">$+#1$! 9,1! 9%.1"#8'%/"'-"&

6$3":(#3$3;!+\/7PA;!12-T/.2!.N2!85,-2:H9./5,!5\!.N2!\69,M/,7!9:7/,/,2Y6R-/,2!:/8N!Q5./\!+\/7P!
C!9,1! -0TT62Q2,.96! \/7P! =%;P! &.!^9-!,5.!T:2-2,.!2/.N2:! /,!?S?!! \:5Q!Q5-.!H2:.2I:9.2-!
+.2625-.!\/-N$!9QTN/I/9,-$!I/:1-;$!+\/7P!A;P!&,-.291$!9-T9:./8!98/1$!760.9Q/8!98/1$!9-T9:97/,2!
5:!N/-./1/,2!:2-/102-!^2:2! \50,1P!)5-.! /,.2:2-./,76R$! .N2!T:2-2,82!5\!9!-2:/,2! /,!JBY"F!
-22Q-! .5! I2! -T28/\/8! .5! .N2!Q9/,! 86912-! 5\!Q9QQ96-!^/.N! 9,! 2O82T./5,! /,! .N2! 89-2! 5\!
@#%.$3& /"'%.$#(#3$3! +\/7P!A!9,1! -0TT62Q2,.96! \/7P! =%;P!WN2! -/.09./5,!^9-!H2:R! -/Q/69:! \5:!
?S?%!+\/7P!A;P!V5^2H2:$!/,!.N2!89-2!5\!?S?$!9!-2:/,2!^9-!T:2-2,.!/,!.N2!J(_!,5.!5,6R!/,!
Q9QQ96-!I0.!96-5!/,!.2625-.!\/-N2-!9,1!/,!)(-$3%3*(23&-."*1'5$#/23!+\/7P!A;P!

'/H2,! .N/-! 85QT62O! T9..2:,$! /.! ^9-! 1/\\/806.! .5! /,\2:! 1/:28.6R! +0-/,7! -/QT62!
T9:-/Q5,R! :29-5,/,7;!^N/8N! 9Q/,598/1!^9-! 9.! .N2! T5-/./5,! 5\! =+J(_;! I2\5:2! .N2! .^5!
10T6/89./5,-! +S"! 9,1! S#! /,! \/7PE;! .N9.! 621! .5! ?S?!! /,! 7,9.N5-.5Q2-P! WN0-$! ^2!
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! "C!

:285,-.:08.21!.N2!9,82-.5:-!0-/,7!Q9O/Q0Q!6/M26/N551P!WN/-!9665^21!0-!.5!T:5T5-2!9,!
2H560./5,9:R! -82,9:/5! +\/7P! E;! /,!^N/8N! .N2! /,\2::21! 9,82-.5:!N9:I5:-! 9,! 9-T9:97/,2! /,!
JBY"FP!WN2,!/,!H2:.2I:9.2-$!.N/-!9-T9:97/,2!/-!:2T69821!IR!9!-2:/,2!/,!.2625-.!\/-N2-!?S?$!
9-! ^266! 9-! /,! Q9QQ96/9,! ?S?!$! ?S?$! 9,1! ?S?%P! WN/-! -0772-.-! .N9.$! 69.2! 10:/,7!
H2:.2I:9.2!2H560./5,$!9!8N9,72!/,!-2628./H2!T:2--0:2!9665^21!.N2!9840/-/./5,!5\!9,!29-/6R!
TN5-TN5:R69.9I62!:2-/102!/,!JBY"FP!

<5.2! .N9.!=+<W_;!^9-!96-5! \50,1! /,!W?!+\/7P!E;$!9!,08629:!:282T.5:!I265,7/,7! .5!
.N2! -9Q2! <?! -0I\9Q/6RP! WN507N! T9:.! 5\! 9! 1/-./,8.! Q5./\$! .N/-! -2:/,2! /-! M,5^,! 9-! 9!
\0,8./5,96! TN5-TN5:R69./5,! -/.2! +'6/,20:! 2.! 96P! "BBF;$! 85::5I5:9./,7! .N2! 9,8/2,.! N/7N!
-2628./5,!85,-.:9/,.!98./,7!5,!.N/-!:2-/102P!
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! "E!

JE@MX@@EYV!!
L:5.2/,!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!/-!8:08/96!\5:!.N2!:27069./5,!5\!Q9,R!8266069:!2H2,.-!9,1!

/.! N9-! I22,! NRT5.N2-/b21! .N9.! /.! ^5061! -2:H2! 9-! 9! .:9,-8:/T./5,96! 8658M$! 5:8N2-.:9./,7!
:9T/1!9,1!1R,9Q/8!2O8N9,72-!5\!85:27069.5:-!-5!.N9.!9.! .N2!2,1$! .N2!:/7N.!T:5.2/,-!9:2!
T:2-2,.!^/.N!.N2!:/7N.!98./H/.R$!9.!.N2!:/7N.!T6982!9,1!9.!.N2!:/7N.!./Q2!+?58N2..2Y>76R!9,1!
'2:Q9/,! #FFBD! J962H22$! K2::R$! 9,1!?58N2..2Y>76R! #F"F;P!)5-.! /,.2:2-./,76R$! -/Q/69:! .5!
8N9,72-!/,!72,2-!8/-Y:27069.5:R!Q51062-!.N9.!Q51/\R!-T28/\/8!9-T28.-!5\!.N2!2OT:2--/5,!
T9..2:,!5\! 9!72,2!^/.N50.!9\\28./,7! .N2! \0,8./5,!5\! .N2!2,85121!T:5.2/,! +V52M-.:9!9,1!
*5R,2! #FFE;$! -T28/\/8! 8N9,72-! 5\! TN5-TN5:R69./5,! T:582--2-! 89,! Q51/\R! 9! :27069.5:R!
89-8912!^/.N50.!9\\28./,7!.N2!5H2:966!\0,8./5,!5\!.N2!T:5.2/,!+(9-0$!c9,7$!9,1!S6.!#FFX;P!
WN2:2\5:2$! TN5-TN5:R69./5,! -/.2-!Q9R! I2! /QT5:.9,.! .9:72.-! 5\! 2H560./5,9:R! T:582--2-P!
<5^$!^/.N!.N2!9H9/69I/6/.R!5\!N/7N!.N:507NT0.!19.9-2.-$! /.!I285Q2-!T5--/I62! .5!2O9Q/,2!
9,1!.2-.!2OT2:/Q2,.966R!.N2!2H560./5,!5\!69:72!-2.-!5\!T:5.2/,-!9,1!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!-/.2-P!
! V0Q9,! 9,1! Q50-2! ?S?!! 9:2! .RT/896! .:9,-8:/T./5,96! :27069.5:-! .N9.! 9:2!
Q51069.21!IR!?S!I/,1/,7!9,1!:9T/1!85,85Q/.9,.!?SY/,10821!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!89-8912-!
-.9:./,7!9.!9!-2:/,2!6589.21!/,!.N2!J(_!l=+J(_;e!9,1!2,1/,7!9.!9,!5.N2:!-2:/,2!/,!.N2!<W_!
l=+<W_;eP!!

WN2!T:2-2,.!^5:M! /,1/89.2-! .N9.! .N2:2! /-! 9! -.:5,7!85,-2:H9./5,!5\! =+<W_;! /,!966!
8N5:19.2! ?S?!! -2402,82-! M,5^,! .5! 19.2$! 85QT:/-/,7! 82TN9658N5:19.2-! +9QTN/5O0-;$!
0:58N5:19.2-! +,$%#";!9,1!H2:.2I:9.2-P!=08N!9,!2H560./5,9:R!85,-.:9/,.! 85::269.2-!^/.N!
.N2! /QT5:.9,82! 5\! .N/-! TN5-TN5:R69./5,! -/.2! \5:! ?S?!! I/,1/,7! .5! _<S! 9,1! ?S?!Y
Q21/9.21!.:9,-8:/T./5,!+(:08M!2.!96P!#FFBD!?58N2..2Y>76R!9,1!'2:Q9/,!#FFB;P!&.!/-!^5:.N!
,5./,7!.N9.!=+<W_;!/-!96-5!N/7N6R!85,-2:H21!/,!.N2!5.N2:!?S?!T9:9657-$!?S?%!9,1!?S?$#!
966! 965,7! .N2! 8N5:19.2! TNR60Q$! 85,\/:Q/,7! .N2! \0,8./5,96! /QT5:.9,82! 5\! .N/-!
TN5-TN5:R69./5,!-/.2P!V5^2H2:$!50.!5\!8N5:19.2-$!5,6R!9! \2^!?S?!-2402,82-!N9H2!I22,!
/12,./\/21$!5,2!/,!9,5.N2:!120.2:5-.5Q2!-08N!9-!0*'%#+1.%/(#*'23&-2'-2'"*23!+*9,2-.:5!
2.!96P!#FFCD!)9:62.9b!2.!96P!#FFC;!9,1!5,6R!.^5!/,!T:5-.5-5Q2-!+5,2!/,!9!Q5660-M!9,1!5,2!
/,! 9,! 9,,26/1;! +*9QT5YL9R-99! 2.! 96P! #FFXD!S6I969.! 9,1!*9,2-.:5!#FFB;$! 9,1! \0,8./5,96!
19.9! 9:2! -./66! 698M/,7P! WN2:2\5:2! .N2! TNR6572,/8! 85H2:972! /-! ,5.! -0\\/8/2,.! R2.! .5!
72,2:96/b2!50:!19.9!50.!5\!8N5:19.2-!9,1!.5!T:5.5-.5Q2-!5,!9!-9\2!I9-/-P!K/,966R$!7/H2,!
.N2! 5H2:966! 85,-2:H9./5,! 5\! .N2! \69,M/,7! T:56/,2Y:/8N! Q5./\$! =+<W_;! 9TT29:-! ! .5! I2!
TN5-TN5:R69.21!IR!-/Q/69:!M/,9-2-!/,!966!-T28/2-P!&,!6/,2!^/.N!.N/-$!81ME!9,1!8R86/,!V!9:2!
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N/7N6R! 85,-2:H21! 9,1! \0,8./5,96! N5Q5657-! N9H2! I22,! 12-8:/I21! 2H2,! /,! R29-.!
+_9Q97,2b$!)9M269$!9,1!*5..9:26!"BBA;P!

WN2!5:/7/,96!9-T28.!5\!N0Q9,!?S?!!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!:2-/12-!/,!.N2! \98.!.N9.!.N2!
81ME!M/,9-2!/,H56H21!/,!.N2!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!=+<W_;$!:2857,/b2-!.N2!:282T.5:!.N:507N!
.N2!I/,1/,7!5\!8R86/,!V!9.!9!-T28/\/8!15Q9/,!6589.21!/,!9!1/-5:12:21!655T!5\!.N2!J(_!+JXY
B;P!WN/-!T:582--!/-!85,.:56621!IR!.N2!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!=+J(_;$!9!,29:IR!-2:/,2!:2-/102!
6589.21!/,!9,!5.N2:!1/-5:12:21!655T$!JBY"F!+(50:!2.!96P!#FFAD!'9/669:1!2.!96P!#FFC;P!_02!.5!
.N2!/QT5:.9,82!5\!.N/-!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!89-8912$!^2!N9H2!85QI/,21!2H560./5,9:R!-.01/2-!
^/.N!Q5628069:! 1R,9Q/8-! 85QT0.2:! -/Q069./5,-! 9,1! 2OT2:/Q2,.96! 9,96R-/-$! .5! T:21/8.!
TN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!=+J(_;$! \62O/I/6/.R!5\! .N2!8R86/,!V!I/,1/,7!15Q9/,$! 8R86/,!V!I/,1/,7!
9,1!.N2!2H560./5,!5\!.N2-2!T:582--2-P!

WN2!T:2-2,.!-.01R!12Q5,-.:9.2-!.N9.!/,!N0Q9,!?S?!$!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!=+J(_;!
/,8:29-2-!.N2! \62O/I/6/.R!5\! .N2!,29:IR!JXYB! /,H56H21! /,!8R86/,!V!I/,1/,7!9,1!.N2:2IR! /,!
.N2!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!=+<W_;$!^N9.2H2:!?S?!!/-!0,12:!9,!9T5!5:!N565!\5:QP!WN0-!5,2!
89,! -0772-.! .N9.! .N/-! T:582--! 855T2:9.2-!^/.N! .N2! 85,\5:Q9./5,96! 8N9,72-! /,10821! IR!
?SYI/,1/,7!\5:!N?S?!!.:9,-8:/T./5,96!98./H/.R!+K/7P!X(;P!!

V5^2H2:$! 12-T/.2! .N2! 7551! 85,-2:H9./5,! 5\! .N2! \69,M/,7! I9-/8! ]`?Y:/8N! Q5./\$!
6589.21!9.!.N2!2,1!5\!.N2!N/7N6R!-.:08.0:21!N26/O!B$!50:!2H560./5,9:R!9,96R-/-!T5/,.-!50.!
.N9.!=+J(_;$!6589.21!/,!JBY"F$!9!1/-5:12:21!655T$!/-!,5.!0,/H2:-966R!85,-2:H21!.N:507N50.!
H2:.2I:9.2-P! &,1221$! =+J(_;! /-! T:2-2,.! Q5-.6R! /,! Q9QQ96/9,! ?S?!! ^N2:29-! 9,!
9-T9:97/,2! /-! T:2-2,.! 9.! .N/-! T5-/./5,! 9.! .N2! I9-/-! 5\! .N2! 8N5:19.2! ?S?! .:22$! 9-!
2O2QT6/\/21!IR!9QTN/5O0-P!WN2!-9Q2!85,860-/5,!^9-!Q912!\5:!.N2!T9:9657!?S?%!I0.!,5.!
\5:! ?S?$! -/,82! =+J(_;!^9-! 96-5! \50,1! /,! .2625-.! ?S?$P! K:5Q! .N2-2! 5I-2:H9./5,-! .^5!
Q9d5:!1/\\2:2,.!Q28N9,/-Q-!5\!2H560./5,!89,!I2!T:5T5-21P!&,!.N2!\/:-.!5,2$!=+J(_;!Q/7N.!
N9H2!9TT29:21!/,!.N2!.N:22!?S?!T9:9657-!9.!.N2!I9-/-!5\!H2:.2I:9.2-!10:/,7!.N2!-285,1!
:50,1!+#?;!5\!10T6/89./5,P!WN2,!.N/-!:2-/102!Q/7N.!N9H2!I22,!65-.!/,12T2,12,.6R!/,!.N2!
.N:22!?S?-!\:5Q!-2H2:96!H2:.2I:9.2-!9,1!10:/,7!.N2!.N/:1!:50,1!+%?;!5\!10T6/89./5,!/,!
.2625-.! ?S?!! 9,1! ?S?%P! &,! .N2! -285,1!Q28N9,/-Q$! .N2! 9-T9:97/,2!Q/7N.! 8N9,72! .5! 9!
-2:/,2!/,!298N!5\!.N2!%!Q9QQ96/9,!?S?-!+!#"$!9,1!%;!9\.2:!.N2!.^5!:50,1-!5\!10T6/89./5,-!
9,1!/,!.2625-.!?S?$!10:/,7!.N2!.N/:1!:50,1!5\!10T6/89./5,P!WN/-!69..2:!Q28N9,/-Q!Q/7N.!
I2! .N2! Q5-.! T:5I9I62! 5,2$! /,! 6/,2! ^/.N! .N2! \0,8./5,96! :562! 5\! =+J(_;P! <2H2:.N262-$!!
^N9.2H2:! .N2! Q28N9,/-Q! /-$! 50:! 5I-2:H9./5,-! -0772-.! 9! 85,H2:72,.! 2H560./5,! 5\! 9!
-/Q/69:!:27069.5:R!Q28N9,/-Q-!.N9.!5880:21!\50:!./Q2-! /,12T2,12,.6RP!V5^2H2:!9-!^2!
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-./66! N9H2! ,5! 2H/12,82! ^N2.N2:! .N2! TN5-TN5:R69./5,! 89-8912! 12-8:/I21! \5:! ?S?!! 96-5!
5880:-! /,! .N2! 85,.2O.! 5\! ?S?%! 9,1! ?S?$$! /.! /-! -./66! T:2Q9.0:2! .5! -T28069.2! 5,! .N/-!
85,H2:72,82P!<2H2:.N262--$! /.! /-!^5:.N!,5./,7! .N9.!102! .5! /.-!0,-.:08.0:21!,9.0:2$! 655T!
JBY"F!-N5061!:2-T5,1!:9T/16R!9,1!9880:9.26R!.5!8N9,7/,7!2,H/:5,Q2,.96!85,1/./5,-$!/P2P!
:240/:2Q2,.!5\!9!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!5:!,5.!+-22!I265^;P!!

(2-/12-$! .N2!8R86/,!V!158M/,7!-/.2!5\!?S?!! 2H56H21!-0I.6R! /,!T9:96626! .5!=+J(_;P!
&,1221$! /,! b2I:9\/-N! ?S?!$! ^N/8N! 1/1! ,5.! 9840/:2! =+J(_;$! JXYB! N9:I5:-! 9! \62O/I62!
85,\5:Q9./5,! .N9.! \9H5:-! 8R86/,! V! I/,1/,7! ^/.N50.! 9,R! :240/:2Q2,.! \5:! 9!
TN5-TN5:R69./5,!T:582--!/,!JBY"F!+\/7P!XS;P!&,.2:2-./,76R$!9QTN5O/0-!?S?!96-5!12T/8.-!9!
Q0.9./5,! /,! .N2! 8R86/,!V! I/,1/,7! 15Q9/,! +\/7P! C;$! -0772-./,7! .N9.! .N2! \62O/I/6/.R! 5\! .N/-!
15Q9/,!Q/7N.!I2!96-5! /,8:29-21P! &,!85,.:9-.$! /,!Q9QQ96/9,!?S?!$! .N2!9840/-/./5,!5\!9!
-2:/,2! /,! JBY"F! /-! 9--58/9.21! .5! 9!1:9-./8! :2108./5,! /,! .N2!1R,9Q/8-! 5\! JXYB! 9,1! /,! /.-!
9I/6/.R! .5! /,.2:98.!^/.N! 8R86/,!VP! WN2! 9TT29:9,82! 5\! -08N! 9! :/7/1/.R!Q9M2-! ,282--9:R! 9!
\/,2Y.0,21!:27069./5,!IR!.N2!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!=+J(_;!+\/7P!X(;P!&.!/-!^5:.N!,5./,7!.N9.!
I5.N! 655T-! JXYB! 9,1! JBY"F! 85::2-T5,1! .5! 1/-5:12:21!15Q9/,-! .N9.! 2H56H2! \9-.2:! .N9,!
5:12:21! 5,2-! +=8N92\2:$! =8N62--/,72:$! 9,1! ?5-.! #F"F;P! &,! 6/,2! ^/.N! .N/-$! TN5-TN5-/.2-!
\:2402,.6R! 9TT29:! /,! -08N! 1/-5:12:21! :27/5,-$! .N0-! \98/6/.9./,7! .N2! 2H560./5,! 5\! M/,9-2!
-/7,96/,7! 8/:80/.-! +(26.:95! 2.! 96P! #FFBD! V56.! 2.! 96P! #FFBD! J9,1:R$! J2HR$! 9,1! )/8N,/8M!
#FFB;P!

WN0-$!^2!I26/2H2!.N9.!10:/,7!2H560./5,$!9!-2628./H2!T:2--0:2!Q/7N.!T0-N!\5:!:9T/1!
8N9,72-! /,! .N2!1/-5:12:21! 655T-!JXYB!9,1!JBY"F!5\! .N2!J(_$! /,!5:12:! .5!Q9/,.9/,! /,!9!
8N9,7/,7! 2,H/:5,Q2,.$! .N2! TN5-TN5:R69./5,! 5\! .N2! <W_! .N9.! /-! 2--2,./96! \5:! ?S?!!
.:9,-8:/T./5,96!98./H/.R!+\/7P!X;P!&,1221$!^N2,!JXYB!65-.!/.-!\62O/I/6/.R$!.N2:2!^9-!9!-.:5,7!
T:2--0:2!\5:!85QT2,-9./5,$!/P2P!.N2!9TT29:9,82!5\!9!TN5-TN5:R69.9I62!-2:/,2!/,!JBY"FP!a\!
,5.2$!)=]"$!.N2!M/,9-2!/,H56H21!/,!.N2!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!=+J(_;!/-!9!H2:.2I:9.2!M/,9-2$!
I0.!9,!5:.N5657!N9-!I22,! /12,./\/21! /,!1:5-5TN/69! +i/,!2.! 96P!"BBB;$! -0772-./,7! .N9.! .N2!
TN5-TN5:R69./5,!Q98N/,2:R!T:219.2-!8N5:19.2-!?S?!1/H2:-/\/89./5,P!

&,!85,860-/5,$!.N2!T:2-2,.!^5:M!N/7N6/7N.-!.N2!2H560./5,9:R!T5.2,./96!5\!.N2!?S?!!
TN5-TN5:R69./5,!,2.^5:M$!2-T28/966R!9.!.N2!62H26!5\!.N2!M/,9-2Y-0I-.:9.2!/,.2:98./5,P!S-!
.N2! 85QT62O! 85QI/,9.5:/96! 85,.:56!5\!N?S?!! TN5-TN5:R69./5,!IR!Q06./T62!M/,9-2-! /-! 9!
:291/6R!2H56H21!,2.^5:M$!5,2!89,!T:21/8.! .N9.! /.-!12:27069./5,!Q/7N.!I2!9.! .N2!I9-/-!5\!
1/-29-2P! &,! -0TT5:.! 5\! -08N! 9,! NRT5.N2-/-! ^2! N9H2! -N5^,! .N9.! /,! n2:512:Q9!
L/7Q2,.5-0Q! T9./2,.-$! ?S?!! /-! ,5.! 2\\/8/2,.6R! TN5-TN5:R69.21! IR! 81ME! ^/.N!
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8N9:98.2:/-./8!15^,-.:29Q!85,-2402,82-!5,!.N2!2OT:2--/5,!5\!?S?!.9:72.!72,2-!+]2:/26!
2.!96P!#FF#;P!WN/-!N9-!I22,!85::269.21!9.!629-.!/,!T9:.!.5!.N2!86/,/896!9I,5:Q96/./2-!5\!.N2!
T9./2,.-!I0.!96-5!.5!.N2/:!N/7N!:/-M!5\!-M/,!89,82:!/,!:2-T5,-2!.5!@mP!
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!
<'I86Z+#5AB#8)$!
c2!.N9,M!_:P!o/T/,7!J/0!+=N9,7N9/!&,-./.0.2!\5:!(/5657/896!=8/2,82$!*N/,9;!\5:!.N2!

7/\.! 5\! .N2! b2I:9\/-N! 8R86/,! V! 8_<S$! )P! a0691! SI1267N9,/! +&'()*;! \5:! .N2! Q50-2!
Q5,5865,96!9,./I51/2-!9,1!Q2QI2:-!5\!.N2!8266!806.0:2!\98/6/./2-!\5:!N26TP!=T28/96!.N9,M-!
.5!966!.29Q-!Q2QI2:-!\5:!\:0/.\06!1/-80--/5,-!9,1!-0772-./5,-!9,1!.5!JP!Sbb9I!+&'()*;!
9,1! SP! L2::2.! +@,/H2:-/.2! 12! =.:9-I50:7;! \5:! N26T! /,! .N2! 12H265TQ2,.! 5\! -/Q069./5,!
T:5.5856-P!WN/-!^5:M!^9-!-0TT5:.21!IR!\0,1-!\:5Q!*<?=$!&<=>?)$!.N2!S--58/9./5,!T50:!
69!?28N2:8N2!-0:!62!*9,82:!+S?*!%"CB;$!.N2!S72,82!<9./5,962!T50:!69!?28N2:8N2!+S<?Y
FAY(JS<YF%BFYF#! 9,1! S<?YFBY(JS<YF"#EYF";$! .N2! K5,19./5,! T50:! 69! ?28N2:8N2!
)31/8962!+_>r#FFBFA"AG#%;!9,1!.N2!&,-./.0.!<9./5,96!10!*9,82:!+&<*9YLJFBY"BG;P!WN2!
&,-./.0.!10!_2H265TT2Q2,.!2.!12-!?2--50:82-!2,!&,\5:Q9./402!=8/2,./\/402!+&_?&=;$!.N2!
*2,.:2! &,\5:Q9./402! <9./5,96! 12! 6U>,-2/7,2Q2,.! =0T3:/20:! +*&<>=;! 9,1! .N2! *2,.:2!
1U>.012!10!*96806!L9:966|62!12!=.:9-I50:7!+@,/H2:-/.3!12!=.:9-I50:7;!9:2!9M,5^621721!
\5:!72,2:50-!966589./5,-!5\!85QT0.2:!./Q2P!!

!

!
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"#9#&#8'#$!

S6I969.$!?P$!9,1!*P!*9,2-.:5P!#FFBP!&12,./\/89./5,!5\!S61N"9$!*RT#C!9,1!?S?!5:.N5657-!/,!
T:5.5-.5Q2-! T0-N2-! I98M! .N2! :2./,5/8! 98/1! 72,2./8! Q98N/,2:R! /,! 2H560./5,9:R!
./Q2!.5!.N2!I/69.2:/9,!9,82-.5:P!*N2Q!(/56!&,.2:98.!0[3Z"XXY"BCP!

S6/$! =P$! oP! J0.b$! iP! LP! (266584$! )P! LP! *N2,9:1Y<20$! <P! ?50R2:$! 9,1! _P! )2.b72:P! "BB%P!
L:5108./5,! 9,1! 8N9:98.2:/b9./5,! 5\! Q5,5865,96! 9,./I51/2-! :2857,/-/,7! 12\/,21!
:27/5,-!5\!.N2!N0Q9,!52-.:572,!:282T.5:P!VRI:/15Q9!0DZ%B"YGFAP!

SQ5:2-$! SP$! SP! K5:82$! oP! JP! o9,$! JP! i56R$! *P! SQ2Q/R9$! SP! K:/.b$! ?P! ]P! V5$! iP! J9,7269,1$! mP!
L:/,82$! oP! JP! c9,7$! )P! c2-.2:\/261$! )P! >MM2:$! 9,1! iP! VP! L5-.62.N^9/.P! "BBXP!
q2I:9\/-N!N5O!860-.2:-!9,1!H2:.2I:9.2!72,5Q2!2H560./5,P!=8/2,82!D3DZ"E""Y"E"GP!

(9-./2,$! iP$! =P!S19QY=./.9N$!WP!?/216$! iP!)P!>76R$!LP!*N9QI5,$!9,1!*P!?58N2..2Y>76RP!#FFFP!
WK&&V!/,.2:98.-!^/.N!.N2!:2./,5/8!98/1!:282T.5:!79QQ9!9,1!TN5-TN5:R69.2-!/.-!SKY
"Y98./H9./,7!15Q9/,!.N:507N!81MEP!i!(/56!*N2Q!D[\Z#"XBCY#"BFGP!

(9-0$! @P$! oP! c9,7$! 9,1! KP! cP! S6.P! #FFXP! >H560./5,! 5\! TN5-TN5:R69./5,Y12T2,12,.!
:27069./5,!5\!98./H9./5,Y/,10821!8R./1/,2!129Q/,9-2P!)56!*266!]DZ#XAY#B"P!

(26.:95$!LP$!iP!*P!W:/,/191$!_P!K/2162:$!SP!?5702H$!cP!SP!J/Q$!]P!)P!=N5M9.$!SP!JP!(0:6/,79Q2$!
9,1! <P! iP! ]:579,P! #FFBP! >H560./5,! 5\! TN5-TN5:27069./5,Z! 85QT9:/-5,! 5\!
TN5-TN5:R69./5,!T9..2:,-!98:5--!R29-.!-T28/2-P!LJ5=!(/56![Z2"FFF"%GP!

(2:Q9,$!VP!)P$!iP!c2-.I:55M$!qP!K2,7$!'P!'/66/69,1$!WP!<P!(N9.$!VP!c2/--/7$!&P!<P!=N/,1R965H$!
9,1!LP!>P!(50:,2P!#FFFP!WN2!L:5.2/,!_9.9!(9,MP!<0862/8!S8/1-!?2-!D3Z#%AY#G#P!

(2:.:9,1$! =P$! (P! WN/--2$! ?P! W9H9:2-$! JP! =98N-$! SP! *N90Q5.$! LP! JP! (9:12.$! VP! >-8:/H9$! )P!
_0\\:9/--2$!aP!)9:8N9,1$!?P!=9\/$!*P!WN/--2$!9,1!mP!J9012.P!#FFEP!@,2OT28.21!,5H26!
:269./5,96! 6/,M-! 0,85H2:21! IR! 2O.2,-/H2! 12H265TQ2,.96! T:5\/6/,7! 5\! ,08629:!
:282T.5:!2OT:2--/5,P!LJ5=!'2,2.!]Z2"XXP!

(50:$! 'P$! >P! '9/669:1$! <P! (:08M$! =P! J962H22$! iP! JP! L69--9.$! _P! (0--5$! iP! LP! =9Q9Q9$! 9,1! *P!
?58N2..2Y>76RP!#FFAP!*R86/,!V!I/,1/,7!.5!.N2!?S?}96TN9~!98./H9./5,!\0,8./5,!+SK;Y
#!15Q9/,!1/:28.-!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!.N2!SKY"!15Q9/,!IR!8R86/,Y12T2,12,.!M/,9-2!
EP!L:58!<9.6!S891!=8/!@!=!S!01DZ"CCFXY"CC"%P!

(50:$! 'P$! ?P! W9,2d9$! 9,1! *P! ?58N2..2Y>76RP! #FFCP!)50-2!>QI:R589:8/,5Q9!KB! 8266-! 9,1!
?2./,5/8! S8/1P! S! Q5126! .5! -.01R! .N2! Q5628069:! Q28N9,/-Q-! 5\! 2,1512:Q96!
1/\\2:2,./9./5,P!LTP!#""Y#A%! $#!?P!W9,2d9$!21P!<08629:!?282T.5:-!/,!12H265TQ2,.P!
>6-2H/2:!L:2--!&,8P!
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! #%!

(50:702.$!cP$! mP! m/H9.$! iP! )P!c0:.b$! LP! *N9QI5,$! VP! ':5,2Q2R2:$! 9,1! _P!)5:9-P! #FFFP!
*:R-.96! -.:08.0:2! 5\! 9! N2.2:51/Q2:/8! 85QT62O! 5\! ?S?! 9,1! ?n?! 6/79,1YI/,1/,7!
15Q9/,-P!)56!*266!\Z#XBY#BXP!

(:55M-$!(P!?P$!?P!>P!(:088562:/$!(P!_P!a69\-5,$!_P!iP!=.9.2-$!=P!=^9Q/,9.N9,$!9,1!]P!)P!"BX%P!
*VS?))Z! ! S! L:57:9Q! \5:!)98:5Q5628069:! >,2:7R!)/,/Q/b9./5,! 9,1!_R,9Q/8-!
*968069./5,-P!iP!*5QTP!*N2Q!OZ"XEY#"EP!

(:08M$!<P$!_P!m/.50O$!*P!K2::R$!mP!_05,7$!SP!(902:$!VP!12!WN2$!9,1!*P!?58N2..2Y>76RP!#FFBP!S!
855:1/,9.21! TN5-TN5:R69./5,! 89-8912! /,/./9.21! IR! T%X)SL]`)=]"! 1/:28.-!
?S?96TN9!.5!.9:72.!T:5Q5.2:-P!>QI5!i!D3Z%GYGEP!

(:0,72:$! SP! WP$! 9,1!)P! ]9:T60-P! "BXXP! L569:! NR1:572,! T5-/./5,-! /,! T:5.2/,-Z! 2QT/:/896!
2,2:7R!T6982Q2,.!9,1!,20.:5,!1/\\:98./5,!85QT9:/-5,P!L:5.2/,-!OZ"GXY"ACP!

*9QT5YL9R-99$!KP$!KP!)9:62.9b$!mP!J9012.$!9,1!)P!=8N0I2:.P!#FFXP!?2./,5/8!98/1!-/7,96/,7!
/,! 12H265TQ2,.Z! ./--02Y-T28/\/8! \0,8./5,-! 9,1! 2H560./5,9:R! 5:/7/,-P! '2,2-/-!
O^ZCGFYCACP!

*9,2-.:5$!*P$!iP!VP!L5-.62.N^9/.$!?P!'5,b962bY_09:.2$!9,1!?P!S6I969.P!#FFCP!&-!:2./,5/8!98/1!
72,2./8!Q98N/,2:R!9!8N5:19.2!/,,5H9./5,�!>H56!_2H!3Z%BGYGFCP!

*9,0.2-80$!SP!SP$!SP!SP!=N262,M5H$!9,1!?P!JP!_0,I:98M$!i:P!#FF%P!S!7:9TNY.N25:R!9675:/.NQ!
\5:!:9T/1!T:5.2/,!-/12Y8N9/,!T:21/8./5,P!L:5.2/,!=8/!0DZ#FF"Y#F"GP!

_9Q97,2b$!mP$!WP!LP!)9M269$! 9,1!'P!*5..9:26P!"BBAP! =8N/b5-988N9:5QR82-!T5QI2!)5T"Y
)8-#!/-!:269.21!.5!Q9QQ96/9,!*S]P!>QI5!i!0OZC"CGYC"E#P!

12! =.':5.N$! =P! KP$! 9,1! _P! =8N2/12772:P! "BXFP! L:5108./5,! 5\! Q5,5865,96! 9,./I51/2-Z!
-.:9.27R!9,1!.98./8-P!i!&QQ0,56!)2.N51-!]\Z"Y#"P!

_2N96$!LP$!9,1!iP!JP!(55:2P!#FFAP!W^5!:50,1-!5\!^N562!72,5Q2!10T6/89./5,!/,!.N2!9,82-.:96!
H2:.2I:9.2P!LJ5=!(/56!]Z2%"GP!

_5662$!LP!#FFBP!_2H265TQ2,.96!2OT:2--/5,!5\!:2./,5/8!98/1!:282T.5:-!+?S?-;P!<086!?282T.!
=/7,96![Z2FFCP!

_R-5,$! VP! iP$! 9,1! LP! >P! c:/7N.P! #FFAP! &,.:/,-/8966R! 0,-.:08.0:21! T:5.2/,-! 9,1! .N2/:!
\0,8./5,-P!<9.!?2H!)56!*266!(/56!^Z"BEY#FXP!

>179:$!?P!*P!#FFGP!)@=*J>Z!9!Q06./T62! -2402,82!96/7,Q2,.!Q2.N51!^/.N! :210821! ./Q2!
9,1!-T982!85QT62O/.RP!()*!(/5/,\5:Q9./8-!\Z""%P!

>-8:/H9$! VP$! =P! (2:.:9,1$! LP! '2:Q9/,$! )P! ?5I/,-5,Y?28N9H/$! )P! @QIN902:$! iP! *9:.:R$! )P!
_0\\:9/--2$!JP!V5669,1$!VP!':5,2Q2R2:$!9,1!mP!J9012.P!#FFCP!<25\0,8./5,96/b9./5,!
/,!H2:.2I:9.2-Z!.N2!2O9QT62!5\!:2./,5/8!98/1!:282T.5:-P!LJ5=!'2,2.!DZ2"F#P!
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! #G!

>-8:/H9$! VP$! <P! _P! V5669,1$! VP! ':5,2Q2R2:$! mP! J9012.$! 9,1! JP! qP! V5669,1P! #FF#9P! WN2!
:2./,5/8! 98/1! -/7,96/,7! T9.N^9R! :27069.2-! 9,.2:/5:`T5-.2:/5:! T9..2:,/,7! /,! .N2!
,2:H2! 85:1! 9,1! TN9:R,O! 5\! 9QTN/5O0-$! 9! 8N5:19.2! 698M/,7! ,20:96! 8:2-.P!
_2H265TQ2,.!0D2Z#BFAY#B"CP!

>-8:/H9$!VP$!JP!)9,b5,$!iP!o50-5,$!9,1!mP!J9012.P!#FF#IP!S,96R-/-!5\!69QT:2R!9,1!N97\/-N!
72,2-! :2H296-! 9! 85QT62O! N/-.5:R! 5\! 72,2! 10T6/89./5,-! 10:/,7! 29:6R! H2:.2I:9.2!
2H560./5,P!)56!(/56!>H56!02Z"GGFY"GAFP!

K/1269M$! iP$!=P!K2::2:$!)P!aI2:6/,$!_P!)5:9-$!SP!_2d9272:2$!9,1!?P!VP!=.5.2P!#F"FP!_R,9Q/8!
85::269./5,! ,2.^5:M-! /,! N0Q9,! T2:5O/-5Q2! T:56/\2:9.5:Y98./H9.21! :282T.5:Y
79QQ9!,08629:!:282T.5:!T:5.2/,P!>0:!(/5TNR-!i!]2Z"AF%Y"A"#P!

K0d/^9:9$! =P! #FFCP! ?2./,5/1-! 9,1! ,5,H2:.2I:9.2! 8N5:19.2! 12H265TQ2,.P! i! <20:5I/56!
^^ZCGAYCA#P!

'9/669:1$!>P$!<P!(:08M$!oP!(:26/H2.$!'P!(50:$!=P!J962H22$!SP!(902:$!aP!L58N$!_P!)5:9-$!9,1!*P!
?58N2..2Y>76RP! #FFCP! LN5-TN5:R69./5,! IR! L:5.2/,! ]/,9-2! S! T5.2,./9.2-! :2./,5/8!
98/1! :2T2T.5:! 9! 98./H/.R! IR! Q29,-! 5\! /,8:29-/,7! /,.2:98./5,! ^/.N! 9,1!
TN5-TN5:R69./5,!IR!8R86/,!V`81MEP!L:58!<9.6!S891!=8/!@!=!S!01]ZBAGXYBAA%P!

'9/669:1$! WP$! SP! _2d9272:2$! 9,1!?P!VP! =.5.2P! #FFBP! _R,9Q/8-! 5\! I2.9%! /,.27:/,! &Y6/M2! 9,1!
NRI:/1! 15Q9/,-Z! /,-/7N.! \:5Q! -/Q069./5,-! 5,! .N2! Q28N9,/-Q! 5\! .:9,-/./5,!
I2.^22,!5T2,!9,1!865-21!\5:Q-P!L:5.2/,-![^ZBEEYBBGP!

'2:Q9/,$!LP$!=P!]9QQ2:2:$!>P!L2:2b$!*P!L260-5Y&6./-$!_P!W5:.569,/$!KP!*P!q0-/$! iP!=.9::2..$!LP!
J9T5/,.2$! iP! LP! _9:/-$! SP! )9:/,/2:$! SP! ?P! 12! J2:9$! <P! ?58N26$! 9,1! VP! ':5,2Q2R2:P!
#FFGP! ?9./5,96! 12-/7,! 5\! ?S?Y-2628./H2! 6/79,1-! :2H29621! IR! ?S?I2.9! 8:R-.96!
-.08.0:2P!>)(a!?2T!\ZXEEYXX#P!

'2:Q9/,$! LP$! (P! =.926-$! *P! _98402.$! )P! =T211/,7$! 9,1! mP! J9012.P! #FFCP! aH2:H/2^! 5\!
,5Q2,869.0:2!5\!,08629:!:282T.5:-P!LN9:Q9856!?2H!\3ZCXAYEFGP!

'6/,20:$! *P$! )P! q2,M2$! VP! (207$! 9,1! iP! 'NR-1926P! "BBFP! LN5-TN5:R69./5,! 5\! .N2! HY2:IS!
T:5.2/,!/-!:240/:21!\5:!/.-!\0,8./5,!9-!9,!5,8572,2P!'2,2-!_2H!OZ"CC%Y"CECP!

'0/,15,$! =P$! 9,1! aP! '9-8026P! #FF%P! S! -/QT62$! \9-.$! 9,1! 9880:9.2! 9675:/.NQ! .5! 2-./Q9.2!
69:72!TNR6572,/2-!IR!Q9O/Q0Q!6/M26/N551P!=R-.!(/56!\DZCBCYEFGP!

V/-9.9$!]P$!=P!K0d/^9:9$!oP!W-08N/19$!)P!aN9-N/$!9,1!]P!]9^9Q0:9P!"BBXP!>OT:2--/5,!9,1!
\0,8./5,! 5\! 9! :2./,5/8! 98/1! :282T.5:! /,! I011/,7! 9-8/1/9,-P! _2H! '2,2-! >H56!
D13ZA%EYAGCP!
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! #A!

V52M-.:9$!VP!>P$!9,1!iP!SP!*5R,2P!#FFEP!WN2!6580-!5\!2H560./5,Z!2H5!12H5!9,1!.N2!72,2./8-!
5\!919T.9./5,P!>H560./5,!^0ZBBAY"F"CP!

V56.$!JP! iP$!(P!(P!W08N$! iP!m/662,$!SP!_P! i5N,-5,$! =P!LP!'R7/$!9,1!_P!aP!)5:79,P!#FFBP!'65I96!
9,96R-/-!5\!*1M"!-0I-.:9.2!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!-/.2-!T:5H/12-!/,-/7N.-!/,.5!2H560./5,P!
=8/2,82!]D\Z"CX#Y"CXCP!

i9/665,$!aP$!iP!)P!S0:R$!KP!(:0,2.$!iP!JP!L2./.$!<P!=.9,72YWN5Q9,,$!>P!)90826/$!JP!(50,290$!*P!
K/-8N2:$! *P! ab50\Y*5-.9b$! SP! (2:,5.$! =P! </8901$! _P! i9\\2$! =P! K/-N2:$! 'P! J0.\9669$! *P!
_5--9.$!(P!=270:2,-$!*P!_9-/6H9$!)P!=969,50I9.$!)P!J2HR$!<P!(5012.$!=P!*9-.2669,5$!mP!
S,.N509:1$! *P! i0I/,$! mP! *9-.266/$!)P! ]9./,M9$! (P! m98N2:/2$! *P! (/2Q5,.$! qP! =M966/$! JP!
*9..56/85$! iP! L5069/,$! mP! _2! (2:9:1/,/-$! *P! *:0901$! =P! _0T:9.$! LP! (:5../2:$! iP! LP!
*50.9,8290$!iP!'50bR$!'P!L9::9$!'P!J9:1/2:$!*P!*N9TT62$!]P!iP!)8]2:,9,$!LP!)8>^9,$!
=P!(5-9M$!)P!]266/-$!iP!<P!m56\\$!?P!'0/75$!)P!*P!q51R$!iP!)2-/:5H$!]P!J/,1I691YW5N$!(P!
(/::2,$! *P! <0-I90Q$! _P! ]9N,$! )P! ?5I/,-5,Y?28N9H/$! mP! J9012.$! mP! =8N98N.2:$! KP!
r02./2:$!cP!=90:/,$!*P!=89:T266/$!LP!c/,8M2:$!>P!=P! J9,12:$! iP!c2/--2,I98N$! 9,1!VP!
?52-.! *:566/0-P! #FFGP! '2,5Q2! 10T6/89./5,! /,! .N2! .2625-.! \/-N! W2.:9515,!
,/7:5H/:/1/-!:2H296-!.N2!29:6R!H2:.2I:9.2!T:5.5YM9:R5.RT2P!<9.0:2!O]0ZBGCYBAEP!

i/,$!oP$!oP!c9,7$!_P!JP!c96M2:$!VP!_5,7$!*P!*5,62R$! iP!i5N9,-2,$!9,1!]P!)P!i5N9,-2,P!"BBBP!
i&JY"Z! 9! ,5H26! 8N:5Q5-5Q96! .9,12Q! M/,9-2! /QT6/89.21! /,! .:9,-8:/T./5,96!
:27069./5,!/,!_:5-5TN/69P!)56!*266!OZ"#BY"%AP!

]9-.$!_P$!JP!)P!>-T/,5b9YK5,-289$!*P!o/$!9,1!_P!_P!WN5Q9-P!#F"FP!LN5-TN5:R69./5,Y/,10821!
-.:08.0:96! 8N9,72-! /,! -Q55.N! Q0-862! QR5-/,! :27069.5:R! 6/7N.! 8N9/,P! L:58! <9.6!
S891!=8/!@!=!S!01[ZX#FEYX#"#P!

]2:/26$! SP$! SP! =.9:R$! SP! =9:9-/,$! *P! ?58N2..2Y>76R$! 9,1! iP! )P! >76RP! #FF#P! nL_! )0.9./5,-!
L:2H2,.! WK&&VY_2T2,12,.! W:9,-98./H9./5,! IR! <08629:! ?282T.5:-! 9,1!
LN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!?S?96TN9P!*266!012Z"#AY"%AP!

]69N56b$!(P!LP$!SP!)/.-8N62:$!9,1!_P!)5:9-P!#FFFP!=.:08.0:96!I9-/-!\5:!/-5.RT2!-2628./H/.R!5\!
.N2!N0Q9,!:2./,5/8!98/1!,08629:!:282T.5:P!i!)56!(/56!]1DZ"AAY"EFP!

]0:9M0$! =P$!SP!)2R2:$! 9,1!=P!]0:9.9,/P!#FFBP!W/Q/,7!5\! 72,5Q2!10T6/89./5,-! :269./H2! .5!
.N2!5:/7/,!5\! .N2! H2:.2I:9.2-Z!1/1! 8R865-.5Q2-!1/H2:72!I2\5:2!5:!9\.2:�!)56!(/56!
>H56!D^ZGEYABP!

J962H22$! =P$! 'P! (50:$!)P!r0/,.2:,2.$! >P! =9Q9:0.$! LP! ]2--62:$!)P! m/.5:/,5$!<P! (:08M$!)P! SP!
_26-08$! iP! JP! m5,2-8N$! (P! ]/2\\2:$! 9,1! *P! ?58N2..2Y>76RP! #F"FP! m/,2O/,}I2.9~$! 9,!
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! #C!

9.RT/896! Ä-2,-5:Ä! 5\! :2./,5/8! 98/1! :282T.5:! }79QQ9~! -/7,96/,7Z! 0,/5,! 9,1!
-2402-.:9./5,$!-2T9:9./5,$!9,1!TN5-TN5:R69./5,P!KS=>(!i!DOZGA#%YGA%GP!

J962H22$! =P$! *P! K2::R$! 9,1! *P! ?58N2..2Y>76RP! #F"FP! LN5-TN5:R69./5,! 85,.:56! 5\! ,08629:!
:282T.5:-P!)2.N51-!)56!(/56!^O[Z#A"Y#CCP!

J9,1:R$! *P! ?P$! >P! _P! J2HR$! 9,1! =P! cP! )/8N,/8MP! #FFBP! c29M! \0,8./5,96! 85,-.:9/,.-! 5,!
TN5-TN5T:5.25Q2-P!W:2,1-!'2,2.!D\Z"B%Y"BEP!

J9H2:R$! _P! <P$! 9,1! &P! iP!)8>^9,P! #FFAP! =.:08.0:2! 9,1! \0,8./5,! 5\! -.2:5/1! :282T.5:! SK"!
.:9,-98./H9./5,!15Q9/,-Z!/,108./5,!5\!98./H2!85,\5:Q9./5,-P!(/58N2Q!i!]20ZGGBY
GCGP!

J/,H/662$! SP$! ]P! ?91.M2$! iP! =P!c9OQ9,$!_P! o265,$! 9,1!WP! KP! =8N/66/,7P! #FFBP! *5QI/,9.5:/96!
:562-!\5:!b2I:9\/-N!:2./,5/8!98/1!:282T.5:-!/,!.N2!N/,1I:9/,$!6/QI-!9,1!TN9:R,7296!
9:8N2-P!_2H!(/56!]D\ZCFYEFP!

J/0$!rP!oP$! qP!JP!c0$!cP! iP! JH$!oP!*P!o9,$! 9,1!oP!LP!J/P!#FFEP!_2H265TQ2,.96! 2OT:2--/5,!5\!
8R86/,!V!9,1!*1ME!/,!b2I:9\/-NZ!.N2!2--2,./96!:562!5\!8R86/,!V!10:/,7!29:6R!2QI:R5!
12H265TQ2,.P!*266!?2-!0[Z"C%Y"E%P!

)98]2:266$! SP! _P$! _P! (9-N\5:1$! )P! (2665..$! ?P! JP! _0,I:98M$! iP! _P! >H9,-28M$! )P! iP! K/261$! =P!
K/-8N2:$! iP!'95$!VP!'05$!=P!V9$!_P! i5-2TNY)8*9:.NR$!JP!]08N,/:$!]P!]08b2:9$!KP!WP!]P!
J90$! *P!)9..5-$! =P!)/8N,/8M$! WP! <75$! _P! WP! <70R2,$! (P! L:51N5Q$!cP! >P! ?2/N2:$! (P!
?50O$!)P!=8N62,M:/8N$!iP!*P!=Q/.N$!?P!=.5.2$!iP!=.:90I$!)P!c9.9,9I2$!iP!c/5:M/2^/8bY
]08b2:9$!_P!o/,$!9,1!)P!]9:T60-P!"BBXP!S66Y9.5Q!2QT/:/896!T5.2,./96!\5:!Q5628069:!
Q5126/,7!9,1!1R,9Q/8-!-.01/2-!5\!T:5.2/,-P!i!LNR-!*N2Q!(!01DZ%AXCY%C"CP!

)98M2:266$! iP$! SP! _P$! )P! K2/7$! 9,1! :P! (:55M-$! *P! JP! #FFGP! >O.2,1/,7! .N2! .:29.Q2,.! 5\!
I98MI5,2! 2,2:72./8-! /,! ! T:5.2/,! \5:82! \/261-Z! 6/Q/.9./5,-! 5\! 79-YTN9-2! 409,.0Q!
Q28N9,/8-! /,! :2T:5108/,7! T:5.2/,! 85,\5:Q9./5,96! 1/-.:/I0./5,-! /,! Q5628069:!
1R,9Q/8-!-/Q069./5,-P!i!*5QT0.!*N2Q!D\Z"GFFY"G"AP!

)9:M$!)P$!<P! (P! 'NR-26/,8M$! 9,1!LP! *N9QI5,P! #FFBP! K0,8./5,! 5\! :2./,5/8! 98/1! :282T.5:-!
10:/,7!2QI:R5,/8!12H265TQ2,.P!<086!?282T.!=/7,96![Z2FF#P!

)9:62.9b$!KP$!JP!qP!V5669,1$!mP!J9012.$!9,1!)P!=8N0I2:.P!#FFCP!?2./,5/8!98/1!-/7,96/,7!9,1!
.N2!2H560./5,!5\!8N5:19.2-P!&,.!i!(/56!=8/!DZ%XYGEP!

<70R2,! (9$! SP! <P$! 9,1! SP!)P!)5-2-P! #F"FP! >H560./5,! 5\! 8N9:98.2:/b21! TN5-TN5:R69./5,!
-/.2-!/,!I011/,7!R29-.P!)56!(/56!>H56!E8!:&#$$P!

L572,I2:7$!mP$!iP!KP!'0/8N50$!mP!m/H9.YV9,,9N$!=P!]9QQ2:2:$!>P!L2:2b$!LP!'2:Q9/,$!SP!?P!12!
J2:9$!VP!':5,2Q2R2:$!*P!SP!?5R2:$!9,1!cP!(50:702.P!#FFAP!*N9:98.2:/b9./5,!5\!.N2!
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! #E!

/,.2:98./5,! I2.^22,! :2./,5/8! 98/1! :282T.5:`:2./,5/1! n! :282T.5:! +?S?`?n?;!
N2.2:51/Q2:-! 9,1! .:9,-8:/T./5,96! 8598./H9.5:-! .N:507N! -.:08.0:96! 9,1!
\605:2-82,82!9,/-5.:5TR!-.01/2-P!i!(/56!*N2Q!D31Z"C#AY"C%%P!

L5-.62.N^9/.$!iP!VP$!oP!JP!o9,$!)P!SP!'9.2-$!=P!V5:,2$!SP!SQ5:2-$!SP!(:5^,6/2$!SP!_5,5H9,$!>P!
=P!>79,$!SP!K5:82$!qP!'5,7$!*P!'50.26$!SP!K:/.b$!?P!]26-N$!>P!],9T/M$!>P!J/95$!(P!L9^$!_P!
?9,-5Q$!SP!=/,72:$!)P!WN5Q-5,$!WP!=P!SI106d9II9:$!LP!o26/8M$!_P!(2/2:$!iP!=P!i56R$!_P!
J9:N9QQ9:$! KP! ?5-9$! )P! c2-.2:\/261$! JP! &P! q5,$! =P! JP! i5N,-5,$! 9,1!cP! =P! W96I5.P!
"BBXP! m2:.2I:9.2! 72,5Q2! 2H560./5,! 9,1! .N2! b2I:9\/-N! 72,2! Q9TP! <9.! '2,2.!
03Z%GAY%GBP!

?2,901$!iP!LP$!9,1!_P!)5:9-P!#FFFP!=.:08.0:96!-.01/2-!5,!,08629:!:282T.5:-P!*266!)56!J/\2!
=8/!\[Z"EGXY"ECBP!

?2,901$! iP! LP$! <P! ?58N26$!)P! ?0\\$! mP! m/H9.$! LP! *N9QI5,$! VP! ':5,2Q2R2:$! 9,1! _P!)5:9-P!
"BBAP!*:R-.96! -.:08.0:2!5\! .N2!?S?Y79QQ9! 6/79,1YI/,1/,7!15Q9/,!I50,1! .5!966Y
.:9,-!:2./,5/8!98/1P!<9.0:2!][3ZCX"YCXBP!

?5I/,-5,Y?28N9H/$! )P$! (P! (50--90$! 9,1! mP! J9012.P! #FFGP! LNR6572,2./8! 19./,7! 9,1!
8N9:98.2:/b9./5,! 5\! 72,2! 10T6/89./5,-! /,! H2:.2I:9.2-Z! .N2! 89:./697/,50-! \/-N!
:2\2:2,82P!)56!(/56!>H56!D0ZAXFYAXCP!

?58N2..2Y>76R$! *P! #FF%P!<08629:! :282T.5:-Z! /,.27:9./5,! 5\!Q06./T62! -/7,966/,7! T9.N^9R-!
.N:507N!TN5-TN5:R69./5,P!*266!=/7,96!0\Z%AAY%CCP!

?58N2..2Y>76R$!*P$!=P!S19Q$!)P!?5--/7,56$!iP!)P!>76R$!9,1!LP!*N9QI5,P!"BBEP!=./Q069./5,!5\!
?S?!96TN9!98./H9./5,!\0,8./5,!SKY"!.N:507N!I/,1/,7!.5!.N2!72,2:96!.:9,-8:/T./5,!
\98.5:!WK&&V!9,1!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!IR!*_]EP!*266!21ZBEY"FEP!

?58N2..2Y>76R$! *P$! 9,1! LP! '2:Q9/,P! #FFBP! _R,9Q/8! 9,1! 85QI/,9.5:/96! 85,.:56! 5\! 72,2!
2OT:2--/5,!IR!,08629:!:2./,5/8!98/1!:282T.5:-P!<08629:!?282T.5:!=/7,96/,7![Z2FFAP!

?58N2..2Y>76R$!*P$!)P!a0691YSI1267N9,/$!SP!=.90I$!mP!L\/-.2:$!&P!=8N202:$!LP!*N9QI5,$!9,1!
)P!LP!'90IP!"BBAP!LN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!.N2!:2./,5/8!98/1!:282T.5:Y96TN9!IR!T:5.2/,!
M/,9-2!SP!)56!>,158:/,56!2ZXCFYXE"P!

?R8M92:.$! iP! LP$! 'P! */885../$! 9,1! VP! iP! *P! (2:2,1-2,P! "BEEP! <0Q2:/896! &,.27:9./5,! 5\! .N2!
*9:.2-/9,!>409./5,-!5\!)5./5,!5\!9!=R-.2Q!^/.N!*5,-.:9/,.-Z!)5628069:!_R,9Q/8-!
5\!,YS6M9,2-P!i!*5QT!LNR-!D]Z%#EY%G"P!

=96/$!SP$!9,1!WP!JP!(60,1266P!"BB%P!*5QT9:9./H2!T:5.2/,!Q51266/,7!IR!-9./-\98./5,!5\!-T9./96!
:2-.:9/,.-P!i!)56!(/56!D]OZEEBYX"AP!
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! #X!

=9.5$!oP$!<P!?9Q969,d95,9$!WP!V02.$!<P!L5./2:$!iP!a-b$!LP!S,.5,R$!*P!L260-5Y&6./-$!LP!L50--/,Y
*50:Q5,.97,2$!>P!>,,/\9:$!oP!)26R$!SP!_2d9272:2$!_P!)5:9-$!9,1!<P!?58N26P!#F"FP!
WN2! ÅTN9,.5Q! 2\\28.Ç! 5\! .N2! :2O/,5/1! J'"FFEAGZ! =.:08.0:96! 9,1! \0,8./5,96!
/,-/7N.-P!L65=!a,2!\Z2"A""BP!

=8N92\2:$!*P$!SP!=8N62--/,72:$!9,1!(P!?5-.P!#F"FP!L:5.2/,!-285,19:R!-.:08.0:2!9TT29:-!.5!
I2! :5I0-.! 0,12:! /,! -/6/85! 2H560./5,! ^N/62! T:5.2/,! 1/-5:12:! 9TT29:-! ,5.! .5! I2P!
(/5/,\5:Q9./8-!D^ZC#AYC%"P!

=8N92\2:$! )P$! VP! cP! H9,! m6/dQ2,$! 9,1! )P! ]9:T60-P! "BBXP! >628.:5-.9./8! 85,.:/I0./5,-! .5!
Q5628069:!\:22!2,2:7/2-!/,!-560./5,P!S1H!L:5.2/,!*N2Q!\0Z"YAEP!

WN2515-/50$!)P$!mP!J9012.$!9,1!)P!=8N0I2:.P!#F"FP!K:5Q!89::5.!.5!86/,/8Z!9,!5H2:H/2^!5\!
.N2!:2./,5/8!98/1!-/7,96/,7!T9.N^9RP!*266!)56!J/\2!=8/!^[Z"G#%Y"GGAP!

m082./8$!qP$!qP!qN9,7$! iP!qN95$!KP!c9,7$!]P! iP!=5T:9,5$!9,1!_P!?P!=5T:9,5P!#FFXP!S8/,0-Y=y!
:2T:2--2-! :2./,5/8! 98/1! :282T.5:! +?S?;Y:27069.21! 72,2! 2OT:2--/5,! .N:507N!
/,.2:98./5,!^/.N!.N2!(!15Q9/,-!5\!?S?-P!)56!*266!(/56!D3Z#AGBY#AAXP!

o9,7$! qP! "BBEP! LS)JZ! 9! T:57:9Q! T98M972! \5:! TNR6572,2./8! 9,96R-/-! IR! Q9O/Q0Q!
6/M26/N551P!*5QT0.!STT6!(/5-8/!0]ZAAAYAACP!

!
!
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! #B!

L#A#85$!)6!_*A7&#$!

!

_*A?!0?!@'(#B%)*'!&#:&#$#8)%)*68!69!"<"!!!!?!

@P!V0Q9,$!Q50-2!9,1!b2I:9\/-N!?S?!!Q51069:!-.:08.0:2!^/.N!.N2!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!-/.2-!
+9::5^N291-;! 6589.21! /,! .N2! <Y.2:Q/,96! T:56/,2Y:/8N! 15Q9/,! l=+<W_;e! 9,1! /,! JBY"F!
l=+J(_;eP! (P! =.:08.0:2! 5\! .N2! J(_! /,! .N2! T:2-2,82! 5\! 6/79,1! +L_(#J(_;P! WN2! -2:/,2!
6589.21! /,! 655T! JBY"F! 5\! ?S?!! /-! -N5^,! 9-! ^266! 9-! .N2! 8R86/,! V! I/,1/,7! -/.2$! ^N/8N!
2,85QT9--2-!655T!JXYBP!
!

_*A?!D?!E8!("<"!!!!####!:(6$:(6&>+%)*68!69!@;L-J=!*8'&#%$#$!)(#!9+#R*G*+*)>!69!+66:!L3/2`!

,6+#'7+%&!5>8%B*'!$*B7+%)*68$?!

@F!=0T2:T5-/./5,!5\!.N2!9H2:972!-.:08.0:2-!5\!N?S?f!J(_!0,TN5-TN5:R69.21!+I602;!9,1!
TN5-TN5:R69.21!+:21;!/,!9,!N565!85,\5:Q9./5,$!/P2P!85QT62O21!^/.N!?S!9,1!9!8598./H9.5:!
T2T./12P!!WN2!T5-/./5,-!5\!TN5-TN5:R69.21!=+J(_;!9,1!5\!JXYB!9:2!/,1/89.21P!WN2!9H2:972!
-.:08.0:2-!^2:2!85QT0.21!\:5Q!.N2!\/,96!A,-!5\!)_!-/Q069./5,-P!!!
4F! K608.09./5,-! 5\! .N2! I98MI5,2! 9.5Q-! 5\! N?S?f! J(_-! 0,TN5-TN5:R69.21! +I698M;! 9,1!
TN5-TN5:R69.21!9.!=+J(_;!+:21;!/,!9,!N565!85,\5:Q9./5,P!'65I96!Q5./5,!^9-!:2Q5H21!IR!
:25:/2,./,7! .:9d28.5:R! \:9Q2-! 5,.5! V%$! VA! 9,1! V"F! 5\! .N2! /,/./96! J(_! -.:08.0:2P!
K608.09./5,-!^2:2!8968069.21!\:5Q!.N2!\/,96!A,-!5\!Q5628069:!1R,9Q/8-!-/Q069./5,-!9,1!
7/H2,!/,!sP!L5-/./5,-!5\!.N2!!YN26/82-!9:2!-8N2Q9./b21!965,7!.N2!n!9O/-!9,1!.N2!8R86/,!V!
I/,1/,7!15Q9/,!+JXYB;!/-!N/7N6/7N.21!/,!R2665^P!
*P!=9Q2!9-!/,!(!I0.!^/.N!.N2!J(_-!5\!N?S?!!0,12:!.N2!9T5!\5:Q$!/P2P!/,!.N2!9I-2,82!5\!?S!
9,1!5\! 9! 8598./H9.5:!T2T./12! 9,1!^/.N!V"#!2O.2,121! /,! -560./5,P!<5.2! .N9.! /,! .N/-! 9T5!
\5:Q$!.N2!\62O/I/6/.R!5\!.N2!*Y.2:Q/,96!2,1!5\!.N2!N?S?!!J(_!/-!N/7N2:!85QT9:21!.5!.N9.!
5\!.N2!N565!\5:Q!-N5^,!/,!T9,26!($!102!.5!.N2!2O.2,121!85,\5:Q9./5,!5\!V"#P!&,!85,.:9-.!
/,!.N2!N565Y\5:Q$!V"#!/-!-.9I/6/b21!979/,-.!.N2!85:2!5\!.N2!J(_P!
&

_*A?!]?!M6B:%&*$68!69!(!%85!U9!"<"!!!!!:(6$:(6&>+%)*68!!

@P!=#&>$*'%!TN5-TN5:R69./5,!5\!.N2!N?S?!!9,1!b\?S?!!J(_-! \0-21!.5!'=W!IR!)=]"!9,1!
9,96R-/-!IR!90.5:91/57:9TNR!!
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! %F!

4P! =#& >$*'%! TN5-TN5:R69./5,! 5\! '=WYN?S?!! 9,1! b\?S?!! +cW! 9,1! É<W_;! ^/.N!
8R86/,V`81ME$!9,96Rb21!IR!/QQ0,5I65../,7!^/.N!9,./I51/2-!:2857,/b/,7!-T28/\/8966R!.N2!
:282T.5:-!TN5-TN5:R69.21!9.!=+<W_;P!
,P! &,!.:9,-\28.21!qK"%!9,1!*a=Y"!8266-$!("FY.97721!b\?S?!! /-!TN5-TN5:R69.21!9.!.N2!<Y
.2:Q/,96! -2:/,2! +=E#;P! ("FYb\?S?!! ^9-! /QQ0,5T:28/T/.9.21! ^/.N! 9,./I51/2-!
:2857,/b/,7! -T28/\/8966R! .N2! \5:Q! TN5-TN5:R69.21! 9.! =+<W_;! 9,1! /QQ0,5I65..21! ^/.N!
("F!9,./I51/2-P!WN2!65^2:!T9,26!85::2-T5,1-!.5!.N2!/,T0.-P!
!
_*A?!O?!M6B:%&*$68!69!(!%85!U9!"<"!!!!!*8)#&%')*68!Z*)(!'>'+*8!T!%85!9+#R*G*+*)>!69!)(#!

)(#!'>'+*8!T!G*85*8A!56B%*8!

@P! =#& >$*'%$! b\?S?!"/,.2:98.-! Q5:2! 2\\/8/2,.6R! .N9,! N?S?!! ^/.N! N0Q9,! 8R86/,! VP! WN2!
N?S?!L%GA'`_%GCS!Q0.9,.!+NL_`'S;!96-5!/,.2:98.-!Q5:2!2\\/8/2,.6RP!
4P!)29,t=_!5\!A!/,1/H/1096!2OT2:/Q2,.-!9\.2:!409,./\/89./5,!9,1!,5:Q96/b9./5,!.5!8R86/,!
V! I/,1/,7! .5! N?S?!cWP! =/7,/\/89,.6R! 1/\\2:2,.! 19.9! 9:2! -N5^,! IR! 9-.2:/-M-Z! Ñ! -G
>".2(ÖF$FA$!ÑÑÑ!-G>".2(ÖF$F"!
,P!K608.09./5,-!5\! .N2!I98MI5,2!9.5Q-!5\! .N2!J(_-!5\!N?S?!! +I698M;$! b\?S?!YS! ! +:21;!
9,1!b\?S?!Y(!+I602;!0,12:!.N2!9T5!\5:Q$! /P2P! /,!.N2!9I-2,82!5\!?S!9,1!5\!9!8598./H9.5:!
T2T./12!9,1!^/.N!V"#!2O.2,121!/,!-560./5,P!K608.09./5,-!^2:2!8968069.21!\:5Q!.N2!\/,96!
A,-! 5\! .N2! Q5628069:! 1R,9Q/8-! -/Q069./5,-! 9,1! 9:2! 7/H2,! /,! sP! '65I96! Q5./5,! ^9-!
:2Q5H21! IR! :25:/2,./,7! .:9d28.5:R! \:9Q2-! 5,.5! V%$! VA! 9,1! V"F! 5\! .N2! /,/./96! J(_!
-.:08.0:2P!!
!P! K608.09./5,-! 5\! .N2!I98MI5,2! 9.5Q-! 5\! .N2! J(_-! 5\! N?S?!!cW! +I698M;! 9,1!L%GA'Y
_%GCS!+:21;!0,12:!.N2!9T5!\5:Q!9,1!8968069.21!9-!/,!*P!!
!
_*A?! \?! @'(#B%)*'! :(>+6A#8#)*'! )&##! 69! '(6&5%)#$! $(6Z*8A! )(#! #46+7)*68! 69! "<"!

:(6$:(6&>+%)*68!$*)#$?!!

WN2!85,-2:H9./5,!5\!=+<W_;!9,1!=+J(_;! /-!:2T:2-2,.21!9\.2:!Q06./T62!96/7,Q2,.!5\! .N2!
?S?!-2402,82-!\:5Q!1/\\2:2,.!-T28/2-P!(!*5::2-T5,1-!.5!72,2!65--P!VRTN2,-!85::2-T5,1!
.5! .N2! 698M!5\!H96/19.21!-2402,82-P! !=2402,82-!9:2!,9Q21!^/.N! .N2!,5Q2,869.0:2!8512!
0-21!/,!.N2!,08629:!:282T.5:!19.9I9-2!<@?>n(S=>!+N..TZ``,0:2OI9-2PT:9I/P\:;P!
!
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! %"!

_*A?!^!<+*A8B#8)!69!)(#!:&6+*8#/&*'(!56B%*8C!)(#!'>'+*8!T!G*85*8A!56B%*8!;L66:!L3/

2!%85! )(#!V/)#&B*8%+! )*:!69!T2=!%85!L66:!L2/01! *8!"<"!!!!$! 9&6B!5*99#&#8)! $:#'*#$!

%85!96&!Z(*'(!'6B:+#)#!97++!+#8A)(!$#P7#8'#$!%&#!%4%*+%G+#?!!

WN2! -.:5,76R! 85,-2:H21! T5-/./5,-! 9:2! Q9:M21! 5H2:! .N2! 96/7,Q2,.-$! 9885:1/,7! .5! .N2!
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SU M M A R Y 

Vertebrate development requires progressive commitment of embryonic cells into 

specific lineages through a continuum of signals playing off differentiation versus 

multipotency. In mammals, Nanog is a key transcription factor that maintains cellular 

pluripotency by controlling competence to respond to differentiation cues [1-6]. Nanog 

orthologs are known in most vertebrates examined to date, except in Anuran amphibians [1-

2,7-12]. Here, we confirm the loss of Nanog in Xenopus and identify the Xenopus laevis 

Ventral homeobox factors (xventxs) [13-14] as Nanog counterparts in this taxon. In silico 

analyses and literature scanning reveal that xventxs and mammalian Nanog share extensive 

structural and functional properties. Overexpression of xventxs or mouse Nanog (mNanog) 

during Xenopus embryogenesis prevents multiple lineage commitment, leading to similar 

phenotypes. Finally, mNanog expression specifically rescues embryonic axis formation in 

xventxs deficient embryos. We conclude that xventxs play an unanticipated and evolutionary 

conserved role as guardians of high developmental potential and propose that Nanog 

functionally converged with ventx during tetrapod evolution. Indeed, human VENTX and 

NANOG are both expressed in pluripotent carcinoma cells [15-17] and maintain POU5F1 

promoter activity in ES cells [18]. Our findings shed light on the composition and evolution 

of the gene regulatory network that controls pluripotency in vertebrates. 
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H I G H L I G H TS 
 Absence of Nanog in Xenopus species is unique in vertebrates. 

 xventxs and Nanog display extensive structural and functional similarities. 

 Mouse Nanog or xventx1/2 overexpression inhibits differentiation in Xenopus embryos. 

 Mouse Nanog can specifically rescue xventx1/2-deficient embryos. 
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R ESU L TS 
Orthologs of the NKL transcription factor Nanog have been identified in all vertebrate 

lineages, including non-anuran amphibians. Among vertebrates, Nanog is involved in the 

establishment of the germ-line as well as, in tetrapods but not telosteans, the maintenance of 

pluripotency [1-12]. No Nanog ortholog has been described so far in Xenopus; thus, either 

Nanog remains to be characterised in anurans or other(s) factor(s) must maintain the high 

developmental potential of uncommitted embryonic cells in this taxon [19-20]. To address the 

first possibility, we searched for a putative Nanog ortholog in Xenopus. In silico screening of 

sequence repositories confirmed the presence of Nanog-related sequences in all vertebrates, 

except Xenopus. Degenerate PCR-based approaches were also unsuccessful (data not shown). 

Syntheny analyses revealed that genomic regions containing Nanog in amniotes or teleosts 

are conserved in Xenopus tropicalis but do not contain any Nanog-related sequences (Figure 

1A). Thus, the absence of Nanog from the Xenopus genus is probably due to secondary loss. 

Therefore, we tested the alternative hypothesis that other Xenopus transcription factors are 

capable of functionally replacing Nanog. 

As Nanog belongs to the NKL subclass of homeodomain-containing proteins, we 

focused on this group to identify putative candidates. Phylogenetic reconstruction showed 

NKL families to be monophyletic, except NK4 and VENTX (Figure 1B). Surprisingly, the 

amphioxus Ventx orthologs [21] appear at the base of the NANOG group, suggesting that 

VENTX and NANOG families might be closely related (Figure 1D). Furthermore, these 

families share multiple features that are unique among NKLs. Notably, VENTX and NANOG 

are the only NKL families known to have been lost in specific vertebrate lineages: Nanog is 

absent in the Xenopus genus whereas rodents lack Ventx. Also, VENTX and NANOG are the 

only NKL to have numerous processed pseudogenes in the human genome (6 and 10 

respectively) [22], which often correlates with expression in the germline or its embryonic 

precursors and is a proposed signature of genes involved in the maintenance of pluripotency 
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[23]. Finally, Ventx and Nanog groups have long branches when compared to other NKL 

families (e.g. NK1 or LBX, see Figures 1C and 1D), indicating that the HDs from these two 

families are less conserved among vertebrates than those from other NKLs (Table 1) and 

therefore might have evolved more rapidly. Testing for positive selection revealed no 

significant feature for Xenopus ventx paralogs (xventxs), while relaxation of purifying 

selection was detected in the Nanog group (Figure S1), suggesting that functional divergence 

has taken place during Nanog evolution after the tetrapod/teleost separation. In this respect, it 

is noteworthy that only the germ-line related function of Nanog is conserved in medaka [9-

10]. These features make Xenopus xventxs good candidates for serving Nanog-like functions. 

In line with this hypothesis, mammalian Nanog and Xenopus xventxs act as 

transcriptional repressors [24-26] and share striking functional similarities (summarised in 

Table S1). First, the orthologs of many genes regulated by xventxs in Xenopus are regulated 

by Nanog in mammals; second, Nanog and xventxs are regulated by the same signalling 

pathways and transcription factors; third, xventxs and Nanog interact with orthologous 

proteins; fourth, like Nanog, some xventx isoforms can form dimers and regulate their 

expression. Perhaps, the most significant parallel is that, in Xenopus and teleosts, endogenous 

ventx and pou5f1 (also known as Oct4) transcription factors interact physically and 

genetically during early development [27-28], as do mammalian Nanog and Pou5f1 [4]. In 

Xenopus and zebrafish these genes act in a BMP-activated pathway that is essential for proper 

establishment of the dorsoventral axis [27-30]. 

To assess if xventxs and Nanog have similar functional properties, we compared the 

effects of overexpression of mouse and medaka Nanog (mNanog and OlNanog, respectively) 

to combined Xenopus ventx1.2 and ventx2.1b (referred to as xventx1/2 from now on) 

overexpression on Xenopus embryonic development. The relevant mRNAs were dorsally 

injected at the 4-cell stage. As expected [14,25,31], xventx1/2 overexpression led at tailbud 
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stage to severely ventralised phenotypes with truncated anterior structures. Remarkably, 

mNanog injection phenocopied xventx1/2 overexpression and produced similar defects in 

comparable proportions. In contrast, in the same conditions, OlNanog overexpression only led 

to a modest reduction of size in a minority of injected embryos without loss of anterior 

structures (Figures 2A and 2B). Whole-mount in situ hybridization (WISH) confirmed 

differential activities of mouse and fish Nanog. As previously reported, xventx1/2 

overexpression strongly repressed the blood island marker hba4 (also known as alpha-T4 

globin) on the ventral side of injected embryos [32]. The same effect was observed in 

embryos injected with mNanog but not with OlNanog (Figure S2). In early gastrulae, WISH 

and RT-QPCR revealed that xventx1/2 and mNanog but not OlNanog injection abolished 

expression of gsc, an early marker of committed dorsal mesoderm (Figures 2C, 2D and 2E). 

These results suggest that mNanog and OlNanog display distinct biochemical properties and 

consolidate our hypothesis of functional similarity for mNanog and xventx1/2. 

To further evaluate this idea, the expression of developmental genes was examined by 

WISH and RT-QPCR at gastrula stage in embryos injected with mNanog or xventx1/2. 

mNanog strongly repressed expression of orthologs of its known targets eomes, myf5, hhex, 

sox2, sox17a and gata6. Furthermore, xventx1/2 misexpression led to similar repression of all 

these targets, including genes not previously known to be regulated by xventx1/2: eomes, 

gata6 and sox17a (Figure 2E). Conversely, xbra, which is known to be unaffected by 

xventx1/2 overexpression [25] was also unaffected by mNanog overexpression (Figure 2E). 

Thus, xventx1/2 and mNanog overexpression produce similar morphological and molecular 

defects, suggesting shared transcriptional properties. 

These data suggest that similar to mNanog, xventx1/2 could be involved in the 

maintenance of developmental potential. In line with this hypothesis, xventxs are known to 

inhibit differentiation in neurectoderm and mesoderm [25,27,31-32]. To further assess if 
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xventxs restrain commitment in Xenopus, we focused on the epidermis, a tissue derived from 

the gastrula ventral ectoderm, which expresses xventx1/2 and harbours an elevated 

developmental potential. We injected xventx1/2 or mNanog mRNAs at the 16-cell stage in 

one AB4 blastomere fated to give rise only to epidermis, then analysed gene expression at the 

onset of gastrulation. Both mNanog and xventx1/2 strongly activated expression of foxi1e, an 

uncommitted ectoderm marker and repressed the committed epidermal marker xk81 (Figure 

2F). This result indicates that mNanog and xventx1/2 do not favour, but rather impede, 

epidermal differentiation. Overall, xventx1/2 and mNanog repress the expression of 

committed tissue markers from the three germ layers (e.g. xk81, gsc, hba4, hhex, sox17a), 

regardless of their ventral or dorsal character. In contrast, xventx1/2 and mNanog 

overexpression has no effect or increases expression of uncommitted tissue markers such as 

xbra and foxi1e (Figures 2E and 2F). Taken together, the above data suggest that the earliest 

role of xventx1/2 is not to ventralise the embryo, but rather to prevent premature 

differentiation, similar to Xenopus pou5f1s [33]. Thus, xventx1/2 may act as guardians of high 

developmental potential in Xenopus, as does Nanog in amniotes [1-8]. 

We thus tested whether mNanog could functionally replace xventx1/2 by evaluating 

whether mNanog could rescue morphological and molecular deficiencies in xventx1/2 

knockdowned embryos. Morpholino oligonucleotides (MOs) directed against xventx1 and 

xventx2 pseudoalleles [29] or control MO were injected radially at the 2-cell stage, followed 

by radial injections of mNanog mRNA at the 4-cell stage (Figure 3). Rescue controls were 

either mock radial injections or, to evaluate the specificity of mNanog, injections with mRNA 

coding for another ventralising NKL transcription factor, msx1 [34]. Radial injections of 

control MO+mNanog and control MO+msx1 led to a high proportion of ventralised embryos 

(Figures 3A and 3B), as seen for dorsal injections of mNanog alone (Figures 2A and 2B). As 

described [29], xventx1/2 MOs-mediated inactivation led to a high proportion of strongly 
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dorsalised embryos. Quite remarkably, almost 50% of embryos injected with xvenxt1/2 

MOs+mNanog were totally rescued at tailbud stage, showing normal elongated morphology 

(Figures 3A and 3B). WISH analysis revealed that axial structures such as the notochord 

(shh), ventral blood island (hba4), spinal cord (hoxb9) and brain (six6, egr2; also known as 

optx2 and krox-20, respectively) were recovered in these embryos. In contrast, msx1 

overexpression did not permit recovery of normal morphology in xventx1/2 morphants. 

Embryos either remained dorsalised or were ventralised by msx1, suggesting that msx1 does 

not control the same targets as xventx1/2. This possibility was further evaluated by RT-QPCR 

analyses in gastrulae. sox17a and gsc, activated by xventx1/2 knockdown, returned to normal 

levels when mNanog was added and were further repressed by msx1 (Figure 3C). However, 

xk81 was repressed by mNanog but not by msx1, consistent with the activator role of msx1 on 

the epidermal programme [34]. These results demonstrate that mNanog is able to substitute 

for xventx1/2 in Xenopus development and that this effect is specific, since it is not an 

attribute of all ventralising factors, as shown for msx1. 

DISC USSI O N 

Nanog was first identified in mammals as essential for early embryonic development 

and germ-line establishment, being required to restrain premature differentiation of 

embryonic stem cells [1-3]. Nanog activity protects undifferentiated cells against the 

differentiation-inducing effects of extracellular signals and transcriptional noise [4-6]. Nanog, 

initially thought to be a mammalian-specific gene, has orthologs in most vertebrate species 

including birds, teleosts and non-anuran amphibians [7-12]. Among amniotes, Nanog is 

functionally conserved. The chick ortholog, cNanog, expressed in the developing germ-line 

and involved in maintaining undifferentiated pluripotent embryonic stem cells, can rescue 

Nanog loss-of-function in mouse ES cells [7-8]. In contrast, while the medaka ortholog, 

OlNanog, is also essential for early development and seems to share germ-line related 
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functions of its amniotes counterparts, it does not regulate expression of the orthologs of 

mammalian Nanog targets, nor does it control developmental potential and cell lineage 

decisions in early embryos [9-10]. In line with these data, we show here that overexpression 

of mNanog and OlNanog have different effect on Xenopus laevis development. While 

mNanog displays marked ventralising activity, OlNanog seems to have much more limited 

effects, notably it does not repress the expression of gsc. Nanog orthologs were recently 

identified in urodele amphians [11-12]. Axolotl AxNanog maintains pluripotency in Nanog-

deficient mouse ES cells, suggesting that this factor controls developmental potential across 

tetrapods [12]. However, no Nanog ortholog has been identified in anuran amphibians so far. 

Nevertheless, in all amphibians, uncommitted embryonic cells maintain high developmental 

potential until the onset of gastrulation [19-20], similar to Nanog-expressing epiblastic cells in 

amniote embryos [35]. Interestingly, in anurans as in all tetrapods, these uncommitted cells 

express orthologs of Pou5f1 [8,12,33], a key Nanog partner in the mammalian pluripotency 

network [4]. Thus, current evidence argues for the conservation of this network in all 

vertebrates. Based on phylogenetic, structural and functional data, we propose that this 

network mobilises ventxs factors in the place of Nanog in the Xenopus taxon and perhaps also 

in teleosts. 

Our data imply that xventx1/2 differ from other ventral regulators, as they seem to 

control the rate of differentiation of early embryonic cells and not strictly their positional 

identity. Indeed, in early embryos, xventx1/2 do not directly promote ventrocaudal fates, as 

shown here for gastrula epidermis (Figure 2E) and elsewhere for the tailbud blood lineage 

[32]. Rather, they prevent precocious commitment and differentiation, indirectly affecting 

embryonic axes establishment and patterning. xventx1/2 may maintain early embryonic cells 

in an undetermined state and limit their competence to respond to differentiation-inducing 

signals, as for maintenance of pluripotent cells by Nanog in mammalian embryos [1-3]. It is 
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important to note that active clearance of xventx proteins coincides with loss of multipotency 

at mid-gastrula stages [36]. Furthermore, numerous common xventxs and Nanog regulators, 

transcriptional targets and interactors are known to be involved in dorsoventral patterning 

during Xenopus and teleost embryogenesis and in cell lineage decisions in mammals (Table 

S1). Our work thus provides novel insights linking control of cell commitment and embryonic 

axis patterning and is coherent with recent experimental and theoretical works, in which the 

dorso-ventral (or rostro-caudal in the revised model) genetic system is reinterpreted as a 

regulator of timing of cell commitment throughout the embryo, thus indirectly affecting axis 

patterning [37]. 

In our re-interpretation of their role, xventxs may control the progressive allocation of 

embryonic cells to the developing body axis. Loss of xventx1/2 abrogates inhibition of 

differentiation and most cells precociously adopt the same positional identities as xventxs 

negative cells in the embryo: dorsal and anterior [29] (see also Figures 3A-C). Consequently, 

the pool of cells available to build posterior territories is depleted, resulting in minute trunk-

tail structures. Consistently, correct development can be recovered by the concomitant 

depletion of commitment factors normally repressed by xventxs, like gsc [29]. Conversely, 

ectopic activity of xventx1/2 represses early commitment factors and causes the depletion of 

dorso-anterior territories [14,25,31] (see also Figures 2A-D). This proposed role of xventxs in 

the maintenance of developmental potential arose from their functional similarity with 

mNanog. In turn, mNanog is primarily characterised as a central factor in the mammalian 

pluripotency network [4] but not known to participate in the dorsal-ventral network. We 

surmise that these networks largely overlap, which may have marked consequences in stem 

cell biology. 

Other amphibians possess Nanog orthologs [11-12], raising the question of whether 

the role of ventxs in developmental potential maintenance is ancestral or is an innovation 
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specific to Xenopus. We did not detect any positive selection or relaxation of purifying 

selection in the Xenopus xventxs branches, arguing against a functional shift during ventx 

evolution. Conversely, the relaxation observed in the Nanog branch suggests that this gene 

functionally diverged since the tetrapod/teleostean separation. Our results thus support an 

ancestral role of ventxs role in maintenance of developmental potential. However, we cannot 

rule out that this role is specific to Xenopus, since saturation can obliterate signals concerning 

ancient events, especially if only few sequences are available. Nevertheless, functional data 

strongly support the ancestrality of ventxs involvement in this process, since teleost and 

Xenopus ventxs serve the same function [28,30,38]. Furthermore, medaka and amniote Nanog 

orthologs have different functions during early development [9-10] and we show here that 

their ectopic expression has different effects on Xenopus development. Therefore, it seems 

that during evolution, Nanog functionally converged with the ventxs in the amniote lineage, 

rather than ventxs with Nanog in the Xenopus lineage. This leads us to hypothesize that a 

single gene regulatory network (GRN), comprising ventx and pou5f1 was present in the 

common ancestor of vertebrates. In this scenario, the ancestral GRN restrained differentiation 

and secondarily co-opted Nanog, when it acquired functional redundancy with ventxs. 

Functional redundancy would explain the loss of Nanog in Xenopus and of ventx in rodents. 

Functional data concerning amniotes ventx genes is scarce, probably because they are absent 

from the genome of the mouse, the main experimental model in this taxon. However, the 

human ventx ortholog (VENTX) located next to the stem-cell marker UTF-1, shares features 

with its counterparts in Xenopus and fish [15]. Both human and Xenopus ventx orthologs 

block WNT signalling [39] and human VENTX display ventralising activity in zebrafish 

embryos [15]. As mentioned earlier, VENTX retropseudogenes are unusually frequent in the 

human genome [22], a feature that is proposed to be a specific signature of genes involved in 

pluripotency maintenance such as POU5F1 and NANOG [23]. In line with this idea, VENTX 
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is co-expressed with NANOG and POU5F1 in pluripotent-embryonal carcinomas [17], a 

subtype of human male germ cell tumours constituted of cells highly similar to early zygotic 

and ES cells [16]. Furthermore, all these genes are strongly down-regulated when tumour cell 

differentiation is forced in vitro [17]. Finally, a genome-wide RNA interference screen has 

recently shown that in human ES cells, VENTX or NANOG knockdown results in reduced 

expression of a POU5F1-GFP reporter construct in a modest but comparable way (see 

Supplemental Information in [18]). Intriguingly, knockdown of other major pluripotency 

regulators such as SOX2 and KLF4 show even less pronounced effects. Functional 

redundancy with SOX2 and KLF4 relatives might explain these weak effects [40,41]. Wether 

such redundancy also exists between human NANOG and VENTX is an important issue for 

future work. 

In summary, we confirm that Nanog has been lost secondarily in the Xenopus lineage 

and we identify the Xenopus ventral homeobox genes (xventxs) as Nanog counterparts in this 

taxon. Overexpression of mNanog or xventx1/2 in frog embryos prevents lineage decisions 

and causes similar phenotypes. Furthermore, overexpressed mNanog can specifically rescue 

xventx1/2 deficient embryos. In conclusion, we propose that ventx genes are novel guardians 

of high developmental potential, functionally conserved among vertebrates, including human. 

Our re-interpretation of ventxs function offers new insights linking cell commitment and axis 

patterning and improves our understanding of the composition and evolution of the gene 

regulatory network that controls pluripotency in vertebrates. 
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F I G UR E L E G E NDS 

F igure 1: Syntheny of Nanog loci and phylogenic reconstruction of the N K L group 

homeodomains relationships using Maximum L ikelihood. (A) Syntheny analysis suggests 

that Nanog has been lost in the Xenopus lineage. In all amniotes (represented here by the 

mouse) and teleosts (represented here by the medaka), Nanog orthologs (in red) are found in 

different but conserved regions of the genome (top and bottom panels, respectively). While 

these regions can be readily identified in the Xenopus tropicalis genome scaffolds, none of 

these contain any Nanog-related sequence (a more detailed representation including more 

species is available upon request). Note that comparative mapping indicates that, in axoltl (not 

shown), the AxNanog locus lies in the conserved amniote synthenic region [12]. (B) Global 

view of an unrooted neighbour-joining tree obtained with the homeodomain sequences of all 

known NKL members found in the genomes of the fly, amphioxus and a representative 

selection of vertebrates. NKL families are highlighted in different shades of grey except for 

NANOG (red) and VENTX (blue). Relationships between NKL families remain elusive; 

however all are monophyletic and well supported by bootstrap analysis with three exceptions: 

the NK4 (paraphyletic) VENTX (polyphyletic) and NANOG (monophyletic, but poorly 

supported, boostrap: 53,1%). (C) Close-up of the region of the tree where most VENTX 

orthologs are found. (D) Close-up of the region of the tree containing the monophyletic 

NANOG group. Note that amphioxus VENTX homeodomains (VENT1 Branchiostoma 

floridae and VENT2 Branchiostoma floridae) are found at the root of the NANOG subtree, 

the resulting topology fitting with chordate phylogeny. However, this association is not 

supported by bootstrap analysis (bootstrap: 21,5%) and the interpretation of amphioxus 

VENTXs as NANOG orthologs is at odds with the literature [21]. Both NANOG and VENTX 

groups have longer branches than typical NKL-class members (e.g. NK1 and LBX groups on 

panels C and D, see also Table 1 and Figure S2). 
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F igure 2: Overexpression of mNanog but not OlNanog phenocopies xventx1/2 gain-of-

function. (A) Embryos were injected dorsally at 2-cell stage (NF2) with water as a control 

(Ctrl), or with mRNAs coding for xventx1/2 (1:3 mix of xventx1 and xventx2; 1.0 ng final), 

mNanog (0.3 ng final) and OlNanog (0.3 ng final). At tailbud stage (NF30), mNanog and 

xventx1/2 overexpression led to similar ventralised phenotypes, while OlNanog-injected 

embryos were considerably less affected, notably in their anterior structures (lateral views, 

anterior to the left, dorsal to the top). (B) Percentages of observed phenotypes in three 

independent experiments for mock (n=30), mNanog (n=38), xventx1/2 (n=31) or OlNanog 

(n=68) mRNAs injections. (C) RT-QPCR experiments and (D) whole-mount in situ 

hybridizations (WISH) in early gastrulae (NF10.5) showed that overexpression of mNanog 

and xventx1/2 but not OlNanog affects gsc expression (left panels: whole embryos, ventral 

view, dorsal to the top; right panels: hemisected embryos, lateral view, dorsal to the left, 

vegetal pole to the bottom). In panels D and F, the number of embryos showing staining 

similar to the one photographed over the total number of embryos assayed is indicated. (E) 

Embryos injected dorsally at 2-cell stage (NF2) with mNanog (0.3 ng) or xventx1/2 (1.0 ng) 

mRNAs, and water for controls, were processed for RT-QPCR at gastrula stage (NF10.5) 

using markers of mesoderm (xbra, eomes, myf5), organizer (gsc, hhex), endoderm (sox17a, 

gata6) and neuroectoderm (sox2) tissues. All genes studied were affected in a similar fashion 

by mNanog and xventx1/2 overexpression. (F) Animal view of NF10.5 embryos injected 

unilaterally at 16-cell stage (NF5) in one AB4 blastomere with 1:3 mix xventx1/2 (0.5 ng 

final) or mNanog (0.15 ng final) mRNAs, or water for controls (white arrowheads and black 

dotted lines indicate the injected side). WISH for xk81 (epidermis) and foxi1e (uncommitted 

ectoderm) indicate that xventx1/2 and mNanog repress commitment during epidermal 

differentiation. 

F igure 3: H eterologous mNanog expression rescues xventx1/2 knockdown specifically. 
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Embryos were first injected radially at 2-cell stage (NF2) with control MO or a 1:1 mix of 

xventx1 and xventx2 MOs (total 60 ng) and subsequently at 4-cell stage (NF3) with water, 

mNanog or msx1 capped mRNAs (600 pg). (A) WISH of tailbud-stage embryos (anterior to 

the left, dorsal to the top). Controls were morphologically normal and displayed wild-type 

expression profiles for all analysed genes (six6, hba4, shh, otx2, myod). mNanog and msx1 

overexpression in control MO-injected embryos led to abnormal phenotypes with anterior 

truncations, while injection of xventx1/2 MOs+water strongly dorsalised the embryos. 

Coinjecting mNanog but not msx1 restored normal phenotypes. (B) Percentages of observed 

phenotypes in three independent experiments for Ctrl MO+water (n=36), Ctrl MO+mNanog 

(n=15), Ctrl MO+msx1 (n=16), xventx1/2 MO+water (n=29), xventx1/2 MO+mNanog 

(n=103), xventx1/2 MO+msx1 (n=60). (C) In gastrulae (NF10.5) RT-QPCR for the genes gsc, 

sox17a and xk81 confirmed the specific rescue of xventx1/2 knockdown by mNanog. 
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T A B L ES 
 

 

N K L family 

 

Paralog used 

Consensus sequence 

(Human, Xenopus, Zebrafish and Fugu*) 

 

% seq. id. 

# processed 

pseudogenes 

LBX LBX1 ,,-.,/01/23456787-,1864-68.90:,:450448;8/204<5/=142,,0-8-,:8! 100 0 

NK2.1 NKX2.1 ,,-,,<81.404<6787,,1-44-68.097,7380.>538/9/4<-5=1423,6->-,40! 100 0 

NK3 NKX3.2 --,.,001.304<1787,,1234,68.;97,0:800.8-8/7/4<-5=142,,6-/-,,4! 100 0 

BSX BSX ,,-0,/<1.:.48.;87-,17?4,68./97,<780/08.8.7/4<-/=142,,>-3--48! 98,3 0 

EMX EMX1 (£) 9-,5,/01.9.488,87,017-236<<;07,-480?.8.8.7/4<-<=142,,/-6-,4-! 98,3 0 

HLX HLX ,.=.,0<1.284,-;87-,17?4-6</-9:,-4800>8;8/:04<-<=142,,>-=,3.-! 98,3 0 

BARX  9,,.,/51/7?48>;87--14-4-68./9:,8:804.8;8/484<-/=642,,>-=--?<! 96,7 0 

MSX MSX1 2,-9,/91//?488087,-1,4-468.507,071...8?8/7/4<-5=142,,0-0-,84! 96,7 1 

VAX VAX2 9-,/,/.1/07486,87?714,@46<<;,7,/780,4828.7/4<-<=142,,/-4--:?! 96,7 0 

HHEX HHEX ,-;;4<,1.2:4/?787-?17/4-68.997,-,80-?848.7,4<-/=142,,0-=,,8-! 95 0 

NK5 HMX1 ---/,/<1.,.4<1487./1:?-,68..?7,0;800?8?8/7/4<-5=142,,2-=-,48! 93,3 0 

NK6 NKX6.3 --3/,9/1?;3451?87-/174/-680;97,0,80?.8;>?7.4<-<=142,,/-=,--.! 93,3 0 

EN EN2 :-,9,/01/0?484,8-?714/2,68/74,,4?80478?827.45-5=142-,0-5--0?! 91,7 0 

DLX DLX4 ?,-9,/56..8484?8?4,14?/4680897,0?800?8;8/4/4<-5=142-,.-6--??! 88,3 0 

NK1 NKX1.2 9,,0,/01/6748<087??1,??,68.<@7,8?808?8?8/7/4<-5=142,,/-=--4?! 88,3 0 

TLX TLX2 ,--9,/.1.,?4??787?,1?,4-680.07,0?80-08?>?:?4<-/=142,,/-=,,4/! 85 0 

NK2.2 NKX2.8 ?--,,<81.-04/?787,,1,44,68.?97,?480??8?8/9/4<-5=1423,6-?-,??! 83,3 0 

BARHL BARHL1 (  ?,-0,/01???48??87,.1??4-68.<4:,>7800.8?8?:/4<-/=642,,/-=-,4?! 81,7 0 

NK4 NKX2.6 (£) ,,?9,<81.4?4<??87,,1-44,68.097,??80??8?8/.?4<-5=142,,6-@-,4?! 81,7 0 

DBX DBX2 ?58,,0<1.7?4,??87??1??4-65.-??,??80??8?8-7?4<-5=142,,>-=,2??! 70 0 

NOTO NOTO ?-,?,/?1???48??87-?1??4???<;??,??80??8?8?7?4<?<=142,,?-??-4?! 53,3 0 

V E N T X V E N T X2 ??,?,/?1/??4???87??1??3?68???7,???0????8?7?4??/=142,,>-?-,??! 48,3 6 

N A N O G N A N O G (&) ????,??1.??4???8???1??4?6????????8?????8?6-4<-?=142?,>-?????! 36,7 10 

     

* For some families a different set of species was used, see legend for details 

 

Table 1: Nanog and V entx homeodomains are less conserved than other N K L families. 

For each NKL family present in all vertebrates (1st column) the homeodomains (HDs) of all 

Homo sapiens, Xenopus tropicalis, Danio rerio and Takifugu rubripes paralogs were 

retrieved. When a given paralog was unknown in a given species but present in a closely 
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BARHL1 being unknown in D .rerio, the Gasterostus aculeatus sequences were used; (£) 

EMX1 and NKX2.6 being unknown in T.rubripes, the Takifugu nigroviridis sequences were 

used; ($) BARX2 being unknown in G .gallus, the Taeniopygia guttata sequence was used; 

(&) NANOG being unknown in Xenopus species the Ambystoma mexicanum sequence was 

used. For each group of orthologs, the percentage of identity along the HD of the four 

relevant sequences was computed. For families with multiple paralogs, only the least 

conserved are shown here (2nd column). The consensus sequence and percentage of identity 

thus obtained are indicated (3rd and 4th column). The VENTX and NANOG families (in 

bold) present the lowest sequence identity in the HD, and are the only NKL families for 

which numerous processed pseudogenes are found in the human genome (5thcolumn)[22]. 

This similarity extends to functional properties (see Supplemental Data, Table S1). 
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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9!Table S1: Mammalian Nanog and Xenopus xventxs share strik ing functional 
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F igure S1: Relaxation of purifying selection is detected during Nanog evolution, related 

to F igure 1. (A) Testing for positive selection revealed that relaxation of purifying selection 

has occurred in the Nanog family prior to the teleostean and tetrapod diversifications 

significant change in evolutionary rates was detected in any of the Xenopus ventx paralogs 

Nanog and 

Ventx groups are displayed in red and blue respectively. 

F igure S2: mNanog and xventx1/2 overexpression leads to comparable molecular 

regulation of common targets, related to F igure 2. WISH of tailbud-stage embryos (NF30). 

Overexpression of mNanog (0.3 ng) or xvent1/2 (1.0 ng) resulted in reduced ventral 

mesoderm formation as indicated by the restricted expression domains of hba4 (black 

arrows). 
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! ! 34+56! $&'! ())*! ! 34+56&5'78,83! +&,! (091:;*!

! ! <=<! $&'! ()0*! ! <=<! 1! (/-.:-*!

! ! >37! $&'! ():*! ! >37! 1! (/-.:?1:%*!

! =>"%.?>$,1$(%&@"?1(>.9!

! ! $4@)<-! $&'! ()2*! ! $AB)C-D-&$AB)C-D/! +&,! (?:.:)*!

! ! E#5+-! $&'! ()%.)9*! ! EFGH-! +&,! (?).02.:01::*!

! ! E4I?! $&'! ()2*! ! EAJ?! +&,! (:2*!

! ! E757/! $&'! (0;*! ! EKGK/! +&,! (:9*!

! ! 7'</! $&'! (0-*! ! 7LC/! +&,! (2;*!

! ! 3534=! $&'! ()2*! ! @MNMAOM! MDGD! MDGD!

! ! @MNMAOM! MDGD! MDGD! ! IPQMKJ-&?! +&,! (?).0).2-12?*!

5+)-#"1+.&"%63(>&7$%6.&1(&,>(!(1+>&>+)$(%&(A9!

! ! !"#$%& 1! (0?*! ! $"#$%& +&,! (2;*!

! ! !#'(& $&'! ()9*! ! $#'(& +&,! (-%.)/.0010:.2;12-*!
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! ! 485+& $&'! (0?*! ! 885+& 1! (:/*!

! ! 9:.;& $&'! (0?*! ! #:.;& 1! (?).29*!

! ! <*=">& $&'! ()).)9.0?*! ! +7?6& +&,! (2%*!

! ! 0"@"-& $&'! ()9*! ! 3"@"-& +&,! (2/.2012:*!

! ! <"7*3& $&'! ()).)9.0?*! ! @MNMAOM! MDGD! MDGD!

! ! @MNMAOM! MDGD! MDGD! ! +A57@+6/-& +&,! (?).)/.:01::.2-12?*!

! ! 0"@"B& $&'! ()).0?.0/*! ! 3"@"B& 1! KRST!UGUQV!

! ! C*#51& $&'! ()).)9.0?*! ! 5*#51& 1! KRST!UGUQV!

! ! D*+-& $&'! ()).)9.0?*! ! 1*+-& 1! KRST!UGUQV!

! ! D*+6E& $&'! ())*! ! 1*+6E"& +&,! KRST!UGUQV!

B%1+>"?1.&<$1;9!
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! ! 3534=! $&'! (0%*! ! @MNMAOM! MDGD! MDGD!

! ! @MNMAOM! MDGD! MDG! ! IPQMKJ-&?! +&,! (?)*!

Table S1: Mammalian Nanog and Xenopus xventxs share strik ing functional similarities, 

related to Table 1. Mammalian Nanog (left) and Xenopus xventxs (right) 

pathways, transcription factors, genes and proteins, respectively. Most of these factors are 

known to be involved in the regulation of pluripotency and/or cell commitment and 

differentiation in mammals (indicated by P/C next to the gene names), while their 
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counterparts in frog and/or fish are known to be involved in dorsoventral patterning during 

embryogenesis (indicated by D/V next to the gene names). To our knowledge, gata6, eomes, 

sox2 and sox17a were known to be regulated by Nanog in mammals but not by xventxs in 

Xenopus before this study. Relevant publications are indicated in each case (references [53-

87] are listed as Supplemental References). 
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In silico screening 

Homeodomain sequences from all reported Nanog genes were retrieved from public 

repositories (http://www.ncbi.nlm.gov/; http://www.ensembl.org/) and used as queries to 

perform several rounds of TBLASTN screening on the Xenopus tropicalis genome assembly 

(http://genome.jgi-psf.org/Xentr4/Xentr4.home.html), as well as on available expressed 

sequence tags and cDNA sequences from Xenopus tropicalis and Xenopus laevis 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.gov/).  

R T-PC R screening 

Total RNAs were extracted from Xenopus laevis ovaries, unfertilized and fertilized 

eggs (NF1), blastulae (NF8) and early gastrulae (NF10.5) using the RNeasy mini Kit 

(Qiagen), then reverse transcribed using superscript II reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen). The 

resulting cDNAs were screened by PCR using degenerate primers (MWG-Biotech). Primer 

design was based on the strict consensus sequence extracted from the Nanog homeoboxes 

-TTYCARNNNCARAARTAYYTNWSNCC- or -

TTYGTNNNNCARAARTAYYTNWSNCC- -

CNGCNTTYWSNGARWSNCARATG- or - CNGCNTTYWSNGARGARCARATG-

-ACYTGYTTRTANGTNARNCCNG- all vertebrates -

TTYTGRAACCANGTYTTNAC-  degeneracy. PCR 

- -start and 

annealing temperature gradient) were done in the presence of ExTaq (Takara) on a MyCycler 

thermocycler (Biorad). No significant amplification was detected upon gel electrophoresis in 

presence of SybrSafe DNA Gel Stain fluorescent dye (Invitrogen). Additional PCR conditions 

did not yield amplification products either (primer concentrations from 0.2 to 1.0µM, Mg2+ 

concentrations from 1 to 4 mM, alternate cycling conditions: touch-down, bottom-up). 
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Specific primers for xventx2.1 (also known as xom) and xventx1 (also known as vent-1) were 

used as positive controls (see below), leading to single band amplicons of the expected size in 

all experiments. 

Syntheny analysis 

Annotated genes present in the vicinity of Nanog orthologs in Danio rerio, 

Gasterosteus aculeatus, Oryzias latipes, Takifugu rubripes, Tetraodon nigroviridis, Gallus 

gallus, Ornithorhynchus anatinus, Monodelphis domestica, Mus musculus and Homo sapiens 

were retrieved from the ensembl website. This revealed that Nanog orthologs are found in two 

distinct synthenic regions: one in amniotes and another one in teleosts. These regions were 

compared to scaffolds of the Xenopus tropicalis genome containing the orthologs of the genes 

thus identified. A simplified representation showing the absence of Nanog in Xenopus is 

presented as Figure 1A, a representation including all analysed species is available upon 

request. 

Sequences retrieval 

We retrieved protein sequences of all referenced NKL factors from Homo sapiens, 

Branchiostoma floridae and Drosophila melanogaster (referenced on the homeoDB website 

[42]: http://homeodb.cbi.pku.edu.cn/), as well as those from Danio rerio, Takifugu rubripes, 

Xenopus tropicalis, Anolis carolinensis, Gallus gallus, Ornithorhynchus anatinus and 

Monodelphis domestica (referenced on the ncbi, ensembl or Joint Genome Institute websites: 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.gov/, http://www.ensembl.org/, http://www.jgi.doe.gov/). When a given 

paralog was unknown in one of these species but present in a closely related one, the relevant 

sequences were retained (Gasterosteus aculeatus for Danio rerio, Tetraodon nigroviridis for 

Takifugu rubripes, Taeniopygia guttata for Gallus gallus and Xenopus laevis or Ambystoma 

mexicanum for Xenopus tropicalis). All these sequences were compiled and aligned using the 

Seaview software [43]. This dataset as well as others used in this study are available upon 
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request to the corresponding author. 

Phylogenetic analyses 

Molecular phylogenetic analyses were performed on the 60 amino acids of the aligned 

NKL homeodomains using Maximum likelihood (JTT model of amino-acids substitution) and 

neighbour-joining methods, as implemented in the PHYML software [44]. Branch support 

was assessed using boostrap replication (1000 replicates). 

Conservation analysis 

For each NKL family conserved among vertebrates (Lbx, NK2.1, NK3, Bsx, Emx, 

Hlx, Barx, Msx, Vax, Hhex, NK5, NK6, En, Dlx, NK1, Tlx, Nk2.2, Dbx, Noto, Ventx and 

Nanog), the 60 amino acids of the homeodomains of Homo sapiens, Xenopus tropicalis, 

Danio rerio and Takifugu rubripes representatives were separately aligned. In order to always 

compare two tetrapod and two teleost sequences, when a given paralog was unknown in one 

of these species but present in a closely related one, the relevant sequences were retained (e.g. 

for Barx2, the Gasterosteus aculeatus sequence was used instead of Danio rerio; for Nanog, 

the Ambystoma mexicanum sequence was used instead of Xenopus laevis). For each set of 

orthologs, strict consensus sequences were obtained and the percentage of sequence identity 

computed using the Seaview software [43]. In the case of families represented by multiple 

paralogs, only the least conserved subfamily was retained to generate Table 1. 

T est for positive selection 

Positive selection was tested using the branch-site model A, as implemented in codeml 

from the PAML package version 4b [45]. Positive selection is detected if there is a category 

of sites with dN/dS ratio omega > 1 on the tested branch. Importantly, the test contrasts 

positive selection on the branch of interest to the possibility of relaxed purifying selection, 

which avoids a major source of false positive results. The test is done by comparing the 

difference of log-likelihood (lnl) values to a chi2 distribution of 1 degree of freedom and 
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corrected for multiple testing [46]. The test was carried on the whole homeobox (180 

nucleotides) on a representative set of vertebrates. 

Embryo manipulation and injection 

Xenopus laevis were obtained from NASCO. All animal studies were conducted 

according to the principles and procedures described in the Guidelines for care and Use of 

Experimental animals. Oocytes obtained from females were fertilized in vitro, de-jellied 

before injection and the developing embryos cultured until the appropriate stages using 

standard procedures [14,25,27,29]. Synthetic capped mRNAs were transcribed with the 

mMessage mMachine SP6 kit (Ambion) using the following templates: pCS2+-Vent1 and 

pCS2+-Xbr1b, both linearised with NotI (gifts of N. Papalopulu, University of Manchester, 

UK and respectively referred to as xventx1 and xventx2 in this work); pSP64T-xMsx1, 

linearised with EcoRI [13,14]; pCS2+MT-OlNanog, linearised with Sac II (a gift of J.L. 

Mullor, Hospital La Fe, Universidad de Valencia, Spain) [9]. To express mNanog, the ORF of 

a commercial clone (Geneservice) was PCR amplified and cloned into pCS2+, linearised with 

NotI and transcribed with SP6. Previously described morpholino oligonucleotides (MOs) 

directed against xventx1 and xventx2 pseudoalleles [29] were obtained from GeneTools. In 

order to rule out possible interference of MOs mixed with mRNAs before injection, we 

performed rescue assays through injections of MOs at the 2-cell stage, followed by mRNAs 

injections at the 4-cell stage. All injections were performed at least in three times to assess 

reproducibility. 

In situ hybridization and Real-T ime Quantitative R T-PC R 

Injected embryos were processed for whole-mount in situ hybridization (WISH) with 

digoxygenin-labelled probes (Roche) using standard procedures [14] and staining was done 

with BM purple (Roche). Embryos were bleached with hydrogen peroxide 4% (Carlo Erba 

Reagenti) and photographed with a SMZ800 binocular (Nikon) coupled to a DS-Fi1/DS-L2 
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acquisition system (Nikon). 

For Real-Time Quantitative RT-PCR (RT-QPCR) total RNAs were extracted from 10 

embryos, as described above. Three independent biological replicates were collected and RT-

QPCR reactions were performed in duplicate for each sample using Power SYBR® master 

mix (Applied Biosystems) on a 7300 Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems) following 

manufacturer recommendations. Primers (MWG Biotech) were described in previous 

publications or designed using Primer Express Software (Applied Biosystems); the relevant 

sequences and references are listed below. Ct data were collected using 7300 system software 

(Applied Biosystem) and analysed using Microsoft Excel. First, the Ct for each technical 

duplicate were averaged and normalised against the  (eef1a1) 

the mean of the control condition as reference for each gene tested. Finally, data from 

independent experiments were averaged and presented in histograms as fold change (in log 

scale on Figure 2E), with SEM as error bars. 

Gene O riginal reference Forward primer sequences Reverse pr imer sequences 
eef1a1 Fini J.B. et al., 

unpublished 
&,-.//!0.0!/11!11.!/./!../!/0.!.-$,! &,-.11!01/!101!0..!//1!...!11.-$,!

eomes [47] &,-.//!.11!.10!0//!.10!0/.!11-$,! &,-///!/0/!...!.10!../!1..!/0-$,!
gata6 [48] &,-110!011!///!0/1!111!/0.!0-$,! &,-/1.!/1.!/.0!/11!./.!0.1!1-$,!
gsc [49] &,-..1!011!/0.!/00!100!1./!/0-$,! &,-..1!101!...!.//!/10!...!.1-$,!

hhex [50] &,-001!0/1!/10!.1.!00.!///!01-$,! &,-11.!..1!1/1!../!./1!0/0!//-$,!
xk81 XMMR &,-101!10/!001!010!/0/!.01-$,! &,-100!11.!.11!10.!100!110-$,!
myf5  This paper &,-.0/!1./!..1!0/0!.//!10.!/.1!.-$,! &,-1//!00/!//0!/.1!0/.!/1.!01-$,!

sox17a [48] &,-/10!0/0!./1!../!/10!0/.!1/-$,! &,-/1.!/00!/..!1.1!.0/!010!10-$,!
sox2 [51] &,-110!/.1!101!1./!.0/!.10!11.!1.-$,! &,-101!..1!./1!111!0//!.0/!/.0!1-$,!
xbra [52] &,-..1!./0!0//!./0!/10!./.!1/-$,! &,-/..!./0!1..!./1!.00!00/!0/0!10/!/-$,!
xom [53] &,-...!10/!0./!1.1!.01!1./!1-$,! &,-100!0./!/11!...!1..!11.!/-$,!

vent-1 [29] &,-..1!11.!.10!/10!.//!..1!001-$,! &,-/10!.1.!11.!.//!10.!0..!.//-$,!
    

XMMR: Xenopus Molecular Marker Ressource (http://www.xenbase.org/xmmr/Marker_pages/primers.html) 
 
Table: Primer pairs used for R T-PC R experiments in this study. For each primer pair, the 

forward and reverse sequences are listed, as well as the original publications (references [47-

53] are listed in Supplemental References). 
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